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Summary

Iron-sulfur (FeS) clusters are omnipresent in nature, where they are involved in a variety
of tasks such as electron transfer, DNA repair, Fe storage, and substrate activation.
The enzyme nitrogenase contains one of the largest known biological FeS clusters.
Nitrogenase is responsible for the conversion of inert N2 gas to bioavailable ammonia,
a reaction that is copied by the industrial Haber-Bosch process. However, despite
decades of research, little is known about the molecular mechanism behind enzymatic
N2 reduction. The active site of nitrogenase is the iron-molybdenum cofactor (FeMoco,
[MoFe7S9C]) in the MoFe protein, which contains a unique μ6−C4– center. The
complex electronic structure of FeMoco pushes state-of-the-art quantum mechanical
methods to their limits, therefore, smaller model compounds are often explored with
high-level methods. The present work discusses the electronic structure of FeS clusters,
ranging from monomeric and dimeric FeS model compounds up to a QM/MM model
for FeMoco in the MoFe protein, and relates the results to experimental findings. The
discussion of the results is separated into four chapters, each focusing on different
electronic structure aspects of FeS clusters relevant to FeMoco.

Some S ligands in FeMoco can be selectively replaced with Se, which can be used
as a probe for the electronic structure with element-specific spectroscopic techniques.
However, it is unknown how much the electronic structure of FeMoco is altered by the
replacement. The present work quantifies the perturbation of the S→Se substitution
in [Fe(XH)4]

1– ,2– and [Fe2X2]
2+,1+ (X = S, Se) model compounds. The analysis of

the electronic structure focuses mostly on the multiconfigurational complete active
space self-consistent field (CASSCF) wave function. The local electronic structure of
the Fe−X bonds is characterized with ab initio ligand field theory (AILFT) and the
angular overlap model (AOM), while the metal-metal interactions are related to spin
Hamiltonian parameters. Se-based ligands show a smaller ligand field splitting and
have a reduced donor strength compared to the S-based counterparts. For the homo-
valent [Fe2X2]

2+ clusters, S→Se substitution reduces the antiferromagnetic Heisenberg
exchange coupling constant J by about 10 %. In the mixed-valent [Fe2X2]

1+ clusters, on
the other hand, the coupling strength decreases by about 50 % upon S→Se substitution.
The latter trend can be explained by increasing contributions from double exchange
and vibronic coupling and is consistent with the mixture of spin states observed
experimentally. S→Se substitution may therefore have a noticeable effect on the
electronic structure of FeMoco, where antiferromagnetic coupling plays an important
role.

Higher-nuclearity FeS clusters, such as FeMoco, often exhibit valence-delocalized
Fe2.5+Fe2.5+ pairs as part of the electronic structure. In contrast, nearly all FeS
dimers in the [Fe2S2]

1+ redox state have been reported to have a valence-localized
Fe2+Fe3+ electronic structure. Cys→Ser variants of the [Fe2S2] ferredoxins from
Clostridium pasteurianum (Cp) and Aquifex aeolicus (Aae) are the only known examples
for a valence-delocalized [Fe2S2]

1+ cluster. This work presents density functional
theory (DFT) cluster model calculations for the [Fe2S2]

1+ ferredoxins from Cp and
Aae. The electronic structure in the wild type model is localized, but delocalized in
the Cys→Ser variant, consistent with experiment. Furthermore, protonation in the
variant model leads to a localized electronic structure, which is consistent with the



experimentally observed pH dependence of the delocalization. The results suggest that
the terminal ligands are central to valence delocalization.

The complex wave function of FeMoco is most often modeled using broken-symmetry
(BS) DFT. Here, the local spins on each metal center can be aligned in a multitude
of ways, but the most stable BS determinants are usually those that maximize the
number of antiferromagnetically coupled Fe pairs. Furthermore, the localized orbital
analysis yields the distribution of unpaired electrons across the metal centers and
is helpful to rationalize structure-reactivity relations. The present work shows that
calculating the coupling constants for different Fe pairs explicitly leads to an improved
correlation between the energies and antiferromagnetic coupling. A comparison of
localization algorithms suggests that Foster-Boys orbitals are the most robust in the
context of the localized orbital analysis. Atomic charges, on the other hand, do not
correlate with the localized orbitals analysis, but capture differences in the protein
environment, such as in quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) models
of Mo nitrogenase compared to V nitrogenase. Furthermore, the atomic charges show
that if the QM/MM boundary runs too close to the active site, the metal cluster
becomes overpolarized by the MM charges. These findings help to interpret the results
of DFT calculations for FeMoco and to choose a suitable QM region for QM/MM
models.

The molecule CO is isoelectronic to N2. It binds reversibly to Mo nitrogenase, where
it acts as an inhibitor to N2 reduction. V nitrogenase, on the other hand, reduces CO to
hydrocarbons in a Fischer-Tropsch-like reaction. CO-inhibited nitrogenase gives rise to
a number of experimentally well-characterized electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR)
and infrared (IR) species, as well as X-ray diffraction (XRD) structures. However,
details of the initial binding event are unknown, such as the redox state of the active
site (En) or the role of the protein environment. In this work, the mechanism of CO
binding to Mo and V nitrogenase is studied using QM/MM models. The models for
the E1 redox state feature a terminal and a bridging CO binding motif, where the
calculated frequencies (1922 cm−1 and 1716 cm−1) agree well with the experimentally
observed IR bands (1904 cm−1 and 1715 cm−1). Therefore, the QM/MM calculations
are consistent with CO binding happening in the E1 redox state. Alternatively, the
calculated frequency for a semi-bridging CO in the E2 QM/MM model (1718 cm−1)
is also consistent with the latter IR band and the topology is the same as in the
CO-bound XRD structure. Analogous models for V nitrogenase do not show significant
differences, even though here CO binding has been reported without enzymatic turnover
conditions. Furthermore, the careful analysis of the electronic structure reveals that
CO coordination induces local spin pairing at the binding site. This, in turn, affects
the magnetic interaction between the metal center and leads to an energy reordering
of the BS determinants.
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1. Introduction

Nitrogen is one of the fundamental elements of life, occurring in biomolecules such as
proteins or nucleic acids.1 The largest nitrogen reservoir on the surface of the earth
is the atmosphere, which consists of 78 % inert N2 gas and is unavailable to most
organisms. The chemical transformation of N2 to bioavailable nitrogen sources, such
as ammonia or amino acids, is called nitrogen fixation.2 In nature, this process is
performed almost exclusively by diazotrophic bacteria. Some of these bacteria live
freely in soils and release nitrogen-containing compounds upon death. Others exist in
symbiosis with higher plants, which supply them with carbohydrates in exchange for
ammonia. Diazotrophs in symbiotic relationships are responsible for about 70 % of
biological nitrogen fixation.3 However, they are underrepresented in crop ecosystems,
making the use of fertilizers necessary.

About 100 years ago, anthropogenic nitrogen fixation started becoming significant
with the discovery of the Haber-Bosch process.4,5 This industrial process uses het-
erogeneous, mostly Fe-based catalysts to synthesize ammonia from N2 and H2 gas.
Estimates suggest that nowadays, anthropogenic nitrogen fixation has caught up with
the biological fixation rate.6 The Haber-Bosch process is typically run at high tem-
perature (> 400 ◦C) and high pressure (> 200 bar) to acquire sufficient catalytic rates
– in stark contrast to diazotrophic bacteria, which operate at ambient conditions.7

Another demanding cost, however, comes with the H2 gas required for the industrial
process, which is synthesized via steam reforming from methane. As a consequence,
the Haber-Bosch process is currently responsible for 1 %–2 % of the global energy
consumption and about 1 % of the green house gas emission.8,9 It has recently been
shown that selective genetic engineering of bacteria enables the synthesis of small
molecules through fermentation at industrial scale.10 Therefore, understanding the
details of biological nitrogen fixation could possibly open alternative pathways to
the resource-intensive Haber-Bosch process. Furthermore, the enzyme responsible for
nitrogen fixation in diazotrophic bacteria also reduces other substrates, e.g. protons
to H2 or CO and CO2 to hydrocarbons, which is another highly relevant avenue for
bio-inspired catalysis.11,12

The enzyme responsible for N2 reduction in diazotrophic bacteria is called nitrogenase.
Different forms of nitrogenase can be expressed depending on metal availability.13 In the
most common form, Mo nitrogenase, the active site is the so-called iron-molybdenum
cofactor (FeMoco), which has the chemical formula [MoFe7S9C]. Enzymatic N2 re-
duction is a complex, multistep process, where the active site cycles through eight
one-electron reduction events.14 Despite decades of research, little is known about the
molecular mechanism and only a small fraction of the intermediate steps have been
characterized experimentally (see Ref [15] for a recent review). The major problem is
that enzymatic turnover typically yields a mixture of chemical species and the effective
concentration of the active site is low due to the sheer size of the enzyme (about 40 000
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atoms), which complicates the collection of spectroscopic data for well-defined reaction
intermediates. Therefore, computational models of nitrogenase provide an opportunity
to study selective redox states and structures, which help with the interpretation of
experimental observations and allow for the proposition of mechanistic steps.

When designing computational models of nitrogenase, one faces two major challenges:
(i) capturing the role of the protein environment during the mechanism and (ii)
describing the complex electronic structure of the large metal cluster FeMoco. The
protein creates a highly specific electrostatic environment around FeMoco and proximal
amino acid residues may be directly involved in the reaction intermediates. Therefore,
the protein has to be modeled, to some extent, explicitly. This is probably best realized
in a QM/MM model, where the large part of the protein is modeled classically with
molecular mechanics (MM), while the parts involved in the making and breaking of
bonds are modeled with quantum mechanics (QM).16 The QM part includes the active
site and possibly important surrounding residues.

The number of open-shell metal centers in FeMoco strongly restricts the number of
applicable QM methods. Routine QM/MM calculations therefore almost exclusively
resort to density functional theory (DFT). DFT has been shown to yield accurate
geometries for QM/MM models of nitrogenase.17–19 However, DFT is also known to
fail for other properties of bioinorganic systems, such as spin-state energetics or optical
excitations, and it further suffers from the problem that the results cannot be system-
atically improved.20 Alternatively, one can follow a bottom-up approach: For example,
with recent advances in computational power and quantum mechanical algorithms,
systems as large as [Fe2S2] clusters can be modeled with multiconfigurational, wave
function-based methods such as complete active space SCF (CASSCF).21,22 The result-
ing multiconfigurational wave function reveals details about the magnetic interactions
between two S-bridged Fe centers. Understanding the magnetic interactions in smaller
FeS fragments is an important step towards modeling larger FeS clusters such as
FeMoco.

The goal of this thesis is to promote the understanding of the relationship between
the complex electronic structure, spectroscopic properties, and the reactivity of the
active site of nitrogenase. To this end, computational models for smaller FeS clusters
and FeMoco fragments are discussed, as well as large QM/MM models of the MoFe
and the VFe protein. Chapter 2 investigates the S→Se substitution of the bridging
ligands in synthetic [Fe2S2] clusters, which have been shown to exhibit an unusual
S = 3

2
ground state in the reduced, Se-substituted form.23 Chapter 3 constitutes a

brief exploration the [Fe2S2] ferredoxins from Clostridium pasteurianum (Cp) and
Aquifex aeolicus (Aae), the only known examples of an S = 9

2
ground state in [Fe2S2]

1+

clusters.24 Chapter 4 is a thorough analysis of the computational models used for
FeMoco and FeVco, the active sites of Mo and V nitrogenase, respectively. Chapter 5
uses the previously introduced models to study the binding of CO to the active site of
nitrogenase. Large parts of Chapter 2 and Chapter 5 have been published in Ref [22]
and Ref [25], respectively. The remainder of the introduction provides an overview of
the computational methods used throughout this work (Section 1.1). Furthermore, it
summarizes the current state of the relevant literature (Section 1.2).
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1. Introduction

1.1. Computational approaches

The following sections give an introduction to the quantum chemical concepts that
are used throughout this work. Section 1.1.1 outlines the complete active space self-
consistent field (CASSCF) ansatz for a multiconfigurational wave function as well as the
n-electron valence state perturbation theory (NEVPT2). Section 1.1.2 discusses density
functional theory (DFT) and its application for chemical systems. Section 1.1.3 contains
a brief outline of molecular mechanics (MM) and how it is combined with quantum
mechanics in QM/MM calculations. Section 1.1.4 covers different spin Hamiltonians
that are commonly used to characterize magnetic interactions in molecules with
multiple magnetic centers. Section 1.1.5 and 1.1.6 explain how population analysis
and localized orbital analysis help to interpret the calculated electronic structure.

1.1.1. Wave function-based approaches

Time-independent Schrödinger equation

In quantum chemistry, stationary states are described by the time-independent
Schrödinger equation

ĤΨn = EnΨn (1.1)

where Ĥ is the molecular Hamiltonian, which contains all non-relativistic interactions
involving electrons and nuclei. Eq 1.1 is an eigenvalue equation and solving it yields
a set of eigenfunctions, the molecular wave functions Ψn, and a set of eigenvalues,
the energies En of the nth state.26,27 The molecular Hamiltonian completely defines
a chemical system in the non-relativistic limit and knowledge of the wave function
allows for the extraction of all non-relativistic properties of that system. However,
chemical systems present many-body problems and analytical solutions are not possible
except for very simple cases. Also, the exact numerical solution is afflicted with a
computational expense that render this approach inapplicable for all but the smallest
systems. Therefore, solutions to Eq 1.1 can only be acquired in an approximate
fashion. It is the goal of quantum chemistry to find the balance between accuracy and
computational cost of these approximations.

The most common approximation to Eq 1.1 is the Born-Oppenheimer (BO) approx-
imation. Here, the movement of the electrons is decoupled from the movement of the
nuclei and molecular wave function becomes a product of the electronic wave function
Ψele and the nuclear wave function Ψnuc. The 103–105 larger mass for the nuclei justifies
the use of the BO approximation, because the electrons respond nearly instantly to
changes in the molecular geometry. This assumption allows for a separation of the
molecular Hamiltonian Ĥ in an electronic term and a nuclear term – the coupling
term is neglected. The electronic wave functions Ψele

n are then the eigenfunctions of
the electronic Hamiltonian

Ĥele = −1
2

∑

i

∇2
i +

∑

i<j

1
rij

−
∑

i,A

ZA
riA

(1.2)
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1.1. Computational approaches

where the indices i, j run over all electrons and A over all nuclei in the system. ∇2 is
the Laplacian operator, r is the distance, and ZA is the nuclear charge. The positions
of the nuclei riA therefore enter as parameters in the electronic Hamiltonian. Solving
the electronic part of the Schrödinger equation for different nuclear positions, i.e.
molecular geometries, yields the potential energy surface of the system. The error
introduced by the BO approximation is usually small compared to the approximations
used for the electronic part. The coupling of the electron and nuclear motion is only
strong in the proximity of a conical intersection, where the BO approximation breaks
down.

Hartree-Fock wave function

Hartree-Fock (HF) theory describes an approximation to the electronic Schrödinger
equation. Here, the complexity is reduced by restricting the form of the electronic
wave function Ψele. The ansatz for Ψele is the Slater determinant

ΨSD =
1√
N !

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

ψ1(1) · · · ψ1(N)

. . .
. . . . . .

ψN(1) · · · ψN(N)

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

(1.3)

where N is the number of electrons and ψi are one-electron functions, the spin orbital.
A determinant is a linear combination of all possible matrix element products, which
changes sign when two rows or columns are switched. The Slater determinant therefore
conveniently includes two properties of the exact electronic wave function, namely,
that the electrons are indistinguishable and that the wave function is antisymmetric
with respect to the exchange of two electrons.

When the energy of a Slater determinant is minimized under the constraint that the
spin orbitals remain orthonormal, one ends up with a set of N equations, the so-called
HF equations

f̂ψa = εaψa (1.4)

where the Fock operator f̂ contains the core operator ĥ, the Coulomb operator Ĵ , and
the exchange operator K̂

f̂(1) =ĥ(1) +
∑

b

Ĵb(1) − K̂b(1) (1.5)

(1.6)

ĥ(1) = − 1
2

∇2
1 −

∑

A

ZA
r1A

Ĵb(1)ψa(1) = [
∫ ψ∗

b (2)ψb(2)
r12

d2]ψa(1)

K̂b(1)ψa(1) = [
∫ ψ∗

b (2)ψa(2)
r12

d2]ψb(1)
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1. Introduction

Non-interacting in the sense of HF theory means that the Fock operator is a one-
electron operator, which does not couple the movement of two electrons. However,
the Coulomb and exchange operators implicitly depend on all orbitals: the electron
in ψa feels the average effects of all other orbitals ψb. The Fock operator depends on
the solution of the Fock equation, therefore, they can only be solved iteratively in a
so-called self-consistent field (SCF). In practice, the spin orbitals are not varied freely,
but are expanded within a basis

ψj =
∑

i

cijφi

The expansion coefficients cij are the parameters that are optimized during the SCF
and are referred to as molecular orbital (MO) coefficients.

CASSCF wave function

For many chemical systems, a single determinant is an appropriate approximation for
the exact ground state wave function, since it gives a qualitatively correct description.
Therefore, HF theory provides a good starting point for more elaborate methods
that recover dynamic electron correlation, such as configuration interaction (CI),
many-body perturbation theory (MBPT), coupled cluster (CC) theory (see Ref [26] for
introductions). However, a single determinant is not a good starting point for describing
certain electronically excited states, the breaking of chemical bonds, or magnetic
coupling. In these cases, it is advisable to approximate the exact wave function as a
linear combination of multiple Slater determinants in a so-called multiconfigurational
SCF (MCSCF) wave function

ΨMCSCF =
∑

I

CIΨSD
I (1.7)

where CI are the expansion coefficients of ΨSD
I . Therefore, minimizing the energy for

a ΨMCSCF wave function implies optimizing the expansion coefficients CI alongside
the MO coefficients cij for each ΨSD

I . In principle, the ΨMCSCF wave function can be
a linear combination of an arbitrary number of Slater determinants, where each one
has a unique set of MO coefficients. Even when using a single, finite atomic basis
set (φi) to construct excited Slater determinants, and then expand the ΨMCSCF wave
function, the dimension of the wave function becomes unmanageable even for small
chemical systems. Therefore, the determinants included in the expansion need to be
constrained.

A practical strategy to tame the MCSCF wave function is the complete active space
SCF (CASSCF) approach, which is illustrated in Figure 1.1a. Here, a set of MOs is
sorted into three categories: internal, active, and virtual orbitals. The internal orbitals
are always doubly occupied, while the virtual orbitals are always empty. The CASSCF
wave function expanded by all possible excited Slater determinants, where the active
orbitals are either empty, singly, or doubly occupied. In other words, the dimension of
the CASSCF problem is equivalent to the full CI problem in the subspace spanned by
n electrons in o active orbitals.
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Figure 1.1. – (a) Schematic representation of orbital spaces in a CASSCF wave function
and (b) the excitation classes in NEVPT2 (white: hole, black: particle). The n
in V (n) indicates the change in the number of electrons in the active space.

The CASSCF method requires its user to choose the number of electrons n and
orbitals o for the active space, which is abbreviated as CAS(n,o). This choice is not
unique, since it depends on the computational chemist to judge whether a CAS(n,o)
yields a qualitatively correct wave function. Therefore, the CASSCF approach is not a
black box method, but presumes a deep understanding of the electronic structure in
question. In practice, even the CAS(n,o) is insufficient information to characterize the
CASSCF wave function, because it is not always evident which o active orbitals give
the lowest energy and the results of the orbital optimization depends heavily on the
starting orbitals.

The MCSCF wave function, just like the exact non-relativistic electronic wave
function, is an eigenfunction of the total spin operator Ŝ2.28 Slater determinants, on
the other hand, are generally not eigenfunctions of Ŝ2, but only of Ŝz. Therefore,
the CI coefficients in Eq 1.7 can not be varied freely. A convenient way to make the
ΨMCSCF wave function an eigenfunction of Ŝ2 is to summarize Slater determinants in
spin-adapted linear combinations. In these so-called configuration state function (CSF),
all Slater determinants have the same spatial part and differ only in their spin part.
Therefore, a given CSF belongs to one and only one electron configuration (CFG), but
not the other way around.

It is common practice to optimize one CASSCF wave function for multiple states
simultaneously; the effects of this state averaging procedure is discussed in Section 2.2.3
and 2.3.3. The number of possible excited states is defined solely by the size of the
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active space. A utility program to calculate the number of states for an arbitrary
CAS(n,o) is presented in Section A1.2. Naturally, the number of states is equal to the
number of CSFs in the expansion of the CASSCF wave function.

n-electron valence state perturbation theory (NEVPT2)

The correlation of electron movement, which means that an electron responds in-
stantaneously to the position of another electron, is only partly possible within an
approximate wave function. For example, the antisymmetry requirement introduces
some correlation for electrons with the same spin, since they cannot occupy the same
point in space. Furthermore, the electrons occupying the active space orbitals in a
CASSCF wave function have the ability to avoid each other by “jumping” into an ex-
cited CSF (Figure 1.1a). The remaining electron correlation, which is contained in the
excited CSFs beyond the active space, can be recovered via multireference perturbation
theory (MRPT),29 multireference configuration interaction (MRCI),30,31 or multiref-
erence coupled cluster (MRCC).32,33 The correlation included in the CASSCF wave
function is typically referred to as static correlation, that recovered with post-CASSCF
methods as dynamic correlation.

The MRPT approaches are the least computationally demanding and therefore
applicable to the models in the present study. Electron correlation effects arise at
least at the second order of perturbation theory, and two popular approaches are the
n-electron valence state perturbation theory (NEVPT2)34–37 and the complete active
space second-order perturbation theory (CASPT2).38 They differ in their choice of the
zeroth order Hamiltonian, which includes only one-body terms for CASPT2, but one-
and two-body terms for NEVPT2. The quality of the eigenstates of the zeroth order
Hamiltonian is worse for CASPT2, which leads to intruder states and the necessity to
apply an arbitrary level shift to the energy of the perturbation functions. Intruder
states are mostly avoided in NEVPT2 by the choice of a better-suited zeroth order
reference. NEVPT2 further has the advantage to be size consistent and invariant with
respect to rotations of the active space orbitals; therefore, it is used throughout this
work.

Since the Hamiltonian includes only one- and two-body terms (Eq 1.2), only singly
and doubly excited CSFs need to be considered in the perturbational treatment.
With the orbital subspaces in the CASSCF wave function (internal, active, virtual),
the perturbation functions can be categorized into eight classes, which are shown in
Figure 1.1b. Note that the double excitation within the active space do not generate
perturbation functions, since they are already mixed variationally into the CASSCF
wave function. Depending on the size of the active space, the number of CSFs used to
expand the CASSCF wave function can be quite large.† If each CSF in this expansion
is excited individually, even second order MRPT quickly becomes computationally

†The number of possible CSFs can quickly explode. For example in [Fe2S2]2+, the antiferromag-
netically coupled S = 0 ground state has to be described at least by a CAS(10,10) wave function
(only Fe d orbitals in the active space). This state is expanded by 20 000 CSFs. When including the
occupied ligand p orbitals in the active space, the active space grows to CAS(22,16) and the number
of possible CSFs increases to 4 500 000. In both cases, however, only a single CSF dominates the
wave function.
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unmanageable. Therefore, NEVPT2 and CASPT2 make use of a concept called internal
contraction. Here, a give excitation is only applied to the entire CASSCF wave function
and not every single CSF. This has the advantage that the number of perturbation
functions is kept small for larger active spaces.

1.1.2. Density functional theory

Two properties of the molecular ground state electron density ρ(r) are that the integral
over the entire physical space is equal to the number of electrons

Nel =
∫

ρ(r) dr

and that the cusps, which are only located at the position of the nuclei, are related to
the nuclear charge ZA through

lim
r→rA

[
d
dr

+ 2ZA]ρ̄(r) = 0

where rA is the position of atom A and ρ̄(r) is the spherical average of ρ(r).39 Therefore,
the electron density provides all information required to define a molecular system:
the number of electrons and the geometry. This recognition forms the basis of density
functional theory (DFT) and the goal is to determine the electronic energy and
other properties that can be derived from the ground state density. A more rigorous
foundation is given by the two Hohenberg-Kohn theorems, which prove that a functional
exists that maps the ground state electron density onto the ground state energy (proof
of existence) and that only the density yielding the lowest energy is the ground state
density (variational principle).40 However, the proof of existence remains silent about
the explicit definition of the functional and the variational principle can also not guide
the design of approximate functionals, since it is only valid for the exact functional.

Kohn-Sham approach to DFT

In analogy to the electronic Hamiltonian (Eq 1.2), the electronic energy can be written
as

E(ρ) = T (ρ) + Eee(ρ) + ENe(ρ)

where T is the kinetic energy, Eee is the electron-electron repulsion energy, and ENe
the electron-nuclei attraction energy. The electron-nuclei term is system-dependent
and can be written exactly as a functional of the density as

ENe(ρ) =
∫

ρ(r)VN dr

where VN is the electrostatic potential of the nuclei (and possibly other electric charges).
The other two describe the behavior of electrons and are therefore valid for any system.
However, their explicit form is unknown and the goal of DFT is to find accurate
approximations. The following approach is used by most density functionals, but it is
by no means unique.
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The starting point for approximating the electron-electron interaction is the Coulomb
repulsion J(ρ) that would be present in a classical charge density:

Eee(ρ) =J(ρ) + ∆Eee(ρ)

=
1
2

∫ ρ(r1)ρ(r2)
r12

dr1 dr2 + ∆Eee(ρ)

The correction term ∆Eee(ρ) collects all remaining non-classical contributions, which
includes the nonphysical electron self-interaction present in J(ρ) and the exchange and
Coulomb correlation missing in J(ρ).

As a starting point for the kinetic energy, Kohn and Sham proposed an orbital-based
approach, inspired by the success of methods such as HF.41 They defined a fictitious
system of N electrons, where the interactions are given by the Hamiltonian

ĤKS = −1
2

∑

i

∇2
i +

∑

i

Veff(ri)

The first term is the kinetic energy of the electrons and the second is an arbitrary local
potential. The operator ĤKS is a sum of one-electron operators and therefore describes
a system of non-interacting electrons.26 The eigenfunction for such an operator is a
Slater determinant (Eq 1.3). The key idea behind the Kohn-Sham approach is that the
effective potential Veff yields a determinant, which has the same density as the exact
density ρ(r). Naturally, Veff depends on the molecular geometry, but also accounts for
all electron correlation effects that are included in the exact density.

Solving the eigenvalue equation under the constraint that the eigenvectors are
orthonormal yields a set of eigenvalues ǫKS and eigenvectors ψKS, which form the
so-called Kohn-Sham determinant. It is important to realize that the Kohn-Sham
determinant is not related to the exact wave function, in contrast to HF theory,
where the Slater determinant approximates the exact wave function. To reiterate, the
Kohn-Sham determinant describes a fictitious system of non-interacting electrons that
happen to have the same electron density as the exact system. However, the kinetic
energy in this system is easily accessible through

TKS = −1
2

∑

i

ψi(x)∗∇2
iψix dx

which is expected to capture a large part of the exact kinetic energy

T (ρ) = TKS(ρ) + ∆T (ρ)

The remaining contributions to T are collected in the correction term ∆T . Note that
in the electron density ρ does not explicitly appear in the current definition TKS, but
the Kohn-Sham orbitals depend on ρ through the effective potential Veff.

With the conceptual separation of the kinetic energy T (ρ) and the electron-electron
energy Eee(ρ), the two correction terms make up the so-called exchange-correlation
energy

Exc(ρ) = ∆T (ρ) + ∆Eee(ρ) = (T (ρ) − TKS(ρ)) + (Eee(ρ) − J(ρ))
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The name “exchange correlation” is actually slightly inaccurate, since the quantity has
to correct – in addition to the exchange and Coulomb correlation – the kinetic energy
in the non-interacting Kohn-Sham determinant as well as the self-interaction error
present in J(ρ). The goal of Kohn-Sham DFT is to find approximate functionals for
Exc.

Approximate density functionals

In wave function theory, the approximate solution to the Schrödinger equation (Eq 1.1)
can be gradually improved to approach the correct full CI wave function. In Kohn-
Sham DFT, however, the approximations for the density functional Exc cannot be
systematically improved, since the exact form of Exc is not known. The quality of an
approximate density functional (in the following text simply: functional) is generally
judged based on its performance in benchmarking studies. This has led to a plethora
of functionals that predict certain properties of a limited class of compounds fairly well,
but fail dramatically in other applications. To illustrate, focusing on the prediction of
better electronic energies has led to worse electron densities, which clearly is not in
the interest of an accurate computational model.42 The application-oriented reader
should refer Ref [43] for a recent overview of popular functionals.

The functionals categorized based on decisive quantities appearing in Exc. The
categories generally have a different accuracy-to-cost ratio and are therefore sorted
on the so-called Jacob’s ladder, where the lower rungs indicate less accurate but
computationally efficient approximations.43,44 The lowest rung is reserved for local
density approximation (LDA) functionals, which are defined as

Exc =
∫

ρ(r)[ǫx(ρ(r)) + ǫc(ρ(r))] dr

where ǫx and ǫc are the exchange and correlation functional for the uniform electron
gas, respectively. An analytical expression exists for the term ǫx, but the term ǫc
can only be solved numerically. Since ǫc can be approximated by different analytic
expressions, different LDA functionals exist. An example is the VWN functional.45

The second rung of Jacob’s ladder is occupied by generalized gradient approximation
(GGA) functionals, which depend, in addition to the electron density, on its gradient

Exc =
∫

f(ρ(r),∇ρ(r)) dr

Explicit expressions are generally fairly involved, but the density gradient often enters
in form of the scalar, dimensionless quantity s(r) = |∇ρ(r)|

ρ4/3
. A common practice is

to mix the exchange and correlation terms from different authors. For example, the
popular GGA functional BLYP uses the exchange term defined by Becke (B86)46 and
the correlation term defined by Lee, Yang, and Parr (LYP).47 Unsurprisingly, the third
rung on Jacob’s ladder is reached by including the second derivative of the density. An
example of these so-called meta-GGA (mGGA) functionals is the TPSS functional.48

The functionals of the three lowest rungs are purely local; they only depend on the
value of the density and its derivatives at a given point in space. However, electron
correlation is a non-local effect. For example, the HF wave function includes some
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correlation for electrons with parallel spin: the integral defining the effect of the
exchange operator acting on some spin orbital (K̂b in Eq 1.5) depends on the value
of that orbital everywhere in space. The fourth rung of Jacob’s ladder is occupied
by DFT/HF hybrid functionals, which use a mixture of local exchange and non-local
HF exchange. The most popular example is the B3LYP functional,49 which includes
the exchange and correlation parts from the GGA functional BLYP, but also 20 %
HF exchange. Another example is the TPSSh50 functional, which includes 10 % HF
exchange and is based on the mGGA functional TPSSh.48 In the present work, TPSSh
is used for all DFT calculations, because a low HF exchange has been shown to yield
accurate geometries for FeS clusters in general51–53 and for the active site of nitrogenase
in particular.54

Non-local correlation effects can also be incorporated into Exc by using the virtual
Kohn-Sham orbitals.55 These functionals constitute the fifth rung of Jacob’s ladder. If
perturbation theory is used to describe electron correlation, one speaks of double-hybrid
functionals, which belong to the most accurate approximate functionals, but also come
with a high computational cost. Other promising trends in functional development
include the family of SCAN functionals,56–58 which obey physical constraints known
for the exact functional, or the DM21 functional,59 which was trained by a neural
network to correctly handle fictitious systems with fractional charge and spin.

Dispersion

Dispersion refers to attractive forces between neighboring molecules or parts of the
same molecule due to fluctuations in the electron density.39 The fluctuations generate
transient electric multipole momenta, which, in turn, induce multipoles in the prox-
imity. The attractive interaction decays as r−6, r−8, etc. for the interaction between
dipoles, quadrupoles, etc. At short distances, the electron-electron repulsion dominates,
resulting in an energy minimum at a specific distance. The strength of the dispersion
interaction depends on the ease with which fluctuations in the electron density can
occur and is therefore related to the polarizability of a chemical species.60 Dispersion
is often illustrated as an intermolecular effect, but it is important to realize that it is
also an important interaction within molecules that has a decisive influence on the
geometry.

The induction of multipoles is a long-range electron correlation effect and is therefore
not captured in approximate local functionals.39 A practical way to include dispersion
effects in a functional is the DFT-D correction developed by Grimme et al.61–65. In
the DFT-D3(BJ) method64, which is used for DFT calculations in the present work,
the dispersion energy is given by

Edisp =
∑

AB

[s6
C6,AB

r6
AB + f 6

damp,AB

+ s8
C8,AB

r8
AB + f 8

damp,AB

]

where the sum runs over all atom pairs. rAB is the distance between atoms A and
B, Cn,AB is the pair-wise dispersion coefficient, sn is a functional dependent scaling
factor, and fn,damp is a damping function. Only the dipole-dipole (r−6) and quadrupole-
quadrupole (r−8) interactions are considered, since higher-order terms have been found
to introduce instabilities. The dispersion coefficient C6,AB is derived from the calculated
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polarizability of atoms A and B. It also respects the chemical environment of each
atom in the molecule: a higher coordination number diminishes the polarizability and
therefore also the dispersion interaction. C8,AB is calculated recursively from C6,AB.
The damping function fdamp,AB, Becke-Johnson (BJ) in this case, is necessary to avoid
singularities at short interatomic distances.

The dispersion energy is added to the Kohn-Sham energy expression and therefore
changes the potential energy surface, which leads to greatly improved geometries and
thermodynamic properties.43,66 More elaborate DFT-D methods incorporate three-
body interactions (ABC keyword in ORCA)61 or consider the atomic charge in a given
molecule (D4 keyword in ORCA).65 An alternative approach is to included dispersion
explicitly in a so-called van-der-Waals (vdW) functional,67 where dispersion also affects
the Kohn-Sham orbitals. In ORCA, appending -NL to a functional name includes the
non-local part of the VV10 vdW functional.68

1.1.3. QM/MM approach

Figure 1.2. – The MoFe protein as an example for the QM/MM approach. (a) The
XRD structure of the E0 MoFe protein has four subdomains and a pseudo-C2v

symmetry.69 (b) The QM/MM model developed by Benediktsson and Bjornsson
includes only the α1 and β1 subdomains, which are enclosed in a water droplet.17

The active region is shown in green; the shaded region is not included. (c) The
active region is free to move during geometry optimizations (about 1000 atoms).
The QM region is a subset of the active region (about 50 atoms, ball and stick).

The quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) approach16,70 is usually
used to study a larger chemical system with a hybrid computational model: a small part
of the system is described with a high-level QM method, called the QM region, while
the remainder of the system is described with a low-level molecular force field, called
the MM region. This is shown in Figure 1.2 for the MoFe protein of nitrogenase, which
contains 40 000 atoms, including hydrogen. The advantage of this separation is to treat
the region of interest with high accuracy while still capturing the relevant influence
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outside the region of interest at low computational cost. In some contexts, the system
is further partitioned into an active region, in which the atoms are unconstrained,
and an inactive region, where the position of the atoms are fixed. This is done when
structural changes are expected to affect only a certain part of the system, and to limit
the number of degrees of freedom.

Important considerations for a QM/MM model are (i) the size and level of theory
for the QM region, (ii) the choice of the MM force field, (iii) the interface between the
QM and the MM region, and (iv) the size of the active region. If applied correctly,
the QM/MM approach is a powerful tool to study metalloenzymes, such as the MoFe
protein of nitrogenase, since their reactivity depends both on the unique electronic
structure of the FeMoco active site and the distinct environment created by the protein.
However, larger conformational changes cannot be captured in a simple QM/MM
geometry optimization, but require molecular dynamics (MD) simulations in order
to describe a thermodynamic ensemble. MD simulations are not easy to realize for
systems such as the MoFe protein of nitrogenase, because the level of theory required
for an accurate description of the QM region17 makes the simulation of a reasonable
timescale unfeasible. Promising approaches to treat these large systems are semi-
empirical QM/MD simulations71,72 or metadynamics.73 The focus of the following
section lies on the QM/MM setup used in this work, which uses a modified version of
the CHARMM36 force field for the MM part,74 ORCA for the QM part,75–77 and chemshell

for the QM/MM interface.78,79

Molecular force fields

A molecular force field contains a set of interatomic potentials that capture the relevant
interactions in a chemical system. One typically distinguishes between bonded and
non-bonded potentials. Bonded potentials are used to describe the interaction between
atoms connected via one, two, or three covalent bonds, therefore, they depend on the
topology of the system. Non-bonded potentials describe the interaction between the
remaining atom pairs. The following potentials are used in the CHARMM (CHemistry
at HARvard Macromolecular Mechanics) force field.74 Other popular force fields for
biomolecules are AMBER (Assisted Model Building and Energy Refinement),80 GROMOS

(GROningen MOlecular Simulation) program package,81 and OPLS-AA.82

The covalent bonds are described by the harmonic potential

Vb(b) = Kb(b− b0)2

where b is the distance between the two atoms. The force constant Kb, and the
equilibrium distance b0 are the force field parameters. The harmonic approximation
is most accurate for small displacements around the equilibrium distance.27 More
accurate potentials, such as higher-order polynomials or the Morse potentials, capture
anharmonicity effects, but they increase the number of parameters and may even
decrease the accuracy of the predicted structures. When a covalent bond is stretched,
the electronic structure becomes more and more complex, and a classical force field
potential cannot easily capture the energy. Therefore, if the formation and breaking
of chemical bonds is restricted to the QM region of QM/MM models, the harmonic
approximation is well-suited in most applications.
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The angles are described by the sum of two harmonic potentials

Va(θ, S) = Kθ(θ − θ0)2 +KUB(S − S0)2

In the first term, θ is the angle defined by three covalently bound atoms i, j, and k and
the force constant Kθ and the equilibrium angle θ0 are the force field parameters. In the
second term, S is the distance between the atoms i and j and the force constant KUB

and the equilibrium distance S0 are the force field parameters. This is the so-called
Urey-Bradley potential, which accounts for van-der-Waals interactions (vide infra)
between two atoms bound to the same center, since these depend on the actual distance
of the atoms and not simply the angle.

The dihedral angles are described by the periodic potential

Vdih(χ) = Kχ(1 + cos(nχ− δ))

where χ is the dihedral angle formed by atoms i, j, k, and l. The potential height Kχ

and the offset δ are the force field parameters. The integer n defines the periodicity of
the potential and is determined by the topology of the atoms.

The improper torsion angles are described by the harmonic potential

Vimp(ψ) = Kψ(ψ − ψ0)2

where ψ captures the out-of-plane bending of three planar atoms centered around
a fourth. The force constant Kψ and the equilibrium angle ψ0 are the force field
parameters. Even though ψ formally is a dihedral angle, Vimp is not a periodic
potential, because it is used to maintain planarity or stereochemistry of certain atoms,
for example an sp2 carbon or an NR3 amine. Improper torsion angles also fix the
structure of transition metal complexes in a force field description.

The van-der-Waals interaction is described by the Lennard-Jones potential

VLJ(r) = ǫij[(
Rmin

r
)12 − 2(

Rmin

r
)6]

where r is the distance between atoms i and j. The potential depth ǫij and the
equilibrium distance Rmin are the force field parameters. The two terms, respectively,
describe the repulsive part of the van-der-Waals interaction, which arises from the
repulsion of the overlapping electron densities at short distances, and the attractive
term, which is due to dispersion. The attractive −r−6 term has the physically correct
long range behavior of interacting dipoles, but the exponent of the repulsive r−12 term
was chosen to be the attractive term squared in order to reduce the computational
cost. In the CHARMM force field, the parameters are not fitted for every atom pair, but
only for each atom. The individual and the pair-wise quantities through the geometric
mean ǫij = √

ǫiǫj and the arithmetic mean Rmin,ij = Rmin,i/2 +Rmin,j/2.
The electrostatic interaction is defined by the electrostatic potential

VE(r) =
qiqj

4πǫ0ǫRr

where r is the distance between the atoms i and j. The charges qi and qj are the
force field parameters and the constants ǫ0 and ǫR are the vacuum permittivity and
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the dielectric constant of the medium, respectively. Electrostatic interactions capture
the attraction or repulsion between partial charges in molecules, which stem from
an uneven electron distribution in a molecule due to polar bonds. Since the atomic
charges are fixed at the position of the atoms, this force field cannot describe possible
polarization effects. More sophisticated force fields allow for polarization, such as the
Drude oscillator model,83 where the atomic charge is linked to the atom via a harmonic
potential. See Ref [84] for current developments in polarizable force fields.

The dihedral cross terms are a correction applied to the potentials of the two dihedral
angles in the protein backbone involving the C

α
carbon.85,86 Using a strictly additive

approach to calculate the energy of the protein backbone has been shown to result
in systematic deviations in the prediction of the secondary structure. Therefore, an
empirical grid-based potential is used in the CHARMM36 force field, called cross-term
map (CMAP), which couples the two dihedral angles in peptide bonds. The need for
these cross terms in an otherwise additive force field reveals the limits of the force field
approach, since it relies on the strict separability of molecular interactions.

Generally, the CHARMM parameters are optimized in an iterative scheme involving
QM calculations and fitting against structural data (see Ref [87] for a concise outline of
the procedure). It is important to understand that force field parameters are actually
not defined for atoms, as for the sake of simplicity suggested above, but for atom
types. The carbon in an alkane chain has a different atom type and therefore different
parameters compared to an aromatic carbon, since they exhibit a different structural
flexibility. However, it is not always obvious when atom types can be transferred from
one molecule to another. For example, the atom types in DNA are not transferable to
RNA, even though they differ by merely a hydroxyl group, because the parameters are
biased towards the DNA structure.88

QM-MM interactions

The interaction between the QM and the MM region is the central point of the QM/MM
approach, but it is not straightforward how it is best treated. The QM/MM models in
the present work employ electrostatic embedding, which means that the QM region
is polarized by the MM charges. Therefore, the MM charges appear explicitly as
additional terms in the QM Hamiltonian, interacting with the electrons and the nuclear
charges of the QM region. A more simplistic approach is the mechanical embedding,
where the electrostatic interaction between the MM and the QM region is based only
on the MM parameters defined for both atoms, the electron density in the QM region
does not “see” any MM charges.16 A more sophisticated approach involves bidirectional
polarization of the QM and the MM region. This requires (i) the definition of charges
in the QM region and (ii) the ability of the MM region to respond to the electrostatic
influence, i.e. a polarizable force field.

Whenever the QM-MM interface cuts through a covalent bond, say between atoms
AQM and AMM, a hydrogen atom is added to the QM region (see Ref [16] for other
approaches to handle the QM-MM interface). This link atom is placed along the
cut bond, and thus recreates the covalent bond for the QM region (AQM−H). The
position of the link atom is constrained by the orientation of the cut bond and a
predefined scaling factor along that bond and the additional atom does therefore not
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increase the degrees of freedom of the total system. Since the atom AMM is fairly
close to the link atom, the MM charge of AMM may lead to an over-polarization of the
electron density in the QM region. The MM charge is therefore removed from AMM and
distributed among the MM atoms bound to AMM (coupling=shift in chemshell).
The interaction between AQM and all other atoms in the MM region still contributes
to the MM energy expression. However, all interactions extending beyond AQM into
the QM region, including angles and dihedral involving the link atom, are disregarded
in the MM energy expression, since they are already part of the QM energy.

The final interaction present between the QM and the MM region is the non-covalent
van-der-Waals interactions. The calculation is straightforward and simply requires the
definition of van-der-Waals parameters for all atoms in QM region as well.

QM/MM energy expression

There is no unique definition of the total energy of a QM/MM system,16 but some
definition is required, which can then be used to optimize the geometry. chemshell

uses the additive scheme, where the total energy is given by

Eadd
tot = EMM + EQM + EQM-MM

where EMM is the MM energy of the MM region, EQM is the QM energy of the QM
region including link atoms, and EQM-MM is the interaction energy between the QM and
the MM region. The last term collects (i) the polarization of the QM electron density
due to the MM charges including the shifted charges at the link atoms, (ii) the energy
of the MM bonds crossing the QM/MM interface, and (iii) the non-bonded interaction
between the QM and the MM atoms. Therefore, the atoms of the QM region only
require non-bonded parameters plus bond parameters for the QM atoms directly at
the QM/MM interface. The total QM/MM energy reported in the chemshell output
file is split into a QM part (ORCA) and an MM part (dl_poly). The printed QM
energy includes contribution (i), the printed MM energy includes contributions (ii)
and (iii). Alternatively, the subtractive scheme for the total QM/MM energy does
not include the coupling terms (i)-(iii), but it requires reliable MM parameters for the
entire system including the QM region, which are particularly difficult to acquire for
molecules with a complex electronic structure, such as FeS clusters.

1.1.4. Spin Hamiltonians

Spin Hamiltonians are phenomenological Hamiltonians that aim to describe magnetic
interactions with minimal complexity.89,90 Their success rests on the insight that
characteristic patterns in certain spectra can be recreated with the energies in system
expanded purely of spin functions. The interactions in this fictitious spin system are
described by the spin Hamiltonian. The features observed experimentally are then
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fitted to the parameters of the spin Hamiltonian.† Spin Hamiltonians can be used purely
phenomenologically, that means to simply report a complex experimental spectrum
in a concise way. In this case, no connection to the underlying molecular structure is
made; the fictitious spin system exists only in spin space. However, spin Hamiltonian
parameters account for relativistic effects, which are related to the underlying electronic
structure. Quantitative predictions of the parameters can be achieved by constructing
an effective Hamiltonian.89,91 In a nutshell, in effective Hamiltonian theory a model
space is defined that contains only a few low-energy states. Instead of diagonalizing
the full electronic Hamiltonian matrix, the interaction between the low-energy and
the higher-energy states is considered via, for example, second-order perturbation
theory. The size of the model space is chosen to be equal to the spin Hamiltonian
matrix. Therefore, the effective Hamiltonian spectrum can then be mapped onto the
spin Hamiltonian spectrum. This allows for a decomposition of the spin Hamiltonian
parameters into specific contributions in the wave function (see Ref [92] for a concise
overview).

Figure 1.3. – Spin state energies of spin Hamiltonians often used for [Fe2S2]2+,1+ clusters. (a)
Heisenberg-Dirac-van-Vleck (HDvV) Hamiltonian for the homo-valent [Fe2S2]2+

and the effect of the biquadratic term (J = −200 cm−1, λ = +3 cm−1, Eq 1.8 and
Eq 1.10). (b) double exchange (DE) Hamiltonian in the symmetric mixed-valent
[Fe2S2]1+ (Eq 1.11). (c) Piepho-Krausz-Schatz (PKS) Hamiltonian, which consid-
ers the distortion of the symmetric structure in [Fe2S2]1+ along the vibrational
coordinate Q (J = −200 cm−1, B = 1000 cm−1, λ2

k = 8000 cm−1, Eq 1.12).

†For example, the methyl radical ·CH3 has a single unpaired electron. The EPR spectrum shows
a typical S = 1

2 signal with a hyperfine pattern due to the I = 1
2 hydrogen nuclei. A fictitious

spin system with an equivalent multiplet structure can be constructed from four abstract S = 1
2

spin functions: one unique function, corresponding to the unpaired electron, and three degenerate
ones, corresponding to the hydrogen nuclei. The interaction strength in the fictitious spin system
is parameterized by the spin Hamiltonian and its eigenvalues can be therefore fitted to the actual
spectrum. In the EPR spectrum of ·CH3, the coupling between the electron spin and the nuclear
spins is can be quantified by extracting the hyperfine tensor A.
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Exchange Interactions

Magnetic centers in metal clusters can interact with each other either through space
(dipole-dipole) or through chemical bonds (exchange).90 Contributions to the exchange
interaction are, for example, direct exchange, which arises from metal-metal bonding,
or superexchange, which is relayed by intermediate atoms. Exchange interactions
between two magnetic centers are most often described with the Heisenberg-Dirac-van-
Vleck (HDvV) Hamiltonian93–95

ĤHDvV = −2JŜAŜB (1.8)

where ŜA and ŜB are the respective local spins and J is the coupling constant quanti-
fying the Heisenberg exchange interaction. The spacing between the eigenstates of the
HDvV Hamiltonian is defined by the Landé interval rule

∆ES−1,S = 2JS (1.9)

If J > 0, the two spins are parallel in the ground state, if J < 0 antiparallel. In Eq 1.8
only isotropic exchange is considered; asymmetric and anisotropic contributions are
ignored.96,97 Figure 1.3a shows the so-called Heisenberg ladder for a typical [Fe2S2]

2+

cluster.98 The two Fe3+ centers in have local Sloc = 5
2

high spins. Since the coupling
constant is on the order of −200 cm−1 and the two magnetic centers coupled strongly
to an S = 0 ground state.

The HDvV Hamiltonian can be extended to included higher-order contributions

Ĥbiq = −2JŜAŜB − 4λ(ŜAŜB)2 (1.10)

where λ is the parameter for the biquadratic term.99 The effect of λ 6= 0 on the
Heisenberg ladder is shown in Figure 1.3a. This leads to a deviation from the Landé
interval rule. However, other contributions may also influence the energies of the
Heisenberg ladder (vide infra). Experimentally, the coupling constant J is usually
determined through the temperature dependence of magnetic susceptibility.100 Due
to the rather strong coupling in [Fe2S2]

2+ clusters, only the S = 0, 1 states are
significantly populated at typical temperature ranges (up to 300 K). Therefore, only a
single parameter can be extracted and other contributions, such as the biquadratic
term, are folded into an effective J parameter.

Double exchange mechanism

Assuming a symmetric mixed-valent [Fe2S2]
1+ dimer, the two valence isomers

Fe 2+
A Fe 3+

B and Fe 3+
A Fe 2+

B are degenerate. Zener proposed that the two valence iso-
mers in a mixed-valent dimer may be in resonance.101,102 In this double exchange (DE)
mechanism (also called spin-dependent delocalization), the two metal centers are ferro-
magnetically aligned, which facilitates the travel of a minority spin electron between
the two centers, since it does not need to flip its spin. For [Fe2S2]

1+, this would stabilize
the S = 9

2
state, where the electron would be valence-delocalized in an Fe2.5+Fe2.5+

pair. The energies in the spin Hamiltonian including DE are
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EDE
± = −JS(S + 1) ±B(S + 1

2
) (1.11)

where the DE parameter B is proportional to the transfer integral between the two
orbitals holding the delocalized electron. The HDvV Hamiltonian, on the other hand,
only applies to systems with localized spins. Note that the Landeé interval rule does
not apply for the energies in Eq 1.11.

The influence of B on the spin states in a mixed-valent [Fe2S2]
1+ dimer is shown in

Figure 1.3b. Without DE, i.e. for B = 0, the spin states form a typical Heisenberg
spin ladder with an S = 1

2
ground state. The electronic structure is localized and

interconversion between the two degenerate valence isomers requires overcoming an
energy barrier (Robin-Day class 2).103 When DE dominates, i.e. at a ratio |B

J
| > 10,

the S = 9
2

high spin state is the ground state. The electronic structure is delocalized,
the Fe centers are indistinguishable (Robin-Day class 3). In an intermediate regime, i.e.
|B
J

| 5, an intermediate spin state is lowest in energy. Therefore, Heisenberg exchange
and double exchange are competing mechanisms, one favoring antiferromagnetic (in
the case of J < 0), the other ferromagnetic coupling.

Vibronic coupling

The DE energy expression in Eq 1.11 is only valid if center A and B are identical.104

An asymmetric vibrational mode involving the bridging ligands, for example, lifts
the degeneracy and favors electron localization on one of the centers. Piepho-Krausz-
Schatz (PKS) derived an energy expression including the vibrational coordinate x104,105

EPKS
± (S) = −JS(S + 1) +

1
2

(
λ2

k
)Q2 ±

√

1
2

(
λ2

k
)2Q2 +B2(S + 1

2
)2 (1.12)

where λ is the vibronic coupling† term (not to be confused with the biquadratic term
in Eq 1.10), k is the force constant of the harmonic vibration potential, and Q is
the vibrational coordinate. Figure 1.3c illustrates the interplay between Heisenberg
exchange, double exchange, and vibronic coupling. For a symmetric geometry, the
S = 5

2
state is lowest in energy (Q = 0, |B

J
| = 6). The vibrational mode, however,

lowers the energies of the lower spin states and the S = 1
2

state becomes the ground
state. Vibronic coupling therefore leads to an increase in antiferromagnetic coupling,
in line with a localized electronic structure at the global minima.

In the case that vibronic coupling is much stronger than DE (λ >> B in Eq 1.12),
the vibrational coordinate Qmin is the same for all EPKS

− (S).104,107 The energies of these
states at Qmin is given by

Eloc
− = −JS(S + 1) − B2

2λ
S(S + 1) = −JeffS(S + 1) (1.13)

†The term vibronic is a composition of vibrational and electronic. Strictly speaking, vibronic
coupling implies the coupling of nuclear and electron motion and therefore the breakdown of the
Born-Oppenheimer (BO) approximation. However, in the present context of spin Hamiltonians, the
literature widely uses the term vibronic coupling to refer to the effect of a geometric distortion on the
spin state energies. Here, the BO approximation still holds. For a clarifying discussion of the term
vibronic coupling the reader is referred to Ref [106].
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which only depend on J , B, and λ and follow the Landé interval rule. The value
of the effective coupling constant Jeff is now determined by the antiferromagnetic
contributions from Heisenberg exchange (for J < 0) and vibronic coupling as well as
the ferromagnetic contribution from DE.

The electronic structure of the mixed-valent [Fe2S2]
1+ dimers in Section 2.3.5 is

localized with an S = 1
2

ground state. Therefore, Eq 1.13 should be used to quantify the
spin coupling in the ground state. As will be in more detail there, the minority electron
on the high spin Fe2+ can also be excited locally in d-d -like transitions. The excitation
energies are comparable to the spin-coupled states, but the spin Hamiltonians discussed
so far do not consider any electronically excited states. As a consequence, Eq 1.13
should be extended to include electronically excited states

Emulti
i = −Jeff

i S(S + 1) + ∆i (1.14)

where ∆i is the excitation energy and Jeff
i the state-specific coupling constant. The

coupling constant may be different for each state, since the orientation of the excited
electron has an effect on the metal-ligand overlap as well as on the transfer integral.
This multi-state Hamiltonian has the correct number of states in the low-energy
spectrum of mixed-valent [Fe2S2]

1+ clusters.108

Calculating the coupling constant J

The CASSCF wave function is an eigenfunction of the Ŝ2 operator, just like the
exact non-relativistic electronic wave function. Furthermore, it has the flexibility to
describe multiconfigurational states, such as the open-shell ground state singlet in
the antiferromagnetically coupled homo-valent [Fe2S2]

2+ clusters. Therefore, the spin
Hamiltonian parameters, can be extracted directly from the state energies. However,
the single determinant approach, such as HF or Kohn-Sham DFT, cannot describe a
multiconfigurational open-shell singlet state directly.39

In practice, a broken-symmetry (BS) determinant is constructed to access an open-
shell singlet: the spin on center A is predominantly α, the spin on center B predomi-
nantly β; the spin symmetry is broken, because for a pure singlet, the spin density
is zero everywhere in space. The BS determinant can be expressed as a mixture of
different spin eigenfunctions (ignoring spin contamination for now).109 In case of a
small overlap between the magnetic orbitals on center A and B, the coupling constant
can then be extracted from the energies of the high spin and the BS determinant via

J = − EHS − EBS

Smax(Smax + 1)

where Smax = SA + SB.109

Spin contamination is the deviation of the spin expectation value 〈Ŝ2〉 in an un-
restricted determinant compared to the corresponding restricted determinant.26 The
deviation arises because unrestricted determinants are usually not spin eigenfunctions,
but rather linear combinations of different spin states. For the unrestricted high spin
determinant, spin contamination increases 〈Ŝ2〉HS through spin polarization. For the
unrestricted BS determinant, spin polarization increases 〈Ŝ2〉BS, but the mixing of
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ionic CFGs, which are responsible for the magnetic coupling, decreases 〈Ŝ2〉BS.109 In
the formalism proposed by Yamaguchi et al.,110,111 which is used throughout this work,
the coupling constant in the unrestricted case is given by

J = − EHS − EBS
〈

Ŝ2
HS

〉

−
〈

Ŝ2
BS

〉 (1.15)

For a comparison between the coupling constants extracted with wave function-based
methods and BS-DFT, the reader is referred to Ref [112].

Calculating a BS determinant is straightforward in ORCA: Within the input file for
a high spin determinant, the to-be-flipped atoms and the final MS are specified: for
example, a calculation with mult 8 in the %coords block and flipspin 1,4 finalms

1.5 in the %scf block (i) converges the MS = 7
2

high spin determinant, (ii) flips the
spin on atoms 1 and 4, on which in this example one electron is localized, respectively,
and (iii) reconverges the determinant with an MS = 3

2
. Step (ii) uses the atomic

basis functions to determine the affiliation with an atom and therefore may lead to
unwanted results if the basis set contains too many delocalized atomic basis functions.
Alternatively, the guess for the BS determinant can be generated by requesting the
number of unpaired spin-up and spin-down electrons (brokensym). Here, localized
orbitals are used to determine the to-be-flipped atom and the basis set dependency
can be avoided. However, the approach is limited to flipping a single spin center and
depends on the localization procedure, which can drastically change the shape of the
magnetic orbitals in certain cases (see for example Figure 4.7).

1.1.5. Population analysis

The results of a wave function-based or DFT calculation yields the distribution of
electrons within the molecule, i.e. the electron density. The electron density is closely
related to the charge and integration over all space leads to the number of electrons in
the molecule:

Nel =
∫

ρ(r) dr (1.16)

where ρ(r) is the electron density at the position r. The idea behind population
analysis is to divide a quantity, such as the electron density, among the atoms in the
molecule. Integrating all the parts of the electron density associated with a particular
atom leads to the atomic charge. In the unrestricted case, the integration of the spin
density ρS(r) leads to the excess number of α electrons

Nα
el −Nβ

el =
∫

ρα(r) dr −
∫

ρβ(r) dr =
∫

ρS(r) dr

and dividing the spin density among the atoms leads to spin populations for each
nucleus.

Attributing parts of the electronic structure to particular nuclei is a non-trivial task,
because there is no obvious definition what an atom is within a molecule, and several
fundamentally different approaches exist. In the following, several approaches will
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be outlined for the atomic charges. Some approaches analyze a vector in the Hilbert
space, the Nel-variate wave function Φ (or DFT determinant), which is related to the
electron density by integrating over Nel − 1 electron coordinates

∫

Φ∗(r1, r2, . . . rNel
)Φ(r1, r2, . . . rNel

) dr2 . . . dNel = ρ(r1) = ρ(r)

where ri indicates the position of the ith electron. The most popular of these approaches
were developed by Mulliken113 and Loewdin,114 and they further require an atom-
centered basis to describe Φ. The other approaches analyze the physical, i.e. three-
dimensional, space. Examples are the Voronoi115 and Bader116 charges, which use hard,
discrete boundaries to separate atoms or Hirshfeld117 charges, which use soft, fuzzy
boundaries between atoms. While many authors refer to the approach developed by
Bader as the theory of atoms in molecules (AIM), some authors use this term for any
of the approaches listed above, because they attribute parts of a molecular property
to atoms within that molecule.

Mulliken population

The Mulliken113 partitioning can be used whenever a set of atom-centered basis
functions {ϕ} are used to expand the wave function or DFT determinant. For a single
determinant ansatz, the electron density can be expressed in terms of molecular orbitals
Φ and Eq 1.16 becomes

Nel =
∫

[

∑

i

Φ∗
i (r)Φi(r)

]

dr

where i runs over all occupied orbitals and Φ∗ indicates the complex conjugate. Writing
the molecular orbitals, in turn, as linear combinations of a set of basis functions {ϕ}
the above expression can be rewritten as

Nel =
∑

µν

[

∑

i

c∗
iµciν

∫

ϕ∗
µ(r)ϕν(r) dr

]

=
∑

µν

DµνSµν

=
∑

µν

(D ⊙ S)µν

where µ, ν run over the entire set {ϕ} and ⊙ indicates the Hadamard (element-wise)
matrix product. The elements of the density matrix D are defined as Dµν =

∑

i c
∗
iµciν

and those of the overlap matrix S as Sµν =
∫

ϕ∗
µ(r)ϕν(r) dr. Since each ϕ is centered at

an atom A, the matrices D and S as well as D ⊙ S can be written in a block structure

D ⊙ S =







AA AB · · ·
BA BB · · ·
· · · · · · · · ·







In the Mulliken partitioning scheme, the contributions to each atom consist of the
diagonal block and 1

2
of the off-diagonal blocks of the respective atoms. Adding the
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charge of the nucleus ZA, the Mulliken charge is defined as

qMul
A = ZA −





∑

µ,ν∈A

(D ⊙ S)µν +
1
2

∑

µ∈A,ν /∈A

(D ⊙ S)µν



 (1.17)

Loewdin population

The Loewdin114 partitioning avoids the arbitrary 1
2

separation of the off-diagonal blocks
by eliminating off-diagonal blocks altogether. This can be achieved by orthogonalizing
the basis, which makes the overlap matrix and therefore any Hadamard product
diagonal. Generally, the basis of matrix A can be transformed using a transformation
matrix X via

X†AX = A′

where A′ denotes the matrix in the new basis.26 Multiple procedures exist with which
an orthogonal atomic basis {ϕ′} can be generated, but the Loewdin partitioning uses

the so-called symmetric orthogonalization (X = S−
1

2 ). The density matrix in the

transformed basis is D′ = S−
1

2
†DS−

1

2 and the overlap matrix becomes the identity
matrix S′ = I. Since the Hadamard product of the density and the overlap matrices is
diagonal, no off-diagonal blocks are present

D′ ⊙ I =







AA 0 0
0 BB 0
0 0 · · ·







Therefore, the Loewdin charge can be expressed as

qLoew
A = ZA −

∑

µ∈A

(D′ ⊙ I)µµ (1.18)

The Loewdin approach does not actually solve the problem of how to deal with
overlap between different atoms, but it simply outsources it to the orthogonalization
procedure. The functions of the transformed basis {ϕ′} are linear combinations of
basis functions located on different atoms and there is no physical supremacy of the
symmetric orthogonalization.

Voronoi cells

The simplest concept to partition the physical space in a molecule is to attribute
each point in space to its closest atom.115 This approach places each atom within an
so-called Voronoi cell. Each cell is separated by discrete boundaries perpendicular to
bonds from neighboring atoms, which is illustrated for guanine in Figure 1.4. The
Voronoi cells are constructed only based on nuclear positions, not based on atom types.
In analogy to Eq 1.17 the Voronoi atomic charge can be defined as

qVor
A = ZA −

∫

wVor
A (r)ρ(r) dr (1.19)
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where the discontinuous weight function wVor
A (r) is equal to 1 if A is the closest atom to

r and otherwise 0. Because this simple approach treats all nuclei equally, an extension
to the approach scales the Voronoi cells according to the van der Waals radii of the
neutral atoms,118 which results in similar charges as with the Hirshfeld method (vide
infra).

Figure 1.4. – 2D representation of Voronoi cells for the planar molecule guanine.

Bader volumes

The Bader116 partitioning defines atomic volumes in a molecule based on the topology
of the electron density.119 If one follows the increase in electron density, one typically
ends up extremely close to the position of a nucleus and, thus, each point in space can
be assigned to a nucleus. More formally, the extreme values of the electron density
satisfy the condition

~∇ρ(r) = 0

If the curvature at these points is negative, which can be analyzed by diagonalizing
the Hessian matrix, the electron density is decreasing in all directions and the point is
a maximum (also called attractor). Consequently, surfaces must exist between these
maxima, where the electron density increases towards more than one maximum. This
is equivalent to the requirement that the electron density flux through these surfaces
vanishes, which can be expressed by

~∇ρ(r)~n(r) = 0

where ~n(r) is the surface normal. The volume confined by the zero-flux surfaces is the
basis for the Bader partitioning of the electron density (also called basins). Examples
for the volumes are given in Figure 1.5. In contrast to the Voronoi cells (see Figure 1.4)
the surfaces are not planar and not necessarily halfway between to nuclei.
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Figure 1.5. – Visualization of the Bader atomic volumes in FeMoco for (a) the Mo atom, (b)
an Fe atom, and (c) a sulfur atom. The surface texture is due to the numerical
grid used for the analysis of the electron density.

The Bader charges can be obtained via

qBader
A = ZA −

∫

wBader
A (r)ρ(r) dr

where wBader
A is 1 within the Bader volume associated with atom A and 0 elsewhere.

Obviously, each electron density maximum needs to be mapped to a nucleus in order
to account all electrons in the molecule. Even though fairly uncommon, electron
densities have been calculated for symmetric and somewhat unusual molecules where
a non-nuclear electron density maximum is stable.120,121

Hirshfeld partitioning

The atomic charges reported for the Hirshfeld117 partitioning do not use the electron
density directly, but measure the shift in electron density from a hypothetical, non-
interacting system to actual system. The electron density of the non-interacting
system, called the promolecule, is the sum of the free atom densities ρfree

A located at
each nucleus

ρpro(r) =
∑

A

ρfree
A (r −RA)

The difference between the electron densities of the promolecule and the actual system
is called the deformation density

∆ρ(r) = ρ(r) − ρpro(r)

which is a measure for the electrons being transferred during molecule formation.
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Obtaining atomic charges from the deformation density requires the definition of an
atomic domain and the Hirshfeld charge is defined as

qHirsh
A =

∫

wHirsh
A (r)∆ρ(r) dr

where the weight function is closely related to promolecule density by

wHirsh
A (r) =

ρfree
A (r −RA)
ρpro(r)

Therefore, for Hirshfeld charges both the deformation density and the weight function
depend on the definition of the promolecule. The charges obtained from the deformation
density are not very sensitive to the definition of the weight function, and the using
wVor
A , the discrete function used in the Voronoi partitioning has been shown to yield

atomic charges similar to the Hirshfeld partitioning.122 The atomic charges derived
from the deformation density are typically smaller in magnitude than those derived
from the direct integration of the electron density or analysis of atomic basis functions.
Note that the Hirshfeld spin populations reported in this work are of similar magnitude
to the other methods, because here the weight function wHirsh

A (r) is used to integrate
the spin density directly.

In the iterative Hirshfeld (Hirshfeld-I)123 scheme tries to account for polar bonds
and the atom densities in the weight function wHirsh

A (r) are no longer those of the free
atom ρfree

A , but are expressed as linear combinations of differently charge states. The
Charge model 5 (CM5)124 approaches the problem that Hirshfeld charges are typically
very small and do not recreate the molecular electrostatic potential. CM5 charges
are the result of a parameterized mapping of Hirshfeld charges to recreate molecular
dipole moments, making them applicable as QM-derived force field parameters.

Bond orders

Another metric that can be derived from the electronic structure and that depends
on the definition of the atomic domain is the bond order, which reports the covalent
bond strength between two atoms in a molecule. The most robust bond order that
can be derived from the definition of the atomic basis set {ϕ} is the Mayer125 bond
order, which is defined by

BOMayer
AB =

∑

µ∈A,ν∈B

(DS)µν(DS)νµ (1.20)

Note that here the sum runs over the elements of the matrix product DS and not
the Hadamard product as in Eq 1.17 and Eq 1.18. As for the Mulliken and Loewdin
charges, the Mayer bond order does not converge with an increasing basis set.

Using the discrete Bader volumes as atomic domains, the Bader bond order can be
expressed analogous to Eq 1.20 as

BOBader
AB =

∑

µν

(DSBader
A )µν(DSBader

B )νµ (1.21)
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where

SBader
A,µν =

∫

wBader
A (r)ϕ∗

µ(r)ϕν(r) dr

Here, the sum runs over all basis functions, because the overlap matrix is projected on
the respective atomic domain (SBader

A,B ) using the weight function wBader
A,B . The Bader

bond order is often referred to as the delocalization index (DI) and there is some
debate whether the DI can be interpreted as a bond order (see Matito et al. [126] and
references therein).

The so-called fuzzy bond order (FBO)127 differs from the bond order definition in
Eq 1.21 only in the weight function used to project the overlap matrix

SFBO
A,µν =

∫

wHirsh
A (r)ϕ∗

µ(r)ϕν(r) dr

In this work, the fuzzy atomic domains in the FBO are defined by the weight function
wHirsh
A , but this is by no means the only valid option. Matito et al. have discussed the

connection between the Mayer bond order, the DI, and the FBO.126

1.1.6. Localized orbitals

The set of molecular orbitals {Φ} that result directly from an HF calculation are those
that diagonalize the Fock matrix and are called canonical orbitals.26 They are typically
delocalized over the molecule, since they belong to an irreducible representation
(irrep) of the molecule’s point group. The set of molecular orbitals used to expand
a wave function, however, is not unique and one obtain different sets via a unitary
transformation of the molecular orbital basis without changing the overall wave
function.27 An infinite number of unitary basis transformations exists, but if the
transformation is constrained to optimize a suitable orbital expectation value (vide
infra) the resulting orbitals are more localized than the canonical ones. These localized
orbitals paint a more intuitive picture of the electronic structure, since they often
represent the electron pairs in the Lewis structure. Analogously, the canonical Kohn-
Sham orbitals comprising the DFT determinant can be localized.

An example is given in Figure 1.6, which compares the canonical Kohn-Sham orbitals
from a BS-DFT calculation of FeMoco, the active site of nitrogenase (see Section 4.2).
In the charge state MoFe7S9C

1– , the total number of metal-based valence electrons is
41 assuming the oxidation states S2– and C4– for the ligands. Figure 1.6a shows those
41 canonical orbitals in which the sum over all metal contributions (i.e. Fe1 through
Fe7 plus Mo) is the largest. Here, no structure is apparent. However, after localization,
the 41 orbitals with the highest metal contributions are localized on at most two metal
centers and clearly reveal the BS determinant. According to the localized orbitals, the
oxidation states for the Fe centers are in between Fe2+ and Fe3+, which is in line with
the expectation for a tetrahedral Fe center in an FeS cluster.98

Localization algorithms

As mentioned above, the orbital transformation that results in localized orbitals is by
no means unique.27 The transformation proposed by Foster128 yields a set of orbitals
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Figure 1.6. – Comparison between the Hirshfeld atomic contributions to the (a) canonical
orbitals and (b) Foster-Boys localized orbitals in the resting state of FeMoco. Each
row represents an orbital and the values show the respective metal contribution
(α positive, β negative). In both cases, the 41 orbitals with the largest cumulated
metal contribution are shown.

which are as compact as possible. This can be achieved by solving for the unitary
transformation that minimizes the expectation value for the distance between two
electrons in all orbitals

LFB =
∑

i

∫

Φ∗
i (r1)Φ∗

i (r2)(r1 − r2)2Φi(r1)Φi(r2) dr1 dr2

Similar distance-based algorithms were proposed by Edmiston and Ruedenberg129 and
von Niessen130.

Alternatively, Pipek and Mezey131 proposed to simultaneously maximizes the atomic
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charges for all orbitals. The corresponding unitary transformation maximizes the
quantity

LPM =
∑

A

∑

i

|qMul
A,i |

Here, qMul
A,i is defined analogous to Eq 1.17 but for a single molecular orbital Φi. As

discussed for the Mulliken charges, the Pipek-Mezey algorithm suffers from basis set
dependence, but it has been shown that the localized orbitals obtained from maximizing
the orbital-wise atomic charges do not significantly change with the definition of the
atomic charges (e.g. those discussed above).132

An important difference between the Foster-Boys and the Pipek-Mezey algorithm
is that the latter separates σ/π orbitals, e.g. the double bond of ethylene has one
σ and one π orbital, while the first mixes them to three equivalent, banana-shaped
bonding orbitals.27 Maintaining σ/π separation appears tempting, since it agrees with
the hybridization model of a covalent bond. However, it appears that Pipek-Mezey
orbitals may lead to a more convoluted electronic structure compared to Foster-Boys
for more complex systems, such as large FeS clusters (see Section 4.2.3).

1.2. Iron-sulfur (FeS) clusters

1.2.1. Biological FeS clusters

Figure 1.7. – Iron-sulfur (FeS) clusters and their most common charge and spin states
encountered in biological systems: (a) monomeric [FeS4], (b) dimeric [Fe2S2], (c)
open cubanes [Fe3S4], and (d) closed cubanes [Fe4S4]. Larger FeS clusters can be
generated by fusing two cubanes, such as the P-cluster and FeMoco in nitrogenase
(Figure 1.8).

Biological iron-sulfur (FeS) clusters perform a variety of functions such as electron
transfer, DNA repair, Fe storage, and substrate activation.98,133,134 This chemical
flexibility results from a fortuitous combination of metal and ligand, which make a
wide range of oxidation states and spin states accessible. An overview of common
structural motifs is given in Figure 1.7. Much spectroscopic data is available for FeS
clusters. However, the understanding of their electronic structure lags behind, mostly
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1.2. Iron-sulfur (FeS) clusters

because computational models that can describe the complex electronic wave function
have only recently become applicable to larger FeS clusters.21,108,135–138 The term metal
cluster is used for molecules containing multiple metal centers, which exhibit some
metal-metal bonding.139 However, it in the context of biomolecules that contain an
Fe−S bond, the term FeS cluster is used more loosely and often includes monomeric
[FeS4] complexes, even though they contain only one metal center.

[FeS4] complexes

The simplest FeS complex contain a single Fe center coordinated by four S-based
ligands (Figure 1.7a). A common example is the electron-transfer protein rubredoxin.140

Here, the metal cycles between the two oxidation states Fe3+ and Fe2+. As will be
elaborated in Section 2.2, the tetrahedral coordination environment and the weak-field
ligands favor high spin metal centers. The respective ground states therefore have
the spins S = 5

2
and S = 2. Prominent features in the electronic absorption spectra

are ligand-to-metal charge transfer (LMCT) transitions at > 10 000 cm−1.140 Here, an
electron is transferred from a Cys−S– ligand to the Fe center. In the Fe2+ redox state,
additional d-d transitions are observed below 7000 cm−1.

Since the ligands in rubredoxin and similar monomeric complexes are usually cys-
teinates (Cys−S– ) and not inorganic sulfide (S2– ), some authors do not classify them as
FeS complexes, but merely Fe complexes. However, this distinction will not be made in
the present work, since cysteinate coordination is a common motif for higher-nuclearity
complexes including S2– as well. Therefore, the electronic structure in [FeS4] shares
similarities with that of larges FeS complexes.

Valence-localized [Fe2S2] clusters

In biological [Fe2S2] clusters, the two Fe centers and the two S2– ligands form a
diamond core (Figure 1.7b). The capping ligands are either four Cys−S– , as for
example in ferredoxins, or two Cys−S– on one Fe center and two His−N on the other,
as in the Rieske protein.98 For synthetic model compounds, the terminal ligands are
sometimes replaced with β-ketiminato ligands (NacNac– ), which are rather soft for
N-based ligands and therefore expected to mimic the ligand field of Cys−S– .141,142

In biological systems, they can cycle between the oxidized [Fe2S2]
2+ and the reduced

[Fe2S2]
1+ form, for example, when acting as an electron transporter. As for the [FeS4]

complexes, the Fe centers are in a tetrahedral coordination environment and the ligand
field favors local high spin metal centers.

For the oxidized [Fe2S2]
2+ clusters, the diamagnetic S = 0 ground state is observed

exclusively, which results from an antiferromagnetic coupling of the two local high spin
Fe3+ centers (Sloc = 5

2
). The two bridging S2– ligands mediate strong antiferromagnetic

coupling via the superexchange mechanism and the coupling constant J (Eq 1.8) is
typically −150 cm−1–−200 cm−1.143,144 Similar to the [FeS4] complexes, LMCT transi-
tions are observed in an absorption spectrum above 10 000 cm−1, which can originate
either from the terminal Cys−S– or the bridging S2– ligands.140 Absorptions below
1000 cm−1 correspond to vibrational modes of the [Fe2S2] core.144

For the reduced [Fe2S2]
1+ clusters, a doublet S = 1

2
ground state is almost exclusively
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observed. The electronic structure is valence-localized, where the Fe 2+
A center (SA,loc =

2) couples antiferromagnetically to the Fe 3+
B center (SB,loc = 5

2
). Here, the coupling

constant is on the order of −100 cm−1, consistent with a decreased Fe−S covalency
in the reduced cluster.143,144 Similar to the oxidized [Fe2S2]

2+ clusters, LMCT bands
are also observed, but the inequivalence of the Fe centers is expected to broaden the
LMCT features.140 Transitions are also observed below 7000 cm−1, which are assigned
to local d-d transitions of the high spin Fe 2+

A center. Furthermore, an inter-valence
charge transfer (IVCT) transition is possible, that leads to the inverted valence isomer
Fe 3+

A Fe 2+
B .104 For example, a band at 11 000 cm−1 has been proposed for this IVCT

transition, but not been unambiguously assigned.140 In principle, five IVCT transitions
are possible, which would correspond to the local d-d excited states of the Fe 3+

A Fe 2+
B

valence isomer.

Valence delocalization in FeS clusters

A localized electronic structure can be favored by a vibrational mode of the FeS
core, but also by an asymmetric electrostatic potential created by the environment.
Most biological mixed-valent [Fe2S2]

1+ clusters are valence-localized and Heisenberg
exchange therefore leads to an antiferromagnetically coupled S = 1

2
ground state.98,134

The double exchange mechanism, on the other hand, favors a valence-delocalized
electronic structure and therefore the ferromagnetic alignment of metal centers. A
ground state spin different from the typical S = 1

2
has been observed in the [Fe2S2]

1+

ferredoxins of Clostridium pasteurianum (Cp) and Aquifex aeolicus (Aae).24,145 While
the respective wild type ferredoxins exhibit the usual S = 1

2
spin, Cys→Ser variants†

exist as a mixture of S = 9
2

and S = 1
2

spin states. These are the only known examples
for [Fe2S2]

1+ cluster with a ground state different from a pure S = 1
2

and their electronic
structure is briefly explored in Chapter 3.

The S = 9
2

spin state has been characterized by electron paramagnetic resonance
(EPR) and variable-temperature magnetic circular dichroims (VTMCD) spectroscopy.24,145

The valence-delocalized Fe2.5+Fe2.5+ electronic structure in state was supported by
Mössbauer measurements (timescale ∝ 10−7 s)146 and resonance Raman spectra
(timescale ∝ 10−12 s).147 The appearance of the S = 9

2
spin state has further been

shown to depend on the proton concentration: at pH ≤ 7 the S = 1
2

species is
exclusively detected, while at pH ≥ 10 the S = 9

2
species is dominant (> 80 %).24

X-ray diffraction (XRD) structures of the wild type and the variants are only available
for the ferredoxin from Aae, but the protein sequence in Cp is highly homologous.148,149

The Cys→Ser substitution changes the coordination at one of the Fe centers from
an S-based to an O-based terminal ligand. It was proposed that this counters an
asymmetry in the electrostatic potential created by the protein environment and
renders the two possible valence isomers, Fe 2+

A Fe 3+
B and Fe 3+

A Fe 2+
B , accidentally

degenerate. As a consequence, the electron delocalization would become feasible
and double exchange would stabilize the high spin S = 9

2
state (Eq 1.11). The pH-

dependency further suggests that this delicate equilibrium can be easily disrupted
through protonation/deprotonation in the proximity of the [Fe2S2] cluster.

†C56S and C60S for Cp, C55S and C59S for Aae
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1.2. Iron-sulfur (FeS) clusters

All spectroscopic data for the S = 9
2

state in the ferredoxin variants is consistent
with a valence-delocalized Fe2.5+Fe2.5+ cluster. The characteristic EPR features are
detectable between 4 K–60 K. According to the classification of mixed-valent metal
dimers by Robin and Day,103 this electronic structure corresponds to a class 3 dimer,
where the delocalized electronic structure is the actual minimum of the potential energy
surface. Several detailed studies on synthetic [Fe2S2]

1+ model compounds have shown
that the Fe centers may be indistinguishable at higher temperatures of e.g. > 80 K, but
become distinguishable at low temperatures.141,142,150–153 For these compounds, only
S = 1

2
features have been observed in the EPR spectrum. Therefore, they full under

the Robin-Day class 2, where each valence isomer corresponds to a separate minimum
on the potential energy surface, but interconversion between the two happens easily.

Interestingly, substituting the bridging ligands in one specific synthetic [Fe2S2]
1+

model complex with Se or Te has been shown to stabilize an intermediate S = 3
2

spin state.23 This suggests that Heisenberg exchange, double exchange, and vibronic
coupling are similarly important in these complexes and that the energy barrier for a
transition from a valence-localized to a valence-delocalized is low. Valence-delocalized
Fe2.5+Fe2.5+ pairs are also believed to be an essential aspect of the electronic structure
of larger FeS clusters, such as open and closed FeS cubanes (Figure 1.7c and d)98

and the active site of nitrogenase.17,19 However, an isolated class 3 valence-delocalized
S = 9

2
Fe dimer has only been observed with three μ−OH– bridging ligands.154–156

1.2.2. S→Se substitution in FeS clusters

The substitution of S with Se is a powerful tool in the study of FeS clusters. The
two elements behave chemically similar, and the substitution constitutes only a small
perturbation of the geometry and valence electronic structure. In other words, the
S→Se substitution is assumed to be an innocent substitution. Intrinsic differences
between S and Se can then be exploited spectroscopically, for examples, the different
K-edge absorption energies or the distinct nuclear spins. The question to which extent
the S→Se substitution is innocent, is dealt with of Chapter 2. Hereafter, experimental
studies relevant in this context are reviewed.

Differences between S and Se

Some general properties of S and Se are compared in Table 1.1. Even though Se has
18 electrons more than S, the atomic as well as the dianionic radii of Se are only about
0.15 Å larger. This is a result of the d block contraction that happens in the fourth row
of the periodic table.159 The first ionization energy (IE) is 0.6 eV lower for Se, because
the residual positive charge is distributed over a larger volume.157 The about 10 keV
higher K-edge energy in Se allows for a clear distinction between S and Se in X-ray
absorption spectroscopy (XAS) experiments.160 The only isotopes with a nuclear spin
are 33S (I = 3

2
) and 77Se (I = 1

2
), which allows for a distinction between the hyperfine

structures in EPR or nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra.157 However, the
natural abundance of these isotopes is low and enriching samples is a costly endeavor,
especially in biological systems, where isotope loss is high and final concentrations are
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Table 1.1. – Comparison between properties of the S and Se atoms and between the amino
acids cysteine (Cys) and selenocysteine (Sec).

S Se

atomic number157 16 34
mass157 32.066 u 78.96 u
covalent radius158 1.05 Å 1.20 Å
dianionic radius159 1.84 Å 1.98 Å
ionization energy (IE)157 10.36 eV 9.75 eV
K-edge energy160 2.472 keV 12.658 keV
nuclear spin (abundance)157 3

2
(0.75 %) 1

2
(7.6 %)

SOC constant157 375 cm−1 1540 cm−1

pKa(Cys/Sec)161 8.34 5.2
redox potential (Cys/Sec)161 −220 mV −388 mV

low. The spin-orbit coupling (SOC) constant for Se is about four times higher than
for S, which may lead to an increased mixing between spin states.157

Se is an essential trace element for mammals with an extremely narrow range between
deficiency and toxicity.162 In biological systems, it appears almost exclusively as the
21st amino acid selenocysteine (Sec) in enzymes such as coenzyme Q, glutathione
peroxidase, and thioredoxin reductase.163 Compared to cysteine (Cys), Sec is more
easily deprotonated and a stronger reducing agent (see Table 1.1). The reason for
the differences in pKais similar to the IE of the atoms: the residual negative charge
after deprotonation can be stabilized more efficiently in Sec. The reduction potentials
correlate with the stability of −S−S− and −Se−Se− bridges and the more favorable
formation of −Se−Se bridges can be used to study protein folding mechanisms.161 In
line with the larger atomic radii, Se is more easily polarized than S and thus more
susceptible to electrophilic or nucleophilic attacks, which makes Sec a powerful active
handle in protein residue modification. These applications showcase that the reactivity
of S and Se is indeed different, which may also reflect in the properties of Se-substituted
FeS clusters.

Replacing S with Se in biological FeS clusters

Some biological FeS clusters may be removed from their protein under acidic conditions
and spontaneously reassemble from a solvated Fe and S source.164,165 Providing Se in-
stead makes the corresponding FeSe cluster accessible, even though naturally occurring
FeSe clusters have not yet been discovered. Orme-Johnson et al. used this approach
already in 1968 to synthesize the Se-analog of the FeS protein putidaredoxin.166 They
selectively introduced the isotope 77Se (I = 1

2
) and were able to resolve the hyperfine

pattern in the S = 1
2

EPR signal of the reduced [Fe2Se2]
1+ cluster, which had not been

possible at that time using 33S (I = 3
2
). The shape of the hyperfine pattern allowed

them to deduce details about the topology long before an XRD structure at atomic
resolution clarified the diamond core structure of [Fe2S2] clusters.167 This is one of
the first examples of S→Se substitution in FeS clusters and illustrates its utility given
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1.2. Iron-sulfur (FeS) clusters

that the electronic structure remains qualitatively equivalent. An overview of studies
characterizing FeSe analogs of FeS clusters is given in Ref [168].143,169

More recently, Se was introduced into FeMoco, the large FeS clusters forming
the active site of the N2-reducing enzyme nitrogenase, which will be discussed in
Section 1.2.3.170–172 Spatzal et al. replaced a single S with Se and followed the Se position
during catalytic activity using spatially resolved anomalous dispersion (SpReAD).170

Employing the same site-specific Se labeling, Henthorn et al. extracted accurate
structural and electronic information about FeMoco through high-energy resolution
fluorescence detected (HERFD) XAS measurements at the Se K-edge.171 Their spectra
suggest that the binding of the inhibitor molecule CO to FeMoco, which will be
discussed in Section 1.2.4, triggers a redox redistribution between the metal centers, a
change that is too small to be captured in typical XRD structures.

Spectroscopic differences between FeS and FeSe clusters

In the S = 1
2

EPR signal of protein-bound and synthetic [Fe2S2]
1+ clusters, S→Se

substitution has been shown to increase the isotropic g value as well as the
anisotropy.†151,166,173–175 At the same time, the Fe hyperfine coupling decreases by
3 MHz and the isomer shift by 0.01 mm/s according to Mössbauer and 57Fe-electron
nuclear double resonance (ENDOR) measurements.176,177 The authors infer a higher
Fe−Se covalency compared to Fe−S, which facilitates delocalization of the metal-based
unpaired electrons.

The features in the infrared (IR) and UV/vis region typically appear at lower
energies after S→Se substitution. In protein-bound [Fe2S2]

2+ clusters, UV/vis fea-
tures between 20 000 cm−1 and 25 000 cm−1 are assigned to S→Fe LMCT transi-
tions. In the corresponding [Fe2Se2]

2+ clusters, their energy is decreased by about
1000 cm−1.178,179 The supposedly LMCT bands are detected at lower energies in the
reduced [Fe2S2]

1+ clusters, 17 500 cm−1, but they undergo a similar red shift upon
S→Se substitution.175,179–181 Bands at 4500 cm−1 and 6000 cm−1 are assigned to d-d of
the local high spin Fe2+ center in [Fe2S2]

1+, which appear at 4550 cm−1 and 5550 cm−1,
respectively, in [Fe2Se2]

1+.140,173,175,179 Vibrational modes associated with the FeS
core in protein-bound and synthetic [Fe2S2] clusters are assigned to features from
200 cm−1–500 cm−1 in resonance Raman spectra.178,179,181,182 After S→Se substitution,
they appear at lower energies, consistent with the higher atomic weight of Se,‡ but an
unambiguous assignment is difficult.

The nature of the bridging ligand also affects the magnetic interactions between
Fe centers. In protein-bound [Fe2S2] ferredoxins, S→Se substitution has been shown
to reduce the coupling constant J by about 10 % for both the oxidized S = 0 and
the reduced S = 1

2
form.143 Similar trends have been reported for synthetic model

compounds.151,183 In a recent report, S→Se substitution has been shown to stabilize
an intermediate spin state for synthetic mixed-valent clusters.23 Here, the ground state

†For example, g = 2.02, 1.94, 1.89 [Fe2S2]1+ and g = 2.04, 1.98, 1.95 in [Fe2Se2]1+.166 The values
were converted from G using the formula g = 0.714484 ν[MHz]

B[G]
90

‡In the harmonic oscillator approximation the vibrational frequency ω is proportional to 1
√

µ
,

where µ is the reduced mass and
√

µFeSe

µFeS
= 1.27
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spin of the [Fe2S2]
1+ cluster is the typical S = 1

2
. In [Fe2Se2]

1+, both S = 1
2

and the
S = 3

2
features are detectable in the EPR spectrum. Descending the group in the

periodic table even further, the ground state of the S→Te substituted complex has a
pure S = 3

2
spin. The authors propose that the intermediate spin state is stabilized

through a lower Heisenberg exchange, a lower vibronic coupling, and a higher double
exchange in the Se- and Te-substituted clusters (see Eq 1.12). That S→Se has an effect
on the ground state spin has also been observed for synthetic FeS cubanes, where the
S = 3

2
spin state has been shown to be stabilized over S = 1

2
in the FeSe analogs.184

1.2.3. Nitrogenase

Figure 1.8. – (a) Structures of the P-cluster ([Fe8S7]), FeMoco ([MoFe7S9C]), and FeVco
([VFe7S8CO3C]). (b) Lowe-Thorneley cycle for biocatalytic N2 reduction in Mo
nitrogenase.14 The En state indicates the number of electrons transferred from
the Fe protein to the MoFe protein, which are assumed to be accompanied by
proton transfers.

Nitrogenases are responsible for reducing atmospheric N2 to NH3 and therefore
complete the biological nitrogen cycle.185 The most abundant and best studied variant
is Mo nitrogenase, which consists of the Fe protein, a reductant containing an [Fe4S4]
cluster (Figure 1.7d), that transfers a single electron under ATP hydrolysis to the
MoFe protein, where the reaction takes place. The MoFe protein contains two distinct
FeS clusters, which are shown in Figure 1.8a. The P-cluster, [Fe8S7], is the primary
electron acceptor and relays the electrons to FeMoco, [MoFe7S9C], the active site of
nitrogenase. FeMoco has an unusual μ6−C4– carbide as the central atom, which is
likely responsible for the unique reactivity of this enzyme.69,186 The location of the FeS
clusters within the MoFe protein is shown in Figure 1.2.
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1.2. Iron-sulfur (FeS) clusters

The stoichiometry of N2 reduction, which has been established through kinetic
measurements, is summarized in the Lowe-Thorneley cycle (Figure 1.8b).14 The n in
each En state indicates the number of reduction events, where an electron is transferred
from the Fe protein to the MoFe protein. A proton transfer is assumed to accompany
each reduction event. The complete chemical equation reads

N2 + 8H+ + 8e− + 16MgATP −−→ 2NH3 + H2 + 16MgADP + 16Pi

A total of eight electrons and protons are necessary to complete the cycle, since one
equivalent of H2 is produced for each conversion of N2. H2 evolution is not merely a
byproduct, but appears to be an essential part of the mechanism: N2 is believed to
bind to the E4 state, or possible the E3 state, under reductive elimination of H2.

187

Besides this, little is known about the mechanistic details due to the difficulty to trap
a specific intermediate state for spectroscopic investigation (see Ref [15] for a recent
review).

Alternative nitrogenases

Alternative nitrogenases contain V or only Fe instead of Mo.188 The active sites are
then called FeVco and FeFeco and the respective proteins VFe and FeFe protein. Mo,
V, and Fe-only nitrogenase are believed to follow a similar N2 reduction mechanism.189

In FeVco (Figure 1.8a), one of the belt sulfides has been replaced with a carbonate
ligand. V nitrogenase has received special attention because it was the first to catalyze
Fischer-Tropsch-like chemistry, i.e. the reductive coupling of CO to hydrocarbons.190

Later, similar reactivity was reported for Val70 variants of Mo nitrogenase191 as well as
for Fe-only nitrogenase.192 In wild type Mo nitrogenase, CO merely acts as an inhibitor
to N2 reduction. V nitrogenase has also been reported to reduce CO2 to CO.193

The FeMoco active site can be extracted from the MoFe protein into solution and
later reconstituted into apo-MoFe protein, which completely restores the catalytic
activity.194,195 Reconstituting FeMoco in the apo-VFe protein instead yields the hybrid
FeMoco@VFe nitrogenase.196 Similarly, the hybrid FeVco@MoFe nitrogenase can be
generated.197 Interestingly, the hybrid nitrogenases are catalytically active, albeit with
a lower turnover frequency compared to the wild-type nitrogenases. The g values of
the characteristic S = 3

2
EPR signals that correspond to the resting state FeXco (see

below) are shifted in the hybrid nitrogenase, which shows that the MoFe and VFe
proteins create a different environment for their respective active site.197,198

The electronic structure of the active site

In the resting state, the MoFe protein gives rise to a characteristic S = 3
2

EPR
signal (g = [4.31, 3.77, 2.00]). The signal arises from the paramagnetic FeMoco, while
the P-cluster is EPR silent.199 The charge state of FeMoco has been established as
[MoFe7S9C]1– by a combination of Mössbauer measurements, SpReAD crystallography,
and QM/MM modeling.17,200,201 Assuming S2– and C4– oxidation states for the ligands,
41 valence electrons are left to be shared among the metal centers. According to
BS-DFT calculations, the heterometal Mo3+ has an unusual non-Hund configuration,
while the Fe centers have local high spins with oxidation states in between Fe2+ and
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Fe3+. The BS-DFT electronic structure of the resting state will be discussed in detail
in Section 4.2.

It was long assumed that the resting state of the VFe protein is similar to the MoFe
protein, since also features corresponding to an S = 3

2
species were observed in the

EPR under comparable conditions. However, the EPR spectra are not consistent for
different methods of protein purification (see discussions in Ref [15] and [202]). In
a recent study it has been suggested that the charge state of FeVco in the E0 VFe
protein is [VFe7S8CO3C]1– and the valence electron count is therefore one less than for
FeMoco in the E0 MoFe protein.202 However, when comparing different charge states
in a VFe QM/MM model, [VFe7S8CO3C]2– gives the best agreement with the VFe
XRD structure.19,203 In the computational models in the present study, E0 refers to the
charge states [MoFe7S9C]1– and [VFe7S8CO3C]2– , where both have 41 metal-based
valence electrons, but it is important to keep in mind that the charge state of the E0

VFe protein is still not well understood.
In the E1 state, an additional electron and proton is added to FeMoco relative to

E0. In a combined extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) and QM/MM
study,204,205 the electron has been found to reduce the Fe part of FeMoco, Mo is therefore
not reduced. The proton most likely binds to one of the belt sulfides (S2B or S5A),
which likely enhances the structural flexibility in the belt region.204,206–209 FeMoco has
an even number of electrons in E1 state and is therefore EPR silent. Further reduction
to the E2 state yields two characteristic S = 3

2
EPR signals.210–213 Several authors

have proposed hydride formation in the E2 state based on DFT models,206,208,213,214

which is consistent with the H2 elimination from E2.

1.2.4. Nitrogenase and CO

It has been known for over eighty years that the presence of carbon monoxide (CO)
inhibits biological nitrogen fixation.215 For wild type Mo nitrogenase, CO is a non-
competitive inhibitor to N2 reduction216 and therefore either occupies a different binding
site or binds to a different En redox state of the Lowe-Thorneley cycle (Figure 1.8b).
However, in the alternative V and Fe nitrogenase as well as Val70 variants of Mo
nitrogenase CO also acts as a substrate and can be coupled reductively to hydrocarbon
chains.191,192,217 See Ref [12] for a recent review on CO reduction by nitrogenase.
The FeXco cofactor has been identified as a binding site,218 but the mechanism of
the binding event including the respective En states is unknown. In the following,
those experimental studies are reviewed that characterizes the interaction of CO with
nitrogenase. The focus lies on the initial binding event and Figure 1.9 gives an overview
of the experimental species of CO-inhibited wild type Mo nitrogenase that are relevant
to this work.

CO binding in the Lowe-Thorneley cycle

It is generally believed that CO does not interact with the resting state (E0) of Mo
nitrogenase, since the typical S = 3

2
EPR signal is not affected by the presence of

CO (Figure 1.9a). Rather, the observation of CO-bound species requires turnover
conditions, i.e. a supply of electrons and protons to the cofactor, and binding is
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Figure 1.9. – Overview of CO inhibition in Mo nitrogenase. (a) Possible CO binding to the
early redox states in the Lowe-Thorneley cycle (see Figure 1.8b). (b-e) Proposed
binding modes in the experimental species that capture the initial CO binding
event: EPR/ENDOR spectroscopy (b), SF-FT-IR spectroscopy (c) and (d), XRD
structures (e). Lo and hi refer to the species under low and high CO partial
pressure. Figure adapted from Ref [25].

discussed in the literature for the E1 or E2 state.15 Interestingly, it has been reported
for V nitrogenase that CO binds without turnover conditions, but merely in the
presence of a strong reductant.219,220 However, some controversy exists about this
observation,221 which is further complicated by the ambiguity of the resting state for
V nitrogenase.202

EPR species

Under enzymatic turnover, two S = 1
2

EPR signals arise that are characteristic for
CO-bound FeMoco: loCOEPR with g = [2.09, 1.97, 1.93] and hiCOEPR with g =
[2.17, 2.08, 2.05] (labeled lo-CO and hi-CO in the original work, Figure 1.9b).222 The
signals arise under low and high CO partial pressures, respectively. FeMoco has been
confirmed as the binding site for both species through 57Fe ENDOR measurements.218

Furthermore, 13C ENDOR measurements, which yield the hyperfine coupling tensor
at the CO carbon, have led to the proposition that for loCOCO a single bridging CO
is bound and for hiCOCO two terminal CO.217 Both species can be interconverted
through photolysis/annealing cycles, where the activation energy has been estimated
at 1 kcal/mol.223 Therefore, loCOCO and hiCOCO most likely correspond to the same
En state. The detection of integer spin species is much more difficult compared to
half-integer spin species in standard EPR measurements,90 which is why the En states
with an odd n are usually considered EPR silent.
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It has been reported that for V nitrogenase the presence of CO and an Eu2+-based
reductant (E0 = −1.14 eV at pH = 8) give rise to S = 1

2
EPR signals without turnover

conditions.219,220 With g = [2.09, 1.99 1.91] and g = [2.13, 2.01, 1.97] at low and
high CO partial pressure, respectively, these signals are highly similar to the Mo
nitrogenase species loCOEPR and hiCOEPR. A different study states that CO binding
to V nitrogenase requires turnover conditions.221 EPR signals identical to loCOCO and
hiCOCO have been measured for His195→Gln variants of Mo nitrogenase.224 This study
is the only one that reports spin quantitation of the EPR signals and it demonstrates
that the CO-bound EPR species make up merely 10 %–25 % of the total enzyme. With
the substrate-free S = 3

2
E0 signal constituting about 10 %, significantly more than

half of the protein is in an EPR-silent En state and therefore unaccounted for in the
EPR spectra.

IR species

In contrast to EPR spectroscopy, IR spectroscopy is generally not sensitive to the
spin state. CO binding can be conveniently followed with IR measurements, since the
stretching vibration is IR active due to the dipole moment changes during the CO
stretching vibration.60 Binding to a metal center reduces the frequency compared to
unbound CO, 2143 cm−1 for CO gas,225 but the reported frequencies (vide infra) are
still higher in energy than the amide I band of the protein, which would complicate
the detection of peaks between 1600 cm−1–1700 cm−1.226 Time-resolved stopped-flow
Fourier-transform IR (SF-FT-IR) measurement further reveal information about the
mechanistic sequence of the binding event. However, since enzymatic turnover create
a mixture of En states, the IR species can not be easily assigned to a specific redox
state.o

SF-FT-IR measurements, which were performed under conditions comparable to
the EPR studies, also show differences at low and high CO partial pressures (Fig-
ure 1.9c).226–228 At low pressure, a single transient band appears within a few seconds,
loCOIR,1 at 1904 cm−1, which has fully converted to loCOIR,2 at 1715 cm−1 after
2 min.226 This measurement supports a mechanism in which CO binds initially as
a terminal ligand and then assumes a bridging binding mode. As in EPR studies,
turnover conditions are necessary to detect CO binding with IR spectroscopy. However,
it has been reported that inhibition of azide (N –

3 ) reduction due to the presence of CO
happens within 400 ms of enzymatic turnover, which is quicker than the appearance of
the first IR species.229

Under high CO pressure, a multitude of bands appear in the range of 1700 cm−1–
2000 cm−1, all of which have different time courses.227,228,230 IR-monitored photolysis
demonstrates that some bands correspond to species with two bound CO molecules.231,232

However, two of the SF-FT-IR bands have time courses and frequencies (1906 cm−1

and 1715 cm−1, ) that are highly similar to the loCOIR,1 and loCOIR,2 species observed
under low CO pressure and therefore most likely correspond to the initial binding
of a single CO. Repeating the measurement with Val70 variants has been shown to
shift the initial transient band from 1906 cm−1 (wild type) to 1895 cm−1 (Val70→Ile)
or 1911 cm−1 (Val70→Gly).228 The Val70 residue is close to Fe6 in FeMoco, which
suggests that Fe6 is the initial binding site.
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One particular IR-monitored photolysis process of the high CO pressure species is the
transformation of hiCOIR to loCOIR,2’ (Hi-1 and Lo-1 in the original work, Figure 1.9d).
It is characterized by the disappearance of bands 1973 cm−1 and 1679 cm−1 and the
appearance of bands at about 2130 cm−1 and 1711 cm−1 and therefore likely corresponds
to the conversion of a terminal plus bridging CO species to a bridging CO with the
second CO molecule being trapped in some protein pocket. Subsequent annealing
recovers the initial hiCOIR bands and the activation energy is with 1 kcal/mol in
line with the EPR-monitored conversion between loCOEPR and hiCOEPR. However,
two terminal CO molecules were proposed for hiCOEPR based on the 13C ENDOR
measurements.217 Furthermore, the frequency of loCOIR,2’ coincides with loCOIR,2

under low CO pressure, which may therefore correspond to the same species.

XRD structures

XRD structures have been solved for CO-inhibited MoFe protein at 1.5 Å and 1.33 Å
resolution under low and high CO partial pressure, respectively (loCOXRD and hiCOXRD

in Figure 1.9e).233,234 In loCOXRD, CO has replaced the S2B sulfide bridging Fe6 and
Fe2, and is therefore consistent with the structural motif proposed for loCOIR and
loCOEPR. Exposing the loCOXRD crystals to high CO pressure yields a superposition
of the loCOXRD and the hiCOXRD structures. In hiCOXRD, an additional CO is bound
terminally to Fe6, which has been suggested as the initial CO binding site based on the
influence of Val70 substitutions on the loCOIR band228 and may also be the binding site
for the second CO molecule. EPR measurements of the loCOXRD and hiCOXRD crystals
confirm the presence of the loCOEPR and hiCOEPR species, respectively. Selective
isotope labeling of the central carbide combined with 13C ENDOR measurements
suggest that the central carbide is responsible for maintaining the structural integrity
of FeMoco in the CO-bound structures.235 However, as for the IR species, no spin
quantitation was reported and a one-to-one correspondence can not be established.
Furthermore, structures similar to loCOXRD and hiCOXRD have been reported for V
nitrogenase.221,236

Solution-extracted FeMoco and model compounds

FeMoco can be extracted from the MoFe protein into N-methylformamide (NMF)
solution. NMF-extracted FeMoco likely retains its structural integrity based EXAFS
measurements and the observation of an S = 3

2
EPR signal similar to that observed

for the E0 MoFe protein.197 The solvent molecules likely coordinate to the Fe centers.
CO was not found to interact with the redox state giving rise to the S = 3

2
EPR signal,

but required further reduction.237–239 A single IR band appeared at 1835 cm−1 after
one-electron reduction, which shifts to 1808 cm−1 after second one-electron reduction.
Because these frequencies are more than 100 cm−1 lower compared to the MoFe protein,
the authors proposed a bridging CO motif. Interestingly, the presence of cyanide allows
CO to bind to solution-extracted FeMoco in a redox state that likely corresponds to
the E0 state.239

Propositions for binding motifs in CO-bound FeMoco based on IR frequencies are
generally made by comparing to compounds with known structures. However, data
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on suitable model compounds are scarce, since the binding of CO to a metal tends to
increase the binding affinity for more CO ligands,240 which appears to be prohibited
for FeMoco in the MoFe protein.226 The compounds that do feature a single CO
bound to an Fe center241–249 usually have a single Fe center coordinated by O-, N-,
or P-based ligands, which makes the comparison to CO-bound FeMoco challenging.
In a preprint manuscript, [Fe4S4] clusters have been characterized where a single CO
is bound terminally to one of the Fe centers.250 The CO frequency was determined
as 1902 cm−1 for [Fe4S4]

1+ and 1832 cm−1 for [Fe4S4]
0, which demonstrates that the

CO bands observed in the solution-extracted FeMoco may also arise from a terminally
bound CO.237,238

Computational models

Different aspects of CO binding to FeMoco have been studied with DFT-based com-
putational models. In the context of experimental studies, Scott et al. calculated the
CO frequencies for the hiCOIR species and proposed a terminal CO and a formyl
species bound to an E2-type cofactor.251 In standalone computational studies, Rod and
Nørskov reported a significantly increased CO binding affinity in the E1 and E2 redox
state compared to E0.252 Dance discussed the coupling of the CO vibrational mode
with hydrides present in more reduced En states.253 Varley and Nørskov published a
complete mechanism of CO reduction to CH4.

254

Except for the QM/MM model used in the quantum refinement of the loCOXRD

structure by Bergmann et al., none of the computational models investigating the
CO−FeMoco interaction explicitly included the environment of the MoFe protein.
However, multiple experiments using variant MoFe protein have demonstrated the
importance of the protein environment on CO binding: substitutions can affect the
frequency of the loCOIR,1 band,228 they generate different CO-bound species under
high CO pressure,231,232,251 they control the appearance of the loCOEPR and hiCOEPR

signals,223 and they even enable CO reduction for Mo nitrogenase.191 Therefore, a
QM/MM model is employed in the present work, which explicitly models the protein
environment, and Chapter 5 focuses on the influence of the residue in the proximity of
FeMoco during the CO binding event.
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2. S→Se substitution in synthetic
[Fe2S2] clusters

Figure 2.1. – Outline of the bottom-up approach used to study the effect of S→Se substitu-
tion on the electronic structure of FeS clusters: (a) monomeric [Fe(XH)4]2– ,1– ,
(b) diamagnetically substituted [FeGaX2]1+ and [FeZnX2]1+ dimers, and (c) un-
substituted [Fe2X2]2+,1+ dimers. Figure adapted from Ref [22].

The present chapter deals with the S→Se substitution in FeS clusters. This sub-
stitution is often believed to be innocent, which means that it does not or at most
negligibly affects the electronic structure of the molecule. The selective substitution
of S with Se is a powerful tool in understanding very complex clusters such FeMoco,
the active site of nitrogenase, which will be the protagonist in Chapter 4 and 5. For
example, Se has already been selectively introduced into FeMoco and the distinct
X-ray absorption properties of S and Se have been exploited to study the electronic
structure and the mechanism of substrate reduction.170–172 For a more detailed account
of the experimental data on S→Se substitution in FeS clusters, the reader is referred
to Section 1.2.2.

This chapter addresses the question: How does S→Se substitution modulate the
electronic structure of FeS clusters? The study follows a bottom-up approach, which
is outlined in Figure 2.1. The computational details for all models are summarized in
Section 2.1. Section 2.2 explores the S→Se substitution in the small and relatively
simple monomeric [Fe(XH)4]

1– ,2– (X=S,Se) complexes (Figure 2.1a). Here, the results
of CASSCF calculations are discussed in detail, such as the composition of the wave
function, the active orbitals, and the effect of the NEVPT2 correction. Furthermore,
the electronic structure is further interpreted within the framework of ab initio ligand
field theory (AILFT) and the angular overlap model (AOM). Finally, Section 2.3 inves-
tigates the dimers [Fe2X2]

2+,1+ (X=S,Se) and separates the analysis in two parts: the
local electronic structure and the metal-metal interaction. The local electronic struc-
ture is studied in the diamagnetically substituted complexes [FeGaX2] and [FeZnX2]
(Figure 2.1b), which is a commonly used technique in the study of system contain-
ing multiple magnetic centers.21,256,257 For the metal-metal interaction, the CASSCF
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2. S→Se substitution in synthetic [Fe2S2] clusters

wave function of the unsubstituted [Fe2X2] complexes is analyzed (Figure 2.1c) and
interpreted with phenomenological models such as the Heisenberg or double exchange
model.

2.1. Computational details

Section 2.2.1 The geometries for the [Fe(XH)4]
2– ,1– complexes (see Figure 2.2) were

optimized using ORCA release version 4.1.75–77 The hybrid DFT functional TPSSh (10 %
HF exchange)51–53 and the ZORA-def2-TZVP basis set258 was used. A conductor-like
polarizable continuum model (C-PCM) (ǫ = ∞) was included to stabilize the charge of
the anionic complexes.259 Dispersion interactions were included via an atom-pairwise
parameterization (D3 keyword).61,64 Scalar relativistic effects were included through
the zeroth order regular approximation (ZORA).260,261 The spin was assumed to be
high spin S = 5

2
, 2 for [Fe(XH)4]

2– ,1– , respectively.

Section 2.2.2 The IEs were calculated with ionization potential equation of motion
coupled cluster singles doubles (IP-EOM-CCSD),262 which has been shown to give
reliable results for IEs for valence electrons.263 The evaluation of the Coulomb and
exchange integrals was sped up with the resolution of identity (RI) approximation
(RI-JK keyword) using the def2/JK auxiliary basis set. The remaining computational
details are analogous to Section 2.2.1. The character of the ionization events, such as
ligand-based or metal-based, was determined based on visual inspections of the major
orbital contribution to the electron hole.

Section 2.2.3, 2.2.4, and 2.2.5 The environment of the [Fe(XH)4] complexes were
modeled with a C-PCM to account for the negative charge. The minimal active
space was used for the [Fe(XH)4]

1– ,2 complexes (CAS(5,5) and CAS(6,5), respectively).
Unless specified otherwise, the wave function was averaged over all possible states in the
given CAS (see Section A1.2 for details). NEVPT2 was used in the strongly-contracted
formalism (SC-NEVTP2) to include dynamic correlation in the state energies.34–37

The AILFT module was invoked via the actorbs dorbs keyword in the casscf block.
The calculation of spin-orbit coupling was requested by setting dosoc true in the
rel block within the casscf block. The basis set ZORA-def2-TZVP258 was used in
combination with the zeroth order regular approximation (ZORA).260,261 As a general
convergence strategy, the localized orbitals of a high spin HF calculation were used as
starting orbitals for the CASSCF calculation. First, the wave function was converged
using the small def2-SVP basis set and in a second step used as the starting orbitals
for the calculation with the ZORA-def2-TZVP basis set.

Section 2.3.1 The geometry optimizations of [Fe2X2]
2+,1+ were performed using ORCA

version 4.2.75–77 The full structures were optimized with BS-DFT. The XRD structures
of the diferric compounds were used as starting points for the geometry.23 The spin
of the high spin determinant was MS = 5, 9

2
for [Fe2X2]

2+,1+, respectively, and the
keywords brokensym 5,4 and brokensym 5,5 in the scf block were used to invoke
the BS calculations. The hybrid DFT functional TPSSh (10 % HF exchange)51–53
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2.1. Computational details

and the ZORA-def2-TZVP basis set258 was used. The resolution of identity coulomb
approximation and chain-of-sphere exchange (RIJCOSX) approximation264,265 was
used for the Coulomb and HF exchange integrals with SACR/J as the auxiliary basis
set.261 Dispersion interactions were included via an atom-pairwise parameterization (D3

keyword).61,64 Scalar relativistic effects were included through the ZORA.260,261 The
molecules were embedded in a C-PCM (ε = ∞)259 using the Gaussian charge scheme.266

For the subsequent sections, the 2,6-diisopropylphenyl moieties were substituted with
methyl groups and the position of the hydrogen atoms were reoptimized with the
protocol explained above.

Section 2.3.2 To create the diamagnetically substituted complexes [FeZnX2]
1+ and

[FeGaX2]
1+, the Fe 2+

A center in [Fe2X2]
1+ was replaced with Zn2+ and the Fe 3+

B

center with Ga3+. The CAS(5,5) and CAS(6,5) calculations followed the same protocol
as for the [Fe(XH)4]

1– ,2– complexes (Section 2.2.3 to 2.2.4) apart from the following
two differences: (i) The integral evaluation was sped up with the RI approximation
(RI-JK keyword)264 in combination with an automatically created auxiliary basis sit
(autoaux keyword). (ii) The C-PCM made use of the newly implemented Gaussian
charge scheme.266

Section 2.3.3 The calculations on the optimized [Fe2X2]
2+ models were performed

with ORCA release version 4.2.75–77 The computational details are analogous to Sec-
tion 2.3.2. The active space is discussed separately in the text. To ease convergence of
the CAS(22,16) wave function, the S = 5 high spin state was converged first using a
small def2-SVP basis set. Then the basis set was enlarged and the lower spin states
S = 0, . . . 4 were calculated.

The final active orbitals were transformed with the following protocol: (i) Orbitals
were transformed to natural orbitals (actorbs natorbs keyword in %casscf block). (ii)
The ten Fe-based active orbitals were localized (orca_loc utility, NewBoys algorithm,128

Fe-based orbitals need to have consecutive orbital indices). (iii) The five orbitals
localized on FeA and FeB, respectively, were transformed to diagonalize the Fock
matrix (orca_blockf utility, apply twice on FeA and FeB orbitals, respectively, which
need to have consecutive orbital indices, ! keepfock necessary to save Fock matrix to
disk). By default, CFG contributions < 0.1 % are not printed in the ORCA output file,
but these are important contributions for the present models. Therefore, the printing
threshold was lowered by adding ci tprintwf 1e-6 in the %casscf block.

Section 2.3.4 The calculations for symmetrized [Fe2X2]
2+ models were performed

using ORCA release version 4.1.75–77 The symmetrized model for [Fe2S2]
2+ is shown in

Figure 2.22. The def2-TZVP basis set was used.258 The evaluation of the Coulomb
integrals and the HF exchange integrals were approximated using the RI approxi-
mation (RI-JK keyword) in conjunction with the def2/JK auxiliary basis set. The
dynamic correlation was accounted for with NEVPT2 in the strongly-contracted for-
malism (SC-NEVPT2).34–37 Symmetry was enforced with the usesym keyword. The
molecular geometry needs to match an abelian point group with a threshold 10−4 Å.
Symmetrization of the coordinates was performed with the molecular visualization
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2. S→Se substitution in synthetic [Fe2S2] clusters

program Chemcraft version 1.8.267 [Fe2X2]
2+ was symmetrized to the point group

D2h (C2v) for X2
−−S2/Se2 (X2

−−SSe). The irrep for the roots alternated between
Ag, B1u, . . . (A1, B2, . . .) for S = 0, 1, . . . in the point group D2h (C2v). The z-axis was
oriented along the Fe−Fe vector and the x-axis along the X−X vector.

Section 2.3.5 All computational details are equivalent to Section 2.3.3. The con-
vergence of the active orbitals and state-averaging is discussed separately in the
text.

Section 2.3.6 The BS-DFT determinant properties were calculated with the same
computational protocol as Section 2.3.1 using the full geometry (phenyl moieties not
substituted), except for the frequency calculations, which used the methyl-substituted
models. The g values were calculated using spin-orbit coupling as defined by the single
keyword ! SOMF(1x).268 The coupling constants J were extracted using the projection
proposed by Yamaguchi et al. (Eq 1.15).110,111 Frequencies were calculated for the full,
numerical Hessian (! numfreq).

Visualization 3D Molecular representations were rendered with VMD version 1.9.3269,270

using the workflow published online.271 Volumetric data is shown with isosurfaces
at ±0.05 (solid) and ±0.025 (transparent) unless otherwise noted. 2D molecular
structures were created with ChemDraw. Nearly all other figures were created with
the python libraries matplotlib272 and seaborn273. The figures were post-processed
with Inkscape,274 using the extension TexText to embed LATEX code.275 Most figures
are editable .svg files, which are made available along with this work, as well as the
underlying data and the code used to generate the figures (see Section A1.1).
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2.2. Monomeric FeS complexes: [Fe(XH)4] (X=S,Se)

Figure 2.2. – (a) Schematic structure of the monomeric [Fe(XH)4]1– ,2– (X = S, Se) com-
plexes and (b) 3D representation of the [Fe(SeH)4]1– complex, showing the S4

symmetry.

The structures of the [Fe(XH)4] complexes for which the S→Se is studied are shown
in Figure 2.2. The oxidation states [Fe(XH)4]

1– ,2– as well as the ligands SH– and SeH–

are considered. The geometries of the complexes are compared in Section 2.2.1. In
Section 2.2.2, the results of an IP-EOM-CCSD calculation is presented; the IEs between
the unbound ligand and the ligand bound in the complex are compared, which allows
for a quantification of the metal-ligand interaction. In Section 2.2.3, the CASSCF
wave function is analyzed, discussing the active orbitals, the state compositions, state
averaging, the NEVPT2 correction, and the size of the active space. In Section 2.2.4,
the CASSCF wave function is related to ligand field theory (LFT) theory via AILFT,
which yields d orbital energies, the Racah parameters B and C, and the spin-orbit
coupling constant ζ. The LFT parameters are further interpreted in Section 2.2.5 with
the AOM and the electronic structure can be summarized in the chemically intuitive
AOM parameters such as eσ, eπ, etc.

2.2.1. Geometry

Table 2.1. – Structural parameters of the DFT-optimized [Fe(XH)4]1– ,2– complexes.

d(FeX)[Å] d(XH)[Å] ∠(XFeX)[°] ∠(FeXH)[°] χ(HXFeX)[°]

[Fe(SH)4]
1– 2.288 1.346 113.5 94.0 -60.0

[Fe(SeH)4]
1– 2.411 1.471 113.5 94.0 -60.0

[Fe(SH)4]
2– 2.353 1.347 116.0 100.5 -75.0

[Fe(SeH)4]
2– 2.470 1.472 116.0 100.5 -75.0

The geometric parameters of the DFT-optimized structures of the complexes
[Fe(XH)4]

1– ,2– (X=S,Se) (see Figure 2.2) are listed in Table 2.1. The angles be-
tween XFeX and FeXH as well as the dihedral angles defined by HXFeX were averaged
over X=S,Se for each oxidation state to make the electronic structures more comparable.
As a consequence, the point group of the complexes is S4.
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2. S→Se substitution in synthetic [Fe2S2] clusters

Naturally, both the ligand exchange SH– →SeH– and the reduction event
[Fe(XH)4]

1– →[Fe(XH)4]
2– affect the structure. The more bulky Se-based ligand in-

creases the FeX and the XH bond length by about 0.12 Å. The FeX bond in the more
reduced [Fe(XH)4]

2– is elongated by 0.06 Å compared to [Fe(XH)4]
1– while the XH

bond is unaffected. The XFeX angle, which is cutting the improper rotation axis in half,
and the FeXH angle are slightly increased upon reduction, therefore, the [Fe(XH)4]

2–

complexes are slightly compressed along the improper rotation axis.

2.2.2. Ionization energies

Figure 2.3. – ionization energies (IEs) for the valence electrons in the free ligand XH– and
in the complexes [Fe(XH)4]1– and [Fe(XH)4]2– calculated with IP-EOM-CCSD.
For XH– , the first IE is doubly degenerate, which splits into eight α and eight
β IEs in [Fe(XH)4]1– ,2– . The average is shown along the individual IEs in each
box. The dashed lines for [Fe(XH)4]2– indicate Fe-based IEs.

The lowest-energy IEs for the free anions SH– and SeH– are 8.15 eV and 7.98 eV,
respectively. As for the atomic IEs of S and Se, 10.36 eV and 9.75 eV, respectively,
electron is less strongly bound in the Se-based species.157 When forming a metal
complex, the presence of the positively charged metal stabilizes the negative charge on
the anionic ligands and therefore increases the ligand-based IEs.

The ligand-based IEs are compared between the free anionic ligand XH– and the
complexes [Fe(XH)4]

1– ,2– in Figure 2.3. It shows the lowest-energy IEs for XH– in the
middle, which is two-fold degenerate. The character of the two ionization events are
dominated by the removal of an electron from the two p orbitals that are not involved
in the X−H σ bond. When forming the complexes [Fe(XH)4]

1– ,2– , the interaction
between the ligands lifts the degeneracy of the ligand-based IEs. As a consequence of
the ligand interaction, an electron can be more easily removed from the ligands in the
ferrous complex compared to the free ligand. Considering the two-fold degeneracy in
the free ligands (neglecting spin for now), a total of 2 · 4 = 8 ligand-based ionization
events have a similar character as the lowest-energy ionization events in the free ligand.
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2.2. Monomeric FeS complexes: [Fe(XH)4] (X=S,Se)

The barycenter of these ligand-based IEs in the complexes is shifted to higher energies
compared to the free ligands in accord with the presence of the positively charged Fe
center.

Furthermore, the presence of the open-shell metal centers in the [Fe(XH)4]
1– ,2–

complexes lifts the degeneracy of the α and β IEs through spin polarization, which is
not present in the closed-shell free ligands. Therefore, a total of 2 · 4 · 2 = 16 ligand-
based ionization events in the complexes have the same character as the lowest-energy
ionization from the free ligand (boxes in Figure 2.3). Interestingly, the lowest-energy
ionization event in the ferrous complexes is not ligand-based, but describes the removal
of an Fe-based β electron (dashed lines in Figure 2.3). This is a manifestation of the
so-called inverted level scheme used in the discussion of high spin transition metal
complexes, which is also facilitates the redox event Fe3+ + e– −−⇀↽−− Fe2+ in biological
FeS clusters.133

The interaction between fragments of a chemical system is typically discussed in the
basis of molecular orbitals. For example, the stabilization of ligand-based orbitals as a
consequence of complex formation is expressed within the extended Hückel theory276

as

∆E =
H2
ML

eM − eL
(2.1)

Here, eM and eL are the metal and ligand orbitals of the isolated fragments and HML

is the effective resonance integral, which is, in turn, proportional to the overlap SML

of the metal and ligand orbitals in the complex. Therefore, the stabilization of the
ligand orbitals can be related to the mixing of S or Se with the Fe orbitals.

Table 2.2. – The average ionization energies (IEs) for isolated Fe3+,2+ and XH– as well as
for the complexes [Fe(XH)4]1– ,2– calculated with IP-EOM-CCSD and estimated
resonance integrals HML according to Eq 2.1. All values are given in eV.

IPavg HML

SH– 8.15 -
SeH– 7.97 -
Fe3+ 34.73 -
Fe2+ 20.49 -
[Fe(SH)4]

1– 9.67 6.35
[Fe(SeH)4]

1– 9.25 5.84
[Fe(SH)4]

2– 8.81 2.85
[Fe(SeH)4]

2– 8.58 2.75

While orbitals can be easily plotted and interpreted in terms of atomic contributions,
their energies are not observables, i.e. they cannot be measured experimentally. On
the other hand, IEs are observables and further have the advantage that they respect
electronic relaxation effects. Using the IEs instead of orbital energies in Eq 2.1, the
resonance integral HML can be estimated and since HML is proportional to the overlap
integral SML, the metal-ligand covalency quantified, as shown in Table 2.2. The
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2. S→Se substitution in synthetic [Fe2S2] clusters

resonance integral estimates are around 6 eV for the ferric [Fe(XH)4]
1– and around 3 eV

for the ferrous [Fe(XH)4]
2– complexes, consistent with the more positively charged

metal center binding the ligands more strongly. According to the IEs, the metal-ligand
covalency for Se-based ligands is 9 % and 4 % smaller in the ferric and ferrous complexes,
respectively, compared to the S-based ligands. Since the metal-ligand bond is stronger
in the ferric complex, differences between S and Se are larger in the ferric compared to
the ferrous complexes.

2.2.3. CASSCF calculations

Active orbitals in the minimal CAS

Figure 2.4. – Active orbitals for the CAS(6,5) wave function in [Fe(SH)4]1– . The active
orbitals for all four [Fe(XH)4]1– ,2– have similar shapes. The labels t2 and e
correspond to pseudo-Td symmetry. Isosurfaces are shown at ±0.05 and ±0.025.

The smallest active space necessary to describe the low-lying electronically excited
states in [Fe(XH)4]

1– ,2– complexes consists the five Fe-centered 3d orbitals. These
active space orbitals are shown in Figure 2.4. The labels e and t2 correspond the
character of the x2 − y2, z2 and xz, yz, xy orbital sets in Td symmetry. In S4 symmetry,
only the xz and yz orbitals are degenerate. With the oxidation states Fe3+,2+ the 3d
orbitals are occupied by five and six electrons respectively, and the CASSCF calculations
are labeled CAS(5,5) and CAS(6,5), respectively. Furthermore, the CASSCF wave
function is invariant with respect to unitary transformations within the active space.
Therefore, the active orbitals in Figure 2.4 and Table 2.3 were chosen to diagonalize
the Fock matrix (orca_blockf utility), which allows for an easy labeling according to
the real d orbitals of the hydrogen atom in a given point group.

The x2 −y2 and the z2 active orbitals (e set, see Figure 2.4) have little ligand overlap,
because the orbital lobes are oriented in between the ligands, and the metal character
is 95.4 %–98.0 %. The lobes of the orbitals in the t2 set, however, point towards the
ligands and the metal character is reduced to 86.7 %–95.4 % as a consequence of larger
ligand contributions. The xy orbital shows the largest metal-ligand overlap and the
metal contribution is about 2 % lower compared to the xz and yz orbitals.
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Table 2.3. – Loewdin atomic contribution of the Fe center ([%]) to the active orbitals of
the CAS(5,5) and CAS(6,5) wave functions in [Fe(XH)4]1– ,2– , respectively. The
remainder stems from the XH– ligand. See Figure 2.4 for orbital shapes.

x2 − y2 z2 xz yz xy

[Fe(SH)4]
1– 97.3 95.4 89.4 89.4 87.2

[Fe(SeH)4]
1– 97.5 95.5 89.3 89.3 86.7

[Fe(SH)4]
2– 97.9 97.2 95.2 95.2 93.7

[Fe(SeH)4]
2– 98.0 97.3 95.4 95.4 94.0

The reduction Fe3+→Fe2+ decreases the metal contribution to the active orbitals,
which is in line with the increase in metal-ligand bond length. The metal character
increases by up to 2 % in the e orbitals and by up to 6 % in the t2 orbitals. Naturally,
the composition of the t2 orbitals is more sensitive to the reduction event due to the
stronger metal-ligand mixing.

The ligand exchange SH– →SeH– , on the other hand, increases the metal-ligand
distance twice as much as the reduction event, but the composition of the active
orbitals remains largely unchanged. The ligand exchange changes the metal character
by 0.1 %–0.2 % in the e orbitals and by 0.1 %–0.5 % in the t2 orbitals. Therefore, no
clear change in the symmetry-restricted covalency is observed in the [Fe(XH)4]

1– ,2–

complexes upon S→Se substitution.

Ground state wave function

In addition to the orbital shapes, their occupation numbers are needed in order to
fully characterize a CASSCF wave function. While the inactive orbitals are exclusively
doubly occupied, the active orbitals can have occupation numbers between 0 and 2.
The occupation numbers are defined by a linear combination of electron configurations
in which an active orbital holds either 0, 1, or 2 electrons.

In their ground states, the complexes [Fe(XH)4]
1– ,2– have high spin Fe centers

with S = 5
2

and 2, respectively. For the S = 5
2

ground state, the only possible
electron configuration is (x2 − y2)1(z2)1(xz)1(yz)1(xy)1 (see Figure 2.4). Therefore,
the occupation number of each active orbital is exactly 1 regardless of the choice of
the active orbitals. For the S = 2 ground state the (x2 − y2)2(z2)1(xz)1(yz)1(xy)1

dominates the in the wave function (> 99.9 %). Here, the compact representation of
the wave function is only possible, because the active orbitals were transformed with
the orca_blockf utility. A different set of active orbitals typically leads to a linear
combination containing multiple electron configurations.

Excited states

Excited CAS states in [Fe(XH)4]
1– ,2– with a spin other than the ground state are at

least 15 000 cm−1 higher in energy (19 000 cm−1 after NEVPT2 correction). Within the
given active space, the ground state is the only possible S = 5

2
state for [Fe(XH)4]

1– ,
but for [Fe(XH)4]

2– four excited S = 2 states exist in addition to the ground state.
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2. S→Se substitution in synthetic [Fe2S2] clusters

Figure 2.5. – Transition energies on the (a) CASSCF and (b) CASSCF/NEVPT2 level for
the low-lying d-d states in [Fe(XH)4]2– (S = 2, CAS(6,5)). The 2nd and 3rd

transition energies are degenerate.

The first excited state is dominated by the single electron configuration (x2 − y2)1(z2)2

(xz)1(yz)1(xy)1, the second with (x2 − y2)1(z2)1(xz)2(yz)1(xy)1 etc. (see Figure 2.4 for
orbitals). The second and the third excited state are degenerate, since the xz and yz
orbitals are also degenerate in S4.

The relative energies of five S = 2 states in [Fe(XH)4]
2– are shown in Figure 2.5. The

CASSCF wave function was averaged only over the five S = 2 states (vide infra). All
four excited CASSCF states lie within 5000 cm−1 of the ground state. The NEVPT2
correction increases the energy spacing between the state energies, placing the fourth
excited state to more than 6000 cm−1 above the ground state. The increase in transition
energies due to the NEVPT2 correction is larger for the first excited state (around
40 %) compared to the other three (around 30 %).

The S→Se substitution decreases the transition energies. The decrease in the
transition energies based on the CASSCF energies is with 580 cm−1 most pronounced
for the second and third excited state, respectively, followed by the first (265 cm−1)
and the fourth (122 cm−1). In the ground state, the x2 − y2 orbital is doubly occupied,
which has the smallest metal-ligand overlap (see Table 2.3). Therefore, in any of
the excited states the repulsion of metal-based electrons with the negatively charged
ligands is increased. According to the difference in transition energies, this repulsion
appears to be smaller for SeH– compared to SH– ligands. Indeed, the metal character
of the active orbitals increases slightly in going from [Fe(SH)4]

2– to [Fe(SeH)4]
2– (see

Table 2.3).
The NEVPT2 correction affects the transition energies in [Fe(SeH)4]

2– stronger
than in [Fe(SH)4]

2– . The NEVPT2 correction increases the four transition energies in
[Fe(SH)4]

2– by 36 %, 30 %, 30 %, and 29 %, respectively and in [Fe(SeH)4]
2– by 43 %,

35 %, 35 %, and 32 %, respectively. Since both complexes have a different number of
electrons, one cannot compare the absolute values of the NEVPT2 correction term,
but the changes in the transition energies suggests that the CASSCF wave function is
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a better reference for [Fe(SH)4]
2– compared to [Fe(SeH)4]

2– .

State averaging in CASSCF calculations

Figure 2.6. – (a) CASSCF state energies and (b) corresponding NEVPT2 corrections for
the five lowest-lying S = 2 states in [Fe(SH)4]2– (CAS(6,5)). The CAS(6,5) wave
function was either averaged over all possible states (S = 2, 1, 0) or only over the
five states shown (S = 2). The states d-d2 and d-d3 are degenerate.

The total number of states that can be generated with a CAS(5,5) wave function are
1, 24, and 75 for the spins S = 5

2
, 3

2
, and 1

2
, respectively, and 5, 45, and 50 for S = 2,

1, and 0, respectively, with a CAS(6,5) wave function. A computer code to calculate
the number of states for arbitrary active spaces is presented in Section A1.2. Unless
otherwise noted, the CASSCF wave function is optimized considering all possible CAS
states. In ORCA, each set of states with the same spin has equal weight. For example
of CAS(6,5), the sets of states with S = 2, 1, and 0 are all considered with a weight of
1
3
, respectively. Therefore, a state with S = 2 enters with a weight of 1

3
· 1

5
= 1

15
, but a

state with S = 0 with a weight of 1
3

· 1
75

= 1
225

.
The approach of optimizing the CASSCF wave function for multiple states simulta-

neously is called state averaging. The goal is to obtain a wave function that describes
all relevant states equally well and is not biased towards any state, e.g. the ground
state, if one is interested in transition energies. However, the more states enter the
state averaging, the more is the resulting wave function a compromise between the
different states. Figure 2.6 compares the relative energies of states with S = 2 when
averaging over all possible CAS states with averaging over only the five S = 2 states
in [Fe(SH)4]

2– . Including only the five S = 2 states in the state averaging lowers their
energies on average by 340 cm−1, because the wave function is not optimized simultane-
ously for the S = 1, and 0 states. On the other hand, the transition energies between
the S = 2 CASSCF states change as well, but by less than 25 cm−1. The NEVPT2
corrections for the respective states (Figure 2.6b) are larger when averaging over all
S = 2, 1 and 0 states, which suggests that the perturbative correction attempts to
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2. S→Se substitution in synthetic [Fe2S2] clusters

remedy the less optimal CASSCF wave function. In contrast to the CASSCF energies,
however, the state averaging procedure strongly affects the NEVPT2-corrected S = 2
transition energies. These are as much as 200 cm−1 higher for the S = 2, 1, and 0 state
averaged wave function compared to S = 2.

Beyond the minimal active space

Figure 2.7. – (a) CASSCF state energies and (b) corresponding NEVPT2 corrections for
the five lowest-lying S = 2 states in [Fe(SH)4]2– . The active space consist of the
five Fe 3d orbitals (6,5), in addition to (6,5) one doubly occupied p orbital on
each ligand (14,9), or in addition to (6,5) five unoccupied Fe 4d orbitals (6,10).
The states d-d2 and d-d3 are degenerate.

While for the minimal active space in [Fe(XH)4]
1– ,2– (CAS(5,5) and CAS(6,5),

respectively) only d-d excited configurations contribute to the CASSCF wave function,
extending the active space allows for different types of excited configurations to
contribute as well. Including occupied ligand orbitals in the active space enables
excitations from the ligand into the partly occupied metal orbitals, therefore, LMCT
configurations are mixed into the wave function. Similarly, including unoccupied
ligand orbitals in the active space mixes metal-to-ligand charge transfer (MLCT)
configurations into the wave function. Also, one can include a second d-shell in the
active space, which consists of the five unoccupied metal 4d orbitals. Both the 3d and
the 4d set have the same angular momentum, but a different radial extent and 3d-4d
excited configurations account for the so-called radial correlation.27

The different types of configurations are often categorized in the literature as
contributing to either static or to dynamic electron correlation, where the first is to be
handled by the flexibility of the reference, i.e. the CASSCF wave function, and the
later by a suitable subsequent method, e.g. NEVPT2. The distinction between static
and dynamic correlation is not clear-cut.277 Malrieu et al. define dynamic correlation
as arising from configurations beyond the minimal active space, therefore, the 3d-4d,
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LMCT, and MLCT configurations mentioned above would all be considered to capture
dynamic correlation effects.109 However, the authors also highlight the observation
that a minimal active space is often insufficient to quantitatively capture magnetic
properties of transition metal complexes.

Figure 2.7 compares the five lowest CASSCF state energies and the respective
NEVPT2 corrections for different active spaces in [Fe(SH)4]

2– . All the following
observations are qualitatively equivalent for the Se-substituted [Fe(SeH)4]

2– . The five
lowest states have a spin of S = 2 and the wave function was averaged over all five states.
In the ligand p active space, each S contributes one doubly occupied predominantly 3p
orbital. Including more ligand p orbitals in the active space, similar to Figure 2.23 in
Section 2.3.4, was not possible due to SCF convergence issues. Including the second
d-shell in the active space lowers the total CASSCF energies by about 15 000 cm−1,
while they are virtually unaffected by including ligand p orbitals. The NEVPT2
corrections for each state, in turn, are significantly smaller in magnitude for the active
space including the second d-shell compared to the ligand p orbitals. Therefore, an
active space including the second d-shell of the metal is a better starting point for the
treatment of dynamic correlation with NEVPT2 than an active space including the
ligand p orbitals

Furthermore, the spread of the NEVPT2 correction energies for the five states is
significantly lower for the active space including the second d-shell (standard devi-
ation 212 cm−1) compared to the minimal (520 cm−1) and the ligand p active space
(401 cm−1). Given that the active space including the second d-shell is better suited for
NEVPT2 calculations, it appears reasonable to include the second d-shell for reliable
d-d excitation energies. The second d-shell is, however, not included for the remainder
of this work, because it is (i) not compatible with the AILFT approach and (ii) not
feasible for complexes with two magnetic centers due to computational limitations,
both of which are the focus of the following analysis. Hence, it is important to keep a
possible bias of a limited active space in mind in the following discussion.

2.2.4. Ab Initio ligand field theory

The experimental properties of transition metal complexes with a single magnetic
center have been successfully interpreted with the help of ligand field theory for several
decades. On the other hand, the development of efficient algorithms for ab initio
quantum chemical methods and the increase in computational power have made the
direct calculation of molecular properties with feasible for transition metal complexes
as well. While the calculated properties become more and more accurate, the chemical
interpretation of the calculated wave function is a non-trivial task. One approach to
interpret the calculated results is the AILFT.278,279 AILFT allows for the extraction
of LFT parameters from an ab initio wave function.

The key idea behind AILFT lies in the observation that the space spanned by a
CAS(n,5) wave function has the same dimensionality as the LFT model for a dn

transition metal complex.278 Therefore, one can attempt to extract LFT parameters by
fitting the CAS(n,5) wave function. The basis for LFT are the pure, real metal d orbitals.
However, orbital mixing is not constrained in any way during the CASSCF and even
though the active orbitals in a CAS(n,5) wave function for transition metal complexes
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2. S→Se substitution in synthetic [Fe2S2] clusters

are typically dominated by the metal d orbitals, some metal-ligand mixing occurs (see
Table 2.3). A unique mapping between the active orbitals and the LFT basis can be
established by diagonalizing the l̂z operator over the active orbitals. The resulting
active orbitals have approximate magnetic quantum number of ml = −2, . . .+ 2, which
can be easily combined to the real representation of the d orbitals. Now, the LFT
parameters can be extracted from the CASSCF wave function much in the same way
that they can be extracted from experimental data.

d orbital energies

Figure 2.8. – AILFT d orbital energies for the (a) [Fe(XH)4]1– and (b) [Fe(XH)4]2– com-
plexes (CAS(5,5) and CAS(6,5), respectively, including NEVPT2). See Figure 2.4
for orbital plots.

The d-orbital energies, i.e. the ligand field splitting, for the [Fe(XH)4]
1– ([Fe(XH)4]

2– )
complexes according to AILFT calculations are shown in Figure 2.8 as well as listed
in Table 2.4. The lowest orbital in the e set is the x2 − y2 orbital, followed by the z2

orbital at about 1600 cm−1 (1500 cm−1). In the t2 set, the degenerate orbitals xz and
yz are about 2400 cm−1 (1850 cm−1) lower than the xy orbital. Therefore, the orbitals
with a z component are lowest in each set. The barycenters of the e and the t2 set
are about 6800 cm−1 and 3400 cm−1 apart, respectively, which is consistent with the
ligand field splitting being larger for the ferric complexes.

The S→Se substitution in [Fe(XH)4]
1– ([Fe(XH)4]

2– ) only has a small influence
on the e set. The energy gap between the x2 − y2 and the z2 orbital is reduced by
merely 16 cm−1 (51 cm−1). The energy gap in the t2 set, i.e. the difference between
the xz/yz and the xy orbitals, increases with the substitution by 79 cm−1 (211 cm−1).
Alternatively, this increase can be interpreted as the barycenters of the e and the t2
set approaching each other upon Se substitution: The gap between the barycenters de-
creases by 361 cm−1 (402 cm−1). A similar decrease in the gap between the barycenters
has been observed for S→Se substitution in Co3+ and Cr3+ complexes.280,281
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Table 2.4. – AILFT parameters for [Fe(XH)4]1– ,2– with and without NEVPT2 correction.
The d orbital energies, the Racah parameters B and C, and the spin orbit coupling
constant ζ are given in [cm−1]. The reduction relative to the free ions (rB, rC,
and rζ) is given in [%]. See Table A1 for B, C, and ζ in the free Fe3+,2+ ions; see
Figure 2.8 for orbitals plots.

CASSCF

x2 − y2 z2 xz/yz xy B C ζ rB rC rζ

[Fe(SH)4]
1– 0 1384 6267 8514 1066 4118 407 18.1 15.3 13.8

[Fe(SeH)4]
1– 0 1329 5829 7952 1056 4098 372 18.8 15.7 21.1

[Fe(SH)4]
2– 0 1404 3439 5275 1085 4055 391 8.4 7.3 5.8

[Fe(SeH)4]
2– 0 1360 3094 4695 1089 4063 382 8.0 7.1 8.1

NEVPT2

x2 − y2 z2 xz/yz xy B C ζ rB rC rζ

[Fe(SH)4]
1– 0 1605 6965 9395 847 3514 – 25.5 20.7 –

[Fe(SeH)4]
1– 0 1589 6623 8974 826 3469 – 27.3 21.7 –

[Fe(SH)4]
2– 0 1507 3616 5584 883 3592 – 13.4 9.4 –

[Fe(SeH)4]
2– 0 1456 3258 5015 884 3606 – 13.3 9.1 –

Compared to plain CASSCF, the NEVPT2 correction increases the splitting between
all d orbital energies (see Table 2.4). This is consistent with the Fe−X bond becoming
more covalent when including dynamic correlation. Note that NEVPT2 does not
change the orbitals, but enters the AILFT fit by changing the state energies. The
increase for [Fe(XH)4]

1– ([Fe(XH)4]
2– ) is 10 %–20 % (5 %–8 %) and therefore more

severe for the ferric complex. Similar to the excited state energies in the ferrous
complex (see Figure 2.5), the d orbital energies in [Fe(SeH)4]

2– depend more strongly
on the NEVPT2 correction (by 2 % on average) compared to [Fe(SH)4]

2– . The d
orbital energies in the ferric complexes follow the same trend.

Racah parameters

The Racah parametersB and C for the AILFT calculations on [Fe(XH)4]
1– ([Fe(XH)4]

2– )
are summarized in Table 2.4. The Racah parameters are a measure for the electron-
electron repulsion at the Fe center. Focusing on the AILFT fit including NEVPT2-
corrected energies, the reduction of B and C is 20.5 %–27.5 % (9.0 %–13.5 %) and
therefore significantly stronger for the ferric complex. Despite the shorter FeX bond
lengths in the ferric complexes (see Table 2.1), the electron-electron repulsion at the
metal site is smaller at the ferric metal site, since the higher metal charge leads to a
stronger mixing of the metal with the ligand orbitals.

The substitution S→Se only has a small influence on the respective Racah parameter.
For the ferric complexes, the substitution increases the reduction of B and C by 1 %–
2 %, but for the ferrous complexes, the reduction of B and C decreases by 0.1 %–0.3 %.
Therefore, no clear trend in the change of the central field covalency is observed for
the S→Se substitution.
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The CASSCF wave function is known to be biased towards an overly ionic electronic
structure, similar to HF. Hence, the electron-electron repulsion in the metal orbitals is
expected to reduce by the inclusion of dynamic electron correlation via NEVPT2. The
Racah parameters B and C from the AILFT fit without NEVPT2-corrected energies
22 %–28 % and 12 %–18 % higher, respectively, indicating stronger electron-electron
repulsion in the metal orbitals. Similar to the d orbital energies (see Figure 2.8) and
the transition energies in the ferrous complexes (see Figure 2.5) the contribution from
the NEVPT2 correction to B and C is slightly larger (up to 2 %) for the Se complexes
compared to S.

Spin-orbit coupling constant

The AILFT spin-orbit coupling constant for Fe is given in Table 2.4 for [Fe(XH)4]
1–

([Fe(XH)4]
2– ). Similar to the Racah parameters, ζ is reduced relative to the free Fe ion

as a result of the metal-ligand covalency (ζ ∝ r−3, the average distance of the electron
from the nucleus).282 The reduction relative to the free ions is greater for the ferric
compared to the ferrous complexes in line with the Racah parameters. In stark contrast
to the Racah parameters, however, the reduction is with 21.1 % significantly stronger
for [Fe(SeH)4]

1– compared to 13.8 % for [Fe(SH)4]
1– . For the ferrous complexes as well,

the reduction with 8.1 % stronger in [Fe(SeH)4]
2– compared to 5.8 % in [Fe(SH)4]

2– .
A similar trend for ζ has been calculated for Cr3+-halide complexes: The reduction
relative to the free ion is significantly stronger for Br– and I– compared to F– and
Cl– , while the reduction in B only moderately increases over the halide group.279 Note
that ζ is not different after the NEVPT2 correction, since ζ does not depend on the
state energies.

2.2.5. Angular overlap model

Figure 2.9. – Orbital interactions captured by the parameters in the angular overlap model
(AOM). πs is analogous to πc, but perpendicular to the FeXH plane. Figure
adapted from Ref [22].

The relative energy of the d orbitals in Figure 2.8 is also known as the ligand
field splitting. Given the geometry of the complex, the ligand field splitting can be
rationalized in terms of the overlap of the metal with the ligand orbitals. Within
the so-called angular overlap model (AOM) the ability of each ligand to affect the d
orbital energies is quantified with parameters that capture different symmetries of the
orbital interaction. For the XH– ligands in [Fe(XH)4]

1– ,2– these orbital interactions are
visualized in Figure 2.9. The interaction of the XH– p orbitals with the Fe d orbitals
can have both σ and π symmetry, which is captured in the eσ and eπ AOM parameters.
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Table 2.5. – AOM parameters ([cm−1]) for the XH– ligand in the complexes [Fe(XH)4]1– ,2–

obtained by fitting the AILFT parameters, including the root-mean-square error
(RMS).

CASSCF

eσ eπs eπc eσπc RMS

[Fe(SH)4]
1– 5490 1233 6 187 98

[Fe(SeH)4]
1– 5124 1232 5 163 120

[Fe(SH)4]
2– 2960 662 31 304 53

[Fe(SeH)4]
2– 2618 642 21 235 62

NEVPT2

eσ eπs eπc eσπc RMS

[Fe(SH)4]
1– 6075 1401 6 189 98

[Fe(SeH)4]
1– 5796 1435 5 168 123

[Fe(SH)4]
2– 3124 712 36 335 55

[Fe(SeH)4]
2– 2784 691 28 279 66

Since the atoms FeXH are not linear, one distinguishes between the in-plane eπc and
the out-of-plane eπs parameter with respect to the plane formed by the atoms FeXH.
Furthermore, the FeXH angle may lead to a perturbation of the p orbitals on X, which
disrupts the mirror plane of the πc interaction. This disruption is captured by the
misdirected valence parameter eσπc.283 The misdirected valence parameter is subject
to the constraint e2

σπc = eσ · eπc, which increases the reliability of the fit.284

The AOM parameters for [Fe(XH)4]
1– ([Fe(XH)4]

2– ) are listed in Table 2.5. Includ-
ing the NEVPT2 correction, the eσ parameter is about 6000 cm−1 (3000 cm−1) for
[Fe(XH)4]

1– ([Fe(XH)4]
2– ). The eπ parameter is about 1400 cm−1 (700 cm−1). Clearly,

the σ and π donor strength of the XH– ligands is twofold as great in the ferric com-
pared to the ferrous complexes. This ratio coincides with the ligand character in those
active orbitals that have a large metal-ligand overlap, i.e. the t2 set. However, the
eσπc parameter is with about 180 cm−1 (300 cm−1) larger in the ferrous complexes.
Apparently, the more covalent metal-ligand bond in the ferric complexes leads to a
stronger ligand polarization, which reduces the role of the X−H bond in misdirecting
the πc orbitals.

The S→Se substitution in [Fe(XH)4]
1– ([Fe(XH)4]

2– ) reduces the eσ parameter by
4.7 % (10.9 %). Since the eπ parameters do not change significantly upon substitution,
the reduction in the splitting between the e and the t2 set (see Figure 2.8) is caused by
the reduction in the eσ parameters: In a tetrahedral ligand field, the splitting between
the e and the t2 set is given by Et2 − Ee = 4

3
eσ − 16

9
eπ. The eσπc parameter decreases

by about 15 % when substituting S with Se, which may indicate that the misdirected
valence plays a less important role for larger, Se-based compared to smaller, S-based
ligands. Similarly, the S→Se substitution in [CO(XPh)4]

2– also decreases the AOM
parameters obtained via AILFT.284

The AOM parameters are fitted to the 1-electron ligand field matrix, which is
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obtained from the AILFT calculations here. Considering the constraint e2
σπc = eσ · eπc,

three independent AOM parameters are fitted to the ligand field matrix, which contains
six non-zero elements in S4 symmetry, which reduces to five independent values,
considering that the ligand field matrix can be chosen to be traceless. The ability of
the AOM parameters to reproduce a particular ligand field splitting is measured by
the root mean square (RMS). The RMS is twofold as great for the AOM fit in the
ferric compared to the ferrous complexes. This could stem from the fact that LFT is
designed for ionic complexes. The larger metal-ligand covalency in case of the ferric
complexes could render the application of LFT less effective. Furthermore, the RMS
is about 20 % higher for the Se-based complexes. LFT assumes point charges for the
ligands and this approximation could be less applicable for the larger Se-based ligands.

Table 2.5 also compares the AOM parameters from a plain CASSCF with the
NEVPT2-corrected calculation. Focusing on the eσ and eπ parameters in [Fe(XH)4]

1–

([Fe(XH)4]
2– ), the NEVPT2 correction leads to an increase of 10 %–20 % (5 %–8 %),

which is consistent with the differences between the d orbital energies (see Table 2.4).
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2.3. Dimeric FeS clusters: [Fe2X2] (X=S,Se)

Figure 2.10. – (a) Schematic structure of the NacNac-capped [Fe2X2] clusters (X2 = S2,
SSe, Se2) and (b) 3D representation exemplary for [Fe2Se2]2+. Except for the
geometry optimization, the 2,6-diisopropylphenyl moieties (−R) were replaced
with methyl groups (−CH3).

The present Section studies S→Se substitution in [Fe2X2] dimers. Unless otherwise
noted, the chemical formula [Fe2X2] refers to the β-ketiminato-capped (NacNac– )
FeS dimers in Figure 2.10. When substituting either one or both S in the bridge
with Se, the clusters can be either labeled as homo-bridged, [Fe2S2] and [Fe2Se2], or
hetero-bridged, [Fe2SSe]. Because these ferredoxin-like FeS dimers typically occur as
the oxidized [Fe2S2]

2+ and the reduced [Fe2S2]
1+, the discussion will focus on these

two redox states. Both Fe centers are local high spins with Fe3+ oxidation states in
the homo-valent [Fe2X2]

2+ and Fe 2+
A /Fe 3+

B in the mixed-valent [Fe2X2]
1+, where the

additional electron is localized on FeA in the ground state.
The geometries of the [Fe2X2]

2+,1+ series are compared in Section 2.3.1. The local
electronic structure of either Fe center in the dimer is explored using the diamag-
netically substituted clusters [FeZnX2]

1+ and [FeGaX2]
1+ in Section 2.3.2 and the

discussion follows mostly that of the monomeric [Fe(XH)4]
2– ,1– complexes in Sec-

tion 2.2. In Section 2.3.3, the metal-metal interaction in the homo-valent [Fe2X2]
2+

dimers is explored. This includes an analysis of the CASSCF wave function for the
antiferromagnetically coupled ground state (S = 0) as well as excited spin-coupled
(S = 1, . . . 5) and LMCT states. The calculations on the symmetrized [Fe2X2]

2+ clus-
ters in Section 2.3.4 discusses the influence of symmetrizing the molecular geometry of
the [Fe2X2]

2+ clusters. The effect of an additional electron on the electronic structure
is studied for the mixed-valent [Fe2X2]

1+ clusters in Section 2.3.5. The additional
electron is localized, yielding an antiferromagnetically coupled ground state (S = 1

2
),

but it gives rise to a great number of low-lying excited states. Section 2.3.6 gives a
brief account of the properties calculated with BS-DFT.
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2.3.1. Geometry

Figure 2.11. – Overlay of the BS-DFT-optimized structures for the NacNac-capped [Fe2X2]
clusters in the redox states (a) [Fe2X2]2+ (MS = 0) and (b) [Fe2X2]1+ (MS = 1

2).
The root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) is shown relative to [Fe2S2]2+,1+,
respectively. The phenyl-based moieties and the hydrogen atoms are omitted
for clarity (see Figure 2.10). Figure adapted from Ref [22].

The optimized structures for the [Fe2X2]
2+,1+ clusters are compared Figure 2.11.

The overlaid structures all exhibit the same chair-like structure with the NacNac–

ligands slightly bent out of the Fe2N4 plane. For the homo-valent [Fe2X2]
2+ clusters,

both metal centers are in the same Fe3+ oxidation state, and they are related through
symmetry in an approximate C2h point group. For the mixed-valent [Fe2X2]

1+ clusters,
the two metal centers are not equivalent. The metal centers are in the oxidation
states Fe 2+

A and Fe 3+
B , therefore, the approximate point group is Cs with the only

symmetry element being a mirror plane through the Fe2X2 core. The localized
electronic structure in [Fe2X2]

1+ is a direct consequence of the monodeterminantal
ansatz in BS-DFT optimizations. A number of similar synthetic FeS dimers exhibit
two distinct isomer shifts for the mixed-valent oxidation state in low-temperature
Mössbauer spectra.141,142,150–153 While this suggest a localized Fe2+ and Fe3+ oxidation
states, one has to keep in mind that the DFT-optimized structure may be biased
towards a localized geometry, which would affect all following calculations. The reader
is referred to Section 3.2 for technical details using BS-DFT for geometry optimizations
of mixed-valent dimers. The RMSD in Figure 2.11 measures the structural difference
with respect to [Fe2S2]

2+,1+, respectively. It is evident, that the hetero bridge in
[Fe2SSe]2+,1+ introduces a larger disorder than the homo bridge, especially for the
mixed-valent clusters. This is expected to affect the interaction between the Fe centers.

The key bond lengths and angles for the [Fe2X2]
2+,1+ clusters are listed in Table 2.6.

The metal oxidation state directly reflects in the geometric parameters. The FeFe
distance is between 0.05 Å–0.11 Å longer in the more reduced [Fe2X2]

1+ clusters. The
FeX distances are similar for [Fe2X2]

2+ and the Fe 3+
B center in [Fe2X2]

1+ while the
FeX distances involving Fe 2+

A are about 0.1 Å longer. The dependence of the FeX
bond length with the Fe oxidation state is stronger for [Fe2X2] clusters compared to the
[Fe(XH)4] complexes (around 0.06 Å, see Table 2.1) in line with higher ligand charge
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2.3. Dimeric FeS clusters: [Fe2X2] (X=S,Se)

Table 2.6. – Geometric parameters in the BS-DFT-optimized NacNac-capped [Fe2X2]2+,1+

clusters. Distances are reported in Å, angles in °. The second value for the FeX
distance in the [Fe2SSe] clusters refers to Se. See Table A3 for non-averaged values
as well as for the [Fe2Te2]2+,1+ clusters.

homo-valent [Fe2X2]
2+

Fe−Fe Fe−X Fe−N ∠XFeX ∠NFeN

[Fe2S2]
2+ 2.821 2.216 2.901 100.9 92.4

[Fe2SSe]2+ 2.880 2.213 2.939 101.5 92.5
2.342

[Fe2Se2]
2+ 2.932 2.338 2.971 102.3 93.1

mixed-valent [Fe2X2]
1+

Fe−Fe FeA−X FeB−X Fe−N ∠XFeAX ∠XFeBX ∠NFeN

[Fe2S2]
1+ 2.875 2.301 2.204 2.964 97.8 103.7 90.9

[Fe2SSe]1+ 2.933 2.298 2.188 2.998 98.2 104.5 92.0
2.438 2.340

[Fe2Se2]
1+ 3.042 2.447 2.330 3.047 97.5 104.3 91.6

on X2– compared to XH– . The average FeN bond lengths is 0.05 Å–0.07 Å longer after
the reduction from [Fe2X2]

2+ to [Fe2X2]
1+.

The substitution S→Se leads to an increase in all bond lengths. The FeFe distance in
[Fe2X2]

2+ increases by 0.05 Å upon each substitution, which is consistent with the X-ray
structures of similar [Fe2X2] clusters.180,285 For the one-electron reduced [Fe2X2]

1+, the
FeFe distance increases by 0.06 Å for the first and by 0.11 Å for the second substitution.
The FeS bonds (2.21 Å–2.30 Å) are consistently about 0.12 Å shorter than the FeSe
bonds (2.33 Å–2.45 Å). This trend matches well with the [Fe(XH)4] complexes, but
the FeX bond length in [Fe(XH)4]

2– are slightly longer compared to those observed in
[Fe2X2]

1+ (+0.02 Å, see Table 2.1). The FeN bond lengths increase by about 0.04 Å
upon S→Se substitution, which is about half of the change due to reduction and may
therefore indicate more electron-rich Fe centers for the Se-based clusters. The XFeX
angle increases by 0.5° [Fe2X2]

2+ when replacing S with Se, in line with the larger
atomic radius of Se. However, for [Fe2X2]

1+ the angle increases upon the first, but
decreases upon the second substitution. The NFeN angle follows the similar trends
as the XFeX angle. The non-averaged geometric parameters as well as those for
[Fe2Te2]

2+,1+ (not discussed) are give in Table A3.

2.3.2. Diamagnetic substitution: [FeGaX2] and [FeZnX2] clusters

In going from the [Fe(XH)4] complexes in Section 2.2 to the [Fe2X2] clusters, the
complexity of the electronic structure increases sharply. One can ease this transition by
taking an intermediate step via the diamagnetically substituted clusters [FeGaX2]

1+ and
[FeZnX2]

1+. Here, either the Fe 2+
A or the Fe 3+

B center in the mixed-valent [Fe2X2]
1+

clusters is substituted by the diamagnetic ion Ga3+ or Zn2+, respectively. Since the
diamagnetic ions have a d10 electron configuration, they do not engage in spin-spin
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2. S→Se substitution in synthetic [Fe2S2] clusters

Figure 2.12. – Structures of the diamagnetically substituted [Fe2S2]1+ clusters: (a)
[FeGaS2]1+ and (b) [FeZnS2]1+. Ga3+ and Zn2+ are shown in black. The
SSe- and Se2-bridged clusters have equivalent structures.

interactions with the remaining open-shell Fe center and the same analysis used in the
[Fe(XH)4] complexes can be performed. The crystal radii of the diamagnetic ions differ
by less than 0.03 Å from those of the respective Fe ion.159 Therefore, substitution is
expected to maintain the electrostatic influence of the second metal center. The results
of the diamagnetic substitution in the homo-valent clusters ([Fe2X2]

2+→[FeGaX2]
2+)

are similar to [FeZnX2]
1+, since the local geometry of the Fe3+ centers in [Fe2X2]

2+

is very close to that of Fe 3+
B in [Fe2X2]

1+ (see Section 2.3.1). Therefore, only the
diamagnetic substitution in the mixed-valent clusters is discussed here. As a side note,
the reader is referred to Section 4.2.2 and Figure A12 for a more refined approach to
choose the diamagnetic substituent, where the same technique is applied to study the
electronic structure of FeMoco.

Table 2.7. – AILFT parameters for the [FeZnX2]1+ and [FeGaX2]1+ clusters and AOM
parameters for the X2– bridging ligands (CAS(5,5) and CAS(6,5), respectively,
including NEVPT2). The d orbital energies and the AOM parameters are given
in [cm−1]; rB, rC, and rζ are given in [%]. See Table A1 for B, C, and ζ in the
free Fe3+,2+ ions. AOM parameters for the NacNac– ligands are determined in a
separate calculation (see Table A4).

ferric [FeZnX2]
1+

z2 x2 − y2 xy xz yz rB rC rζ eσ eπs eπc

[FeZnS2]
1+ 0 1730 6086 9141 10784 21.8 22.4 12.6 7944 2504 1979

[FeZnSSe]1+ 0 1152 5508 8564 9238 23.0 22.6 15.0
[FeZnSe2]

1+ 0 1371 5544 9229 9719 22.6 22.6 17.2 7582 1538 1350
ferrous [FeGaX2]

1+

z2 x2 − y2 xy xz yz rB rC rζ eσ eπs eπc

[FeGaS2]
1+ 0 392 1998 4872 6779 12.6 10.0 5.4 5169 2228 1551

[FeGaSSe]1+ 0 505 1849 4112 7035 12.0 9.9 6.0
[FeGaSe2]

1+ 0 88 1605 4159 6776 12.3 9.7 6.6 4382 1646 1257

Even though the Fe centers in [Fe(XH)4] and [Fe2X2] are both coordinated by four
ligands, the coordination environment is different in two major ways: First, the XFeXH
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2.3. Dimeric FeS clusters: [Fe2X2] (X=S,Se)

Figure 2.13. – (a) AILFT d orbital energies as a function of the SFeSH dihedral angle
in [Fe(SH)4]1– (top) and [Fe(SH)4]2– (bottom). The dashed line marks the
XFeXH dihedral angle in the DFT-optimized geometry of [Fe(XH)4]1– ,2– . The
dotted line marks the XFeAXFeB dihedral angle in the [Fe2X2] clusters. (b)
AILFT d orbital energies for different bridging ligands in [FeGaX2]1+ (top)
and [FeZnX2]1+ (bottom). All values are based on CAS(5,5) calculations (top)
or CAS(6,5) calculations (bottom) including NEVPT2. Figure adapted from
Ref [22].

dihedral angle in the optimized [Fe(XH)4] geometries is 60°–75°, while the diamond
core structure in [Fe2X2] fixes the XFeXFe dihedral angle to 0°. Second, the capping
NacNac– ligands are expected to create a different ligand field compared to the bridging
X2– ligands and therefore reducing the local symmetry at the Fe center from axial in
[Fe(XH)4] to rhombic [Fe2X2]. In order to explore the effect of the dihedral angle, the
AILFT d orbital energies in [Fe(SH)4]

1– ,2– are plotted against the dihedral angle in
Figure 2.13a. Analogous calculations for [Fe(SeH)4]

1– ,2– result in similar plots and
are therefore not discussed. At a dihedral angle of 0° the XH– ligands point towards
the z-axis and the complex assumes D2h symmetry. At this geometry, the z2 orbital
becomes the lowest in energy and the energies of the xz and yz orbitals increase
relative to xy.
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2. S→Se substitution in synthetic [Fe2S2] clusters

The energies of the AILFT d orbitals in the diamagnetically substituted clusters
[FeZnX2]

1+ and [FeGaX2]
1+ are shown in Figure 2.13b and also listed in Table 2.7. The

active orbitals of the underlying CASSCF calculation are characterized in Table A2.
The orbital energies cover about 9000 cm−1 in [FeZnX2]

1+, which is comparable to
[Fe(XH)4]

1– , and about 7000 cm−1 in [FeGaX2]
1+, which is 1500 cm−1 higher compared

to [Fe(XH)4]
2– . In the diamagnetically substituted dimers, the z-axis is oriented along

the FeZn/FeGa bond, the bridging X2– ligands lie in the xz plane, and the capping
NacNac– ligands in the yz plane. Therefore, the local symmetry of Fe is approximately
C2v. As in the D2h symmetric [Fe(XH)4] complexes, the z2 orbital is lowest in energy.
The energies of the xz and yz orbitals are more than 2000 cm−1 higher than the
xy orbital. In the C2v local symmetry, the degeneracy of the xz and yz orbitals is
lifted. The xz and yz orbitals are separated by 500 cm−1–1500 cm−1 in [FeZnX2]

1+

and 1500 cm−1–2000 cm−1 in [FeGaX2]
1+. The energy of the xz orbital is lower than

the yz orbital suggesting that the X2– ligands are weaker donors than the NacNac–

ligands. As shown in Table 2.7, the reduction of the Racah parameters B relative
to the free ion is with 1 %–5 % weaker for [FeZnX2]

1+ and [FeGaX2]
1+ compared to

[Fe(XH)4]
1– ,2– , while at the same time the reduction of C and ζ are 0 %–1 % and

1 %–6 % weaker, respectively.

Figure 2.14. – Orientation of the z2 orbital in the ground state of (a) [FeGaS2]1+, (b)
[FeGaSSe]1+, and (c) [FeGaSe2]1+. Isosurfaces are shown at ±0.05 and ±0.025.
Figure adapted from Ref [22].

Most of the effects of the S→Se substitution in [FeZnX2]
1+ and [FeGaX2]

1+ are
similar to [Fe(XH)4]

1– ,2– , respectively, though less pronounced, when disregarding the
somewhat more distorted SSe-bridged molecule. Analogous to [Fe(XH)4], the S→Se
substitution increases the reduction of B for the ferric [FeZnX2]

1+, but leads to a slight
decrease in the ferrous [FeGaX2]

1+. The reduction of ζ is also significantly stronger in
the Se-based complexes. The barycenter between the e set and the t2 set decreases
by about 300 cm−1 when substituting S with Se in [FeZnS2]

1+ and by 200 cm−1 in
[FeGaS2]

1+. In contrast to [Fe(XH)4], the S→Se substitution decreases the energy
gap between the z2 and the x2 − y2 orbital substantially. In the ferrous case, the
gap decreases from 392 cm−1 in [FeGaS2]

1+ to merely 88 cm−1 in [FeGaSe2]
1+. This

decrease is partly a consequence of the lower donor strength of Se2– compared to S2–

(vide infra), but may also be related to the geometry of the complexes. Figure 2.14
shows the z2 orbital in the [FeGaX2]

1+ series. The orientation of the z2 orbital depends
on the orientation of the NacNac– ligand and the parallel alignment of the two NacNac–

ligands in [FeGaSe2]
1+ (Figure 2.14c) may favor the near-degeneracy of the z2 and

the x2 − y2 orbital. Within LFT for a d6 metal center, the lowest LFT d orbital is
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2.3. Dimeric FeS clusters: [Fe2X2] (X=S,Se)

doubly occupied in the ground state. Therefore, it may be possible to modulate the
nature of the electronic structure in the ground state in mixed-valent [Fe2X2]

1+ by an
appropriate choice of the bridging ligand and the geometry of the capping ligand. In
biological [Fe2S2]

1+ clusters, the protein environment constrains the ligand geometry
and the dihedral angle covers values from 0°–120°.286

The extraction of the AOM parameters from the AILFT calculation requires an
additional step for the diamagnetically substituted complexes, because the fit is
underdetermined with the two types of ligands present (bridging X2– and capping
NacNac– ). Therefore, the AOM parameters for the NacNac– ligands are extracted in
a separate calculation, which is explained in Section A2.2. The AOM parameters for
the bridging X2– are given in Table 2.7. The misdirected valence parameters eσπ is
not necessary here, because the XGa/XZn bonding interaction is weak compared to
the XH bond in [Fe(XH)4]. Compared to the monoanionic XH– ligands (Table 2.5),
the eσ and eπc parameters are 1.5 to 3 times larger in the dianionic X2– ligands. Even
though the misdirected valence parameter is not included, the presence of the cationic
Zn2+ and Ga3+ manifests in the inequality of the eπs (perpendicular to the FeX2 plane)
and eπc (within the FeX2 plane) parameters. The eπc parameter is 10 %–45 % smaller
compared to eπs, because electron density is drawn to the positively charged second
metal center. Similar to [Fe(XH)4], the eσ parameter decreases by 5 %–15 % when
substituting S with Se, but the eπ parameters also decrease by 20 %–40 %, which is
not observed in [Fe(XH)4]. The eπs/eπc anisotropy is about 15 % less pronounced for
Se compared to S, in line with the larger Se acting as a more potent buffer for the
electron-withdrawing effects of the Zn2+/Ga3+ centers.

2.3.3. Homo-valent dimers: [Fe2X2]2+ clusters

The active space for the CAS(22,16) wave function of the [Fe2X2]
2+ clusters is shown

in Figure 2.15a. The active orbitals were localized (see Section 2.1 for details) making
it straightforward to assign them to either Fe center or the bridging ligands X. The
CASSCF wave function can be expressed as a linear combination of multiple electron
configurations (CFGs). In the so-called neutral CFG, each Fe-based orbital is doubly
occupied and each X-based orbital doubly occupied, in line with the oxidation states
Fe3+ and X2– . A CFG where an electron is paired locally on either Fe center is called
d-d non-Hund (nH). Transferring an electron from the X-based orbitals to either Fe
center yields a ligand-to-metal charge transfer (LMCT) CFG, transferring it between
the Fe centers yields a metal-to-metal charge transfer (MMCT) CFG. Note that
CFGs only describe the occupation number and therefore do not distinguish between
microstates with local high spins on the Fe centers and spin-flip d-d excitations.

The Fe-based orbitals are shown in Figure 2.15b. As for the [Fe(XH)4] complexes,
the orbitals in the t2 set have a stronger interaction with the ligands (see Figure 2.4).
The z-axis lies along the Fe−Fe vector, the x-axis is parallel to the X−X vector, and
the y-axis parallal to the NacNac– ligands. The full set of active orbitals is shown in
Figure A5.
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2. S→Se substitution in synthetic [Fe2S2] clusters

Figure 2.15. – (a) Schematic representations of the CFGs in the CAS(22,16) wave function of
the homo-valent [Fe2X2]2+ clusters. In the neutral CFG, all metal-based orbitals
are singly occupied and all ligand-based orbital doubly occupied. (b) Plots of the
five active orbitals on FeA with characters corresponding to pseudo-Td symmetry.
Orbitals on FeB are mirror images. The full set of all 16 active orbitals is shown
in Figure A5. Isosurfaces are shown at ±0.05 and ±0.025.

Composition of the active orbitals in [Fe2X2]2+

The S→Se substitution in [Fe2X2]
2+ does not change the overall shape of the active

orbitals, but it does affect their composition slightly. The atomic contributions to
the mostly Fe-based active orbitals are shown for the series [Fe2X2]

2+ in Figure 2.16.
Compared to the diamagnetically substituted clusters [FeZnX2]

1+, the weight of the
ligand is 1 %–4 % smaller, i.e. the orbital is less covalent, which is in line with each
bridging ligand forming two equally covalent FeX bonds in [Fe2X2]

2+ (see Table A2
for [FeZnX2]

1+ and Table A5 for [Fe2X2]
2+). The largest differences are between

the hetero-bridged [Fe2SSe]2+ cluster and the homo-bridged [Fe2S2]
2+ and [Fe2Se2]

2+

clusters. In the hetero-bridge cluster, the z2 and the yz orbitals are 1 % and 0.3 %
more covalent compared to the homo-bridged clusters, while at the same time the
x2 − y2 and the xz orbitals are less covalent by the same amount, respectively. The
x2 − y2 and the xz orbitals are the most covalent out of the e set and the t2 set,
respectively, but with two different bridging ligands, these orbitals tend to be more
ionic. When directly comparing the homo-bridged [Fe2S2]

2+ with [Fe2Se2]
2+, the Se

substitution does not lead to clear trends in the orbital composition and the Fe and
the X contributions change by 0.0 %–0.3 %.

Composition of the wave function in [Fe2X2]2+

The CASSCF wave function can be characterized based on the CFGs it contains. As
explained in Figure 2.15, the CAS(22,16) wave function can have contributions from
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2.3. Dimeric FeS clusters: [Fe2X2] (X=S,Se)

Figure 2.16. – Loewdin atomic contributions of Fe (left axis) and X2 (right axis) to the
metal-based active orbitals for [Fe2S2]2+, [Fe2SSe]2+, and [Fe2Se2]2+. Values
for the FeA-based orbitals are shown; FeB-based orbitals are equivalent. See
Table A5 for all active orbitals in the CAS(22,16) wave function, as well as
NacNac– contributions. Isosurfaces are shown at ±0.05 and ±0.025.

Figure 2.17. – (a-d) CFGs in the S = 0 and S = 5 CAS(22,16) wave functions for the
clusters [Fe2S2]2+, [Fe2SSe]2+, and [Fe2Se2]2+. See Table A6 for values.

the neutral CFG, which corresponds to the oxidation states Fe3+ and X2– , as well
as MMCT, nH, and LMCT CFGs. In the ground state of the homo-valent [Fe2X2]

2+

clusters, the local high spin Fe3+ centers are coupled antiferromagnetically to an S = 0
singlet state. Figure 2.17 shows the composition of the ground state wave function
as a function of the S→Se substitution. The neutral CFG has a weight of > 96 %,
the MMCT CFGs contribute around 2 %, the LMCT CFGs around 1 %, and the nH
CFG around 0.2 %. When substituting S with Se, the weight of the neutral CFG
increases by about 0.2 % while the weight of the MMCT CFGs decreases similarly.
The decrease in the MMCT CFGs correlates with the increase in the Fe−Fe distance
by 0.1 Å (see Table 2.6), which makes the transfer of an electron between the Fe centers
less favorable. The amount of MMCT CFGs is also related to the coupling strength
between the Fe centers and is expected to affect the energy splitting between the spin
states (vide infra).109

The weight of the LMCT CFGs is about 0.04 % higher in [Fe2Se2]
2+ compared
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to [Fe2S2]
2+. This is consistent with the IEs of [Fe(XH)4]

1– (see Figure 2.3). Here,
the removal of an SeH– -based electron requires 0.4 eV less energy compared to SH–

giving ready explanation for the higher LMCT CFGs weight in [Fe2Se2]
2+. The nH

CFGs decrease by 0.03 % in going from the S- to the Se-based clusters. According to
the AILFT analysis in the diamagnetically substituted clusters [FeZnX2]

1+, the Se2–

ligands cause a smaller ligand field splitting than the S2– ligands (see Figure 2.13),
which would make any d-d excitations more favorable and actually suggesting an
increase in the nH CFGs for the S→Se substitution. However, the decrease in nH
CFGs also coincides with the increase in the LMCT CFGs, and the transfer of an
electron from X to Fe could hinder any further local excitations.

Figure 2.17 also shows the composition of the wave function for the S = 5 spin
state, where the Fe centers are ferromagnetically coupled. The energy of this spin
state is several thousand cm−1 above the ground state (vide infra). The weight of the
MMCT and nH CFGs is exactly zero for this state, since any electron pairing on the
Fe centers would decrease the global spin, which is not possible in for an S = 5 spin
state. Therefore, the change in the weight of the neutral CFG is directly coupled to
the change in the weight of the LMCT CFGs, which is virtually identical to the S = 0
ground state.

State-averaged vs. state-specific energies in [Fe2X2]2+

Figure 2.18. – State-averaged and state-specific energies of the spin-coupled states in
[Fe2S2]2+ relative to the state-averaged ground state: (a) CAS(10,10) ener-
gies, (b) NEVPT2-corrected CAS(10,10) energies, (c) CAS(22,16) energies, and
(d) NEVPT2-corrected CAS(22,16) energies. The wave function was either opti-
mized with an equal weight on all states (average) or for each state individually
(specific). Values are listed in Table A7.

When calculating energy differences with CASSCF, one typically optimizes the wave
function placing an equal weight on all states of interest. For example, the lowest-
energy states in the [Fe2X2]

2+ clusters are the six spin-coupled states, S = 0, . . . 5, and
each state would enter the optimization of the CI coefficients and the molecular orbital
coefficients (see Section 1.1.1) with a weight of 1

6
. In this way, one avoids bias of the
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wave function towards any of the states and also limits the computational expense to a
single CASSCF optimization. However, the quality of the CASSCF wave function may
vary for different states. For example, the movement of electrons with parallel spin is
correlated in CASSCF and different spin states therefore include different amounts of
electrons correlation. Post-CASSCF corrections such as NEVPT2 may not be able to
sufficiently recover the missing electron correlation leading to unbalanced state energies
(vide infra). Alternatively, one can optimize each state of interest separately to obtain
a distinct set of coefficients for each state. While this state specific protocol appears
more rigorous, since it avoids any bias in the wave function, it may be problematic in
the following cases. (i) The single optimized state may lead to a nearly doubly or nearly
empty active orbital, which impedes the convergence of the CASSCF. For example,
the occupation number of the x2 − y2 orbital in the ground state of [Fe(XH)4]

2– (see
Figure 2.4) is virtually 2.0, but when averaging over the set of S = 2 states assures
smooth convergence, since each active orbital has an occupation of 1.2 (Figure 2.6).
(ii) When optimizing the wave function for an excited state, the orbitals become less
suited for lower-lying states, therefore increasing their energies. This may lead to a
reordering of states and the CASSCF algorithm may alternate between optimizing
different states in two subsequent iterations, preventing convergence. This effect is
further exploited in the [Fe2X2]

1+ clusters to converge a CASSCF wave function to
CT excited states (see Figure 2.30).

The state-averaged and state-specific energies are compared for [Fe2S2]
2+ in Fig-

ure 2.18. Focusing on the CAS(10,10) energies (Figure 2.18a), the state-specific energies
tend to be lower than the state-averaged ones. This is not surprising, because each
state-specific wave function is more flexible than the state-averaged ones. However,
the individual states are affected differently. The extreme states, i.e. S = 0 and 5, shift
more strongly than S = 1 and 4, and the energies for S = 2 and 3 are virtually un-
changed (see Table A7 for energy values). The orbitals in the state-averaged CASSCF
wave function appear to be well-suited for the intermediate states S = 2 and 3. How-
ever, they are less well-suited for the states S = 0 and 5 Therefore, averaging over
all S = 0, . . . 5 states should be avoided when comparing to experimental observables,
since typically only the lowest states are probed (the calculated coupling constants J
is discussed later in the text).

Interestingly, the NEVPT2-corrected state energies (Figure 2.18b) show a different
behavior than the CASSCF states. In going from state-averaged to state-specific
energies, the states S = 0 and 1 still decrease in energy, but the decrease is more
pronounced compared to the CASSCF states. The state-specific energies of the states
S = 4 and 5, however, are higher compared to the state-averaged energies even though
the reference states in Figure 2.18a show the opposite trend. In other words, the
magnitude of the NEVPT2 correction increases for the S = 0 and 1 state in going from
a state-averaged to a state-specific wave function, but it decreases at the same time for
the S = 4 and 5 state. Ideally, a sufficiently accurate post-CASSCF correction would
yield the same absolute energy for any state, regardless of using a state-averaged or
state-specific reference wave function. Figure 2.18b shows that this is not the case for
the NEVPT2-corrected energies. However, since NEVPT2 is a perturbative method,
the lowest energy is not necessarily the best energy.

Figure 2.18c and d are the analogous plots to a and b using the larger active
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space CAS(22,16). Apart from the total energy range, the trends are equivalent to
the CAS(10,10) calculations. Therefore, the differences between state-averaged and
state-specific energies do not depend on X-based orbitals in the active space.

Effect of S→Se substitution on the state energies in [Fe2X2]2+

Figure 2.19. – Spin-coupled states in the [Fe2S2]2+, [Fe2SSe]2+, and [Fe2Se2]2+ (top) ac-
cording to CAS(22,16)/NEVPT2 and coupling constants (bottom) fitted to
one state pair (Ji→j) or all state energies (Javg). The energies are shown for
(a) a state-averaged wave function and (b) a state-specific wave function. See
Table A7 for values.

The dependence of the energy splitting between the states on the bridging ligand
is shown in the top half of Figure 2.19 for [Fe2X2]

2+. With state-averaged energies
(Figure 2.19a), the relative energies of all six spin states are reduced consistently by
3 %–5 % with each S→Se substitution, respectively, and about 8 % when comparing
[Fe2S2]

2+ directly with [Fe2Se2]
2+. However, with state-specific energies (Figure 2.19b),

the substitutions result in different trends for different spins. When comparing [Fe2S2]
2+

with [Fe2Se2]
2+, the S = 4 state is most strongly affected and its energy relative to

the S = 0 ground state is reduced by 10 %. The reduction in the energies of the
S = 3, 2, and 1 states decreases steadily in that order to 5 % for S = 1. In contrast,
the energy of the S = 5 state relative to S = 0 is actually slightly higher (+1 %) in the
Se-based cluster. Therefore, the effect of S→Se substitution on the state energies is
fundamentally different when state-averaged or state-specific energies are considered.
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Coupling constants J in [Fe2X2]2+

The spin-coupled states that are a result of the two local high spin Fe3+ centers in
the homo-valent [Fe2X2]

2+ clusters are typically modeled with the HDvV Hamiltonian
(Eq 1.8). The spacing between the spin states is given by the simple Landé interval
rule ∆ES−1,S = 2JS (Eq 1.9). The bottom half of Figure 2.19 shows the coupling
constants J extracted from the energy differences shown in the upper half via different
protocols: using the energy difference between S = 0 and 1 (J0→1), between S = 4
and 5 (J4→5), and as the average from all five adjacent pairs (Javg). If the HDvV
Hamiltonian captured all the physics in the [Fe2X2]

2+ clusters, the Landé interval rule
would yield the same J for any adjacent spin-coupled state pair.

The coupling constants extracted from state-averaged energies (Figure 2.19a) range
from −115 cm−1–−130 cm−1 for the different bridging ligands in [Fe2X2]

2+. Within
each each [Fe2X2]

2+ cluster, J0→1, J4→5, and Javg differ by < 3 cm−1. With state-specific
energies (Figure 2.19b), the coupling constants range from −130 cm−1–−200 cm−1 and
therefore cover a significantly larger energy range compared to those extracted from
state-averaged energies. For the [Fe2S2]

2+ cluster, the magnitude of Javg is about
40 cm−1 higher when using state-specific compared to state-averaged energies, which
corresponds to an increase of about 30 %. The coupling constant Javg (−163 cm−1) lies
in between J4→5 (−129 cm−1) and J0→1 (−211 cm−1). It was shown in Figure 2.18a
and c that the energies of the extreme spin states are reduced more strongly than the
intermediate spins in going from state-averaged to state-specific energies. Since the
state-specific energies for S = 4 and 5 move towards the energy of the average energy,
but S = 0 and 1 move away, the coupling constant J4→5 decreases while J0→1 increases
relative to Javg. This is also true for the CASSCF energies (see Table A7) and hence
not a result of the NEVPT2 correction.

With state-averaged energies (Figure 2.19a), all three coupling constants, Javg, J4→5,
and J0→1, decrease by about 5 % upon each S→Se substitution in [Fe2X2]

2+. However,
with state-specific energies (Figure 2.19b), The absolute value of J4→5 increases by
10 cm−1 and by 30 cm−1 upon each Se substitution, respectively. The absolute value
of J0→1, on the other hand, decreases by 10 cm−1 and 1 cm−1 at the same time. As
discussed above, the weight of the MMCT CFGs decreases in the S = 0 wave function
upon S→Se substitution. (see Figure 2.17), which decreases in the antiferromagnetic
coupling strength.109 The LMCT CFGs are also related to the coupling strength, but
they enter at a higher order than the MMCT CFGs. Therefore, the changes in the
MMCT outweigh the changes in the LMCT CFGs. Javg shows an average behavior
and increases slightly upon the first and decreases on the second substitution. Since
J4→5 and J0→1 are more similar in the Se-based clusters, they appear to follow the
HDvV Hamiltonian better compared to the S-based clusters.

The wide range coupling constants extracted via different protocols from one geome-
try raises the question which one is suited best for the comparison with experimental
data. The experimental parameter Jexp is typically fitted to data collected at tempera-
tures < 300 K, e.g. in susceptibility measurements. For typical [Fe2X2]

2+ clusters, only
the S = 0 and S = 1 states are decisively populated in these experiments, and therefore
the calculated J0→1 should be used for the comparison to Jexp. Values for Jexp have
been determined as −195 cm−1 and −185 cm−1 based on the temperature dependence
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of 1H-NMR in protein-bound [Fe2S2]
2+ and [Fe2Se2]

2+ clusters (values adapted for
Hamiltonian in Eq 1.8).143 The calculated J0→1 also decrease about 10 cm−1 upon
Se-substitution for both the state-averaged and the state-specific energies, but the
state-averaged energies yield a J0→1 that is about 70 cm−1 too small. This is to be
expected, since a wave function, that is averaged over all six S = 0, . . . 5 states, is
biased towards the intermediate spin states and therefore underestimates J0→1. While
the state-specific energies yield a value for J0→1 that is in much better agreement with
the experimental values, it is not clear whether a CAS(22,16) wave function combined
with the NEVPT2 correction actually captures the relevant physics of the system or
whether it is a result of fortunate error compensation.

Beyond the HDvV Hamiltonian

Figure 2.20. – Fits of the HDvV Hamiltonian and its biquadratic extension to the (a) state-
averaged and (b) state-specific energies of the spin-coupled states in [Fe2S2]2+

(CAS(22,16) including NEVPT2). Lines show third order polynomial fits to the
spin Hamiltonian energies in Eq 1.8 and Eq 1.10, respectively. See Table A7 for
values.

When two magnetic centers with more than one electron each are coupled mag-
netically, the resulting spin state energies can deviate from the Landé interval rule.
The deviation can be modeled with a second-order, so-called biquadratic, term in the
HDvV Hamiltonian, as suggested by Falk et al.99 The biquadratic term attempts to
capture nH contributions to the wave function, which are only possible for local spins
of S ≥ 1.287 The extended spin Hamiltonian Hbiq is given in Eq 1.10 and includes the
parameter λ in addition to J .

The fit of the spin Hamiltonian Hbiq to the state energies is shown in Figure 2.20.
For state-averaged energies (Figure 2.20a), the Hbiq Hamiltonian leads to a visually in-
distinguishable fit compared to the HHDvV Hamiltonian. Focusing on [Fe2S2]

2+, HHDvV

yields JHDvV = −126.5 cm−1 while Hbiq yields Jbiq = −126.5 cm−1 and λ = −0.05 cm−1
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(see Table A7 for values). A closer look at the quality of the fit reveals that the standard
deviation (SD) of the energy differences decreases from 5.2 cm−1 to 0.4 cm−1 when
including λ. However, when fitting the state-specific energies (Figure 2.20b), HHDvV

is clearly insufficient to capture the energy differences correctly. Using Hbiq instead
changes the coupling constant from JHDvV = −163.2 cm−1 to Jbiq = −168.3 cm−1,
while λ = 1.97 cm−1 is considerably larger compared to the state-averaged energies.
The quality of the fit for state-specific energies is SD = 225.3 cm−1 for HHDvV and
SD = 81.3 cm−1, which is two orders of magnitude higher compared to state-averaged
energies. Curiously, the SD of Hbiq drops to 7.7 cm−1 for a CAS(22,16) calculation
without the NEVPT2 correction, but for the CAS(10,10) calculation it is of similar
magnitude with and without the NEVPT2 correction (1.7 cm−1–2.0 cm−1). Therefore,
the NEVPT2 correction may lead to a qualitatively different result when combined
with the larger CAS(22,16) wave function.

When investigating the S→Se substitution in [Fe2X2]
2+, large changes in the λ

parameter can only be observed when fitting to state-specific energies and only for
CAS(22,16) calculations including the NEVPT2 correction (see Table A7). Here, λ
drops from 1.97 cm−1 in [Fe2S2]

2+ to 0.35 cm−1 in [Fe2Se2]
2+. However, as discussed

for Figure 2.19, since the coupling constant Javg exhibits the opposite trend as J0→1

upon S→Se substitution, either the validity of the two spin Hamiltonians or the ability
of the CAS(22,16)/NEVPT2 protocol to yield accurate energy differences is subject to
further investigations.

The biquadratic term has been calculated for similar [Fe2S2]
2+ clusters with CASSCF

and NEVPT221 and density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) calculations.108

The computational protocol of the former is highly similar to the state-averaged
approach in the present work and the reported λ = −0.11 cm−1 is in good agreement
with value extracted from the state-averaged energies in the present work (λ =
−0.05 cm−1). The DMRG calculations yield λ = −1.25 cm−1, which surprisingly is the
opposite sign compared to the present work. Since the experimental determination of
J typically only involves the one energy difference between S = 0 and 1, higher-order
contributions such as λ can not be easily extracted and the reported Jexp comprises an
effective value.

LMCT excited state in [Fe2X2]2+

The first excited state in [Fe2X2]
2+ with the same S = 0 spin as the ground state is an

LMCT excited state. The LMCT state is an eigenstate of the system and not to be
confused with the previously discussed LMCT CFGs in the CASSCF wave function.
The energy of this state is shown in Figure 2.21a. Starting with 10 174 cm−1 in [Fe2S2]

2+,
S→Se substitution lowers the energy to 9272 cm−1 in [Fe2SSe]2+, and 8758 cm−1 in
[Fe2Se2]

2+. In protein-bound [Fe2S2]
2+ clusters, a band around 10 500 cm−1 has been

observed experimentally, but its origin has not yet been clarified.140 The calculated
energies suggest that S→Se lowers the energy sufficiently to observe changes in the
experimental vis/near-IR spectrum.

The electron redistribution during the LMCT excitation is shown in Figure 2.21b.
The removal of electron density from the ground state is shown in orange, the addition
to the excited state in purple. The substantial charge redistribution makes it obvious
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Figure 2.21. – (a) Energies of the S = 0, . . . 5 spin-coupled states and the S = 0 ligand-
to-metal charge transfer (LMCT) excited state in [Fe2S2]2+, [Fe2SSe]2+, and
[Fe2Se2]1+ (CAS(22,16) including NEVPT2). (b) Difference electron density
between the S = 0 ground state and LMCT excited state (attachment: purple,
detachment: orange). Isosurfaces are drawn at ±0.005. Figure adapted from
Ref [22].

that orbitals for the ground state are not the best for LMCT state and therefore the
state-specific approach is applied here. Furthermore, it is evident that the excited
electron, even though partly delocalized, favors the FeA center. Another LMCT excited
state with the electron localized mostly on FeB is expected to be very close in energy
due to the symmetry of the molecule, as well as four more LMCT states just for local
excitations on FeA (d6 Fe2+ center). Optimizing the wave function for the LMCT state
on FeB can be a cumbersome endeavor, which follows to some extent the strategies
discussed for the mixed-valent [Fe2X2]

1+ in Section 2.3.5.

2.3.4. CASSCF calculations and symmetry

Symmetry of the [Fe2X2]2+ wave function

Symmetry-adapted calculations can be invoked in ORCA with the !usesym keyword.
Even though the integral evaluation does not exploit symmetry properties, the size of
the configuration space is reduced when using symmetry. In the ORCA output file, the
irreps is printed along the respective molecular orbital and the electronic state. The
structure for the symmetrized [Fe2S2]

1+ molecule is shown in Figure 2.22a. The point
group of the symmetrized clusters is D2h (C2v), where the parentheses correspond
to the hetero bridged dimer (X2−−SSe). The minimal active space for the [Fe2X2]
clusters consists of the five 3d orbitals on each Fe centers, that form bonding and
antibonding linear combinations as illustrated in Figure 2.22b. In the S = 5 high spin
state, only a single CFG enters the wave function; each active orbital is exactly singly
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Figure 2.22. – (a) Structure of the symmetrized [Fe2S2]2+ cluster. (b) Bonding and anti-
bonding linear combinations of Fe 3d orbitals as well as the irreducible rep-
resentation (irrep) in the point group D2h (C2v). Symmetrized [Fe2S2]2+ and
[Fe2Se2]2+ belong to D2h, and symmetrized [Fe2SSe]2+ to C2v. (c) Energies of
the spin-coupled states in the BS-DFT-optimized and symmetrized structures
(CAS(10,10) and CAS(22,16) calculations include the NEVPT2 correction for
[Fe2S2]2+).

occupied and the irrep of the state is therefore B1u (B2). The S = 0 ground state
belongs to the totally symmetric irrep Ag (A1). The character of all S = 5, 4, . . . states
alternate between the two irreps B1u, Ag, . . . (B2, A1, . . .). Although the configuration
space is smaller when imposing symmetry, the representation of the wave function
using the symmetry-adapted orbitals in Figure 2.22b is less compact compared to
localizing the active orbitals. With localized active orbitals, the CFG where each
orbital is singly occupied has the leading coefficient in all low-energy states (> 99 %,
see Section 2.3.3), but with the symmetry-adapted active orbitals, numerous CFGs
enter the wave function with small coefficients, especially for the states with lower
spin.

The only symmetry element in the BS-DFT-optimized [Fe2S2]
2+ structure is a

mirror plane containing the atoms of the rhomboid [Fe2S2] core, resulting in the
point group Cs. Symmetrizing the molecule to D2h inevitable changes the geometric
parameters, e.g. all four FeS bonds become equal. The FeS bond lengths decrease from
2.216 Å in Cs (Table 2.6) to 2.200 Å in D2h and the FeFe bond length from 2.821 Å
to 2.804 Å. Figure 2.22c shows the change in the low-energy states of [Fe2S2]

2+ when
symmetrizing the as-optimized geometry. For the minimal active space (CAS(10,10)),
the energy range covered by the states increases by 21 % as a direct consequence of the
symmetrization. For the larger active space including orbitals on S2– (CAS(22,16)) the
change is even larger, and the energy range increases by 39 %. The energy differences
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between the S = 0, 1 . . . states is proportional to the calculated coupling constant J
(see Eq 1.8). Therefore, the effect of symmetrizing the molecular structure, which is
common procedure in computational studies, should be investigated when comparing
to experimental observables.

Figure 2.23. – (a) CASSCF and (b) NEVPT2-corrected energies of the spin-coupled states
in [Fe2S2]2+ as a function of the bridging ligand orbitals in the active space as
well as (c) NEVPT2 correction energies. The active orbitals in the CAS(10,10)
wave function (blue) are the 10 metal-based orbitals. Each x, y, or z indicates
an increase of the active space by the ligand-based orbitals of the respective
symmetry. For the CAS(22,16) wave function (red), all six doubly occupied 3p
orbitals of the S 4–

2 fragment are part of the active space.

Ligand-based active orbitals in symmetrized [Fe2S2]2+

Up to three occupied p orbitals can be included in the active space for each X2– ligand.
When enforcing symmetry, these ligand orbitals transform as irreps of the molecular
point group as well, and the px, py, and pz orbitals on X do not mix. Because the
orbital interaction between the Fe and X p depends on the orientation of the p orbital,
the spin-coupling between the Fe centers is expected to depend on the specific ligand
p orbital in the active space. Figure 2.23a shows how the low-energy CASSCF states
in [Fe2S2]

2+ depend on the choice of the S 3p orbitals in the active space. Starting
with the minimal active space (CAS(10,10)), the inclusion of a single occupied p
orbital per X increases the relative state energies by 10 % (CAS(14,12)), two p orbitals
per X by 25 % (CAS(18,14)), and all three per X by 80 % (22,16). Therefore, up to
an active space of CAS(18,14) the contributions of the ligand p orbitals are roughly
additive, but when including all of them, the coupling strength increases sharply. The
orientation dependence is not additive: the py orbital leads to the largest splitting in
the CAS(14,12) and the px and pz orbitals in the CAS(18,14).

The NEVPT2-corrected state energies (Figure 2.23b) exhibit a different dependence
on the orientation of the bridging ligand orbitals compared to the CASSCF energies.
For example, including the pz orbitals in the CAS(10,10) leaves the relative energies
virtually unchanged (+1 %), but including the px orbitals increases the energy gaps as
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much as including both the py and the pz orbitals (+31 % and +32 %, respectively).
The active spaces that include the px orbitals (oriented along the X−X vector) appear
to produce to the largest splitting after applying the NEVPT2 correction, but not for
the CASSCF energies. While the reason for this somewhat erratic behavior is not clear,
it may be related to the absolute values of the NEVPT2 correction (Figure 2.23c).
The absolute values of the NEVPT2 correction for the px CAS(14,12), the px/pz
CAS(18,14), and px/py CAS(18,14) calculations appear to follow a different trend.
Therefore, the partial inclusion of ligand-based orbitals may lead to an unbalance
active space and all the complete 3p shell should be included.

S→Se substitution in symmetrized [Fe2X2]2+

Figure 2.24. – Comparison of the energies of the spin-coupled states in symmetrized [Fe2S2]2+

(D2h), [Fe2SSe]2+ (C2v), and [Fe2Se2]2+ (D2h) for (a) a CAS(10,10) calculation,
(b) a CAS(10,10) calculation including NEVPT2, (c) a CAS(22,16) calculation,
and (d) a CAS(22,16) calculation including NEVPT2.

The energy ordering of the low-energy spin states in the [Fe2X2]
2+ clusters is

S = 0, . . . 5, which is shown in Figure 2.24a for CAS(10,10) calculations. Focusing
on [Fe2S2]

2+, the energy difference between S = 0 and S = 5 is 1390 cm−1. Including
dynamic correlation with NEVPT2 (Figure 2.24b) increases the energy difference to
2371 cm−1. The splitting for CAS(10,10) including the NEVPT2 correction is of similar
magnitude as the CAS(22,16) calculation without NEVPT2 correction (Figure 2.24c,
2518 cm−1). The largest splitting between the spin states is achieved when using the
large active space CAS(22,16) plus including the NEVPT2 correction (Figure 2.24d,
4852 cm−1). The treatment of dynamic correlation and the expansion of the active
space to include bridging ligand orbitals increases the energy differences between the
spin states. The CAS(10,10) wave function is known to be biased towards an ionic
wave function and therefore underestimates the spin-coupling between the two Fe
centers leading to a smaller spacing between the energies of the spin states.

Also, the S→Se substitution reduces the energy differences regardless of the active
space or the NEVPT2 correction (Figure 2.24a to d). When comparing [Fe2S2]

2+
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with [Fe2Se2]
2+, the relative energies in Se-based clusters are reduced by 14 % for the

CAS(10,10) calculations, but only by 7 % for the CAS(22,16) calculations. Assuming
that the CAS(22,16) wave function gives more accurate energy differences, the spin-
coupling mediated by S and Se is more similar than the overly ionic CAS(10,10)
calculation suggests. A more detailed discussion about the S→Se substitution and the
relationship between the electronic structure and the spin-coupling will be given in
Section 2.3.3.

Mixed-valent [Fe2X2]1+ clusters and symmetry

The two Fe centers in the mixed-valent [Fe2X2]
1+ clusters are inequivalent in the

BS-DFT-optimized structures (see Section 2.3.1). Symmetrizing the geometry for
the [Fe2X2]

1+ clusters in the same way as the [Fe2X2]
2+ clusters, so that both Fe

centers are equivalent (D2h for [Fe2S2]
2+), significantly changes the geometric structure.

However, the CASSCF ground state wave function for the BS-DFT-optimized structure
also features a predominantly localized electron with the oxidation states Fe 2+

A and
Fe 3+

B , as will be discussed later in Section 2.3.5. Furthermore, by running a CASSCF
calculation with the ! usesym keyword, one imposes the same high symmetry on the
wave function, therefore, leading to an Fe2.5+Fe2.5+ ground state, which is significantly
higher in energy than the localized electronic structure. In order to allow for a localized
electronic structure, the [Fe2S2]

1+ clusters should be symmetrized at most to the point
group C2v, where the rotational axis lies on through the Fe−Fe vector, or perform
calculations on a symmetrized geometry without enforcing symmetry of the wave
function.†

2.3.5. Mixed-valent Fe dimers: [Fe2X2]1+ clusters

Figure 2.25a shows a schematic representation of the active space in the CAS(23,16)
wave function of the mixed-valent [Fe2X2]

1+ clusters (analogous to Figure 2.15 for
the homo-valent [Fe2X2]

2+). After transformation (see Section 2.1 for details), the
16 active orbitals can be assigned to the FeA center (5 orbitals), the FeB center (5
orbitals), and the X2 fragment (6 orbitals). In the ground state, the high spin Fe 2+

A

center (Sloc = 2) and the high spin Fe 3+
B center (Sloc = 5

2
) are antiferromagnetically

coupled to an S = 1
2

spin state. Here, the neutral CFG is the major contribution to
the wave function: one orbital on FeA has an occupation number of 2, that of all other
Fe-based orbitals is 1, and that on all X-based orbitals is 2, in line with the oxidation
states Fe 2+

A , Fe 3+
B , and X 4–

2 . Starting from the neutral CFG, excited CFGs can
be classified as follows. (i) The extra electron on FeA can be excited locally (regular
d-d CFG, number of doubly occupied orbitals remains the same). (ii) Any other

†When using state-averaging in mixed-valent clusters in combination with a symmetric geometry,
the converged CASSCF wave function may be delocalized, even without enforcing a symmetric wave
function. However, the localized wave function may be lower in energy. A practical approach is to
first converge the localized wave function using an asymmetric structure, and then use the localized
wave function as a starting guess for the symmetric geometry. If the electronic structure remains
localized, and the final energy is lower than for the initially delocalized wave function, the localized
electronic structure constitutes the ground state for the symmetric geometry.
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Figure 2.25. – (a) Schematic representations of the CFGs in the CAS(23,16) wave function
of the mixed-valent [Fe2X2]1+ clusters. In the neutral CFG, the z2 orbital on FeA

is doubly occupied. (b) Plots of the five active orbitals on FeA with characters
corresponding to pseudo-Td symmetry. Shapes for orbitals on FeB are similar;
the full set of all 16 active orbitals is shown in Figure A7. Isosurfaces are shown
at ±0.05 and ±0.025.

Fe-based electron can be excited locally (nH CFG, number of doubly occupied orbitals
increases). (iii) An electron can be transferred between the Fe centers (inter-valence
charge transfer (IVCT) CFG, analog of the MMCT CFG in the homo-valent [Fe2X2]

2+)
(iv) An X-based electron can be transferred to either Fe center (LMCT CFG).

Figure 2.25b shows the active orbitals on Fe 2+
A in [Fe2X2]

1+. In contrast to the Fe3+

centers in [Fe2X2]
2+, the orbitals show a smaller FeX overlap. The z-axis lies along

the Fe−Fe vector, the x-axis in the FeX2 plane, and the y-axis in the FeN2 plane. The
full set of active orbitals is shown in Figure A7.

Composition of the active orbitals in [Fe2X2]1+

The composition of the ten Fe-based active orbitals for the CAS(23,16) is shown
in Figure 2.26. The composition of all 16 active orbitals is listed in Table A8 and
corresponding plots are shown in Figure A7. The metal character of the orbitals
localized on FeB is up to 5 % higher compared to FeA, since FeB is more oxidized
in the ground state compared to FeA. The metal character of the orbitals in the t2
set, which have a larger FeX overlap than those in the e set, is more sensitive to
the metal oxidation state and the differences are similar to the active orbitals in the
CAS(5,5)/CAS(6,5) wave functions of the [Fe(XH)4]

1– ,2– clusters (cf. Table 2.3).
The active orbitals on Fe 3+

B have a 0.5 % larger FeX overlap compared to the
Fe3+ centers in the homo-valent [Fe2X2]

2+ clusters. The Fe−X bond lengths are
virtually identical for the Fe3+ centers in either the [Fe2X2]

2+ or the [Fe2X2]
1+ clusters.

Therefore, the higher covalency of the FeBX bond is most likely due to the neighboring
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Figure 2.26. – Loewdin atomic contributions of FeA and FeB to the metal-based active
orbitals for [Fe2S2]1+, [Fe2SSe]1+, and [Fe2Se2]1+. See Table A8 for all active
orbitals in the S = 1

2 CAS(23,16) ground state wave function as well as X2–

and NacNac– contributions.

Fe 2+
A center. In the homo-valent [Fe2X2]

2+ clusters, both Fe3+ centers compete for
the electrons of the bridging ligands, while the less positive charge on the Fe 2+

A , and
hence reduced covalency of the FeAX bond, allows for a stronger FeBX bond.

The S→Se substitution in the [Fe2X2]
1+ clusters leads only to small changes in the

composition of the metal-based active orbitals, similar to the homo-valent [Fe2X2]
2+

cluster (compare Figure 2.16). An increase of the Fe contribution correlates with
the decrease the X2 contribution and vice versa; the contributions from the NacNac–

ligands remains constant. The magnitude of the substitution effect depends on the
orientation of the orbital lobes and it is largest for xz and the yz orbital, which have
the largest overlap with the bridging X ligands. Interestingly, this change has not
been observed in the active orbitals of the diamagnetically substituted [FeZnX2]

1+ and
[FeGaX2]

1+ clusters (see Table A2). Therefore, the mixing of the bridging ligands in
the metal-based active orbitals may be related to the magnetic interaction between
the Fe centers.

Composition of the wave function in [Fe2X2]1+

The CFGs that contribute to the S = 1
2

ground state of the [Fe2X2]
1+ clusters are

shown in Figure 2.27a to e (see Table A8 for values). The neutral CFG dominates
the wave function with a weight of 97 %–98 %, which is 1 %–2 % higher compared to
the [Fe2X2]

2+ clusters (see Figure 2.17). When substituting S with Se, the weight
of the neutral CFG increases by about 0.5 % for each substitution. In the [Fe2X2]

2+

clusters, the change in the neutral CFG appeared to be anticorrelated to the change
in MMCT CFGs. However, the equivalent CFGs for the [Fe2X2]

1+, the IVCT CFGs,
only decrease by 0.15 % for each substitution. Only together with the decrease in the
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Figure 2.27. – (a-e) CFGs in the S = 1
2 CAS(23,16) ground state wave functions for the

clusters [Fe2S2]1+, [Fe2SSe]1+, and [Fe2Se2]1+. See Table A8 for values. (f)
Plots of the respective active orbital that is doubly occupied in the neutral CFG.
Isosurfaces are shown at ±0.05 and ±0.025. Figure (f) adapted from Ref [22].

d-d CFGs, 0.35 % for each substitution, is the increase in the neutral CFG accounted
for. Interestingly, the weight of the d-d CFGs is nearly exactly zero in the [Fe2Se2]

1+

cluster, even though the ligand field of the Fe 2+
A is qualitatively the same according

to the diamagnetically substituted [FeGaX2]
1+ clusters.

The weight of the LMCT CFGs is with about 0.9 % slightly lower than in the
[Fe2X2]

2+ clusters (about 1.2 %), which consistent with the lower metal charges for
[Fe2X2]

1+. The slight increase of about 0.03 % upon each substitution is consistent
with the [Fe2X2]

2+ clusters. The weight of the nH CFGs is two to three times as high
compared to [Fe2X2]

2+. A higher weight of the nH CFGs is expected for the [Fe2X2]
1+

clusters, since the weaker ligand field around the ferrous Fe 2+
A center decreases the

energy of promoting an electron locally. However, the weight of the nH CFGs decreases
from 0.42 % in [Fe2S2]

1+ to 0.27 % in [Fe2Se]1+. According to the diamagnetically
substituted [FeGaX2]

1+ clusters, the ligand strength even decreases slightly in going
from a bridging S2– to Se2– . Therefore, the ligand strength is not the reason for the
trend in the nH CFGs.

The most striking difference in the [Fe2X2]
1+ series lies in the orbital occupation.

Figure 2.27f shows the metal-based active orbital that is doubly occupied in the leading
CFG of the S = 1

2
ground state wave function. For [Fe2S2]

1+ and [Fe2SSe]1+, this
orbital is the z2 orbital, which is equivalent to the doubly occupied orbital in the
diamagnetically substituted [FeGaS2]

1+ and [FeGaSSe]1+ cluster, respectively (see
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Figure 2.14a and b). For [Fe2Se2]
1+, however, the doubly occupied orbital is the x2 −y2

orbital. In the diamagnetically substituted [FeGaSe2]
1+ cluster, the z2 orbital is lowest

in energy (Figure 2.14c), but according to the AILFT d orbital energies, the x2 − y2

orbital is merely 88 cm−1 higher in energy. The metal-metal interaction in [Fe2Se2]
1+

therefore appears to be responsible for stabilizing an electronic structure with a doubly
occupied x2 −y2 orbital on FeA. This demonstrates that S→Se substitution in [Fe2S2]

1+

can change the nature of the ground state wave function.

Low-energy states landscape for [Fe2X2]1+

Figure 2.28. – (a) Schematic representation of possible low-lying states in the mixed-valent
[Fe2X2]1+ clusters. States with local intermediate or low spin Fe centers are
not considered. Figure 2.29 shows all these states for the CAS(11,10) wave
function. (b) Energies of the S = 1

2 d-dn excited states and (c) the lowest two
S = 1

2 IVCTn excited states for the [Fe2X2]1+ clusters relative to the S = 1
2

d-d0 ground state (CAS(23,16) including NEVPT2). See Table A9 for values.
Figure (a) adapted from Ref [22].

For the mixed-valent [Fe2X2]
1+ clusters, the low-energy spectrum contains many

states, which is illustrated in Figure 2.28a. The Heisenberg spin ladder S = 1
2
, . . . 9

2

arising for the ground state (d-d0) is shown in gray. In the d-dn excited states (red),
an electron is excited locally on Fe 2+

A . When limiting to the local high spin Sloc = 2
on FeA, four d-dn excited states (n = 1, . . . 4) are possible in addition to d-d0. IVCT
excited states (blue) comprise a charge transfer from FeA to FeB resulting in Fe 3+

A Fe 2+
B

oxidation states. Similar to the d-dn excited states, locally excited states exist for
Fe 2+

B yielding a total of five IVCTn states (n = 0, . . . 4). In each of the d-dn and
IVCTn states shown, the two Fe centers maintain their local high spins, which couple
to give rise to their respective Heisenberg spin ladder with the S = 1

2
spin being the

lowest in energy. Therefore, the interaction between a high spin Fe2+ center (Sloc = 2)
and a high spin Fe3+ center (Sloc = 5

2
) generates a total number of 2 × 5 × 5 = 50

states.
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2.3. Dimeric FeS clusters: [Fe2X2] (X=S,Se)

Figure 2.28b-d shows the influence of the S→Se substitution for some excited states.
The d-dn states (n = 0, . . . 4, Figure 2.28b) span an energy range of about 8000 cm−1.
The d-dn energies accurately follow the trend of the AILFT d orbital energies in the
diamagnetically [FeGaX2]

1+ clusters (see Figure 2.13). According to LFT, where the
electron-electron repulsion is the same for each d orbital, the orbital energies are
equal to the excitation energies within the S = 2 multiplet of a d6 system. The
correspondence between the two quantities emphasizes (i) that in the ground state of
the [Fe2X2]

1+ clusters have a localized S = 1
2

electronic structure and (ii) the usefulness
of diamagnetic substitution to study the electronic structure of more complex systems.
The fact that the [FeGaSe2]

1+ cluster (doubly occupied z2 orbital) predicts a different
ground state for the [Fe2Se2]

1+ cluster (doubly occupied x2 − y2 orbital) is acceptable
considering that the z2 and x2 − y2 orbital energies in [FeGaSe2]

1+ lie merely 88 cm−1

apart. In other words, the energies of the excited d-dn states appear to be determined
solely by the local environment around the FeA center and not by the metal-metal
interaction.

The energies of the two lowest IVCT excited states is shown in Figure 2.28c, which
lie between 6000 cm−1 and 8000 cm−1. Therefore, the IVCT bands are expected to
overlap with the d-d bands in experimental absorption spectra (near-IR). In going from
[Fe2S2]

1+ to [Fe2SSe]1+, the energies of the IVCT0 and the IVCT1 state decrease by
200 cm−1 and 600 cm−1, respectively. However, in going from [Fe2SSe]1+ to [Fe2Se2]

1+,
the energies increase by 700 cm−1, respectively. Therefore, the energy of the lowest
IVCT state in [Fe2Se2]

1+ is about 500 cm−1 higher compared to [Fe2S2]
1+. Because

the energies of the d-d excited states show the opposite trend, the S→Se substitution
could be a valuable tool when assigning absorption bands in the near-IR region.

The energy gaps between the S = 1
2

and the S = 3
2

spin-coupled states decrease upon
Se substitution from 370 cm−1 in [Fe2S2]

1+ to 200 cm−1 in [Fe2Se2]
1+ (Figure 2.28c).

Each substitution therefore lowers the energy of the S = 3
2

state by about 25 %. As a
comparison, the energy gap between the S = 0 ground state and the S = 1 excited
state in the homo-valent [Fe2X2]

2+ decreases by merely 5 %. The following text about
spin Hamiltonian parameters includes a more detailed discussion about the influence
of the bridging ligand on the spin-coupling in the [Fe2X2]

1+ clusters

Heisenberg and double exchange

As explained in Section 1.1.4, the double exchange mechanism can affect the spin states
in mixed-valent metal dimers, such as [Fe2X2]

1+. Briefly, an electron can delocalize
over the two metal centers favoring a ferromagnetic alignment and therefore lowering
the energies of the higher spin states. Figure 1.3b shows that if double exchange
dominates the antiferromagnetic coupling (|B/J | > 5), the ground state assumes a
spin different from S = 1

2
. However, Figure 1.3b and the underlying Eq 1.11 describe

the limiting case of a symmetric structure, where the metal centers are equivalent.
Considering the localized electronic and geometric structure, this is clearly not the case
for the S = 1

2
ground state of the [Fe2X2]

1+ clusters (see bond lengths in Table 2.10 and
energies in Table A9). That Eq 1.11 is not valid for the present models can be further
demonstrated by attempting to extract the double exchange parameter: B is equal to
the energy between a pair of states in which the extra electron occupies a bonding
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2. S→Se substitution in synthetic [Fe2S2] clusters

Table 2.8. – Parameters of the multi-state spin Hamiltonian (Eq 1.14) for the [Fe2X2]1+

clusters (CAS(23,16) including NEVPT2). State energies are given in Table A9.

Jeff
d-d0

Jeff
d-d1

Jeff
d-d2

Jeff
IVCT0

[Fe2S2]
1+ -124 -141 -32 -184

[Fe2SSe]1+ -87 -95 -2 -224
[Fe2Se2]

1+ -66 -80 8 -194

∆(d-d0) ∆(d-d1) ∆(d-d2) ∆(IVCT0)
[Fe2S2]

1+ 0 470 2920 6635
[Fe2SSe]1+ 0 748 2712 6454
[Fe2Se2]

1+ 0 170 2170 7179

(more stable, −) and an antibonding (less stable, +) delocalized orbital, respectively,
and it is proportional to the transfer integral β between the orbitals centered on A and
B. For the [Fe2X2]

1+ clusters, these state pairs correspond to one of the d-dn states
(−) and the respective IVCTn state (+). The energy difference between the − and
the + state pair is 2B for S = 1

2
and 4B for S = 3

2
. With the NEVPT2-corrected

CAS(23,16) energies (Table A9), the double exchange parameter would amount to
BS=1/2 = 6635 cm−1 in one case and to BS=3/2 = 3654 cm−1 in the other. Therefore,
the double exchange Hamiltonian in the symmetric limit clearly does not capture the
state energies in the mixed-valent [Fe2X2]

1+ clusters.
The effect of an asymmetric structural distortion on the spin states in a mixed-valent

metal dimer can be modeled with the PKS spin Hamiltonian (Eq 1.12). As shown for
some set of spin Hamiltonian parameters in Figure 1.3c, an asymmetric vibrational
mode Q can make multiple spin states accessible, which is referred to as vibronic
coupling in this context. However, if vibronic coupling is strong compared to double
exchange, the vibrational mode Q does not change the ground state spin (Eq 1.13).
The energies follow again the Landé interval rule and the single effective coupling
constant Jeff incorporates all contributions from super exchange, double exchange, and
vibronic coupling.

In the limit of Eq 1.13, the coupling constant is −124 cm−1, −87 cm−1, and −66 cm−1

for the [Fe2S2]
1+, [Fe2SSe]1+, and [Fe2Se2]

1+ cluster, respectively (Jeff
d-d0

in Table 2.8).
The coupling strength therefore decreases by 50 % when replacing the S bridge with
Se. At the same time, the coupling strength in the homo-valent [Fe2X2]

2+ clusters
decreased by merely 10 %. Therefore, the balance between Heisenberg exchange,
double exchange, and vibronic coupling appears to be strongly affected by the S→Se
substitution and Eq 1.13 may not be a valid approximation. The experimental EPR
spectrum of [Fe2Se2]

1+ exhibits a mixture of both S = 1
2

and S = 3
2

signals.23 It
therefore seems as an appropriate step to investigate the effects of vibronic coupling
on the spin state energies in future calculations.

Furthermore, the energy expression in Eq 1.13 does not have the same number of
states as the low-energy spectrum shown in Figure 2.28. Each d-dn and IVCTn state
gives rise to a spin ladder, therefore, a spin Hamiltonian that is consistent with the
number of states is given by Eq 1.14, which contains the coupling constant Jeff

i for
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2.3. Dimeric FeS clusters: [Fe2X2] (X=S,Se)

each state (where i runs over all d-dn and IVCTn states) plus the position of the spin
ladder relative to the ground state ∆i. The spin Hamiltonian parameters for the state
energies shown in Figure 2.28 and using Eq 1.14 are listed in Table 2.8. Similar to
the homo-valent [Fe2X2]

2+ clusters, the coupling constant Jeff
i is extracted using only

the S = 1
2

→ 3
2

energy gap, because it is the most relevant for any comparison with
experimental values. The parameter ∆i simply corresponds to the excitation energy of
the respective d-dn or IVCTn state.

The coupling constant Jeff
i strongly depends on the respective excited state. For the

ground state (d-d0) and the first locally excited state (d-d1), Jeff
i is with −120 cm−1–

−140 cm−1 of comparable magnitude. However, Jeff
d-d2

is merely −30 cm−1, which
indicates significantly reduced spin-coupling. The spin-coupling strength can be re-
lated to the orientation of the doubly occupied active orbital (vide infra CAS(11,10)
calculations). S→Se substitution reduces the spin-coupling in the d-dn states. When
comparing [Fe2S2]

1+ with [Fe2Se2]
1+, the coupling constant of the ground state Jeff

d-d0

decreases by 50 %, which is significantly stronger compared to 10 % decrease in the
homo-valent [Fe2X2]

2+ clusters (see Figure 2.18). For protein-bound [Fe2X2]
1+ ferredox-

ins, the coupling constant was determined as 100 cm−1 for the S-based and 92.5 cm−1

for the Se-based cluster, which is a similarly moderate decrease.143 The strong changes
in spin-coupling, that S→Se substitution invokes in the [Fe2X2]

1+ clusters, may be a
result of the Fe−Fe bond elongation, which is 50 % larger compared to homo-valent
[Fe2X2]

2+ clusters (see Table 2.6). For the protein-bound [Fe2X2]
1+ ferredoxins, this

structural change could be restrained by the protein environment. The elongation of
the Fe−Fe bond length also makes a reduction of Jeff through an increase in double
exchange less likely, since the transfer integral β is expected to decrease with the
metal-metal distance.

CAS(11,10) minimal active space for [Fe2X2]1+

Figure 2.29. – Complete low-energy spectrum of the [Fe2X2]1+ clusters based on NEVPT2-
corrected CAS(11,10) energies. See Figure 2.28a for schematic representation.
d-dn states (Fe 2+

A Fe 3+
B ) are shown in red and IVCTn states (Fe 3+

A Fe 2+
B ) in

blue. See Table A10 for values.

All state energies discussed previously for [Fe2X2]
1+ correspond to calculations with a

CAS(23,16) active space, which includes occupied X2 ligand orbitals. The calculations
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2. S→Se substitution in synthetic [Fe2S2] clusters

for the homo-valent [Fe2X2]
2+ clusters have shown that the larger active space greatly

improves the values for the calculated coupling constants J , probably due to a better
description of the covalency in the FeX bond (see Table A7). Therefore, the energies
in the mixed-valent [Fe2X2]

1+ clusters calculated with the CAS(11,10) minimal active
space are not expected to be in quantitative agreement with experimental values.
However, they can be acquired at relatively low computational cost, which makes them
useful in discussing trends over all 50 low-energy states sketched in Figure 2.28a.

The CAS(11,10) energies of all d-dn and IVCTn states (n = 0, . . . 4) in the [Fe2X2]
1+

clusters, as well as the corresponding spin ladders (S = 1
2
, . . . 9

2
) are shown in Figure 2.29.

While the CAS(11,10) d-dn excitation energies are consistently a few 100 cm−1 lower
compared to the CAS(23,16) values, the IVCTn excitation energies for n = 0, 1 are
underestimated by 3000 cm−1–4000 cm−1 by with CAS(11,10). Similar to the [Fe2X2]

2+

clusters, the splitting between the lowest two spin states in the CAS(11,10) wave
function is only 25 %–75 % compared to the larger active space. The differences
increase strongly upon S→Se substitution. Therefore, the CAS(11,10) minimal active
space significantly underestimates all energy differences. This is important to keep in
mind when comparing to experimental observables as well as during the perturbational
treatment of relativistic effects, which critically depend on the excitation energies.

As mentioned already for the CAS(23,16) calculations, the coupling constant J
heavily depends on the respective state (see Table 2.8). However, the more complete
state energy spectrum in Figure 2.29 makes it easier to identify possible trends. The spin
ladders generated by the d-dn and the IVCTn states show a similar dependency for each
nth state. The spin-coupling appears to depend on the orbital that is predominantly
doubly occupied in each excited state, which is equivalent for each d-dn and IVCTn

state, respectively. For n = 0, 1, and 4, the spin ladder spans a similar energy range
of around 1100 cm−1. For n = 3 and especially for n = 2, the energy range decreases
to around 700 cm−1 and 200 cm−1, respectively, indicating a significantly reduced
spin-coupling for these states. For these states, the xz and xy orbital (see Figure 2.26)
are predominantly doubly occupied, which are the two orbitals with the largest FeX
overlap. This effect is not a mere artifact of the minimal active space, because the
d-d2 state for the CAS(23,16) wave function shows a similarly reduced spin-coupling.
Rather, occupying orbitals pointing at the X2 ligands appears to reduce the strength
of the spin-coupling by decreasing in the FeX covalency.

CASSCF and charge transfer states

During an IVCT excitation, an electron is transferred from FeA to FeB. It was hinted
already in the discussion of the LMCT excited state in the homo-valent [Fe2X2]

2+

clusters, that charge reorganization has a strong influence on the orbitals of a CASSCF
wave function. Indeed, the orbitals that are suited well for an Fe 2+

A Fe 3+
B state (d-dn)

are quite different to those for an Fe 3+
A Fe 2+

B state (IVCTn). The dependence of the
state energies on the orbitals optimized for either of the two state types is shown in
Figure 2.30a. When the weight on the IVCTn states (blue) is 0 %, conversely, the
weight on the d-dn states (red) is 100 %. Obviously, the orbitals are optimized for
the d-dn states and they are unsuited for the IVCTn states, because these are about
1.0 × 105 cm−1 higher in energy. When increasing the weight of the IVCTn states, their
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2.3. Dimeric FeS clusters: [Fe2X2] (X=S,Se)

Figure 2.30. – (a) CASSCF energies of the d-dn states (red) and IVCTn states (blue) in
[Fe2S2]1+ as a function of the weight placed on the IVCTn states during the
CASSCF optimization and (b) the respective NEVPT2 correction. Energies
are shown for a S = 9

2 CAS(11,10) calculation relative to the S = 9
2 d-d0

state. At 0 %, all the weight is placed on the d-dn states and the orbitals are
well-suited for the d-dn states, but ill-suited for the IVCTn states. The energy
difference between the d-d0 state at 0 % and the IVCT0 state at 100 % is the
IVCT excitation energy.

energy decreases while the energy of the d-dn states increases – the orbitals attempt
to adapt to both state types simultaneously. For a weight of 50 %, all 10 states are
described equally (bad) and their energies are nearly identical. Reversely, when a
weight of 100 % is on the IVCTn states, the energies of the d-dn states are about
1.0 × 105 cm−1 higher. Note that the optimized IVCTn state energies (blue at 100 %)
are still higher than the optimized d-dn states energies (red at 0 %). This difference
corresponds to the IVCT excitation energies discussed earlier.

Figure 2.30b shows the NEVPT2 correction for the CASSCF state energies as a
function of the weight of the IVCTn states. When the orbitals are optimized for the
d-dn states (at 0 %), the NEVPT2 correction is small for the d-dn states, but fairly
large for the IVCTn states. This is not surprising, since in case of the IVCTn states,
the NEVPT2 correction attempts to correct for the ill-suited orbitals in addition to
dynamic correlation. When comparing the energy ranges between Figure 2.30a and b at
0 %, the NEVPT2 correction decreases the gap between the d-dn and IVCTn states by
about 0.5 × 105 cm−1, which is about half of the difference between the corresponding
CASSCF energies. The absolute energies of the IVCTn states are therefore about
0.5 × 105 cm−1 higher compared to the d-d0 ground state. Furthermore, the ordering
of the IVCTn states is not maintained. A similar argument can be made for the d-dn

states at 100 %. Overall, this showcases the failure of the perturbational method
NEVPT2 when using an insufficient zeroth order starting point. Therefore, care should
be taken when averaging the wave function over states that include a charge transfer;
with an equal weight on all 10 states (50 %, purple) the CASSCF plus NEVPT2
protocol leads to a random distribution of state energies.
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2. S→Se substitution in synthetic [Fe2S2] clusters

Converging the orbitals for localized mixed-valent clusters such as [Fe2X2]
1+ is a

non-trivial task, which has been shown by Domingo et al.288 for Fe2+Fe3+ clusters.
The strategy used in this work combines their approach with the findings regarding the
state-averaging protocol discussed in Figure 2.18 for spin-coupled states. The goal is
to acquire reliable values for (i) d-d excitation energies, (ii) IVCT excitation energies,
and coupling constants J (e.g. S = 1

2
→ 3

2
).

The following protocol is written using the ORCA program’s syntax, but it should be
transferable to other quantum chemistry programs. The orbitals produced in one step
are used as starting orbitals in the next (%moinp some.gbw). In order to converge the
states with an Fe 2+

A Fe 3+
B electron distribution:

• Starting with a reasonable guess for the Fe-based orbitals (e.g. HF orbitals),
partly converge the S = 9

2
high spin CAS(11,10) wave function averaged over 10

roots (mult 10 nroots 10). This corresponds to 50 % in Figure 2.30a. Localize
active orbitals (actorbs locorbs).

• Identify how many of the lowest roots have oxidation states Fe 2+
A Fe 3+

B for more
than half of the CFGs. Select that many roots, interrupt after a few macro-
iterations, and repeat until the 5 lowest roots are all dominated by CFGs with
Fe 2+

A Fe 3+
B . Fully converge orbitals.

• Expand active space by the X2-based occupied orbitals. Converge high spin
CAS(23,16) wave function averaged over 5 roots (mult 10 nroots 5).

• Converge S = 1
2

and 3
2

separately (mult 2 and mult 4, respectively). Keep
averaging over 5 roots in order to avoid occupation numbers close to 2 for the
active orbitals, since this may cause convergence problems. If one is specifically
interested in just one d-dn excitation energy, one could average only over the
ground and nth excited state (e.g. mult 2 nroots 5 weights[0] 1,0,0,1,0

for n = 3).

For the IVCTn excited states (Fe 3+
A Fe 2+

B ), the above protocol requires an extra step
after the first one:

• Select a root with a high contribution from CFGs corresponding to an Fe 3+
A Fe 2+

B

oxidation state. Optimize only this root (e.g. nroots 10 and weights[0] =

0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0), interrupt when root flipping occurs. The intermediate
orbitals will lower the energies for IVCTn states. Repeat until at least the lowest
two roots are dominated by CFGs corresponding to the Fe 3+

A Fe 2+
B oxidation

state.

The basis set for the above protocol can be kept small, e.g. def2-SVP, and only after
the last step increased to e.g. def2-TZVP. Note that expanding the basis set from one
using effective core potentials (def2-XVP) to an all-electron basis set (ZORA-def2-XVP)
may cause slow convergence. Therefore, it may be economical to reduce the number
of SCF cycles for the large basis set and use the small, but all-electron, basis set
(ZORA-def2-SVP) from the very beginning.
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2.3.6. Properties calculated with DFT

DFT usually provides a computationally inexpensive protocol to obtain accurate
molecular structures, once a suitable functional is validated against structural data for
related compounds. While the TPSSh functional has been shown to yield accurate
structures for FeS clusters,51–53 it may not necessarily yield accurate results for other
properties.20 The calculated properties discussed below were obtained with the same
level of theory used to optimize the geometries (Section 2.1). No proper benchmark
against experimental values was performed. The observables calculated with DFT
are included to serve as a starting point for future studies and to discuss trends in
properties that are not easily accessible via the CASSCF wave function.

Table 2.9. – Properties for the [Fe2X2]2+,1+ clusters calculated with BS-DFT: the coupling
constant J (Eq 1.8), the Mössbauer isomer shift δ and quadrupole splitting ∆Eq,
and the g values for the MS = 1

2 BS determinant. The calibration for the isomer
shifts is shown in Figure A4. Values for J were obtained with the Yamaguchi
projection.

JDFT δA δB ∆EqA ∆EqB g1 g2 g3 giso

[cm−1] [mm/s] [MHz]

[Fe2X2]
2+

[Fe2S2]
2+ -226 0.25 0.25 1.03 1.03

[Fe2SSe]2+ -218 0.26 0.26 -0.99 0.99
[Fe2Se2]

2+ -214 0.27 0.27 -0.89 -0.90

JDFT δA δB ∆EqA ∆EqB g1 g2 g3 giso

[Fe2X2]
1+

[Fe2S2]
1+ -102 0.62 0.28 -2.39 1.32 1.94 1.99 2.04 1.99

[Fe2SSe]1+ -130 0.63 0.29 -2.20 1.10 1.95 2.03 2.08 2.02
[Fe2Se2]

1+ -116 0.61 0.43 -1.04 0.88 2.04 2.07 2.10 2.07

Coupling constants

The coupling constants for [Fe2X2]
2+,1+ calculated with BS-DFT (JDFT) are shown in

Table 2.9. As discussed earlier, they were also extracted directly from the CASSCF
state energies (see Table A7 and 2.8). For the homo-valent clusters, the values for
extracted from the S = 0 and S = 1 CASSCF state energies (J0→1 = 211 cm−1,
202 cm−1, and 201 cm−1 for [Fe2S2]

2+, [Fe2SSe]2+, and [Fe2Se2]
2+, respectively) are

only about 15 cm−1 lower than the BS-DFT values. However, since the BS-DFT values
were obtained from the difference of the high spin determinant (MS = 5) and the
low spin BS determinant (MS = 0), a better comparison would be with the energy
difference between the S = 0 and S = 5 CASSCF states (J0→5 = 173 cm−1, 169 cm−1,
and 174 cm−1, respectively). Here, the values are about 50 cm−1 lower compared to
BS-DFT and do not show the same decrease upon S→Se substitution. Therefore, the
good agreement between JDFT and J0→1 probably does not imply that both methods
calculate the coupling constant similarly well.
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For the mixed-valent clusters, JDFT and the CASSCF-extracted J1/2→3/2 (−124 cm−1,
−87 cm−1, and −66 cm−1 for [Fe2S2]

1+, [Fe2SSe]1+, and [Fe2Se2]
1+, respectively) do

not agree as well as the for the homo-valent clusters. For [Fe2S2]
1+, the absolute value

of J1/2→3/2 is merely 20 cm−1 higher compared to JDFT. However, the absolute value
of J0→1 decreases by 50 % in going from [Fe2S2]

1+ to [Fe2Se2]
1+, while that of JDFT

increases by 10 %. The S = 9
2

state was not calculated with CASSCF on the same
level of theory, therefore, a comparison with J1/2→9/2 is not possible.

Mössbauer parameters

The 57Fe Mössbauer parameters for the [Fe2X2]
2+,1+ clusters listed in Table 2.9. The

isomer shift requires a calibration of the electron density at the nucleus against
experimental values, which is shown in Figure A4. The isomer shifts δ and the
quadrupole splitting for the homo-valent [Fe2S2]

2+ cluster are in very good agreement
with the experimentally determined values for a similar NacNac– capped [Fe2S2]

2+

cluster (δexp = 0.29 mm/s and |∆EQ,exp| = 1.06 mm/s).141 When comparing [Fe2Se2]
2+

with [Fe2S2]
2+, the isomer shift increases by 0.02 mm/s and the absolute value of

the quadrupole splitting by 0.1 mm/s, but not conclusive experiment data exists for
[Fe2Se2]

2+ clusters.168,176

For a similar NacNac-capped [Fe2S2]
1+ cluster, Mössbauer measurements at 80 K

exhibit a single doublet141, however, other model clusters show two clearly distinguish-
able doublets in line with a localized Fe2+Fe3+ electronic structure.142 The calculated
parameters for [Fe2S2]

1+ are also consistent with a localized electronic structure with
the Fe 2+

A center having a higher isomer shift and a higher absolute quadrupole split-
ting than the Fe3+ center, similar to the values extracted for both model compounds
and protein-bound [Fe2S2]

1+ clusters.142 S→Se substitution in [Fe2S2]
1+ leads to large

changes in the calculated parameters except for δA, whereas experimental measurements
suggest similar parameters for protein-bound [Fe2S2]

1+ and [Fe2Se2]
1+.

g values

Table 2.9 shows the calculated g values for the [Fe2X2]
1+ clusters based on the MS = 1

2

BS determinant. The g values for [Fe2S2]
1+ span a range of 1.94–2.04 with an average

of giso = 1.99. Compared to the S = 1
2

EPR spectrum of a similar NacNac– -capped
[Fe2S2]

1+ cluster (g = 2.06, 1.95, and 1.73), the calculated giso value is higher, but
the g anisotropy is lower. Upon S→Se substitution, the giso value increase to 2.07 for
[Fe2Se2]

1+. An increase was also observed experimentally in protein-bound [Fe2X2]
1+

clusters.166,173–175

Vibrational frequencies

The calculated IR spectra in the energy range covering vibrations of the FeX core
are shown in Figure 2.31 for [Fe2S2]

2+ (a), [Fe2Se2]
2+ (b), [Fe2S2]

1+ (c), and [Fe2Se2]
1+

(d). Also, vibrations involving the entirety of the NacNac– ligands fall in this energy
range. The four vibrations with the largest changes in the Fe−X bond lengths are
indicated in the spectra. Consistent with the [Fe2X2]

2+ cluster belonging to the point
group D2h (a and b), i.e. an inversion center exists, the vibrational modes that do not
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Figure 2.31. – Frequencies and intensities (au) of the low-energy IR vibrations calculated
with BS-DFT for the clusters (a) [Fe2S2]2+, (b) [Fe2Se2]2+, (c) [Fe2S2]1+, and
(d) [Fe2Se2]1+. Four of the normal modes involving the FeX core are depicted.

change the dipole moment ( and ) have near-zero IR intensity. On the other hand,
those vibrations that do change the dipole moment ( and ), have large intensities.
According to the rule of mutual exclusion,289 vibration without IR activity are Raman
active and vice versa. The rule applies to some extent to the [Fe2X2]

1+ clusters (c and
d), even though they do not have an inversion center due to the inequivalence of the
two Fe centers. Reducing the [Fe2X2]

2+ clusters to [Fe2X2]
1+ tends to lower the energy

of the four vibrational modes by about 10 cm−1–40 cm−1, consistent with the weaker
FeX bond.

Substituting S with Se leads to a red shift, between 10 cm−1 and 120 cm−1; for all four
highlighted vibrational energies. This is to be expected from the higher atomic mass
for Se compared to S while forming a similarly strong FeX bond (see Table 1.1). The
shifts are of similar magnitude as those observed in Raman spectra of protein-bound
[Fe2X2]

2+ clusters, however, since individual peak assignments were not reported, one
cannot comment on the quantitative agreement.178,179 Furthermore, the low-energy
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2. S→Se substitution in synthetic [Fe2S2] clusters

vibrational frequencies are known to be inaccurate within the harmonic approximation,
which make them unsuitable to calculate properties such as the vibrational contribution
to the entropy.66

2.4. Conclusion

The present chapter explored the effect of the S→Se substitution on the geometry and
the electronic structure of monomeric and dimeric FeS complexes. While the geometric
structures were optimized with DFT, the discussion of the electronic structure focused,
for the most part, on the CASSCF wave function. The analysis followed a bottom-up
approach, where the complexity of the systems increases gradually. As a starting
point, monomeric [Fe(XH)4]

1– ,2– complexes (X = S, Se) were studied in Section 2.2.
The purpose of these simple molecules was to gauge the magnitude of the pertur-
bation that the S→Se substitution introduces. The frameworks used to analyze the
metal-ligand interactions, namely AILFT and AOM, were introduced along with this
simple system. Section 2.3 discussed dimeric, NacNac– -capped [Fe2X2]

2+,1+ clusters,
which are commonly used as synthetic model compounds for the biological [Fe2S2]
ferredoxins.141,142 First, the local electronic structure was explored in the diamag-
netically substituted clusters [FeGaX2]

1+ and [FeZnX2]
1+. Because these molecules

contain only one magnetic center, the concepts that were introduced for [Fe(XH)4] can
be conveniently applied. Finally, the electronic structures of the homo-valent [Fe2X2]

2+

and the mixed-valent [Fe2X2]
1+ clusters were analyzed in detail, which included the

composition of the CASSCF wave function, the active orbitals, and the energies of
low-lying excited states.

Geometry

In comparison to sulfur, a selenium atom has 18 more electrons and the atomic radius is
about 0.15 Å larger, making it spatially more demanding. The Fe−Se bond is therefore
consistently longer compared to an analogous Fe−S bond and the elongation is 0.1 Å–
0.2 Å for both the monomeric [Fe(XH)4]

1– ,2– complexes and the dimeric [Fe2X2]
2+,1+

clusters (Table 2.1 and 2.6). For the [Fe2X2]
2+,1+ clusters, each S→Se increases Fe−Fe

distance by 0.05 Å, consistent with the XRD structures reported for these and similar
compounds.23,180,285 Changes in the Fe−Fe distance are expected to have an immediate
effect on the magnetic coupling, which is related to the electron hopping between the
Fe centers.104,109

The BS-DFT optimized geometries of the mixed-valent [Fe2X2]
1+ clusters show that

the orientation of the NacNac– ligand on FeA is sensitive to the S→Se substitution
(Figure 2.11). Due to the dispersion interactions between the phenyl moieties bound
to the NacNac– ligands (Figure 2.10), the larger Se bridging ligands results in a
slightly different minimum on the potential energy surface. Therefore, the perturbation
introduced by the S→Se substitution may be sufficient to induce geometric changes,
given a suitable flexibility in the chemical system. The local electronic structure on
FeA, in turn, is susceptible to the orientation of the NacNac– ligand (Figure 2.14).
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Donor strength of S- and Se-based ligands

The AOM parameters have been determined for the S- and Se-based ligands in
the [Fe(XH)4]

1– ,2– monomers (Table 2.5) and in the diamagnetically substituted
[FeGaX2]

1+ and [FeZnX2]
1+ clusters (Table 2.7). S→Se substitution for XH– reduces

eσ, and therefore the σ donor strength, and is responsible for the decrease between e and
the t2 set in the LFT orbitals. The same trend has been observed both experimentally
and computationally for S- and Se-based ligands in Co3+ and Cr3+ complexes.280,281,284

Furthermore, the eσπc parameter, which captures the misalignment of the ligand
orbitals relative to the metal center (Figure 2.9), is smaller for SeH– . Therefore, the
covalent X−H bond has a smaller influence on the donor strength in Se-based ligand
compared to S, which is probably a result of the larger size of Se. The eσ and eπ
parameters for the bridging X2– ligands also decrease upon S→Se substitution, which
is consistent with the AOM parameters for XH– ligands.

FeS complexes exhibit a particularly covalent metal-ligand bond. It is important to
keep in mind that the CASSCF wave function is biased towards an ionic electronic
structure and potential metal-ligand covalency can be only partly recovered by including
electron correlation with NEVPT2.279 Therefore, the quantification of the metal-ligand
covalency according to the AILFT and AOM parameters is most likely underestimated.

Ground state wave function

The ground state CASSCF wave function is dominated by the neutral electron config-
uration (CFG), where the oxidation states are [Fe3+Fe3+] for the homo-valent cluster
and [Fe 2+

A Fe 3+
B ] in the mixed-valent cluster (Figure 2.17 and 2.27, respectively).

The S→Se substitution affects the amount of excited CFGs in the ground state wave
function similarly for both redox states. For instance, electron hopping between FeA

and FeB decreases, i.e. MMCT and IVCT CFGs, which is in line with the elongation
of the Fe−Fe bond. At the same time, the electron transfer from the ligands to the
metal increases, i.e. the LMCT CFGs, which is consistent with an easier reduction of
Se (Table 1.1). The MMCT and LMCT CFGs facilitate antiferromagnetic coupling
via kinetic exchange or superexchange, respectively.109 Therefore, it is not immediately
obvious from the ground state wave function how the magnetic coupling is affected by
the S→Se substitution.

While the electronic structure in the homo-valent dimers is qualitatively equivalent
for all bridging ligands, going from S to Se changes the nature of the ground state
in the mixed-valent dimers (Figure 2.27f). For the [Fe2S2]

1+ and [Fe2SSe]1+ clusters,
the z2 orbital on FeA is doubly occupied in the leading CFG of the ground state wave
function. However, for the [Fe2Se2]

1+ cluster, the x2 − y2 orbital is doubly occupied.
The AILFT analysis of the diamagnetically substituted models shows that the z2

and x2 − y2 orbitals for the Se2-bridged complex are close in energy ([FeGaSe2]
1+

in Figure 2.13). The change in the electronic structure in going from [Fe2S2]
1+ to

[Fe2Se2]
1+ is therefore a combined effect of changes in the local ligand field and changes

in the metal-metal interactions due to the substitution of the bridging X ligands.
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2. S→Se substitution in synthetic [Fe2S2] clusters

Spin-coupled states

The lowest-energy states in the homo-valent [Fe2X2]
2+ dimers form a spin ladder

ranging from the diamagnetic S = 0 ground state to the S = 5 high spin state. If the
HDvV spin Hamiltonian is valid (Eq 1.8), the coupling constant J can be conveniently
extracted from any state pair via the Landé interval rule (Eq 1.9). However, it
becomes quickly apparent that the relative state energies depend strongly on the
state-averaging method used to converge the CASSCF wave function (Figure 2.18).
For state-averaged energies, the Landé interval applies fairly well, as can be seen from
the small standard deviation of fitting J to all energy differences (Table A7). For
state-specific energies, however, the highest and lowest spin states are stabilized relative
to the state-averaged energies, while the intermediate spin states remain virtually
unchanged. As a consequence, the Landé interval rule breaks down: the coupling
constant extracted from the S = 0, 1 state pair is significantly larger compared to that
extracted from the S = 4, 5 pair (Figure 2.19). The fit of the state-specific energies can
be improved by including a biquadratic term in the spin Hamiltonian (Figure 2.20),
which decreases the standard deviation by an order of magnitude.

The experimentally determined coupling constants are on the order of J = −200 cm−1

for [Fe2S2]
2+ clusters similar to the ones studied in the present work.141 Therefore,

only the S = 0 and the S = 1 state are significantly populated at room temperature
and contribute to J .† Therefore, the focus should lie on the energy difference between
the low spin states when comparing the calculated coupling constants to experimental
values. Furthermore, the bias towards higher spin states in the state-averaged wave
function artificially decreases the energy differences between the lower spin states.
Therefore, the state-specific energies of the S = 0 and S = 1 should be used to compare
the calculated J values with the experiment (J0→1 in Figure 2.19b).

The substitution of the bridging ligands reduces the calculated coupling constant
by about 10 cm−1 in going from the [Fe2S2]

2+ to the [Fe2Se2]
2+ cluster (Figure 2.19).

A similar decrease has been observed experimentally for protein-bound and similar
synthetic [Fe2X2]

2+ clusters.143,180,183 The trend is also consistent with the decrease of
MMCT CFGs in the S = 0 ground state wave function (Figure 2.17), which contribute
to antiferromagnetic coupling through kinetic exchange.109 The LMCT CFGs, which
contribute to antiferromagnetic coupling via superexchange, also increase upon S→Se
substitution, but their influence appears to be outweighed by kinetic exchange.

The mixed-valent clusters exhibit a valence-localized S = 1
2

ground state. The effec-
tive coupling constant Jeff (Eq 1.13) determined from the energy difference between the
S = 1

2
, 3

2
state pair is −124 cm−1, −87 cm−1, and −66 cm−1 for [Fe2S2]

1+, [Fe2SSe]1+,
and [Fe2Se2]

1+, respectively (Table 2.8). This is in stark contrast to experimental
measurements for similar FeS dimers, where the magnitude of the coupling constant
decreases by merely 10 % in going from [Fe2S2]

1+ to [Fe2Se2]
1+.143,151,180 The electron

hopping between the metal centers as well as from the ligands to the metal shows a
similar dependency on the bridging ligands as in the [Fe2X2]

2+ clusters (Figure 2.27).
However, the calculated energy difference between the S = 1

2
and the S = 3

2
spin states

is compatible with the recently reported EPR spectrum of [Fe2Se2]
1+, which exhibits

both S = 1
2

and S = 3
2

features.23 Here, the authors suggest that a combined decrease

†At T = 300 K, the available energy to thermally populate excited states is on the order of
kBT = 209 cm−1, where kB is the Boltzmann constant.
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in Heisenberg exchange, increase in double exchange, and decrease in vibronic coupling
relative to [Fe2S2]

1+ is responsible for the S = 3
2

spin state observed for [Fe2Se2]
1+.

It is therefore well possible that the 50 % decrease in Jeff in going from [Fe2S2]
1+ to

[Fe2Se2]
1+ arises from a growing contribution of the double exchange mechanism, which

favors ferromagnetic alignment.

Electronically excited states

The first S = 0 excited state in the homo-valent [Fe2X2]
2+ dimers is an LMCT state

from the bridging ligand to Fe (Figure 2.21). The excitation energy of the LMCT
state depends strongly on the nature of the bridging ligand and decreases from about
10 200 cm−1 in [Fe2S2]

2+ to about 8800 cm−1 in [Fe2Se2]
2+. The lowest-energy LMCT

state in the experimental spectra of [Fe2S2]
2+,1+ clusters has not been unambiguously

assigned, but has been proposed to appear in the near-IR/vis region,140 which is in
good agreement with the calculated energy (10 200 cm−1 = 925 nm). Furthermore, two
bands between 20 000 cm−1 and 25 000 cm−1 in the UV/vis spectra of protein-bound
[Fe2X2]

2+ clusters have been proposed to arise due to LMCT excitations.178,179 These
bands are shifted by around 1000 cm−1 to lower energies upon S→Se substitution,
which is in excellent agreement with the calculated shift.

The low-energy spectrum for the mixed-valent [Fe2X2]
1+ clusters contains signifi-

cantly more states than the homo-valent [Fe2X2]
2+ clusters due to d-dn and IVCTn

excited states, which furthermore give rise to an individual spin ladder (Figure 2.28).
The four d-dn states, where the minority spin electron on Fe 2+

A is excited locally,
occur within 8500 cm−1 of the ground state. Their energies are lowered by the S→Se
substitution, but the decrease varies, between 100 cm−1 and 1000 cm−1, depending on
the respective d-dn state. The energy trend follows accurately AILFT orbitals in the
diamagnetically substituted [FeGaX2]

1+ (Figure 2.13). This highlights that the d-dn

excitations are mostly local excitations. The LFT picture supplies an easy explanation
for the different sensitivity of the d-dn state energies on the bridging ligands: if the
electron is excited into an orbital which has a large Fe−X overlap, this corresponding
state will be more strongly affected by the S→Se substitution.

The calculated shifts are consistent with IR measurements in protein-bound [Fe2S2]
1+

clusters, where S→Se substitution has been shown to shift the bands of the d-d4,5 transi-
tions at 4500 cm−1 and 6000 cm−1 to 4550 cm−1 and 5550 cm−1, respectively.140,173,175,179

Furthermore, the d-d1 excitation energy in [Fe2S2]
1+ is 470 cm−1, consistent with the

energy determined through the temperature dependence of the quadrupole splitting
in Mössbauer measurements of protein-bound [Fe2S2]

1+ clusters.290 A similar mea-
surement for [Fe2Se2]

1+ could verify the lower calculated d-d1 energy (170 cm−1) and
orbital occupation of ground state wave (Figure 2.27f).

In an IVCT excitation, an electron is transferred from FeA to FeB, resulting in the
Fe 3+

A Fe 2+
B valence isomer. Similar to the local states on FeA, a total number of five

IVCTn states are expected, where the excited electron occupies different orbitals on
FeB. In stark contrast to the d-dn and LMCT excited states, S→Se substitution leads
to an increase in the excitation energy of lowest IVCT state from about 6600 cm−1 in
[Fe2S2]

1+ to about 7200 cm−1 in [Fe2Se2]
1+. This is most likely a result of the Fe−Fe

bond elongation. The IVCT transition has been tentatively assigned to a feature around
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2. S→Se substitution in synthetic [Fe2S2] clusters

11 000 cm−1 for protein-bound [Fe2S2]
1+ clusters, where the electrostatic environment

of the protein would have a pronounced influence on the excitation energy.140 Since
S→Se substitution raises the energy of the IVCT state, this behavior could be used to
assign the experimental features in the near-IR/vis/UV spectra.

For the electronic ground state d-d0, the splitting between the S = 1
2

and the S = 3
2

state decreased by about 50 % in going from [Fe2S2]
1+ to [Fe2Se2]

1+ (Jeff
d-d0

in Table 2.8).
The magnitude of Jeff is different in the d-dn and IVCTn excited states, since the
excited electron changes its orientation with respect to the bridging ligands. For the
IVCT0 excited state, the coupling constant is actually slightly higher for the Se-based
cluster. Therefore, how strongly and in which direction S→Se substitution affects the
magnetic interactions in the mixed-valent [Fe2X2]

1+ clusters depends critically on the
orientation of the doubly occupied orbitals, which could be controlled by the capping
ligands or the protein environment.

Outlook

The computational study of the synthetic [Fe2X2]
2+,1+ clusters has shown that

S→Se substitution can have a considerable effect on the magnetic interactions be-
tween Fe centers. This has also been observed experimentally for FeS dimers and
cubanes.23,143,151,180,183 In FeMoco, a large FeS cluster in nitrogenase, antiferromagnetic
coupling is an important contribution to the stability of the electronic structure (Sec-
tion 4.2.2).291 Selective S→Se substitution has already been reported for FeMoco and
no qualitative changes in the electronic structure have been observed based on XAS,
EXAFS, and EPR spectroscopy.170,171 However, it is not obvious if the replacement
affects the energies of intermediates during substrate reduction due to changes in the
antiferromagnetic coupling and thus alters reactivity in a subtle way. As a starting
point, the energies of the BS-DFT determinants could be calculated for substrate-free
Se-substituted FeMoco and compared with unsubstituted FeMoco (Figure 4.9).

Furthermore, the binding of the strong field ligand CO to FeMoco favors local spin
pairing and therefore competes with antiferromagnetic coupling between the Fe centers
(Chapter 5). S→Se substitution in FeS clusters reduces the spin-coupling, which would
favor CO binding, but also decreases the local ligand field splitting, which would
disfavor CO binding. It would therefore be interesting to determine how the frequency
of CO-bound FeMoco would change upon Se-substitution.

Many excited CFGs that are important for the magnetic Fe−Fe interaction (MMCT
and LMCT) are included variationally in the CAS(22,16) and CAS(23,16) wave func-
tions for the [Fe2X2]

2+ and [Fe2X2]
1+ clusters. The perturbative NEVPT2 correction

incorporates the effect of the excited CFGs beyond the active space only to a certain
extent. These are, however, crucial for an accurate description of the magnetic interac-
tions in metal clusters,109 but a further extension of the active space with the CASSCF/
NEVPT2 strategy is currently computationally too demanding. Promising develop-
ments to approximate CASSCF wave functions with larger active spaces are, for exam-
ple, based on the density matrix renormalization group (DMRG),292,293 the iterative
configuration expansion (ICE),294,295 or full CI quantum Monte Carlo (FCIQMC).296–298

An accurate calculation of the magnetic interactions is vital to observables that depend
on relativistic effects, such g values of [Fe2X2]

1+ clusters, which shift upon S→Se
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substitution,166,173–175 since they depend strongly on accurate energies for the low-lying
states.92

The dramatic decrease in the effective coupling constant in going from [Fe2S2]
1+

to [Fe2Se2]
1+ is likely linked to an increase in double exchange and a decrease in

vibronic coupling. If these contributions are of comparable magnitude, Eq 1.13 is not
applicable and the spin state energies can not be fitted with an effective coupling
constant. Even though the ground state electronic structure is localized, the interplay
between Heisenberg exchange, double exchange, and vibronic coupling is not obvious
from the calculations at a fixed geometry. Therefore, it would be advisable to track the
spin state energies along an asymmetric vibrational mode of the [Fe2X2] core, similar
to Figure 1.3c. In doing so, one could determine the Heisenberg exchange parameter
J , the double exchange parameter B, and the vibronic coupling parameter λ2

k
for

the computational [Fe2X2]
1+ models. A natural extension would be to include the

[Fe2Te2]
1+ cluster in the analysis, which has recently been shown to exhibit a pure

S = 3
2

ground state.23
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3. Valence-delocalized [Fe2S2]
ferredoxins

Variants of ferredoxins from Clostridium pasteurianum (Cp) and Aquifex aeolicus (Aae)
are the only known examples for valence-delocalized S = 9

2
FeS dimers.24,98 The

respective wild type ferredoxins exhibits a valence-localized S = 1
2

ground state, but
substitution of a terminal Cys ligand with Ser results in a mixture of the S = 1

2

and S = 9
2

(> 80 %) spin state. Furthermore, the spin states depend on the proton
concentration: at low pH, only the S = 1

2
state is observed, but at high pH, the

mixture of spin states is observed (see Section 1.2.1 for more details).
The present chapter is a brief exploration of the electronic structure of the [Fe2S2]

1+

ferredoxins from Cp and Aae. The computational models, which are shown in Figure 3.1,
are based on the XRD structure reported for the wild type and variant ferredoxins from
Aae.149 The influence of the Cys→Ser substitution as well as the proton concentration
on the stability of the two spin states is analyzed with the help of BS-DFT calculations.
Valence delocalization is also a characteristic feature of the electronic structure in
higher-nuclearity FeS clusters and will be discussed in the context of FeMoco, the
active site of nitrogenase, in Chapter 4 and 5.

3.1. Computational details

The calculations were performed with ORCA release version 4.2.75–77 The models for
the [Fe2S2]

1+ ferredoxins from Cp and Aae were created from the XRD structures
solved for Aae.149 The [Fe2S2] core was cut out from the XRD structures of the wild
type (PDB 1M2A) and the C55S variant (PDB 1M2B). For the Cp ferredoxin, no XRD
structure has been reported, but the structure is expected to be very similar to Aae,
since both protein sequences are highly homologous.148,149 The terminal Cys and Ser
residues were substituted by CH3S

– and CH3O
– (see Figure 3.1). The geometries were

optimized with BS-DFT (flipspin keyword, MS = 1
2
) with and without a proton

on Cys55/Ser55 while constraining the Fe−S/O bond lengths to the XRD structure.
Furthermore, the protein environment is crudely modeled with a C-PCM (ε = 4) using
the Gaussian charge scheme.266 All other details of the level of theory are equivalent
to the geometry optimizations of the [Fe2X2] model in Chapter 2 (see Section 2.1).

3.2. Electronic structure of [Fe2S2]1+ ferredoxins

The computational models for the ferredoxins from Cp and Aae are shown in Figure 3.1.
The wild type model (wt) has four terminal CH3−S– ligands. In the Cys→Ser
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1+ ferredoxins

Figure 3.1. – Computational models for the [Fe2S2] ferredoxins from Cp and Aae. The
wild type (wt) and the Cys→Ser variant (C2S) models correspond to high pH
conditions and the respective protonated models (wt+ and C2S+) to low pH
conditions.

substituted model (C2S), one of the terminal CH3−S– is replaced with CH3−O– . The
C2S model corresponds to the C55S variant from Aae and the C56S variant from Cp.
Furthermore, to model high pH conditions, all four terminal ligands are unprotonated
(wt and C2S) and to model low pH conditions, one terminal ligand is protonated to
CH3−SH/CH3−OH (wt+/C2S+). Only the reduced [Fe2S2]

1+ redox state is discussed.

Figure 3.2. – Schematic representation of (a) the high spin determinant in a mixed-valent
[Fe2S2]1+ cluster and (b) the two possible BS determinants. ∆EAB is the energy
difference between the BS determinants, if the local redox potential of the two Fe
centers is different.

In the high spin MS = 9
2

DFT determinant of all models, the magnetic orbitals
have predominantly Fe 3d character. The localized orbital analysis, which has been
introduced in Section 1.1.6, reveals that the both Fe are local high spin centers and
share one minority spin electron (Figure 3.2a). The high spin determinants therefore
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Table 3.1. – Summary of the DFT calculations for the models shown in Figure 3.1. The
Fe−S/O bond lengths were constrained to the XRD structure.149 ∆EAB is the
difference between the two possible MS = 1

2 BS determinants (Figure 3.2). The
delocalized orbital (deloc. orb.) in the high spin MS = 9

2 determinant is shown
in Figure 3.3. Orbitals were localized with the Foster-Boys algorithm; atomic
contributions are based on Hirshfeld populations. The values for J were obtained
with the Yamaguchi projection.

d(FeA−S) d(FeB−S) ∆EAB deloc. orb. J
[Å] [Å] [cm−1] FeA [%] FeB [%] [cm−1]

wt 2.229/2.250 2.236/2.212 2150 45.8 35.4 -110.5
wt+ 2692 65.4 20.0 -100.6
C2S 2.202/2.305 2.215/2.262 3 41.3 41.7 +9.3
C2S+ 3616 67.8 19.8 -92.8

exhibit a valence-delocalized electronic structure with the oxidation states Fe2.5+Fe2.5+.
In order to obtain broken-symmetry (BS) determinants, the spin parts of the orbitals

on one of the Fe centers are flipped, and the determinant is converged with MS = 1
2
.

This causes the formerly delocalized electron to localize on the spin down Fe center
(Figure 3.2b). Since the models are not symmetric, flipping FeA or FeB results in
distinct final energies, which are separated by ∆EAB. The two BS determinants
correspond to the two possible valence isomers Fe 2+

A Fe 3+
B and Fe 3+

A Fe 2+
B .† ∆EAB is

therefore the BS-DFT equivalent for the IVCT excitation energies based on CASSCF
states discussed for the synthetic [Fe2X2]

1+ clusters in Section 2.3.5.
As can be seen for ∆EAB in Table 3.1, the Fe 2+

A Fe 3+
B valence isomer is clearly

favored for the wt, wt+, and C2S+ models by 2000 cm−1–4000 cm−1. Even for the wt
model, where the type of ligands is the same for the two Fe centers, the geometry
of the terminal ligands makes FeA the preferred center of reduction. However, for
the C2S model, the two valence isomers are virtually degenerate. Since the Fe−S/O
bond lengths are exactly the same in C2S and C2S+, the change in ∆EAB can be
attributed entirely to the proton on CH3−OH. Therefore, the local redox potentials
are nearly identical for FeA and FeB, – they are equipotent – even though their chemical
environment appear rather different.

Differences in the local redox potential are also observable in the high spin MS = 9
2

determinant. The delocalized minority spin orbital is partly localized in the wt, wt+,
and C2S+ model with an at least 10 % higher contribution from FeA. In the C2S
model, however, the electron is evenly shared between FeA and FeB, 41.3 % and 41.7 %,
respectively, indicating that both centers are equipotent. The uneven distribution is
not immediately obvious from visual inspection, as can be seen in the orbital plots for

†Alternatively, the center of localization can be controlled with the sign of the MS value of the BS
determinant: setting MS = − 1

2 forces the electron onto the spin up center. Since ORCA only allows
MS ≥ 0, the localization can only be controlled via the choice of the to-be-flipped center. Extracting
the coupling constant from the higher-energy BS determinant will artificially shift J to more positive
values. Therefore, if the lower-energy BS determinant is not obvious, one has to test for both options.
Recognizing the most stable MS value for a given BS determinant is even more complicated for the
complex spin coupling patterns in FeMoco.
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Figure 3.3. – Delocalized orbital in the high spin MS = 9
2 determinant for (a) the wt model

and (b) the C2S model. Orbitals were localized with the Foster-Boys algorithm;
atomic contributions are based on Hirshfeld populations. Isosurfaces are shown
at ±0.05 and ±0.025.

the wt and the C2S model in Figure 3.3.
The coupling constants J calculated with BS-DFT are on the order of −100 cm−1 for

the wt, wt+, and C2S+ model (Table 3.1). This fairly strong antiferromagnetic coupling
is consistent with a valence-localized S = 1

2
ground state observed experimentally for

the wild type ferredoxins and the Cys→Ser variant under low pH conditions.24,145–149

Interestingly, the coupling constant for the C2S model is +9.3 cm−1 and therefore
close to zero; the high spin and the BS determinant are nearly degenerate. This is in
agreement with the experimentally observed mixture of the S = 1

2
and S = 9

2
spin

states in the Cys→Ser variants under high pH conditions.

3.3. Conclusion

This chapter presented DFT calculations for the Cp and Aae [Fe2S2]
1+ ferredoxins.

Cys→Ser variants of these ferredoxins are the only known [Fe2S2]
1+ clusters that

exhibit an S = 9
2

valence-delocalized ground state.24,145–149 At high pH, they exist
as a mixture of an S = 9

2
and an S = 1

2
spin state, but at low pH, only the S = 1

2

is observed. The computational models covered the wild type and Cys→Ser variant
at high pH (wt and C2S, respectively) and at low pH (wt+ and C2S+, respectively,
Figure 3.1). The coupling constants J for the wt, wt+, and C2S+ models are on the
order of −100 cm−1, which indicates strong antiferromagnetic coupling in the MS = 1

2

BS determinant (Table 3.1). For the C2S model, on the other hand, J = +9.3 cm−1,
the MS = 9

2
high spin determinant and the MS = 1

2
determinant are therefore nearly

degenerate. This is in good agreement with the experimentally observed mixture of
the S = 9

2
and S = 1

2
spin states for the Cys→Ser variant at high pH.

The two localized valence isomers Fe 2+
A Fe 3+

B and Fe 3+
A Fe 2+

B corresponding to the
two possible MS = 1

2
BS determinants nearly have the same energy in the C2S model

(Table 3.1). This is not the case for the other models, where electron localization
on FeA is favored by more than 2000 cm−1. Furthermore, the delocalized electron in
the high spin MS = 9

2
determinant is shared evenly between FeA and FeB in the C2S

model. In the other models, it is partly localized on FeA. Therefore, both the high spin
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3. Valence-delocalized [Fe2S2] ferredoxins

and the BS determinant suggest that the two Fe centers accommodate the additional
electron equally well in the C2S model, but not in the wt, wt+, and C2S+ models.
This supports the hypothesis that the Cys→Ser substitution leads to an accidental
degeneracy of the local redox potentials for FeA and FeB, making them equipotent.24

Equipotency facilitates electron delocalization and therefore the stabilization of the
higher spin states due to the double exchange mechanism (Section 1.1.4).

Outlook

The computational models in this chapter are of rather exploratory character: the
terminal Cys/Ser ligands are replaced with CH3−S/O ligands and the surrounding
protein is crudely modeled with an implicit solvation model. It remains to be shown
if similar results are obtained for a more realistic QM/MM model, which recreate
the electrostatic influence of the protein environment more accurately. Nevertheless,
the present calculations demonstrate nicely that valence delocalization can happen
between two chemically distinct metal centers and that the local redox potential plays
an important role. Ferromagnetically aligned valence-delocalized Fe2.5+Fe2.5+ pairs are
an essential aspect of the electronic structure in higher-nuclearity FeS clusters,98 where
they are stabilized through antiferromagnetic coupling with neighboring Fe centers. In
the DFT models of FeMoco, the active site of nitrogenase, valence-delocalized pairs are
also observed,17 and they will therefore be omnipresent in the coming two chapters.

The projection method for the BS determinant as well as the HDvV Hamiltonian
(Eq 1.8) are not valid for valence-delocalized dimers. Therefore, the near-degeneracy
of the MS = 9

2
high spin and the MS = 1

2
BS determinant may not represent the

energies of the S = 9
2

and S = 1
2

spin states observed experimentally and the small
coupling constant calculated for the C2S model may not be accurate. The energies of
the high and low spin states could be verified with computational methods that yield
spin eigenfunctions, such as CASSCF. Preliminary CAS(11,10) calculations including
NEVPT2 predict that the S = 1

2
spin state is at least 1000 cm−1 lower in energy

compared to S = 9
2

for all four models discussed here. This minimal active space
underestimates the metal-ligand covalency and at least the occupied valence p orbitals
of the bridging S2– ligands should be included in the active space in order to acquire
better relative spin state energies (see discussion also in Section 2.3.5).
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4. The resting state of nitrogenase

The best-studied state of Mo nitrogenase is the resting state, mostly because it has
proven difficult to purify other intermediates of the catalytic cycle and therefore to
characterize them spectroscopically.15 In the resting state, the FeMoco active site gives
rise to an S = 3

2
EPR signal199 and a similar signal has been observed for solution-

extracted FeMoco suggesting that active site is likely stable in solution.238 The charge
of FeMoco in this odd-electron state has been established as [MoFe7S9C]1– through a
combination of experimental and computational studies.17,200,201 Assuming the anionic
oxidation states S2– and C4– , this leaves 41 valence electrons to be distributed among
the metal centers. According to BS-DFT calculations, the Fe centers have local high
spin states with oxidation states between Fe2+ and Fe3+ and the Mo3+ center has an
unusual non-Hund local spin state.256 The nature of the resting state in V nitrogenase
is still debated,202 but assuming an odd-electron S = 3

2
resting state the charge of

FeVco is most likely [VFe7S8CO3C]2– with a V3+ oxidation state and a one-electron
reduced Fe part compared to FeMoco.19,299

The present chapter analyzes DFT-based resting state models of nitrogenase. The
models were adapted from the QM/MM models of either Mo nitrogenase17 or V
nitrogenase19 by Benediktsson and Bjornsson. Section 4.1 contains the details for the
different models used in the present chapter as well as to a large extent in Chapter 5.
Section 4.2 focuses on the intrinsic properties of the electronic structure of the active
site. Here, different descriptors with which to interpret the electronic structure are
compared, contributions to the stability of the various BS determinants are analyzed,
and differences between FeMoco and FeVco are highlighted. Section 4.3 investigates
how the protein environment affects the electronic structure. First, different models
for the protein environment are compared. Then, the roles of individual amino acid
residues are explored by deleting residue charges, creating a QM/MM model for a
hybrid nitrogenase, and by introducing residue substitutions. The following Chapter 5
focuses on the interaction of CO with the active sites.

4.1. Computational details

Model sizes

Throughout this chapter and Chapter 5 different models will be used to study certain
aspects of nitrogenase. An overview of the models is given in Figure 4.1. The Figure
shows the structures for Mo nitrogenase, but V nitrogenase models are analogous
given some differences in the protein environment, as explained below. The following
list specifies each model in more detail, where the residues in parentheses refer to V
nitrogenase. The protein backbone was omitted for all residues, except for Ser278
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4. The resting state of nitrogenase

Figure 4.1. – Overview of the computational models for Mo nitrogenase used in this work. V
nitrogenase models are analogous, considering the differences in the cofactor and
the protein environment. Only the QM part of the respective model is shown: the
cluster model is embedded in an implicit solvation model, while the other models
are QM/MM models, where the protein environment is described explicitly with a
molecular force field. (a) The cluster model and QM1/QM1* model only include
FeMoco plus residues with direct coordination to Fe1 and Mo. (b) The QM2
model includes residues that are expected to affect substrate binding at Fe2 and
Fe6. (c) The QM3 model includes all residues that form hydrogen bonds with
the cofactor. Fe2 and Fe6 are highlighted to guide the eye of the reader.

(Ser260), where the amide hydrogen forms a weak bond with the sulfide of Cys275
(Cys257). The cut bonds were terminated with hydrogen atoms (vide infra).

a. The cluster model contains FeMoco (FeVco), HCA, His442 (His423), and Cys275
(Cys257). This cluster is not part of a QM/MM embedding, but the surrounding
protein is modeled by C-PCM (ε = 4). The initial structures were taken from the
published models17,19 (BS7-235 MS = 3

2
). Following the initial publication, HCA

is a trianion. Only the FeXco (X=Mo,V) coordinates were optimized; HCA, His,
and Cys residues were kept fixed in order to avoid conformations that would differ
qualitatively from the cofactor cavity. The cluster model can help to separate
the explicit effects of amino acid residues from intrinsic properties of the FeXco.
The QM1 model has a QM region that contains the same atoms as the cluster
model, while the surrounding protein is modeled with MM. Both models can be
used for a fast, but inaccurate screening of different conformations, binding sites,
BS determinants, and MS values. Substrate binding is especially sensitive to the
cofactor-environment interaction and a QM/MM interface between a substrate
(QM) and a close-lying protein residue (MM) should be avoided.

The cluster* model and QM1* model are slimmed-down versions of the cluster
model and the QM1 model, respectively. They use a smaller basis set and, in
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case of QM1*, a smaller active region (see below for details).

b. The QM2 region contains QM1 plus His195 (His180), Gln441 (Gln176), Val70
(Val57), Arg96 (Lys83), Arg359 (Arg339), Tyr229 (Phe211), and Ser278 (Ser260).
QM2 was designed for studying substrate interactions at Fe2 and Fe6.

c. The QM3 region contains QM1 plus His442 (His423), His195 (His180), Arg96
(Lys83), Arg359 (Arg339), Leu358 (Pro338), Gly357 (Gly337), Gly356 (Gly336),
and Ile355 (Thr335). Therefore, it includes all charged residues in the first residue
shell of the cofactor and also those that for hydrogen bonds with FeXco sulfides
and the carbonate in FeVco. QM3 was designed to study how differences in the
protein environment between Mo and V nitrogenase affect the electronic structure
of FeXco.

QM/MM setup

The QM/MM setup follows closely the previously published protocols17–19,300. The
parameters for the MM region are defined by the CHARMM36 force field301 and handled
by the DL_POLY package.302 The force field was modified to include the non-bonding
parameters for the metal clusters in the XFe protein.17,19 The chemshell setup is
made available online.303 The active region contains roughly 1000 atoms and the total
model size is about 37 000 (32 500) atoms. The interaction within the MM region and
the interface between the MM and the QM region was handled by a custom version of
chemshell based on version 3.778,79 (coupling=shift, see Section 1.1.3 for details).
The QM region is calculated with ORCA version 4.2.75–77

QM level of theory

The electronic structure is described with DFT with the hybrid functional TPSSh (10 %
HF exchange).48,50 The BS determinant was obtained in two steps: 1) For the resting
state, a determinant with a multiplicity of 36 (34) was converged. The multiplicity
was reduced by 2 for each electron added or CO bound to the cofactor. 2) The
flipspin keyword was used to invert the spin on 3 Fe centers and the V if present.
An all-electron basis set of triple-ζ quality (ZORA-def2-TZVP) was used for all Fe,
Mo, V, S, the central carbide, HCA, and additional protons/substrates. A double-ζ
basis set (ZORA-def2-SVP) was used for the remaining atoms in the QM region. In
the cluster model, the triple-ζ basis was used for all atoms, but in the cluster* model
the double-ζ basis was used for all atoms. Relativistic effects were included by using
the scalar relativistic Hamiltonian ZORA (ZORA in the basis set name indicates that
they were recontracted for ZORA).260,261 For the evaluation of the Coulomb and HF
exchange integrals, the RIJCOSX approximation was used in combination with the
auxiliary basis set SARC/J.264,265 Dispersion forces were approximated by the atom-
pairwise parameterization including Becke-Johnson damping (D3BJ keyword) proposed
by Grimme et al.61,64 The analysis of the electronic structure is carried out with the wave
function analyzer program Multiwfn version 3.7.304 This includes Hirshfeld charges
and spin populations,117 fuzzy bond orders (based on Hirshfeld),127 Bader charges and
spin populations,116 and delocalization indices (based on Bader volumes).305 Localized
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4. The resting state of nitrogenase

orbitals are obtained with the Foster-Boys algorithm, unless otherwise noted.128 Orbital
contributions are reported as Hirshfeld populations (workflow is made available online,
see Ref [303]).

Geometry optimizations

Geometry optimizations are performed with chemshell78,79 for the QM/MM models
(L-BFGS within dl_find306 and by ORCA for the cluster model (opt keyword). A
modification exists for QM1, called QM1*, in which entire QM region is described
with the def2-SVP basis set (without ZORA) and the active region consists only of
QM2 (not 1000 atoms). The advantage of this model lies in its performance, and it
can be used to screen many BS determinants and MS values. The most favorable of
these can be further refined with a more accurate model.

Diamagnetic substitution

Diamagnetically substituted cofactors were created by substituting all metal centers,
except for the centers of interest, by a diamagnetically equivalent ion (see also Sec-
tion 2.1). The Mo3+ center was substituted with In3+. Typically, one would substitute
Fe3+ with Ga3+ and Fe2+ with Zn2+, but the average oxidation state of Fe in FeMoco
is Fe2.5+.200 Therefore, the electrostatic influence of Fe2.5+ may be modeled better
with a diamagnetic ion in between Fe3+ and Fe2+ i.e. with a fractional oxidation
state. Such an ion can be emulated by adjusting the nuclear charge Z in the quantum
chemical calculation. To test this approach, all Fe centers have been replaced by
either Ga3+ (Z = 31), Ga2.5+ (Z = 30.5), Zn2.5+ (Z = 30.5), and Zn2+ (Z = 30).
Figure A12 shows the difference in the S atomic charges between unsubstituted FeMoco
and the diamagnetically substituted FeMoco for the different diamagnetic options.
Ga2.5+ is found to lead to the lowest average deviation in the S atomic charges and is
therefore used as the diamagnetic equivalent for Fe throughout this work. Note that
adjusting the nuclear charge while monitoring the ligand atomic charges opens a way
to systematically improve diamagnetically substituted models.

Visualization

Throughout this work, atomic or atom pair properties are visualized with schematic
illustrations of the cofactor as shown in Figure 4.2. The schematics illustrate how
properties are distributed across the cofactor. This way atom-centered properties can
be visualized, such as charges and spin populations, as well as atom-pair properties,
such as bond orders and bond distances. Molecular structures and orbitals were
rendered with VMD version 1.9.3.269,270 Orbitals are shown with isosurfaces at 0.05 and
0.025 (workflow available online271).
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4.2. Electronic structure

Figure 4.2. – Schematic representations of the cofactor used to visualize atomic properties.
(a) Orientation of the atomic labels with respect to His195, HCA, and His191. (b)
Schematic used for metal-based properties. (c) Schematic used for ligand-based
properties. (d) Schematic used for properties based on metal pairs.

4.2. Electronic structure

In the following, the electronic structure of resting state FeMoco and FeVco is analyzed
within the framework of BS-DFT. Section 4.2.1 compares concepts commonly used
to interpret the electronic structure, such as localized orbitals, atomic charges, spin
populations, and bond orders. Section 4.2.2 considers the full set of BS determinants,
that are possible for FeXco, and their stability is rationalized in terms of antiferromag-
netic coupling. While the previous sections focus on FeMoco, Section 4.2.3 highlights
differences in the electronic structure that arise from the Mo→V and the S3A→CO3

substitution.

4.2.1. Interpretation of the electronic structure

Localized orbitals

In previous works, the electronic structure of FeMoco according to BS-DFT has
been interpreted with the help of metal-based localized orbitals, which have major
contributions from most often one, but sometimes two metal centers.17 Following
closely the original work by Benediktsson and Bjornsson, Figure 4.3 shows the localized
orbitals for two BS7 determinants in the resting state FeMoco. Contributions from β
electrons are shown as negative/blue, therefore, the precise spin-coupling within the
BS determinants (BS7-235 and BS7-346) becomes immediately obvious, along with the
location of the delocalized electrons. Thus, localized orbitals provide an easy protocol
to associate all 41 unpaired electrons in FeMoco with their respective metal center(s).

However, some differences can be found between the values reported for BS7-235
in the original work by Benediktsson and Bjornsson and Figure 4.3. For example,
the electron shared between Fe2/Fe3 is only partly delocalized in the original work
(35/56 %), but nearly fully delocalized here (34/40 %). Also, the Mo center in the
original work was reported as a localized d3 Mo3+, while Figure 4.3 suggests a more
delocalized electronic structure involving Mo with two partly delocalized Mo/Fe orbitals
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4. The resting state of nitrogenase

Figure 4.3. – Hirshfeld atomic contributions to the Foster-Boys localized orbitals of (a) the
BS7-235 determinant and (b) the BS7-346 determinant in FeMoco (E0 QM2 model,
MS = 3

2). Red/positive values corresponds to α electrons and blue/negative
values to β electrons. Only the metal-based valence orbitals are shown. The insets
show the simplified electronic structure that can be derived from the localized
orbital analysis (recreated after Benediktsson and Bjornsson,17 see Figure 4.2 for
atom labels).

(58/22 % and 52/28 %), one delocalized Mo/Fe orbital (39/40 %), and additionally
two partly delocalized Fe/Mo orbitals (75/12 % and 74/12 %). Because the authors
demonstrated that the localized orbitals are fairly insensitive to the computational
details, such as the size of the QM region, the differences most likely stem from
either the localization method (original work: PM; here: FB; see Section 1.1.6) or
the quantification scheme to count the atomic contributions in each orbital (original
work: Mullliken; here: Hirshfeld; see Section 1.1.5). Different localization methods
will be discussed in Section 4.2.3 for V nitrogenase, because there they lead to more
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pronounced differences. Quantifying atomic contributions based on atomic orbitals
can be problematic for large basis sets, as will be discussed for atomic charges in
Section 4.2.1. For highly localized orbitals, this is not expected to be significant, but
for orbitals involving multiple centers this may lead to different results compared to
quantification schemes based on the physical space.

Atomic charges

Figure 4.4. – Comparison of different definitions for the atomic charges (top) and spin
populations (bottom) for the metal centers in FeMoco (E0 QM2 model, BS7-235
MS = 3

2). See Figure 4.2 for atom labels.

Atomic charges draw an intuitive picture of the charge distribution within a molecule.
Different schemes can be used to attribute electron density to a particular atom and
they can be divided into whether they partition the atomic basis space (e.g. Loewdin
or Mulliken) or the physical space (e.g. Hirshfeld or Bader). More details on the
theoretical background can be found in Section 1.1.5.

The atomic charges for the metals in FeMoco are shown in Figure 4.4. The Fe
Loewdin charges range from −0.79–−0.62, while the Fe Mulliken charges range from
0.00–+0.26. Fe1 is one of the most reduced Fe centers according to the Loewdin charge,
but the most oxidized according to the Mulliken charge. The Hirshfeld and Bader
charges paint a more consistent picture of the relative charges compared to the Loewdin
and the Mulliken scheme. The Fe Hirshfeld charges range from +0.01–+0.09 and the
Fe Bader charges from +0.82–+0.94. According to both schemes, the Fe centers in
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4. The resting state of nitrogenase

the Fe-only cubane are more oxidized than those in the Mo cubane. The dependence
of the Fe charges on the protein environment is discussed in detail in Section 4.3.1.
The Mo charge is consistently more positive than the Fe charges for all models, likely
due to the less covalent Mo−S compared to Fe−S bonds. The S atomic charges are
compared in Figure A9.

The seemingly random distribution of atomic charges according to the Loewdin and
Mulliken scheme are not surprising considering the relatively large basis set used to
build the atomic basis. In particular, diffuse basis functions centered on a given atom
often describe electrons far away from it. As a consequence, the atomic charges are
not comparable for the same atom in different chemical environments, for example,
for Fe1, which is coordinated by one terminal Cys−S and three μ3−S2– , and for Fe2,
which is coordinated by one μ2−S2– , two μ3−S2– , and one μ6−C4– .

The absolute values for the Hirshfeld charges are smaller than for the other methods,
because they describe the shift of the electron density relative to a promolecule, that is
constructed with neutral atom densities. The iterative Hirshfeld-I scheme is designed
with polar bonds in mind and scales the atomic volume iteratively with the atomic
charge, but the high negative charge on the central carbide causes convergence failure.
An extension to the Hirshfeld-I scheme is the Hirshfeld-E307 scheme, which claims to
overcome the problems associated with using densities for isolated anions, but it was
not tested, because it is not implemented in Multiwfn at this time.

It is immediately obvious that none of the charge schemes allows for an easy
determination of oxidation states. As suggested by the localized orbital analysis in
Figure 4.3, both the Fe2/Fe3 pair and the Fe6/Fe7 pair share a delocalized electron in
the BS7-235 determinant, leading to an Fe2.5+Fe2.5+ oxidation state. However, while
the Fe2/Fe3 pair has similar Hirshfeld charges (+0.09/+ 0.09), the charges for the
Fe6/Fe7 pair are quite different (+0.05/+ 0.01). Also, even though the electron shared
between Fe1/Fe4 is localized more on Fe1 than on Fe4, Fe1 is more positive than
Fe4 according to the Hirshfeld charges. Therefore, the metal atomic charges do not
correspond to the electron distribution of the localized orbital analysis.

Spin populations

Similar to the atomic charges, the different partitioning schemes of the electron
density can also be used to attribute spin density to a particular atom. Different spin
populations are compared in Figure 4.4 for the metal centers in FeMoco. The absolute
Fe spin populations range from 2.7–3.5. The Mo spin population is merely −0.5,
consistent with a non-Hund local spin (see Figure 4.3).17,256 The S spin populations
are shown in Figure A10.

The magnitude of the Mulliken spins are consistently about +0.2 larger compared to
the Loewdin spins. On the other hand, Loewdin, Hirshfeld, and Bader spins differ on
average by less than 0.05. In contrast to the atomic charges, the spin populations paint
a consistent picture. Because the spin is localized mostly on the magnetic centers, i.e.
the metal centers, it is less susceptible to the partitioning scheme.

The sign of the spin nicely shows the spin coupling of the BS7-235 determinant,
but comparing the absolute magnitudes reveals more subtle details in the electronic
structure. For example, the absolute spin on Fe5 is about +0.2 higher compared to the
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Fe6/Fe7 pair, which are interpreted as Fe3+ and Fe2.5+Fe2.5+, respectively, according
to a QM/MM model.17 However, the spin on Fe2/Fe3 is about +0.2 higher compared
to Fe6/Fe7, even though both are interpreted as an Fe2.5+Fe2.5+ pair. Therefore, the
differences in the chemical environment between the Fe-only cubane and the Mo cubane
also show in the spin population. Also, the spin on Fe1 being larger compared to Fe4
is not consistent with the localized orbital interpretation (see Figure 4.3), because the
shared electron being localized more on Fe1 should lead to more spin cancellation on
Fe1.

Bond orders

Figure 4.5. – Decomposition of the total fuzzy bond order between metal centers in FeMoco
into α and β contributions (E0 QM2 model, BS7-235 MS = 3

2). See Figure 4.2
for atom labels.

The partitioning schemes discussed for the atomic charges can also be used to
determine bond orders between atoms from the electron density (see Section 1.1.5 for
details). Figure 4.5 shows the fuzzy bond order between the metal centers in FeMoco,
which uses the Hirshfeld partitioning. Other definitions of the bond order are compared
in Figure A11. The Fe−Fe bond orders range from 0.4–0.6, while the Mo−Fe bond
orders are higher with 0.7–0.8, despite the longer Mo−Fe compared to Fe−Fe distances
in FeMoco. The bond order between ferromagnetically coupled Fe pairs is 0.10–0.15
higher compared to the respective symmetry-related antiferromagnetically coupled
pairs of. For example, Fe2/Fe3 are ferromagnetically coupled, Fe2/Fe4 and Fe3/Fe4
are antiferromagnetically coupled, even though all three pairs are related through a
pseudo C3 rotation. This is consistent with the delocalized pairs in the localized orbital
analysis (Figure 4.3).

The spin-resolved bond orders corroborate the relation to the delocalized electrons.
For instance, the α part of the electron density is with 0.41 the main contributor to
the bond order between Fe2/Fe3, while the β part contributes only 0.15. The bond
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orders for the antiferromagnetically coupled belt Fe pairs, i.e. Fe2/Fe6, Fe3/Fe7, and
Fe4/Fe5, is as high as for the Fe pairs sharing an electron, but the contributions are
equal part α and β density. The metal-metal bond order is therefore a convenient
metric to describe the location of delocalized electrons in FeMoco.

In the mixed-valent delocalized pairs, i.e. Fe1/Fe4, Fe2/Fe3, and Fe6/Fe7, the
minority spin contribution is with 0.41 and 0.43 very similar. However, the localized
orbitals suggest a weaker bond between Fe1/Fe4 compared to Fe2/Fe3, because the
electron is only partly localized in the former, but the minority spin bond order is
actually higher. Therefore, a one-to-one correspondence between the bond order and
the localized orbitals does not exist.

4.2.2. Stability of BS determinants

Figure 4.6. – Connection between the energies of the BS determinants in FeMoco and anti-
ferromagnetic coupling between Fe pairs. (a) Dependence of the BS determinant
energies on the number of antiferromagnetic pathways present in the respective
determinant (adapted from Harris and Szilagyi291 with the energies for the E0

MS = 3
2 FeMoco cluster* model). (b) Calculated coupling constants for different

Fe3+Fe3+ pairs in the diamagnetically substituted FeMoco (structures based on
the E0 MS = 3

2 FeMoco QM1 model). (c) Dependence of the BS determinant
energies on the summed Jij metric (energies for the E0 MS = 3

2 FeMoco cluster*
model). See text for further details.

The idea that antiferromagnetic coupling is crucial to the stability of a particular BS
determinant has been suggested by Noodleman and coworkers, when they classified the
BS determinants based on their symmetry (class BS1 through BS10).308 They found
that those spin arrangements lead to the lower-energy BS determinants that included
the largest number of antiferromagnetically coupled Fe pairs. This thought was further
refined by Harris and Szilagyi, who weighted each antiferromagnetically coupled pair by
the number of bridging ligands involved. In the present work, the number of bridging
ligands between two metal centers will be referred to as pathways.291 For example, the
Fe2/Fe3 pair is connected by two pathways, because it is bridged by a μ3−S2– and the
central μ6−C4– . In contrast to Noodleman’s model, the pathway model also counts
contributions from Fe pairs that are connected only by the central μ6−C4– , such as
Fe2/Fe7. Figure 4.6a shows the plot of the pathway model using the BS determinant
energies of the cluster* model. The plot nicely shows that the BS7 class, which has the
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maximum number of 20 pathways connecting antiferromagnetically coupled Fe pairs,
constitutes the lowest-energy determinants. However, when comparing the classes BS2,
BS4, BS6, BS8, and BS10 – all of which have 18 pathways – it becomes evident that
the pathway model does not resolve their relative energies.

The key idea behind the pathway model is that the number of the bridging ligands
directly affects the antiferromagnetic coupling strength through superexchange (Eq 1.8).
Naturally, the question arises whether the types of the bridging ligands play an
important role as well, i.e. how different is the μ6−C4– ligand compared to a μ−S2–

or a μ3−S2– ligand in facilitating antiferromagnetic coupling? Figure 4.6b shows
the coupling constants Jij for the Fe pairs in FeMoco. They were calculated for the
respective Fe3+Fe3+ pair in the otherwise diamagnetically substituted FeMoco (see
Section 4.1 for details on diamagnetic substitution). The Fe pairs in each category
have similar coupling constants, with the belt pairs exhibiting the strongest coupling
(around −380 cm−1), followed by those in the triangles formed by Fe2/Fe3/Fe4 and
Fe5/Fe6/Fe7, respectively (around −325 cm−1). The Fe pairs bridged only via the
central μ6−C4– and the Fe pairs involving Fe1 have similar coupling constants (about
−220 cm−1). This suggests that the number of bridging ligands is indeed insufficient
to describe the antiferromagnetic coupling strength. For example, the Fe pairs in the
Fe1 category are bridged by two μ3−S2– and those in the carbide category by a single
μ6−C4– , but both categories have have similar coupling constants.

Figure 4.6c shows the relative energy of the BS determinants as a function of
the summed Jij for the respective determinant. Similar to the pathway model in
Figure 4.6a, only the antiferromagnetically aligned Fe pairs contribute to the stability
metric, but their contributions are weighted according to the coupling constants in
Figure 4.6 b. The energies in the summed Jij model follow a similar general trend as
in the pathway model. However, the energies of the classes BS8 and BS10 (or BS2
and BS4) decrease with the summed Jij metric, whereas these determinants all have
an equivalent weight (18) in the pathway model. Therefore, the summed Jij model
constitutes an improved description of stability of different BS determinants.

While calculating the antiferromagnetic coupling constants clearly is a step towards
understanding the stability of BS determinants in FeMoco, it is also obvious from
Figure 4.6c that the summed Jij model do not capture all the trends in the energies.
It appears that the BS classes form at least two energetically separated sets: classes
BS1 through BS5 follow a higher-energy trend, while classes BS6 through BS10 follow
a lower-energy trend. The spin populations (see Figure A13) suggest some significant
differences in the electronic structure for most determinants in the higher-energy set
compared to the lower-energy set. For example, the Mo center in the BS1, BS2 and BS3
classes is in a local high spin state as opposed to the non-Hund local spin state in the
lower-energy determinants. Also, the determinants of the BS5 class show spin-pairing
to a local intermediate spin Fe center in the Fe-only cubane, while the lower-energy
determinants all exhibit local high spin Fe centers. Furthermore, BS determinants
with an unequal number of α and β Fe centers in the Fe-only cubane (classes BS2
through BS5) do not exhibit two delocalized electrons, which may affect their energies.
Altogether, the factors contributing to the stability of a BS determinant is not well
understood. Contributions not considered in the summed Jij model could be related
to local spin pairing or the delocalization of electrons. However, a good understanding
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is necessary, because the nature of the bridging ligand (e.g. in FeVco, see Section 4.2.3)
or substrate binding (e.g. CO, see Chapter 5) further affects the energy ordering, and
it is not clear which BS determinants have to be considered.

4.2.3. V nitrogenase

Resting state of the VFe protein

In contrast to the MoFe protein, the charge of the cofactor in the resting state of
the VFe protein is not firmly established. A quantitation of the S = 3

2
EPR features

accounts for only < 10 % of the sample under resting state conditions (i.e. dithionite-
reduced) and recent study has proposed an integer spin for the VFe resting state.202 A
high resolution XRD structure (1.35 Å) has been solved in the presence of dithionite,
however, no EPR spectrum was reported for the XRD structure sample.309 An extensive
comparison of the XRD structure with a QM/MM model featuring different cofactor
charges favors a [FeVco]2– oxidation state, but it is impossible to discriminate the
charge state based on RMSD alone .19 All QM/MM models for the VFe protein used
in this thesis build on this QM/MM model by Benediktsson and Bjornsson.19 Similar
to the [FeMoco]1– resting state of the MoFe protein, [FeVco]2– holds 41 metal-based
valence electrons. For simplicity the [FeVco]2– charge state will be referred to as the
resting state E0 (more reduced En states follow accordingly). However, one has to keep
in mind that the resting state of the VFe protein is still debated.202

Localized orbitals have helped with the interpretation of the electronic structure
of FeVco as much as with FeMoco.17,19,299 They suggest a d2 V3+ as opposed to the
d3 Mo3+ leading to one-electron reduced Fe part for FeVco (see Figure A14). The
additional electron localizes on Fe5 in the BS7-235 determinant of FeVco, which is
significantly lower in energy compared to BS7-346 and BS7247. Important features,
such as evenly delocalized orbitals between the Fe2/Fe3 and the Fe6/Fe7 pair in the
BS7-235 determinant (compare FeMoco in Figure 4.3) are equivalent for FeMoco and
FeVco.

Breakdown of the localized orbital analysis

Unfortunately, the definition of localized orbitals is not unique and several approaches
have been proposed to obtain the unitary transformation that converts a set of orbitals,
e.g. the canonical orbitals, to localized ones (see Section 1.1.6). Typically, the different
localization approaches lead to the same qualitative picture, i.e. how many electrons
are localized on the metal centers and where the delocalized electrons are located.
Figure 4.7 shows one of the rare examples where this is not the case. The orbitals
belong to the BS7-235 MS = 3

2
determinant for the FeVco cluster model. In analogy to

the localized orbitals reported for FeVco and FeMoco in QM/MM models17,19 one would
expect a delocalized orbital between Fe2/Fe3 and a delocalized orbital between Fe6/Fe7
(see Figure 4.3 and A14). When comparing the localization methods implemented in
ORCA (orca_loc utility), they all lead to a consistent picture for the orbital evenly
shared in the Fe6/Fe7 pair. As shown in Figure 4.7top, the contribution of the central
carbide to the delocalized orbital highlight the σ/π mixing in case of Foster-Boys
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4.2. Electronic structure

Figure 4.7. – Comparison between (a) Foster-Boys and (b) Pipek-Mezey localized orbitals in
FeVco (E0 cluster model, BS7-235 MS = 3

2). For the orbital shared between the
Fe6/Fe7 pair (top), both algorithms yield an evenly delocalized orbital. However,
for the Fe2/Fe3 (bottom), only the Foster-Boys orbital is evenly delocalized, while
Pipek-Mezey yields two asymmetric orbitals. IAO-Boys and new-Boys orbitals
were virtually indistinguishable to Foster-Boys, while the IAO-IBO orbitals showed
an asymmetry somewhat similar to Pipek-Mezey. Isosurfaces are shown at ±0.05
and ±0.025.

and the σ/π separation in case of Pipek-Mezey. However, for the Fe2/Fe3 pair these
two localization methods lead to qualitatively different results. According to the
Foster-Boys orbitals the Fe2/Fe3 pair is a mirror image of the Fe6/Fe7 pair. According
to the Pipek-Mezey orbitals the Fe2/Fe3 pair harbors two delocalized orbitals, that
also involve the central carbide. The central carbide, in turn, carries only 7 localized
orbitals instead of 8, which would be expected for the formal C4– ). Other descriptors
of the electronic structure, such as spin population, atomic charges, bond orders etc.,
are in line with a single delocalized orbital shown in a) and not with an extraordinary
involvement of the central carbide, as may be inferred from b).

The inconsistencies in the localized orbitals in Figure 4.7 may to be related to σ/π
separation, which is maintained during the Pipek-Mezey localization, but not during
Foster-Boys. The separation constrains the shape of the localized orbitals and could
therefore lead to artifacts such as those seen here. Since significant inconsistencies
were observed only for the FeVco cluster model, the problem may be specific to the
electronic structure of FeVco and/or the isotropic environment of the C-PCM. To which
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4. The resting state of nitrogenase

extent the belt carbonate – being on the backside of the central carbide relative to the
Fe2/Fe3 pair – influences the localization procedure in FeVco remains to be determined.
However, the obvious failure of the Pipek-Mezey algorithm for the FeVco cluster model
may also manifest itself more subtly in other cases, such as the FeMoco QM/MM model,
for which an asymmetric orbital between Fe2/Fe3 was reported (34/56 % according
to the Mulliken population).17 In any case, the relationship between the localized
orbitals and the electronic structure should be explored in more detailed in light of
the inconsistencies shown in Figure 4.7.

Effect of the carbonate on the electronic structure

Figure 4.8. – Stepwise transformation from FeVco (left) to FeMoco (right) via an intermediate
cofactor that contains both Mo and carbonate (E0 cluster model, BS7235 MS = 3

2).
(a) Foster-Boys localized orbitals shared by the Fe1/Fe4 and Fe5/X pairs (X =
Mo, V). Fe atomic contributions are based on Hirshfeld populations. Isosurfaces
are shown at ±0.05 and ±0.025. (b) Energies in the BS7 determinants relative
to the most stable (BS7-235, BS7-235, and BS7-346, respectively).

The largest difference between the resting states of FeMoco and FeVco is the electron
configuration on the heterometal, which is reported as a d3 Mo3+ and a d2 V3+,
respectively, according to QM/MM models.17,19 While the cluster model suggests a
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4.2. Electronic structure

more delocalized Mo−Fe interaction rather than a localized d3 Mo3+, the localized
orbitals still indicate a shift of an electron from the heterometal towards Fe5 in
FeVco (76/11 %) compared to FeMoco (39/40 %). Because the difference between the
structures of FeMoco and FeVco is both the heterometal and the ligand bridging the
Fe4/Fe5 pair, it is not obvious which chemical modification is responsible for the
change in electron configuration. To distinguish between the effects of the heterometal
and the bridging ligand on the electronic structure, the V in FeVco was replaced by
Mo while keeping the carbonate ligand, shown as FeVco(V→Mo) in Figure 4.8.

Figure 4.8a shows the localized orbitals shared by the Fe1/Fe4 pair and by the Fe5/X
pair (X=Mo,V) in the BS7-235 determinant. The comparison of FeVco(V→Mo) with
FeMoco, which differ only by the Fe4/Fe5 bridging ligand, shows that the carbonate
ligand causes a shift in the delocalized orbitals between Fe1/Fe4 and Fe5/Mo by
10 %–20 % towards Fe4 and Fe5, respectively. However, the comparison between
FeVco(V→Mo) with FeVco, which differ only in the heterometal, shows that the orbital
shared between Fe5/X is only fairly localized on Fe5 in case of V. At the same time,
the Fe1/Fe4 orbital appears to respond to the changes in the Fe5/X orbital by shifting
from Fe4 to Fe1. In summary, the location of the electron in the Fe5/X pair appears
to be affected by both the heterometal and the ligand bridging the Fe4/Fe5 pair.

The structural differences between FeVco and FeMoco also have a pronounced
influence on the relative energies of the determinants in the BS7 class. As shown in
Figure 4.8b, the energies are spread over 10 kcal/mol in FeVco, but only over 2 kcal/mol
in FeMoco. For FeVco, the BS7-235 determinant is clearly more stable (> 7 kcal/mol),
whereas the BS7-346 is slightly more stable for FeMoco. Substituting the V in FeVco
with Mo (FeVco(V→Mo)) shows that the preference for the BS7-235 determinant
remains, but is reduced (> 3 kcal/mol) compared to unsubstituted FeMoco. Therefore,
the strong preference for the BS7-235 determinant in FeVco results from both the V
and from the carbonate.

Interestingly, the heterometal also locks the relative energies of the BS7-247 and the
BS7-346 determinants, which are mirror images with respect to the plane defined by
the carbonate ligand. While V as the heterometal favors the BS7-247 determinant by
3.5 kcal/mol, Mo as the heterometal favors the BS7-346 by 1 kcal/mol. How the het-
erometal determines the relative stability of these two symmetry-related determinants
remains to be elucidated.

Stability of BS determinants in FeVco

Figure 4.9 compares the average energy and the standard deviation of all 10 BS classes
for FeMoco and FeVco. The energies within each BS class are fairly similar for FeMoco,
but cover a greater range for FeVco. This is consistent with the BS7 determinants in
the cluster model, where the larger spread of energies in FeVco has been shown to be a
result of both the bridging carbonate and the heterometal V (see Figure 4.8b). The
values are reported for the QM1* model, in which the protein is modeled explicitly,
however, the average energies and standard deviations exhibit only small differences
between the cluster* and the QM1* model for FeMoco (see Figure A15). Therefore,
the spread in energies for all BS classes probably stems from the carbonate and the V
in FeVco. Since the lowest-energy determinant (BS7-235) is energetically favored in
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4. The resting state of nitrogenase

Figure 4.9. – Average energies of the 10 BS determinant classes in (a) FeMoco and (b) FeVco,
including the standard deviation for each class. (E0 QM1* model, MS = 3

2). The
lowest-energy models are BS7-346 for FeMoco and BS7-235 for FeVco.

FeVco, it may be possible that this BS determinant is a better approximation of the
true wave function, unlike in FeMoco, where the three BS7 determinants are nearly
degenerate. This further implies that in BS-DFT studies of FeVco a smaller number of
determinants may be sampled due to the clearer energy separation.

Since the μ−CO 2–
3 ligand has been shown to directly affect the relative energies

of the BS7 class (see Figure 4.8), one may wonder if this is a result from a change
in antiferromagnetic coupling strength. Figure 4.10 is the FeVco-analog of Figure 4.6
and shows the relative energies sorted with the pathway model (a), the calculated
coupling constants Jij (b), and the relative energies sorted with the summed Jij model
(c). As demonstrated already in Figure 4.9, the energies within all BS classes cover a
greater range in FeVco compared to FeMoco. As expected from the lower symmetry
in FeVco, the calculated coupling constants for different Fe pairs form less compact
clusters. In particular, the μ−CO 2–

3 -bridged belt Fe pair has a coupling constant
of merely −200 cm−1 while the μ−S2– -bridged belt Fe pairs lie around −340 cm−1.
The triangle and carbide Fe pairs also have lower average absolute coupling constants
and as a result, the absolute sums of Jij are smaller in FeVco compared to FeMoco
(e.g. around −2700 cm−1 and −3300 cm−1 for the BS7 class, respectively). Therefore,
the antiferromagnetic alignment of Fe pairs is expected to be less important to the
stability of BS determinants in FeVco. Nevertheless, the summed Jij model clearly
fails to describe anything but the general trend in the relative energies and a more
refined model is needed. As discussed for FeMoco, the current models clearly fail to
capture the trends in the relative energies of the BS determinants (Section 4.2.2). The
stepwise substitution from FeMoco to FeVco (S→CO3 and Mo→V, Figure 4.8) further
supports that the interactions involving the heterometal have a pronounced effect on
the energy.
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4.3. Influence of the protein environment on the electronic structure

Figure 4.10. – Connection between the energies of the BS determinants in FeMoco and anti-
ferromagnetic coupling between Fe pairs. (a) Dependence of the BS determinant
energies on the number of antiferromagnetic pathways present in the respective
determinant (adapted from Harris and Szilagyi291 with the energies for the E0

MS = 3
2 FeMoco cluster* model). (b) Calculated coupling constants for different

Fe3+Fe3+ pairs in the diamagnetically substituted FeMoco (structures based on
the E0 MS = 3

2 FeMoco QM1 model). (c) Dependence of the BS determinant
energies on the summed Jij metric (energies for the E0 MS = 3

2 FeMoco cluster*
model). See text for further details. The figure is analogous to Figure 4.6 for
FeMoco, red circles in b) highlight the Fe pairs involving the carbonate-bound
Fe4 and Fe5.

4.3. Influence of the protein environment on the

electronic structure

While Section 4.2 dealt with the intrinsic properties of the cofactors, the following
analysis explores the influence of the protein environment. Section 4.3.1 compares a
cluster model, where the cofactor is placed within an implicit solvent continuum, with
the explicit QM/MM model. Furthermore, the influence of the QM/MM interface
on the cofactor is quantified by expanding the QM region. Section 4.3.2 focuses on
the charged Arg residues in the MoFe protein that are close to FeMoco. Section 4.3.3
works out the differences between the MoFe and the VFe protein. This is done by
analyzing hybrid models, where the parent XFe proteins are switched, as well as via
specific substitutions of residues.

4.3.1. Different models for the protein environment

The computational models studied in this work (see Figure 4.1) use varying degrees of
sophistication to describe the cofactor-protein interaction. In the cluster model, the
protein environment is modeled crudely by a polarizable continuum (C-PCM). Here,
charges can be induced on a surface around the molecule, which models a dielectric
bulk material. In the QM/MM models, the surrounding residues are included explicitly.
These residues are either part of the QM region and therefore described alongside
FeMoco with DFT, or part of the MM region and therefore interact with the QM
region via the atom-centered charges defined in the MM force field. One can therefore
compare different QM regions to understand how the QM/MM interface differs from
the DFT-only description.
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4. The resting state of nitrogenase

Cluster vs. QM/MM model

Figure 4.11. – Average energies of the 10 BS determinant classes in (a) the cluster* model
and (b) the QM1* model for FeMoco including the standard deviation for each
class. (E0 models, MS = 3

2 , lowest energy: BS7-235). The cluster* model
was symmetrized to C3v, while the QM1* model was optimized for each BS
determinant.

Figure 4.11 compares the average energies of the 10 BS classes for both models. The
cluster* model and QM1* model use the same low level of theory (double ζ basis set,
Figure 4.1a). To calculate the energies for the cluster* model, the geometry optimized
with the BS7-235 MS = 3

2
cluster model was used and symmetrized to C3v symmetry

using chemcraft.267 The standard deviation of the energies in each BS class is of
similar magnitude for both models, despite the more asymmetric electrostatic potential
in the QM/MM model. This shows that the spin coupling between the metal centers
is a more decisive aspect for the stability of a given BS determinant in comparison
to the explicit protein environment. However, the energy range spanned by all 35 BS
determinants is smaller in the QM1* model. This observation is most likely the result
of the geometry relaxation in the QM1* model, that allows the cofactor to adapt to
the changes in the spin-coupling pattern. It is therefore important to keep in mind
that geometry relaxation can change the relative energies between BS determinants
substantially (e.g. 15 kcal/mol for BS1-123) when estimating energies based on single
point calculations.

The atomic charges of FeMoco according to the different models is shown in Fig-
ure 4.12. The charge distribution is evidently most symmetric in the cluster model:
the sulfur charges are similar for the three respective symmetry-related sulfides (i:
Fe-only cubane, ii: cofactor belt, iii: Mo cubane). For the metal charges, the symmetry
is broken and the charges on Fe4 and Fe5 are higher than those on the respective
symmetry-related Fe centers. Here, the spin-coupling pattern in the BS determinant
becomes evident: Fe4 and Fe5 lie within the single mirror plane of the BS7-235
determinant.
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4.3. Influence of the protein environment on the electronic structure

Figure 4.12. – Comparison of the Hirshfeld atomic charges for the metal centers (top) and
the sulfide ligands (bottom) in different FeMoco models (E0, MS = 3

2). The size
of the QM region increases from (a) to (e), as shown in Figure 4.1 (except for
the QM367 model, which was kindly supplied by Benediktsson and Bjornsson17).
The highlighted atoms are discussed in the text (Fe4: red, Fe7: blue, S3A: red,
S5A: blue).

In the QM1 model, the proximal residues affect the QM density via the MM
point charges defined in the force field. In comparison with the cluster model, the
explicit description of the residues leads to an asymmetry in the sulfur charges. In
particular, the sulfides S3A and S5A (red and blue in Figure 4.12, respectively) are
significantly more negative in the QM1 model, both of which form hydrogen bonds with
surrounding residues. Describing the protein environment explicitly is furthermore
noticeable in the metal charges. In the QM1 model, Fe4 and Fe7 (red and blue in
Figure 4.12, respectively) are significantly more negative compared to the symmetry-
related Fe centers. Note that the apparent shift of electron density towards Fe4 and
Fe7, respectively, is not reflected in the delocalized orbitals involving the two Fe centers.
For example, the delocalized orbital of both the Fe2/Fe3 pair and of the Fe6/Fe7 pair
shifts by 3 % towards Fe3 and Fe7, respectively, in going from the cluster to the QM1
model, however, the atomic charges indicate large changes only for the Fe6/Fe7 pair. It
is therefore not obvious whether the atomic charges indicate an actual redistribution of
the valence electrons within the cofactor that may, in turn, affect the relative reactivity
of Fe6 and Fe7 as potential binding sites.

Extending the QM region

The charges of the S3A and the S5A sulfide (red and blue in Figure 4.12, respectively)
are affected further when including the respective hydrogen-bonded residues in the
QM region. In the QM2 model, the Arg359 residue is part of the QM region, which
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4. The resting state of nitrogenase

forms a hydrogen bond with the S5A. Compared to the QM1 model, where Arg359 is
part of the MM region, the S5A charge is significantly less negative in the QM2 model.
The atomic charges therefore indicate that the negative charge on sulfide is reduced
if the hydrogen-bonded residue is described by DFT as opposed to the MM force
field. Similarly, the S3A charge becomes less negative in the QM3 model compared to
the QM1 and QM2 model. In the QM3 model, the residues Leu358 through Gly356
are part of the QM region and their backbone forms hydrogen bonds with S3A. The
Hirshfeld charges do not rely on the partitioning of the physical space and are therefore
not expected to change significantly as a consequence of basis set superposition (see
Section 1.1.5). Furthermore, the QM/MM interface also affects the charges on those
metal centers that are coordinated by the respective sulfides. For example, the Fe4
and the Fe7 charges (red and blue in Figure 4.12, respectively) correlate with the S3A
and S5A charges and become more positive, if the hydrogen-bound residues become
part of the QM region. However, the localized orbitals do not show any significant
differences (not shown), and it remains to be determined whether the changes in the
atomic charges also reflect in the reactivity of FeMoco.

While the QM1 region includes only residues with covalent bonds to the cofactor,
the QM367 region of Benediktsson and Bjornsson has residues surrounding the cofactor
in all directions. Following the trend of the QM2 and QM3 model, the QM367
model results in even less negative sulfur atomic charges compared to the QM1 model.
Therefore, the atomic charges also change when extending the QM region with residues
that do not form hydrogen bonds with FeMoco. Still, S3A and S5A (red and blue
in Figure 4.12, respectively) carry the most negative compared to all other sulfurs
in the QM367 model, which is consistent with the hydrogen bonding. Overall, the
sulfur charges in the QM367 model span a smaller range of values than in any other
model discussed here. A more uniform charge distribution in the QM367 model is also
apparent from the metal charges. The metal charges in the Fe-only cubane are nearly
identical, which links the unequal distribution in the QM1 model to the description of
the protein environment. In direct comparison, the Fe charges in the Mo cubane are
less equivalent compared to the Fe-only cubane: Fe7 (blue in Figure 4.12) is the least
positive Fe center in the Mo cubane, which is probably related to the positively charged
Arg359 in the proximity of Fe7. While this may indicate a different reactivity of the Fe
centers in the Mo cubane, the interaction of a possible substrate with the surrounding
residues will probably affect the reaction mechanism more strongly. Finally, whether
an ever larger QM region leads to a more realistic representation of MoFe protein is not
immediately obvious. The force field parameters are optimized for protein structures
and may capture important cooperative effects. The current DFT protocol for the QM
region, on the other hand, uses a small basis set for the surrounding residues, which
may not yield reliable protein structures.

4.3.2. Charged residues in the proximity of FeMoco

In addition to Cys275 and HCA, which directly coordinate Fe1 and Mo, the residues
Arg96 and Arg339 are the charge carriers next closest to FeMoco. Arg96 forms hydrogen
bonds with S5A and S3B and Arg339 with S4A and S4B (see also Figure 4.16). The
proximity of the positively charged residues is expected to have an effect on substrate-
bound geometries and therefore the reactivity of FeMoco.
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Deleting charges on Arg residues

One approach to assess the influence of the charged residues on FeMoco is to simply
delete the charge from the model, which is straightforward if the residue is part of
the MM region. Here, the atom-centered MM charges, which are responsible for the
electrostatic interactions between MM atoms but also polarize the QM region, were
set to zero for the charged group of Arg96 and Arg339. All other parameters of the
force field were left untouched (see Section A1.2 for code) and the modified model was
reoptimized.

The changes in the structure and the atomic charges upon charge deletion are shown
in Figure 4.13. The center of the charged groups moved < 0.5 Å after the charge deletion
(Figure 4.13a). This indicates that the Arg residues are not only held in their position
by electrostatic interactions, but to a large extent by the protein backbone. The atomic
charges exhibit a shift within the cofactor (Figure 4.13b and c). In particular, the belt
sulfide S5A, which is wedged in between the two Arg residues, becomes significantly
more positive (+0.16). The shift of charge happens from the atoms close to the S5A
position towards those close to S2B. The charge redistribution is clearly related to
the removal of the MM charges on the Arg residues. Simultaneously, the metal-metal
distances respond to the charge migration (Figure 4.13d). The distances involving Fe1,
Fe2, and Fe6 increase, while those involving Fe1, Fe3, and Fe7 decrease. Naturally, the
bond lengths correlate with the electron density in a particular region of FeMoco.

Figure 4.13. – Effect of deleting the MM charges on the cationic Arg96 and Arg339 residues
on the geometric and electronic structure of FeMoco (E0 QM1 model, BS7-235
MS = 3

2). (a) Displacement of the Arg96 and Arg339 side chains upon deleting
their MM charges (red to blue). (b) Changes in the Hirshfeld atomic charges
for the metal centers relative to the original QM1 model. (c) Same as b) but for
the sulfide ligands. (d) Changes in the metal-metal distances in [Å] relative to
the original QM1 model.

The atomic charges in Figure 4.13 show that the positively charged Arg residues
draw electrons towards the Fe7 center in the QM1 model. The discussion of different
protein models has shown that modeling residues close to FeMoco with MM parameters
tends to overestimate charge redistribution (see Figure 4.12). This should be kept
in mind when trying to interpret the corresponding geometric changes. Nevertheless,
the polarizing influence of the Arg residues appears to be also present to some extent
in those models where the Arg residues are part of the QM region (QM2, QM3, and
QM367 in Figure 4.12). Still, Fe7 being the most negative Fe center is inconsistent
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with experimental data. The SpReAD-refined XRD structure at the Fe K-edge energy
suggests that Fe3 and Fe7 are actually more oxidized compared to Fe2, Fe6, Fe5,
and Fe6.201 This contradiction warrants more detailed theoretical and experimental
analysis.

4.3.3. Comparison of the MoFe and the VFe protein

In the following, the influences of the MoFe and the VFe protein on the electronic
structure of the respective cofactor are compared. Intrinsic differences between FeMoco
and FeVco were analyzed in Section 4.2.3 and the differences during the CO binding
event are studied in Section 5.3.3 and 5.4.4.

Hydrogen bonds in MoFe and VFe

Differences in the protein-cofactor interactions between the MoFe and the VFe protein
are compared in Figure 4.14. These are predominantly differences in the hydrogen bonds
involving the bridging sulfides/carbonate. Figure 4.14a shows that the Arg359(Mo)
residue forms two similarly weak hydrogen bonds (3.2 Å–3.7 Å) with the S4A and S4B
sulfides of FeMoco, respectively. The Arg339(V) residue, on the other hand, forms a
shorter hydrogen bond with S4A (2.2 Å), a longer one with S4B (3.7 Å), and a third
with the carbonate. The VFe protein is therefore expected to stabilize negative charge
on the S4A more strongly than the MoFe protein. As shown in Figure 4.14b, the
Arg96(Mo) residue forms two relatively short hydrogen bonds with the sulfides S5A
(2.1 Å) and S3B (2.5 Å). The corresponding Lys83(V) residue also forms hydrogen
bonds to S5A (2.7 Å) and S3B (2.0 Å), but here the bond with S3A is shorter. Finally,
the interaction involving the peptide coiling around the S3A(Mo)/carbonate(V) is
shown in Figure 4.14c. The S3A(Mo) sulfide is loosely bound by the amide hydrogens
of four residue Arg359(Mo), Leu358(Mo), Gly357(Mo), and Gly356(Mo). In the VFe
protein, the Leu358(Mo) residue is replaced by the Pro338(V) residue, but since Pro
is a cyclic residue, it can not provide an amide hydrogen. Therefore, only the three
residues Arg339(V), Gly337(V), and Gly336(V) interact with the carbonate(V) via
the amide hydrogen. However, the guanidinium side chain of Arg339(V) also forms a
hydrogen bond with the carbonate(V).

The sulfur charges for protein-bound FeMoco and FeVco are compared in Figure 4.15a
(the carbonate atomic charges for FeVco are not shown). The charges are of similar mag-
nitude and the S2B and the S5A belt positions are the most negative. This is consistent
with the S2B sulfide forming a hydrogen bond with the His195(Mo)/His180(V) residue
and the S5A sulfide being close to both Arg359(Mo)/Arg339(V) and Arg96(Mo)/Lys83(V).
The μ3−S2– in the Fe-only cubane tend to be more negative in FeMoco, but more
positive in FeVco, which suggest differences in the electrostatic potentials created by
the explicit protein environment. The hydrogen bonds involving Arg359(Mo) and
Arg339(V) (Figure 4.14a) also reflect in the charges of the S4A and S4B sulfide. For
FeMoco, the two charges are virtually identical, but for FeVco, S4A carries a more
negative charge compared to S4B, in line with the shorter Arg339(Mo)−S4A hydrogen
bond in the VFe protein. The differences between Arg96(Mo) and Lys83(V) are
smaller and (Figure 4.14b) do not lead to any clear trend in the S5A and S3B charges.
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Figure 4.14. – Comparison between the MoFe protein (left) and the VFe protein (right) in
terms of the interactions between the protein environment and the cofactor (E0

QM3 model, BS7-235 MS = 3
2). Differences are apparent for the interactions

involving (a) the Arg359(Mo) and Arg339(V) residues, (b) the Arg96(Mo) and
Lys83(V) residues, and (c) the protein backbone interacting with S3B in FeMoco
and the carbonate in FeVco.
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Also, potential differences between the amide hydrogen bonds (Figure 4.14c) can not
be tracked via the atomic charges, since the S3A sulfide in FeMoco is replaced by
a carbonate in FeVco. In order to circumvent these problems and observe changes
solely based on the protein environment, one can analyze hybrid nitrogenase models.
Here, either FeMoco or FeVco is placed within the respective other XFe protein, thus,
canceling all effects that may arise from intrinsic differences between FeMoco and
FeVco.

Switching proteins: hybrid nitrogenases

In hybrid nitrogenases, FeVco is placed in the MoFe protein (FeVco@MoFe) or FeMoco
in the VFe protein (FeMoco@VFe). The easiest way to create a hybrid QM/MM models
is to start with, for example, the wild type MoFe model and replace the heterometal
Mo→V and the belt position S3A→CO3, as shown for the cluster model in Figure 4.8.
The FeMoco@VFe hybrid model can be generated analogously. Since each substitution
involves only atoms that are already defined in the MM force field, and the cofactors
are part of the QM region, no additional groups need to be defined for QM/MM
calculations. However, in this approach the partial charges for the other atoms of the
cofactor were not adapted, which are different for FeMoco and FeVco, and therefore
the electrostatic interaction in the MM step is treated inconsistently (compare RESID

ICS and 8P8 in the CHARMM parameter file, respectively). Furthermore, since the
conformations in the protein environment are not altered during the substitution, the
amino acid residues are biased towards the conformations of the wild type protein,
which are not necessarily the most favorable in the hybrids.

Switching the XFe proteins around cofactors has an evident effect on the atomic
charges, which are shown in Figure 4.15b. The sulfur charges nicely demonstrate
that changes in FeMoco for the MoFe→VFe substitution (top) are the inverse of the
changes in FeVco for the VFe→MoFe substitution (bottom). As discussed previously,
the shortArg339(V)−S4A hydrogen bond (Figure 4.14a) leads to a stabilization of
negative charge on S4A in the VFe protein, which is also observed for the FeMoco@VFe
hybrid. However, the differences in the hydrogen bonds involving Arg96(Mo) and
Lys83(V) (Figure 4.14b) are too small to clearly affect the charges on S3B and S4B
hybrids as well. The interaction of the Arg339(V) side chain with the S3A position
(Figure 4.14c) is also present in the FeMoco@VFe hybrid. The S3A charge, however, is
not affected by the MoFe→VFe replacement, which suggests that the hydrogen bonds
with the S3A position are of similar strength in both the MoFe and the VFe protein,
even though they exhibit different patterns. Additionally, large changes occur for the
S2A and S1B sulfides. There is no obvious reason for these changes in the immediate
protein environment around the cofactor. Therefore, proximal charged residues and
hydrogen bonds with the cofactors are only one contribution to the charge distribution
within the active site. The residues beyond the first coordination sphere in the MoFe
and the VFe protein appear to create distinct electrostatic potentials, which may
fine-tune the reactivity at the active site.

The changes in the metal-metal bond lengths when creating the hybrids are compared
in Figure 4.15c. As for the sulfur charges, the protein substitutions have the respective
inverse effect on the bond lengths. Some correlation between the bond lengths and the
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4.3. Influence of the protein environment on the electronic structure

Figure 4.15. – Comparison between the wild type MoFe and VFe protein and the
FeMoco@VFe and FeVco@MoFe hybrids (E0 QM3 model, BS7-235 MS = 3

2).
(a) Hirshfeld atomic charges for the sulfide ligands FeMoco and FeVco in the
wild type MoFe and VFe protein, respectively. Note that the S3A position in
FeVco is occupied by a carbonate and the atomic charge is therefore omitted. (b)
Changes in the Hirshfeld atomic charges for the sulfide ligands in FeMoco and
FeVco upon MoFe→VFe and VFe→MoFe substitution, respectively. (c) Changes
in the metal-metal distances ([Å]) in FeMoco and FeVco upon MoFe→VFe and
VFe→MoFe substitution, respectively.

sulfur charges is apparent: focusing on the FeMoco@MoFe hybrid, the Fe2−Fe3 bond
becomes shorter, while the charge on S2A becomes more positive, and the Fe3−Fe4
bond becomes longer, while the charge on S4A becomes more negative. However, the
similarly large elongation of the Fe2−Fe6 bond does not correlate with the change in
the charge of the corresponding S2B sulfide. In the MoFe protein Fe1/Fe2/Fe6/X edge
of the cofactor is elongated, but the Fe1/Fe3/Fe7/X edge is compressed. Interestingly,
the volume† of FeMoco expands by 1.5 % upon MoFe→VFe substitution, which would
be consistent with the differences in the Leu358(Mo)/Pro338(V) residues, leaving more
space for the cofactor in the VFe protein. However, the volume of FeVco remains
virtually unchanged upon VFe→MoFe substitution.

The energies of the three BS7 determinants are compared in Figure 4.16 for the wild
type and the hybrid models. In the FeMoco@VFe hybrid, the BS7-247 determinant is

†Measured as the volume confined by the convex, irregular polyhedron defined by the coordinates
of the metal nuclei.
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the lowest in energy followed by the BS7-235 determinant, while in the wild type the
BS7-346 determinant is lowest. Interestingly, in the FeVco@MoFe hybrid, the BS7-247
determinant is also stabilized relative to the BS7-235 determinant when comparing to
the wild type VFe model. This shows that both the MoFe→VFe and the VFe→MoFe
substitution stabilizes the BS7-247 relative to the BS7-235 determinant. This is in
contrast to the changes in the atomic charges and the bond lengths (Figure 4.15b
and c), which largely exhibited inverse trends. The energy changes cannot be easily
connected to the changes in atomic charges or bond lengths of the cofactor and a
deeper understanding of the electronic structure may be necessary to explain the
influence of the protein environment on the relative stability of the BS determinants.

Figure 4.16. – Energies of the BS7 determinants in wild type (wt) MoFe and VFe and in the
respective hybrids (E0 QM3 model, MS = 3

2). The lowest-energy determinants
are BS7-346 (wt MoFe), BS7-247 (FeMoco@VFe), BS7-235 (FeVco@MoFe), and
BS7-235 (wt VFe). The value for BS7-346 in the FeVco@MoFe hybrid is missing
due to an error in the model setup.

Arg96→Lys substitution in MoFe

As shown in Figure 4.16b, an immediately obvious difference in the MoFe and the
VFe protein lies in the Arg96(Mo)/Lys83(V) residues. It is therefore instructive to
introduce the Arg96→Lys substitution in the MoFe QM/MM model and compare its
effects with switching the entire protein, i.e. with the hybrid models in Figure 4.15.
The workflow to introduce substitutions to an existing QM/MM model is explained in
Section A1.2.

The comparison between the wild type MoFe model and the Arg96→Lys substituted
MoFe model is given in Figure 4.17. The substitution affects the relative energies of
the BS7 determinants (Figure 4.17a) and the BS7-235 determinant is stabilized relative
to the other two determinants, which has not been observed in the FeMoco@VFe
hybrid model. The change in the sulfur atomic charges (Figure 4.17b) indicate that
the S3B sulfide becomes more negative and the S5A more positive. This would be
consistent with the hydrogen bond patterns in the wild type MoFe and VFe protein (see
Figure 4.16b), where Arg96(Mo) forms a shorter hydrogen bond with S5A and a longer
one with S3B and vice versa for Lys96(V). However, the Lys96(Mo) in the Arg96Lys
MoFe variant also forms a shorter hydrogen bond with the S5A sulfide (2.12 Å) and a
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Figure 4.17. – Comparison between FeMoco in the wild type MoFe protein and in the
Arg96Lys variant. (a) Energies of the BS7 determinants relative to the BS7-346
determinant (E0 QM3 model, MS = 3

2). (b) Changes in the Hirshfeld atomic
charges for the FeMoco sulfide ligands in the Arg96Lys variant relative to wild
type MoFe. (c) Changes in the FeMoco metal-metal distances in the Arg96Lys
variant relative to wild type MoFe.

shorter one with S3B (2.34 Å). Therefore, the hydrogen bonds in the Arg96Lys variant
resemble more closely those in the wild type MoFe protein than the wild type VFe
protein. It appears that the position of the Lys96(Mo) residue is constrained by the
anchor in the protein backbone, which aligns with the understanding that the protein
creates a highly specific electrostatic potential. However, it is also possible that the
actual variant MoFe protein undergoes more complex conformational changes than
those accessible via simple potential energy surface scans. Finally, the changes in the
metal-metal bond lengths (Figure 4.17c) show an expansion of the cofactor close to the
substitution. This is consistent with the side chain of the Lys residue being spatially
less demanding (chain of 5 non-hydrogen atoms) compared to the Arg residue (chain
of 6 non-hydrogen atoms).
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4. The resting state of nitrogenase

4.4. Conclusion

The present chapter explored the electronic structure of the FeMoco and FeVco resting
state on the basis of BS-DFT calculations. Section 4.1 introduced the different compu-
tational models used throughout this work and specified the level of theory. Section 4.2
focused on intrinsic properties of the cofactors and discussed different descriptors that
aid the interpretation of the electronic structure (Section 4.2.1), the relation between
antiferromagnetic coupling and the stability of BS determinants (Section 4.2.2), and
the differences between FeMoco and FeVco (Section 4.2.3). Section 4.3 quantified the
influence of the protein environment on the electronic structure. Different protein
models and QM regions were compared (Section 4.3.1), the influence of charged residues
was explored (Section 4.3.2), and differences in the protein environment between MoFe
and VFe were highlighted (Section 4.3.3).

Antiferromagnetic coupling and the energy of BS determinants

The stability of a spin-coupling pattern in a BS determinant is related to antiferro-
magnetic coupling of the local high spin Fe centers. This has been modeled by simply
counting the antiferromagnetically aligned Fe pairs in a given BS determinant308 or
by further respecting the number of bridging ligands.291 To refine these models, the
coupling constants Jij were explicitly calculated for all Fe pairs in FeMoco using dia-
magnetic substitution (Figure 4.6). This illustrates that the coupling constants depend
strongly on the respective bridging ligands. Using the calculated coupling constants to
sort the energies of the BS determinants in FeMoco constitutes an improvement over
the previous models.

The energies of the BS determinants are split into multiple, apparently independent,
sets, which follow different energy trends. Preliminary analysis of the spin populations
suggests that the higher-energy determinants exhibit local spin pairing, while the Fe
centers are all local high spin centers in the lower-energy determinants (Figure A13).
Furthermore, the same approach for FeVco shows that the spin-coupling mediated
through the CO 2–

3 ligand is significantly lower compared to μ−S2– ligands (Figure 4.10).
Surprisingly, modeling the energies of the BS determinants in FeVco with the calculated
coupling constants results in a significantly worse prediction compared to FeMoco.
This clearly shows that considering only antiferromagnetic coupling is insufficient to
rationalize the relative energies of the BS determinants.

Differences between FeMoco and FeVco

Two of the major differences between E0 FeMoco and FeVco are: (i) In FeVco, the BS7-
235 determinant is clearly lower in energy than BS7-247 and BS7-346 (> 7.5 kcal/mol),
whereas the three BS7 determinants are nearly degenerate in FeMoco (< 2 kcal/mol,
Figure 4.8b). (ii) Previously reported19,299 XAS measurements and localized orbital
analyses yield a more reduced Fe part for FeVeco with oxidation states Mo3+– Fe53+

and V3+– Fe52+ for FeMoco and FeVco, respectively. Both observations appear initially
related to the carbonate ligand in FeVco: (i) The S→CO3 replacement breaks the C3

symmetry of the cofactor and singles out the BS7-235 determinant, which is symmetric
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with respect to the carbonate. (ii) The reduced Fe5 center is coordinated by the
carbonate. However, the stepwise substitution of the heterometal (Mo→V) and the
bridging ligand (S→CO3) shows that the nature of the heterometal is relevant for the
energies of the BS7 determinants as well as for the oxidation state of Fe5 (Figure 4.8).
The reason for this is not obvious, since the Mo→V replacement does not affect the
symmetry of the system.

The immediate surrounding around the cofactor is highly conserved for the MoFe
and the VFe protein, and differences involve mostly hydrogen bond lengths (Fig-
ure 4.1). At a first glance, the most drastic difference lies in the Arg96(Mo)/Lys83(V)
residues, because both are positively charged and form distinct hydrogen bonds with
the respective cofactor (Figure 4.14). However, when performing the Arg96→Lys
substitution in the FeMoco QM/MM model (Figure 4.17), the changes in the electronic
structure are rather small compared to substituting the entire protein MoFe→VFe
(Figure 4.15). Comparing the hybrid and wild type models shows that the effect of the
protein environment on the electronic structure of the cofactor is not dominated by
the proximal residues. Instead, the charge redistribution upon switching the protein
environment is more likely the result of distinct long-range electrostatic influences in
the MoFe and the VFe protein. This difference may prove important when explaining
the specific reactivity of the wild type and the hybrid nitrogenases.196–198

Localized orbital analysis

The localized orbitals for the E0 FeMoco model (Figure 4.8a) yield a shared electron
between Mo and Fe5 in the BS7-235 determinant. This electron was previously assigned
as predominantly Mo-based, yielding the oxidation state Fe53+ based on Mulliken
atomic populations,17 while Hirshfeld partitioning suggests an evenly delocalized
electron. The Mulliken population works in the atomic orbital basis, while the
Hirshfeld approach works in physical space. Neither approach is unique, because they
depend either on the choice of the basis set or on the choice of the promolecular density
(see Section 1.1.5 for details). Therefore, while localized orbitals are a powerful tool
to compress and visualize the complexity of the electronic structure, the resulting
oxidation state assignments should be taken with a grain of salt.

Different localization algorithms can lead to a qualitatively different electronic
structure interpretation. For example, in the BS7-235 determinant of the E0 FeVco
model, the Foster-Boys orbitals suggest an evenly delocalized electron for the Fe2−Fe3
pair (Figure 4.7, IAO-Boys and new-Boys orbitals are virtually identical). The Pipek-
Mezey orbitals, on the other hand, exhibit two asymmetric orbitals involving Fe2,
Fe3, and the central carbide (IAO-IBO orbitals also exhibit some asymmetry). The
differences appear to be related to the σ/π separation maintained during Pipek-Mezey
localization, but not during Foster-Boys (see Section 1.1.6 for details) and the latter
allows for an arbitrary mixing of the central carbide in the predominantly metal-
based orbitals. It is not obvious whether σ/π separation is a desirable property for
the localized orbital analysis, but since all other substrate-free E0 cofactor models
show evenly delocalized orbitals in the BS7 determinants, one could argue that the
Foster-Boys algorithm leads to the most consistent picture.

In contrast to localized orbitals, which are fairly insensitive to environmental in-
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fluences, atomic charges have proven as a useful descriptor for the interaction of the
protein environment with the cofactor. They can aid the understanding of the electro-
static potential created by the protein (Figure 4.15 and 4.13) and demonstrate the
convergence of the QM region size (Figure 4.12). Spin populations, on the other hand,
allow for a quick identification of the spin coupling within a given BS determinant and
even help to spot local spin pairing (Figure A13). However, neither atomic charges
nor spin populations reveal the distribution of the unpaired electrons across the metal
centers. This makes the localized orbital analysis a powerful complementary tool when
studying BS-DFT determinants for larger FeS clusters.

According to the localized orbital analysis, electron delocalization is a characteristic
property of BS-DFT electronic structure of the resting state FeMoco and FeVco
(Figure 4.3 and A14).17,19 Here, most Fe centers have an oxidation state close to Fe2.5+.
A similarly delocalized electronic structure has been reported for other computational
models.256,308 On the other hand, experimental X-ray data suggest an electronic
structure with localized Fe2+ and Fe3+ centers.171,201,310 The XRD structure of the
resting state MoFe protein recorded with SpReAD refinement of the Fe K-edge XAS
indicates, that Fe1, Fe3, and Fe7 are more oxidized compared to Fe2, Fe4, Fe5, and
Fe6.201 Therefore, either the localized orbitals may not correspond to physical oxidation
states or the XAS absorption energy may not correlate with the dn configuration of a
given metal center in FeMoco.

Se K-edge HERFD XAS measurements of Se-substituted FeMoco also indicate a
localized electronic structure, where Fe2 and Fe6 are more oxidized and Fe3, Fe4, Fe5,
and Fe7 are more reduced.171 However, the study of the [Fe2X2] dimers in Chapter 2 has
shown that Se compared to S bridges lower the coupling strength between the Fe centers
and the coupling strength is imperative to the stability of a given BS determinant
(Figure 4.6). It is therefore not obvious if S→Se substitution in FeMoco stabilizes
a different electron distribution across the metal centers compared to unsubstituted
FeMoco. Admittedly, since the difference in the coupling strength is rather small (5 %
for the substitution of one μ−S2– ligand), introducing a single Se into the cofactor is not
expected to have a large influence on the electronic structure. On the other hand, the
calculations for FeVco show that CO 2–

3 reduces the coupling strength by nearly 50 %
compared to S2– (Figure 4.10). Also, S→CO3 substitution has visible effects on electron
localization and the energies of the BS determinants (Figure 4.8). Therefore, while the
S→CO3 substitution introduces pronounced changes to the electronic structure of the
cofactor, the S→Se substitution is expected to be an innocent one.

Outlook

The BS7 class of determinants being the most stable for resting state FeMoco and FeVco
has been verified in several computational studies (Figure A15).311–313 Also, QM/MM
optimized structures have been shown to align well with the high-resolution XRD
structures of the MoFe and the VFe proteins when using the BS7 determinants.17,19

While their exceptional energetic position has been rationalized with maximal anti-
ferromagnetic coupling, none of the proposed models describes the energies of the
other BS classes correctly, nor can they explain the significantly lower energy of the
BS7-235 determinant to BS7-247 and BS7-346 in FeVco (Figure 4.6 and 4.10).291,308
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Furthermore, in more reduced En redox states, or when binding substrates to the co-
factor, determinants other than BS7 become lowest in energy,25,206,214,300,312,314,315 and
it is not a priori obvious, which BS determinant yields the lowest energies. Combined
with the uncertainty of the most stable MS value, any rigorous exploration of mech-
anistic details with DFT models is soon overwhelmed by the many possible BS/MS

combinations for each structure. It is therefore of utmost importance to understand
the factors that contribute to the stability of a given BS determinant in addition to
antiferromagnetic coupling. A more complete model could include contributions from
ferromagnetically coupled pairs, or delocalized electrons, which have been shown to
stabilize ferromagnetic alignment through double exchange (see also Chapter 3).24,98

Also, the electronic structure of the heterometal should be considered, since Mo→V
substitution in FeMoco has been shown to have a pronounced influence on the BS7
energies (Figure 4.8).

The resting state of FeVco is still debated,202 but computational models suggest that
for a valence electron count equal to E0 FeMoco, [MoFe7S9C]– and [VFe7S8CO3C]2– ,
respectively, the Fe part in FeVco is more reduced.19,299 According to the BS7-235
determinant of FeVco, which is clearly the most stable BS determinant in FeVco, Fe5 is
the center of reduction (Figure 4.8). SpReAD refinement at the Fe K-edge for FeVco
could help clarify if the reduction of the Fe part in FeVco relative to FeMoco is indeed
localized.201 In this context, it could prove insightful to compare measurements on the
wild type MoFe and VFe protein, as well as on the respective hybrid proteins. This
would allow for a subtraction of the electrostatic potential created by the respective
protein environment, which has been shown to stabilize certain charge distributions
within the cofactors (Figure 4.16).
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5. CO binding to nitrogenase

Figure 5.1. – Illustration of the computational models used to study CO binding to nitro-
genase: (a) a diamagnetically substituted cluster model, (b) an unsubstituted
cluster model, and (c) a QM/MM model. The diamagnetic ions Ga3+ and In3+

are shown in black. The present chapter uses the cluster and the QM2 model
introduced in Chapter 4.

Carbon monoxide (CO) is isoelectronic to N2. It can reversibly bind to the nitrogenase
cofactor, where it can act either as an inhibitor to N2 reduction, such as in wild type Mo
nitrogenase,204 or can be reduced to hydrocarbons in Fischer-Tropsch-like chemistry,
such as in wild type V nitrogenase190 or Val70 variants of Mo nitrogenase.191 The binding
of CO to FeMoco generally requires enzymatic turnover and the resulting CO-bound
species have been characterized with IR spectroscopy,226–228 X-ray crystallography,233,234

and EPR spectroscopy.217,218,222 The experimental species relevant to the discussion
are summarized in Figure 1.9. For a more complete account of the current literature,
see Section 1.2.4. Briefly, SF-FT-IR measurements suggest that CO binds initially
as a terminal ligand to FeMoco (loCOIR,1, 1904 cm−1), which is then transformed to
a bridging CO (loCOIR,2, 1715 cm−1). The X-ray structure of the CO-bound MoFe
protein also shows a bridging binding mode (loCOXRD). The EPR spectrum exhibits
a characteristic S = 1

2
signal in the presence of CO (loCOEPR), which corresponds
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to an odd-electron redox state of the CO-bound cofactor. However, quantification of
the EPR signal accounts only for a small fraction of the sample,224 which implies that
the majority of FeMoco – CO-bound or not – does not correspond to the loCOEPR

species. This raises the question which redox state initially binds CO and whether
further enzymatic reduction is required for the conversion of terminal to bridging CO.

Even though V nitrogenase reduces CO, the experimental species bear close re-
semblance to those of Mo nitrogenase, such as the highly similar EPR signals219,220

and the X-ray structures.221,236 It has been reported that CO binding does not re-
quire enzymatic turnover for V nitrogenase,219–221 but this observation is still under
debate.221 Furthermore, the redox state of FeVco in the resting state is not unambigu-
ously defined.17,202 To clarify the context of the following discussion, E0 refers to the
resting state as previously reported for the QM/MM models,17,19 where both FeMoco
and FeVco have an equal valence electron count of 41 (see Figure 4.3 and A14). But
the reader should keep the uncertainty of the resting state for V nitrogenase in mind.

The present chapter studies the binding of CO to the active site of nitrogenase
with the models shown in Figure 5.1. These models were already introduced in the
previous chapter, therefore, only the computational details specific to CO binding
are given in Section 5.1. First, the local electronic structure of the CO−Fe bond is
discussed in Section 5.2 with the help of the diamagnetically substituted cofactor
models (Figure 5.1a), similar to Section 2.3.2 for the Fe dimers. Then, in Section 5.3,
CO is bound to a cluster model (Figure 5.1b), which neglects the explicit protein
environment for the time being and focuses on the interplay between the CO−Fe
and the metal-metal interactions. Section 5.4 uses a QM/MM model (Figure 5.1c) to
investigate the influence of the explicit protein environment on the CO-bound cofactor.
The conclusion in Section 5.5 summarizes the previous results and puts them in context
of the current understanding of CO binding to nitrogenase in the literature.

5.1. Computational details

The models used to study the binding of CO were already introduced in the previous
chapter and the greater part of the setup also applies here, which is explained in-depth
in Section 4.1. Therefore, only the computational details specific to CO binding are
given in the following.

CO binding was mainly explored for the E0 and the E1 redox states (see Figure 1.9).
The CO-bound XRD structures show that CO eventually replaces the S2B sulfide in Mo
and V nitrogenase233,236 and according to the quantum-refinement of the CO-inhibited
XRD structure of Mo nitrogenase no other sulfide is protonated.255 An analysis of
EXAFS structural data combined with QM/MM modeling suggests that the belt
sulfides S2B or S5A (see Figure 4.2) are protonated in the E1 redox states.204 Since
S2B protonation appears as a reasonable first step in CO-binding, the E1 models were
created from the E0 models by adding an electron and protonating the S2B sulfide.
However, the reader should keep in mind that it is also possible for a different or no
sulfide to be protonated in the E1 redox state. For the brief exploration of the E2

model (Mo nitrogenase and CO-bound only) it was assumed that the S2B sulfide had
dissociated from the cofactor in the form of H2S. Therefore, the cofactor in the E2
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model has the same number of protons as in the E0 model, but is reduced by two
electrons.

Since the XRD structures233,236 show that CO bridges Fe6 and Fe2, those two centers
are considered as potential binding sites. In particular, the QM2 model (Figure 4.1)
was designed with substrate binding to Fe6 and Fe2 in mind. Therefore, the QM
region of the QM2 model includes all amino acids in the proximity of Fe6 and Fe2 in
order to avoid artifacts that may arise at the QM/MM interface, as demonstrated in
Figure 4.12, which are expected to heavily influence substrate-cofactor interactions.

In the initial structures for the geometry optimization, CO was coordinated to
either Fe6 or Fe2 trans to the carbide with an initial bond length of 1.8 Å. The
substrate-free E0 and E1 models were also optimized in order to use their energies
for the estimation of the CO binding energy. The binding energy is calculated as
∆E = EAB − (EA +EB), where AB is the CO-bound system, A is the free CO molecule,
and B is the substrate-free model. The electronic binding energies ∆E are expected to
be a good approximation to the binding enthalpy ∆H.† Generally, only the lowest-
energy models are discussed, but all other tested BS/MS combinations are given in
Section A4.3. For the E2 state, only the CO-bound model was calculated and therefore
the binding energy cannot be calculated.

The multiplicity of the high-spin determinant, which provides the guess orbitals for
the BS determinant, was reduced by 2 for each added electron, because the reduction
happens on a local high spin Fe center204. It was further reduced by 2 when CO
was bound, because CO has been shown to introduce local spin pairing (vide infra).
The final BS determinant is usually not dependent on the high spin multiplicity, but
adjusting for expected electronic structure change improves the SCF convergence. For
the added proton and for CO the higher-quality triple-ζ basis set was used except in
the cluster* and QM1* model.

The CO vibrational frequencies in the cluster models were calculated numerically
using the ! numfreq keyword in ORCA, while those in the QM/MM models by a
numeric three-point harmonic approximation using chemshell. In both cases, a
partial Hessian was diagonalized, which included only the CO and the coordinated Fe
atoms, because the inclusion of further atoms of the cofactor has proven to leave the
CO frequencies unaffected (see Table A17). The calculated frequencies were scaled
so that the calculated frequency of free CO matches the experimentally determined
frequency of gaseous CO.225 The calculated frequencies in the text represent exclusively
scaled frequencies, but all unscaled frequencies are listed in Table A18.

Since CO binding significantly changes the geometry of the cofactor, the geometry
for the diamagnetically substituted models was taken from the CO-bound models
and not from the substrate-free models. For terminally bound CO, the lowest-energy
CO-bound E0 cluster model was used to create the diamagnetically substituted models
CO−[FeGa6InS9C] and CO−[Fe2Ga5InS9C]. Afterwards, only the CO coordinates
were optimized in order to capture CO activation. Since the bridging CO motif
was found to be stable only within an explicit protein environment, the respective

†In the E1 cluster model with CO bound to Fe6 ∆E = −15.0 kcal/mol and ∆H = −14.1 kcal/mol.
To calculate ∆H, all vibrational modes of FeMoco and CO were considered. The Cys, His, and HCA
residues were not included in the partial Hessian, since they were constrained during the geometry
optimization (Section 4.1).
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diamagnetically substituted model was created from the geometry of the μ−CO-bound
E1 QM/MM model. In this model, μ−CO−[Fe2Ga5InHS9C], the CO coordinates
were not further optimized and therefore no CO frequency is calculated. The general
procedure of diamagnetic substitution, in particular the choice of the diamagnetic ions,
is explained in Section 4.1.

In the ∆His195 QM2 model, the steric hindrance introduced by the His195 residue
was explored (Mo nitrogenase only). In this model, the side chain of His195 was simply
deleted from the QM region and only the FeMoco and CO coordinates were optimized
in the field of the MM point charges and the remaining, but frozen, QM region. The
energy values for the ∆His195 QM2 model refer to the QM energy, which includes the
polarization of the MM point charges. The comparison of QM energies (cluster and
∆His195 QM2 model) and total QM/MM energies (QM2 model) can be justified, since
only energy differences within the respective model are discussed in this context.

5.2. Diamagnetic substitution: the local electronic

structure

Substituting a subset of the magnetic transition metal centers with diamagnetic
ions allows for a separation between local properties of the electronic structure and
those that involve the interaction between multiple magnetic centers. Briefly, out of
the eight magnetic centers in FeMoco all but one or two Fe centers are substituted
with diamagnetic main group ions that have a similar ionic radius as the transition
metal ions (see Section 4.1 for detailed explanation). Afterwards, by comparing the
diamagnetically substituted models with the original model, one can categorize aspects
of the electronic structure as being a local property or a collective property. This is
a bottom-up approach, where complexity of the system is increased step-by-step. In
terms of CO binding, it eventually helps to understand the interplay of CO binding
and the magnetic interactions between the metal centers.

The outline of the diamagnetic substitution study is as follows: In Section 5.2.1,
a single Fe center is left unsubstituted, to which a terminal CO is bound (Fe6 in
[FeGa6InS9C]). In Section 5.2.2, two Fe centers are left unsubstituted in order to study
the effect of the Fe−Fe interaction on the Fe−CO bond (Fe6 and Fe2 in [Fe2Ga5InS9C]).
The model Section 5.2.3 also contains two Fe centers, but CO assumes a bridging
binding mode between them (μ−CO−[Fe2Ga5InHS9C]). Diamagnetic substitution has
been used previously in Section 2.3.2 to study the ligand field strength of bridging
ligands in [Fe2X2] dimers and in Section 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 to decompose the energy in a
given BS determinant into pair-wise contributions.

5.2.1. Terminal CO binding to a single Fe center

Local spin states in FeS clusters

As explained in Section 1.2.1, the Fe centers in biological FeS clusters are typically
coordinated by four sulfide ligands and have oxidation states ranging from Fe3+ to
Fe2+.98 Consistent with the ideas of LFT, the Fe centers exhibit local high spin states,
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because the weak field ligands and the low coordination number result in a small
ligand field splitting.316 Mössbauer data and computational models suggest, that
these properties of the local electronic structure also apply to the μ6−C4– -containing
FeMoco (see Figure 4.3).17,19,200 Local high spins, i.e. five majority spin electrons per
center, are also lowest in energy for the single Fe6 center and the Fe6Fe2 dimer in
the diamagnetically substituted substrate-free cofactors using the same level of theory
(data not shown). Therefore, a local high spin is also energetically favored for an Fe
center in FeMoco without or with significantly reduced metal-metal interactions.

In contrast to the sulfide ligands, coordination of CO typically leads to low spin
transition metal complexes.240 This can be rationalized with the π back bonding from
occupied metal d orbitals to the unoccupied π∗ orbitals on the CO ligand. The π
back bond becomes stronger the more electrons occupy the metal orbitals of suitable
symmetry and CO binding is therefore particularly strong for electron-rich low-spin
metal centers. A CO bound terminally to an Fe center of FeMoco would add a
strong field ligand and increase the coordination number to five, therefore increasing
the ligand field splitting. Since few studies have experimentally characterized Fe
complexes with a comparable coordination environment,243,244 it is not obvious how
the electronic structure of FeMoco responds to a CO ligand. Therefore, in silico
diamagnetic substitution is a convenient procedure to generate the relevant model
compound and study the electronic structure of a CO-bound Fe center in the nearly
exact ligand environment provided by FeMoco.

Electronic structure of CO−[FeGa6InS9C]

The geometry for CO bound to Fe6 in the diamagnetically substituted [FeGa6InS9C] is
shown in Figure 5.2a. The optimization of the CO coordinates yields stable geometries
for all three tested oxidation states Fe3+,2+,1+ and all possible MS. While the high
spin MS value is the most stable for Fe6 in the substrate-free [FeGa6InS9C], either
an intermediate or a low spin MS value is stabilized upon CO binding (Figure 5.2d).
Repeating the calculations for Fe2 instead of Fe6 or with FeVco instead of FeMoco leads
to qualitatively equivalent results, which is not surprising, since the ligand environment
of the Fe center is similar in those cases (see Figure A17).

The orbital occupation scheme for the Fe center can be derived from the localized
orbitals, which helps to visualize interactions between metal and ligand (Figure 5.2b
and c). Only the xz and yz orbitals have the correct symmetry for the π system
of CO and therefore have significant metal-ligand overlap. The series Fe3+→2+→1+

demonstrates nicely that these two orbitals are preferentially doubly occupied, if a
sufficient number of electrons is available, i.e. not in Fe3+. The z2 orbital, which is
oriented along the Fe−CO bond, is unoccupied in all cases. The intermediate spin of
Fe6 in [FeGa6InS9C] is therefore the result of an interplay between the σ donor and π
acceptor ligand CO and the weak field ligands S2– .

CO activation

The strength of the π back bond also reflects in the parameters often used to discuss CO
activation (see Table 5.1). For the series Fe3+→2+→1+, where the MS values decrease as
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5.2. Diamagnetic substitution: the local electronic structure

Figure 5.2. – Summary of the diamagnetically substituted cofactor [FeGa6InS9C] with CO
bound to Fe6. (a) Structure of CO−[FeGa6InS9C]. Diamagnetic ions (Fe→Ga,
Mo→In) are shown in black. (b) Orbital occupation scheme for the most stable
MS value in the series Fe3+,2+,1+ based on Foster-Boys localized orbitals. (c)
Shape of orbitals in (b). Dashed lines highlight orbitals with a significant Fe−CO
overlap. Isosurfaces are shown at ±0.05 and ±0.025. (d) Energies of different MS

values relative to the lowest one (MS = 1.5, 1, 0.5 for Fe3+,2+,1+, respectively).
Figure (a-c) adapted from Ref [25].

3
2
, 1, 1

2
, the C−O bond length increases from 1.129 Å (free CO) to 1.146 Å, 1.161 Å, and

1.183 Å, respectively, while the Fe−CO bond length decreases from 1.850 Å to 1.756 Å
to 1.710 Å, respectively. At the same time, the CO frequency, which is also often used
as a measure for CO activation, decreases from 2143 cm−1 (free CO) to 1978 cm−1,
1884 cm−1, and 1772 cm−1. Therefore, a more electron-rich Fe center clearly results
in a longer C−O bond, a shorter Fe−CO bond, and a lower CO frequency. However,
while the changes in C−O bond length and CO frequency are strongly correlated
(r = −0.998),† the Fe−CO bond length is more strongly affected by the Fe3+→2+

reduction, but the C−O bond length by the Fe2+→1+ reduction (r = −0.954). This
showcases that the C−O and the Fe−CO bond length are not equally well suited as a
measure for CO activation.

As it is obvious from the orbital occupation scheme, the Fe−CO bond favors a
strong π back bond and therefore induces spin-pairing. According to the calculated
CO frequency and the C−O bond length, CO activation is increased for the Fe2+→1+

reduction compared to Fe3+→2+, even though all four spin orbitals involved in the
π back bond are already occupied in Fe2+: the additional electron in Fe1+ occupies
the x2 − y2 orbital, which is not directly involved in the π back bond. However, the

†The quantity Person’s r measures the correlation between two variables. If r = ±1, the variables
are linearly dependent and their functional dependence is a straight line.
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5. CO binding to nitrogenase

Table 5.1. – Characterization of the CO−Fe interaction in the diamagnetically
substituted cofactors models CO−[FeGa6InS9C], CO−[Fe2Ga5InS9C], and
μ−CO−[Fe2Ga5InHS9C]. The respective structures are shown in Figure 5.2,
5.3, and 5.4. Note that the CO coordinates were not optimized for
μ−CO−[Fe2Ga5InHS9C]. Spop denote Hirshfeld spin populations. νCO are scaled
frequencies (see Table A18).

binding mode MS Spop νCO dC–O dFe–CO

Fe6 Fe2 [cm−1] [Å] [Å]

[FeGa6InS9C]2+,1+,0

CO−Fe3+ 1.5 2.50 - 1978 1.146 1.850
CO−Fe2+ 1.0 1.84 - 1884 1.161 1.756
CO−Fe1+ 0.5 1.04 - 1772 1.183 1.710

[Fe2Ga5InS9C]1+

CO−Fe2+ ↑ Fe3+ ↑ 3.5 2.05 3.58 1908 1.157 1.768
CO−Fe2+ ↓ Fe3+ ↑ 1.5 −1.69 3.59 1917 1.157 1.757

[Fe2Ga5InHS9C]2+

μ−CO−Fe2+Fe3+ 2.5 2.29 2.50 - 1.193 1.837/1.960

metal-ligand overlap of the xz and yz orbitals are increased by the Fe2+→1+ reduction.
Therefore, the occupation of the metal-based π-donor orbitals has an equally large
effect on CO-activation as enhancing the donor strength of the metal through further
reduction.

The experimental IR bands for terminally bound CO are reported between 1900 cm−1

and 1980 cm−1 for binding to FeMoco in the MoFe protein.226,227,231,232 The calculated
frequencies for an Fe3+ or an Fe2+ center in [FeGa6InS9C], 1978 Å and 1884 Å, respec-
tively, are in good agreement with the experimental values and consistent with the
commonly discussed average Fe2.5+ oxidation state in FeMoco.17,98,200 In particular, the
transient experimental band at 1904 cm−1 (loCOIR,1), which captures the initial CO
binding event, is in good agreement with the calculated frequency for CO bound to the
Fe2+ center. The conversion of the loCOIR,1 band to loCOIR,2 (1715 cm−1) is usually
interpreted as a change in binding mode from terminal to bridging. The calculated
frequency for the Fe1+ center (1772 cm−1) suggests that a frequency below 1800 cm−1

may be also possible for a terminally bound CO. However, the accumulation of charge
at the binding site to form an Fe1+ center appears rather unlikely considering the low
barrier for redox reorganization within large FeS clusters such as FeMoco.98 Further-
more, the frequency for Fe1+ is still more than 50 cm−1 higher than the experimentally
observed band.

5.2.2. Terminal CO binding to an Fe dimer

As discussed in Section 4.2.2, the high spin Fe centers in FeMoco preferentially
couple antiferromagnetically. The study of the Fe−CO bond in [FeGa6InS9C] shows
that π back bonding results in local spin-pairing and that an intermediate spin is
energetically preferred at the binding site. Decreasing the local spin would decrease
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5.2. Diamagnetic substitution: the local electronic structure

Figure 5.3. – Geometric and electronic structure of the diamagnetically substituted cofactor
[Fe2Ga5InS9C] with CO bound to Fe6. (a) Structure of CO−[Fe2Ga5InS9C].
Diamagnetic ions (Fe→Ga, Mo→In) are shown in black. (b) Orbital occupa-
tion scheme based on Foster-Boys localized orbitals for the high spin MS = 7

2
determinant, which is the most stable for an Fe2+Fe3+ redox state. (c) Shape of
orbitals in (b). Dashed lines highlight orbitals with a significant Fe−CO overlap.
Isosurfaces are shown at ±0.05 and ±0.025. Figure adapted from Ref [25].

the antiferromagnetic coupling strength, and it is therefore interesting to assess the
relative importance of spin-pairing and spin-coupling. This can be done with the
diamagnetically substituted cofactor [Fe2Ga5InS9C], where two instead of one Fe center
are left unsubstituted: Fe6, which binds CO, and Fe2, which is magnetically coupled
to Fe6. The structure of CO-bound [Fe2Ga5InS9C] is shown in Figure 5.3a.

Substrate-free [Fe2Ga5InS9C]

In the substrate-free FeMoco, the Fe6 center exhibits strong antiferromagnetic coupling
to all neighboring metal centers, which has been demonstrated in Figure 4.6b. More
precisely, according to BS-DFT, the mixed-valent Fe2+Fe3+ pair in [Fe2Ga5InS9C] is
antiferromagnetically coupled in an MS = 1

2
determinant, where the electron is localized

on one of the Fe centers (J = −117 cm−1, also Table A11). In the corresponding high
spin determinant (MS = 9

2
), which is obviously higher in energy, one electron is shared

between Fe6 and Fe2 to form a valence-delocalized Fe2.5+Fe2.5+ pair. Fe6 and Fe2
maintain their local high spin states in both the high spin and the BS determinant.
Valence delocalization is frequently observed in BS-DFT determinants of unsubstituted
FeMoco between ferromagnetically aligned Fe centers (Figure 4.3).

Spin-pairing vs. spin-coupling

As can be seen from the orbital occupations in Figure 5.3b, The CO-bound Fe6
center is ferromagnetically coupled to Fe2 in the [Fe2Ga5InS9C] model. The coupling
constant J is +34 cm−1, which is in stark contrast to the substrate-free [Fe2Ga5InS9C]
(−117 cm−1). However, the lowest-energy determinant does not have an MS = 9

2
,

where all α orbitals are occupied, but an MS = 7
2
. The localized orbitals show that

Fe6 is an intermediate spin Fe2+ center with the same orbital occupation as the single
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5. CO binding to nitrogenase

CO-bound Fe center in [FeGa6InS9C] (Figure 5.2b). That is, the xz and yz orbitals
are doubly occupied and involved in the π back bond while the z2 orbital, which is
oriented along the Fe−CO bond, is unoccupied. Fe2 is a high spin Fe3+ center.

The change from a high to an intermediate spin on Fe6 delivers a ready explanation
for the reduced coupling. Furthermore, CO coordination disturbs the geometry of the
cofactor (vide infra) and the Fe6−Fe2 bond length increases from 2.59 Å to 2.78 Å,
which mitigates the magnetic interactions. Since antiferromagnetic coupling plays a
decisive role in the stability of BS determinants (see Figure 4.6), terminal CO binding
is expected to affect their relative energies. In other words, the antiferromagnetic
alignment of the CO-bound Fe center may be less important than between the unbound
Fe centers.

CO activation and metal-metal interactions

The parameters of the Fe−CO bond in [Fe2Ga5InS9C] are summarized in Table 5.1.
Here, the CO coordinates were optimized for both the ferromagnetic and the anti-
ferromagnetic alignment of Fe6 and Fe2 (CO−Fe2+ ↑ Fe3+ ↑ and CO−Fe2+ ↓ Fe3+ ↑ ,
respectively). The calculated vibrational frequency and the C−O bond length are
similar to the CO-bound Fe2+ center in [FeGa6InS9C], indicating a rather small influ-
ence of the second Fe center. However, one has to keep in mind that the diamagnetic
substitution of Fe2 still introduces an error in the electrostatic influence and potential
differences between [Fe2Ga5InS9C] and the [FeGa6InS9C] may not only be due to
magnetic interactions.

The CO vibrational frequency for the ferromagnetically aligned Fe dimer is with
1908 cm−1 slightly lower than for the antiferromagnetic alignment (1917 cm−1). The
difference in CO activation can be explained with the Pauli exclusion principle: when
both Fe centers are ferromagnetically aligned, the majority spin electrons on Fe6 cannot
delocalize towards Fe2, which already holds the maximum number of α electrons. The
small difference in frequency does not reflect in the C−O bond length (1.157 Å in both
cases). This is not surprising, since when interpolating the changes for [FeGa6InS9C],
one would expect the C−O bond length to change by about 0.001 Å for a frequency
change of 10 cm−1. On the other hand, the Fe−CO bond length is more susceptible to
CO activation and it decreases by 0.01 Å along with the 10 cm−1 increase in frequency.
All in all, magnetic interactions between neighboring metal centers have a small, but
measurable effect on CO activation.

5.2.3. CO-bridged Fe dimer

That CO eventually replaces the S2B sulfide and assumes the bridging position
between Fe6 and Fe2, has been established through X-ray crystallography (loCOXRD,
see Figure 1.9).233,234 The discussion in the coming sections will show that the bridging
CO motif requires both the protonation of the S2B sulfide and the interaction with
the His195 residue. Therefore, the previous approach to construct the diamagnetically
substituted cofactors from the CO-bound cluster model is not applicable for the bridging
CO motif. Instead, the diamagnetic substitution is performed on the geometry of the
E1 QM/MM model featuring a bridging CO, resulting in the μ−CO−[Fe2Ga5InHS9C]
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5.2. Diamagnetic substitution: the local electronic structure

Figure 5.4. – Geometric and electronic structure of the diamagnetically substituted co-
factor [Fe2Ga5InHS9C] with CO bridging Fe6 and Fe2. (a) Structure of
μ−CO−[Fe2Ga5InHS9C]. Diamagnetic ions (Fe→Ga, Mo→In) are shown in
black. (b) Orbital occupation scheme based on Foster-Boys localized orbitals for
the high spin MS = 5

2 determinant, which is the most stable for an Fe2+Fe3+

redox state. (c) Shape of orbitals in (b). Dashed lines highlight orbitals with a
significant Fe−CO overlap. Isosurfaces are shown at ±0.05 and ±0.025. Figure
adapted from Ref [25].

model (Figure 5.4a). This structure is not further optimized, since the bridging
CO motif is not stable, and therefore no reliable CO frequency can be calculated.
The geometric parameters are given in Table 5.1 for completion, but note that they
correspond to the optimized geometry of the QM/MM model. Nevertheless, it is
instructive to study the electronic structure of the bridging CO motif here, since the
replacement of the S2B belt sulfide constitutes a dramatic change to ligand environment
of both Fe6 and Fe2.

The localized orbitals for μ−CO−[Fe2Ga5InHS9C] are shown in Figure 5.4b and c.
The oxidation states are Fe63+ and Fe22+, seemingly in response to the SH– ligand
bound to Fe6. Both Fe centers have a local intermediate spin, where the orbital
oriented along the Fe−carbide bond is unoccupied (z2). As for the terminal binding
mode, spin-pairing appears to be a consequence of CO coordination. For the bridging
motif, the maximum number of orbitals that can participate in the π back bond is eight,
out of which seven are occupied. Due to anisotropy in the Fe−CO bond, one has to
distinguish between in-plane (yz) and out-of-plane interactions (xy). The occupation
of the orbitals on Fe6 suggests that the out-of-plane interaction is favored.

The bridging CO favors the ferromagnetic alignment of Fe6 and Fe2 (J = +47 cm−1,
Table A11). This may again be related to local spin-pairing, however, the yz orbital
shows significant delocalization over Fe6 and Fe2. Valence delocalization is an important
feature of the double exchange mechanism, which stabilizes the ferromagnetic state
(see Chapter 3). All in all, both the terminal and the bridging CO motif have shown
to change the preferred alignment of Fe6 and Fe2 from anti- to ferromagnetic, which is
expected to disrupt the energy ordering of the BS determinants in the full cofactor
models.
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5. CO binding to nitrogenase

5.3. Cluster model: metal-metal interactions

The previous section discussed possible changes that CO binding can cause locally at
the binding site. Spin-pairing and π back bonding was found to be a characteristic
feature of the Fe−CO bond in the diamagnetically substituted cofactors. The present
section focuses on the electronic structure within the unsubstituted, full cofactor model
and the balance between the local aspects of the Fe−CO bond and the influence of
the magnetic interactions between all metal centers. For now, the asymmetry of the
protein environment is neglected and the discussion is limited to the cluster model,
where the protein environment is modeled to the most part by a uniform polarizable
continuum (Figure 4.1). A dielectric constant of ǫ = 4 is used, as is commonly done to
mimic the electrostatic influence of the bulk protein.317 Section 5.4 will discuss the
QM/MM models of nitrogenase, where all amino acid residues are modeled explicitly.

The interaction of CO with FeMoco in the resting state of the MoFe protein has not
been observed experimentally, which is most likely true as well for solution-extracted
FeMoco.15,237 However, the resting state is by far the best-understood redox state, both
experimentally and computationally. It is therefore instructive to study how an Fe−CO
bond alters the electronic structure of the E0 FeMoco cluster model, which is done
in Section 5.3.1. CO binding to the experimentally more relevant E1 FeMoco cluster
model, which is reduced and protonated relative to E0, is explored in Section 5.3.2.
Section 5.3.3 highlights differences between FeMoco and FeVco in the previous analysis.
The structures for these models are shown in Figure 5.5.

Figure 5.5. – CO binding motifs for the FeMoco cluster models in (a,b) the E0 and (c,d)
the E1 redox state. The substrate-free structure is overlaid in black and white.
The binding motifs for the FeVco cluster model are equivalent.

5.3.1. Binding to the E0 redox state

Screening BS/MS combinations

CO binding is expected to favor spin-pairing at the binding site, which (i) may affect
the relative energies of the BS determinants and (ii) may change the most stable MS

value. Prior to CO binding the determinants of the class BS7 with an MS = 3
2

are
the most stable, followed by the classes BS8 and BS10 (Figure 4.6). Therefore, these
three classes and MS values of 1

2
, 3

2
, and 5

2
are likely combinations for the CO-bound

E0 FeMoco model. The energies are estimated using the cluster* model (Figure 4.1),
which employs a small basis set and is therefore suitable to run many calculations for
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5.3. Cluster model: metal-metal interactions

Figure 5.6. – Energies for the E0 FeMoco cluster* model with CO bound to Fe6 relative to
BS10-135 MS = 1

2 . The plot shows all BS determinants in the classes BS7, BS8,
and BS10.

screening purposes. The error due to the smaller basis is on the order of 1 kcal/mol,†

which makes subsequent verification with a larger basis set necessary. The cluster*
calculations allow for the identification of important trends in the energies and help to
rule out many BS/MS combinations.

The energies for CO bound to Fe6 in the cluster* model are shown in Figure 5.6. In
contrast to the substrate-free cofactor, the respective MS = 3

2
determinant is not among

the lowest in energy (except for BS10-136). The energy of the MS = 1
2

determinant
is lower than the MS = 5

2
determinant whenever Fe6 is not flipped in a given BS

determinant and vice versa whenever the spin on Fe6 is flipped. This observation
is consistent with the orbital occupation schemes of the diamagnetically substituted
cofactors, where spin-pairing decreases the local MS value at Fe6. This decreases the
global MS value if Fe6 is spin up, but increases it if Fe6 is spin down.

Interestingly, the BS7 class does not constitute the lowest-energy determinant for
the CO-bound models. Rather, the BS10-135 and BS10-147 determinants are the most
stable, the two of which are related through a pseudo-mirror plane including CO and
Fe6. To summarize, CO binding disrupts the energy ordering of the BS determinants
and stabilizes other MS values than 3

2
. Therefore, in the subsequent analysis, the

determinants BS10-135 and BS10-147 are tested in addition to the BS7 class and the
MS value is adjusted either up or down to account for spin-pairing at the binding site.

†The energy gap between the MS = 3
2 and the MS = 5

2 BS7-235 determinant is 1.36 kcal/mol for
the cluster* model (def2-SVP), but 0.06 kcal/mol for the cluster model (def2-TZVP).
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5. CO binding to nitrogenase

Geometry

The E0 FeMoco cluster model converges to stable structures with CO bound to Fe6
and Fe2, which are shown in Figure 5.5a and b. CO binding increases the coordination
number of the respective Fe center from four (3 × S2− and 1 × C4−) to five (+CO).
With the change in the ligand environment from approximately tetrahedral to trigonal
bipyramidal, the CO-bound Fe center is pulled out of the cofactor, which increases
the bond lengths to the neighboring metal centers by 0.1 Å–0.2 Å relative to the
substrate-free model. At the same time, the Fe−carbide distance increases from 2.00 Å
(substrate-free) to 2.18 Å and 2.15 Å when binding to Fe6 and Fe2 respectively. The
remaining bond lengths change by less than 0.05 Å.

Electronic structure

The lowest-energy BS determinants for the CO-bound E0 FeMoco cluster model
are characterized in Table 5.2. As predicted by the cluster* model, the BS10-135
determinant is the most stable when CO is bound to Fe6 (see Table A13 for all tested
BS/MS combinations). For CO bound to Fe2, the BS10-147 determinant the most
stable, which is the pseudo-mirror image of BS10-135 with respect to Fe6/Fe2. In both
cases, the MS = 1

2
determinant is more stable than MS = 3

2
or MS = 5

2
. As indicated

by the spin populations, the reduction in the global MS value is directly related to the
decrease in the local spin at the respective CO-bound Fe center, which is spin up in
both determinants.

The localized orbitals corroborate that the electronic structure changes are limited
to the binding Fe center (Figure A18). The orbital occupation scheme, which can be
derived from the localized orbitals, is qualitatively equivalent to that of the Fe2+ center
in the diamagnetically substituted CO-bound [FeGa6InS9C] (Figure 5.2). The electron
localization due to CO binding (Fe2.5+Fe2.5+→CO−Fe2+Fe3+), which was observed
in the [Fe2Ga5InS9C] models (Figure 5.3) is also happening unsubstituted models.
Here, the localization happens between Fe pairs within the same cubane. For example,
in the substrate-free BS10-147 determinant, an electron is shared between Fe2 and
Fe3. CO binding to Fe2 causes this electron to localize, yielding the oxidation states
Fe22+Fe33+. This showcases the utility of diamagnetic substitution to decompose the
complex electronic structure of larger metal clusters. However, some more subtle
effects cannot be captured by the diamagnetically substituted models: the orbitals
on CO-bound Fe center have some overlap with multiple neighboring metal centers,
especially if they are ferromagnetically aligned. This may indicate the involvement of
several metal centers on the Fe−CO bond.

CO activation

The Fe−CO bond parameters for the E0 FeMoco cluster model are listed in Table 5.2.
The calculated CO frequency for the Fe6-bound model is 1910 cm−1, which is within
10 cm−1 of the frequency in CO−[Fe2Ga5InS9C] (Table 5.1). Again, this suggests
that the diamagnetically substituted model already includes a majority of the effects
contributing to CO-activation in FeMoco. The calculated CO frequency for Fe2 is
about 15 cm−1 lower, indicating a slightly more activated CO for the Fe-only cubane
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5.3. Cluster model: metal-metal interactions

Table 5.2. – Summary of the lowest-energy CO-bound FeMoco and FeVco cluster models
in the redox states E0 and E1. Spop denote Hirshfeld spin populations. νCO are
scaled frequencies (see Table A18). The substrate-free models used as reference
for the binding energy are listed in Table A12.

binding Spop νCO dC-O dFe-CO BS MS ∆Ebnd

site Fe6 Fe2 [cm−1] [Å] [Å] [kcal/mol]

E0 FeMoco
Fe6 1.56 3.19 1910 1.158 1.760 BS10-135 0.5 -6.0
Fe2 2.93 1.95 1895 1.159 1.756 BS10-147 0.5 -9.1

E1 FeMoco
Fe6 1.07 3.22 1822 1.171 1.735 BS10-147 0 -15.0
Fe2 3.00 1.61 1856 1.166 1.745 BS10-147 0 -11.0

E0 FeVco
Fe6 1.96 3.22 1887 1.162 1.748 BS8-345 0.5 -5.3
Fe2 3.28 -1.62 1894 1.162 1.735 BS7-235 2.5 -5.1

E1 FeVco
Fe6 1.82 3.11 1799 1.176 1.749 BS10-135 0 -11.8
Fe2 3.03 1.87 1810 1.173 1.749 BS10-135 0 -8.9

compared to the Mo cubane. The lower frequency correlates again with a small, albeit
consistent, elongation of the C−O and a contraction of the Fe−CO bond.

Furthermore, the total energy for the Fe2-bound model is about 3 kcal/mol lower
compared to Fe6. The reason for this binding site preference is not obvious. Since the
CO activation is rather similar in both cases, the energy difference may be related to
the electronic structure of each cubane: In the substrate-free BS7 determinants, Fe2
couples antiferromagnetically to Fe1, whereas Fe6 couples antiferromagnetically to Mo.
If the loss of spin-coupling were responsible for the energy difference, the reduction of
the local spin on Fe6 and hence breaking the coupling between Fe and Mo would be
less favorable than breaking the coupling between Fe and Fe.

The contribution of Mo to the reactivity of FeMoco is not well understood. For
the diamagnetically substituted models, CO activation was clearly related to the
orbital occupation schemes derived from the localized orbitals (Figure 5.2). For the
unsubstituted models, the electron count on CO-bound Fe6 is higher compared to
CO-bound Fe2 due to an orbital shared between Mo and Fe6 (Figure A18), even though
CO is more activated for Fe2. Since the localized orbital analysis cannot explain the
small differences between the Fe-only and the Mo cubane, it may not be applicable
when different metals are involved.
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5. CO binding to nitrogenase

5.3.2. Binding to the E1 redox state

Geometry

In going from the E0 to the E1 cluster model, FeMoco is reduced by one electron and
the S2B sulfide is protonated. As shown in Figure 5.5, CO binding to either Fe6 or
Fe2 leads spontaneously to an opening of the S2B bridge, resulting in a terminal CO
and a terminal SH– on the neighboring Fe centers. The Fe6−Fe2 distance is with
about 2.56 Å close to that in the substrate-free E0 cluster model (2.59 Å) and the bond
lengths not involving Fe6 or Fe2 change by less than 0.03 Å. Therefore, the metal-metal
distances in the CO-bound E1 model are close to the substrate-free E0 model, whereas
CO pulls one Fe center out of the cofactor in the E0 model. Nevertheless, the opening
of the S2B bridge is expected to have pronounced effect on the electronic structure.

Electronic structure

For the substrate-free E1 cluster model, the BS7-346 determinant with an MS = 2 is
lowest in energy, which is consistent with the E1 QM/MM model reported previously.204

One of the Fe centers in the Mo cubane is reduced relative to the E0 redox state (Fe6
in case of BS7-346). The relative energies of the BS determinants in the substrate-free
E1 cluster model are compared in Figure A24.

The metal spin populations for the most stable BS determinants are shown along with
the structures in Figure 5.7. The spin populations allow for a quick identification of the
BS determinant and possible local spin-pairing. CO binding and the accompanied SH–

bridge opening leads to two major changes in the electronic structure: (i) The BS10-147
MS = 0 determinant is the lowest in energy for both binding sites. (ii) The local spin at
the CO-bound Fe center is reduced, which indicates spin-pairing. The localized orbitals
(Figure A19) further support an intermediate local spin. The respective Fe center has
only four occupied majority spin orbitals and the orbital oriented along the Fe−CO
bond is unoccupied. However, the minority spin orbitals cannot be unequivocally
assigned as either localized or delocalized. Therefore, it is not possible to draw a
simple orbital occupation scheme as for the E0 cluster model and the diamagnetically
substituted models. Some orbitals having contributions from both Fe6 and Fe2 may also
indicate that these exposed centers are rather reactive. Nevertheless, when neglecting
the small delocalization tail between Fe6 and Fe2, the localized orbitals allow for
determining the redox states of the cubanes. The additional electron in the E1 models
relative to E0 follows the CO molecule and resides in the Mo cubane, when CO is
bound to Fe6, and in the Fe-only cubane, when CO is bound to Fe2.

CO activation

The CO bond in the E1 models is significantly more activated compared to the E0

models (Table 5.2). The calculated CO frequencies, 1822 cm−1 for Fe6 and 1856 cm−1

for Fe2, are 90 cm−1 and 90 cm−1 lower compared to the E0 model, respectively. Again,
a lower CO frequency correlates with a longer C−O and a shorter Fe−CO bond length.
As discussed above, the localized orbitals are not a concise description of the electronic
structure at the binding site and therefore cannot be used to explain the differences
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5.3. Cluster model: metal-metal interactions

Figure 5.7. – Structures and Hirshfeld spin populations of the metal centers for the CO-
bound FeMoco cluster model in the redox states E0 and E1. The lowest-energy
models are BS10-135 MS = 1

2 (Fe6/E0), BS10-147 MS = 1
2 (Fe2/E0), and

BS10-147 MS = 0 (Fe6/E1 and Fe2/E1).

in CO activation. The spin population (Figure 5.7) as well as the atomic charge (not
shown) of the CO-bound Fe center is lower compared to the E0 model, which indicates
a higher degree of spin-pairing and a more electron rich Fe center in E1.

In addition to the more reduced cofactor, the structural changes may also contribute
to CO activation. The concomitant opening of the S2B bridge due to protonation leaves
the coordination number of all Fe centers unchanged, resulting in a less convoluted
binding site compared to the E0 models. The Fe−CO bond lengths is about 1.74 Å
in the E1 models, which is 0.02 Å shorter compared to the E0 models. At the same
time, the Fe−carbide bond is 0.1 Å–0.2 Å shorter, which increases the electron density
at the Fe center and therefore enhances π back bonding to CO.

Binding energies

The binding energies in the E1 cluster model are −15.0 kcal/mol when CO is bound
to Fe6 and −11.0 kcal/mol when bound to Fe2 (Table 5.2, all other tested BS/MS

combinations are listed in Table A14). This is significantly stronger than in the E0

cluster model and the release of energy would be sufficient to overcome the entropic
penalty associated with the binding event, which is estimated to be around 10 kcal/mol
at 300 K.318 However, it is important to keep in mind that this estimate corresponds
to gas phase reactions and the protein environment may have a critical impact on
thermodynamic properties. Furthermore, the binding site preferences is inverted
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5. CO binding to nitrogenase

relative to E0, because Fe6 is the preferred binding site. This can be rationalized with
the electronic structure of the two cubanes: When CO binds to the E0 models, it
merely leads to charge localization within the respective cubane and an intermediate
spin at the binding site. The intermediate spin, in turn, affects the spin-coupling,
which is different in the Fe-only and the Mo cubane due to the Mo center. In the E1

models, however, the additional electron exhibits some flexibility and follows CO into
the respective cubane. Since the Mo cubane is the preferred residence of the electron
according to the substrate-free E1 model, CO binding to Fe2 comes with the cost of
the electron transfer into the Fe-only cubane.

5.3.3. Differences between FeMoco and FeVco

Electronic structure in the E0 redox state

Figure 5.8. – Energies for the E0 FeVco cluster* model with CO bound to Fe6, relative to
BS8-347 MS = 1

2 . The plot show all BS determinants in the classes BS7, BS8,
and BS10. The equivalent plot for FeMoco is Figure 5.6.

As discussed in Section 5.3.1, a larger number of BS/MS combinations can be tested
using the less accurate but computationally inexpensive cluster* model. Similar to
FeMoco, the classes BS7, BS8, and BS10 are lowest in energy for the substrate-free
FeMoco (Figure 4.9). Therefore, these determinants are tested in combination with
MS = 5

2
, 3

2
, and 1

2
for CO binding to Fe6 in the E0 FeVco cluster* model and the

resulting energies are shown in Figure 5.8. The lowest-energy determinant is BS8-345
followed by BS10-135 and BS7-235. This is in stark contrast to FeMoco, where BS8-345
is about 10 kcal/mol higher in energy.

The near-degeneracy of the BS determinants in a given class is lifted due to the
presence of the carbonate ligand and the heterometal V, as discussed for the substrate-
free cofactors (Figure 4.8). This also holds true for the CO-bound cofactor. For
example, the energy of BS10-147 is about 5 kcal/mol higher than BS10-135. These two
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5.3. Cluster model: metal-metal interactions

determinants are pseudo-mirror images with respect to Fe6 in FeMoco, where they lie
merely 2 kcal/mol apart, demonstrating the symmetry breaking due to the carbonate
ligand in FeVco. It is not obvious why the BS8-345 determinant becomes lowest in
energy when binding CO to Fe6, and it is therefore also possible that other BS classes
not tested here would be even lower in energy. When going beyond the resting state, it
is of utmost importance to either screen many BS/MS combinations or to understand
what contributes to the stability of a BS determinant, as discussed in Section 4.2.2
and 4.2.3. For FeVco, the first step would be to understand the effect of the carbonate
ligand on the energies in the substrate-free E0 BS determinants.

Consistent with the cluster* model, the BS8-345 determinant with an MS = 1
2

is also
the most stable when binding CO to Fe6 in the cluster model (see Table A13 for all
tested BS/MS combinations). When binding to Fe2, the BS7-235 determinant is the
most stable and since Fe2 is spin down in this determinant, the reduction of the local
spin at Fe2 favors a global MS = 5

2
. Even though completely different BS determinants

are stabilized in FeVco, the localized orbitals reveal that the local electronic structure
at the CO-bound Fe center is the same as in FeMoco (Figure A20). To summarize,
the CO-bond Fe center has the same intermediate local spin and an Fe2+ oxidation
state in all E0 cluster models, but the BS determinant specifies the location of the
ferromagnetically aligned pairs, and therefore the origin of the to-be-localized electron.

Electronic structure in the E1 redox state

The main difference between FeMoco and FeVco in the substrate-free E0 redox state
lies in the heterometal and the oxidation state of Fe5 (green in Figure 5.9). For the
BS7-235 determinant, the oxidation states are Mo3+Fe53+ for FeMoco and V3+Fe52+

for FeVco (see also discussion of Figure 4.8). This directly affects the location of the
additional electron in the E1 redox state (purple in Figure 5.9). For FeMoco, the Fe53+

center gets reduced to Fe52+, but in FeVco, the valence-delocalized Fe12.5+Fe42.5+ pair
gets reduced to a localized Fe12+Fe42+ pair. Since the additional electron is added
to a β orbital in the latter case, the E1 FeVco model has an MS = 1. The BS7-235
determinant maintains the isolated energetic position in the E1 FeVco model as a result
of the carbonate ligand (see Figure A24).

CO binding to either Fe6 or Fe2 in the E1 FeVco model is accompanied by the
same opening of the protonated S2B sulfide bridge discussed for FeMoco (Figure 5.7)
Similarly, the CO-bound Fe centers have a reduced local spin. According to the
localized orbitals (not shown), the orbital along the Fe−CO bond is unoccupied. The
localized orbitals further show that the additional electron in E1 FeVco follows CO
into the respective cubane, as already discussed for FeMoco.

The BS10-135 determinant is the most stable when binding CO to either Fe6 or
Fe2 in the E1 FeVco model, in contrast to FeMoco, where BS10-147 is most stable.
The preference of FeVco for BS10-135 over BS10-147 has also been apparent for the
CO-bound E0 cluster* model (Figure 5.8). For the CO-bound E1 FeVco model, the
energy of the BS10-135 determinant is about 6 kcal/mol lower compared to BS10-147
(Table A14), which is likely related to the carbonate ligand breaking the symmetry
and therefore represents a property specific to FeVco.
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5. CO binding to nitrogenase

Figure 5.9. – Comparison between the orbital occupation schemes derived from Foster-Boys
localized orbitals for the substrate-free FeMoco and FeVco cluster models in the E0

and E1 redox states (BS7-235, E0 FeMoco/FeVco: MS = 3
2 , E1 FeMoco: MS = 1,

E1 FeVco: MS = 2). The differences between FeMoco and FeVco are highlighted
in green for the E0 redox state and in purple for the E1 redox state.

Binding energy

The CO binding energies are consistently more negative for FeVco than for FeMoco
(Table 5.2). Unlike E0 FeMoco, where Fe2 is the preferred binding site, the E0 FeVco
cluster model shows no binding site preference. The reason for this may be related
to the more reduced Fe centers in the V cubane (Figure 5.9), which stabilizes the
electron relocation towards Fe6. Alternatively, the spin-coupling between Fe and
the heterometal Mo or V could be an important contribution. A comparative study
of FeMoco and FeVco through XAS measurements suggests that the Mo−Fe orbital
overlap is larger than that for V−Fe.299 A strong interaction between Fe and Mo in
FeMoco could disfavor an intermediate local spin on Fe6, because it would compete
with the spin-coupling to Mo, leading to a reduced binding affinity for Fe6 in E0

FeMoco. If the spin-coupling between V and Fe6 is weaker in comparison and coincides
with that between Fe2 and Fe1, this could also remove the binding site preference in
the E0 FeVco cluster model.

For the E1 cluster models, binding to Fe6 is energetically favored in both cofactors.
For FeMoco this was rationalized with the electronic structure in the substrate-free E1

model, where the additional electron reduces the Mo cubane (Figure 5.9). However,
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5.3. Cluster model: metal-metal interactions

applying the same reasoning to FeVco would predict that Fe2 is the preferred binding
site, since the additional electron reduces the Fe-only cubane in the substrate-free E1

FeVco. Therefore, the slight preference for Fe6 in the E1 FeVco cluster model still lacks
an explanation.

CO frequency

Table 5.2 compares the CO activation parameters for FeMoco and FeVco. With Fe2 as
the binding site, the calculated CO frequencies in the E0 cluster models are virtually
identical for FeMoco (1895 cm−1) and FeVco (1894 cm−1). With Fe6 as the binding
site, CO is less activated for FeMoco (1910 cm−1) compared to FeVco (1887 cm−1). The
local electronic structure at the binding site is equivalent in all cases, but the redox
level of the respective cubane delivers a ready explanation for the difference in CO
activation (Figure 5.9). The Fe centers in the V cubane are reduced by one electron
relative to the Fe centers in the Mo cubane and Fe6 in FeVco is therefore part of a
more electron rich cubane. The Fe-only cubane has the same number of electrons for
both cofactors, which leads to similar CO activation.

The calculated CO frequency in the E1 FeVco model is about 20 cm−1 lower for Fe6
and 50 cm−1 lower for Fe2 in comparison to E1 FeMoco model. The first case is not
surprising considering the more reduced V cubane. However, difference for Fe2 is less
obvious, since the number of electrons in the Fe-only cubane is the equivalent for both
models. However, the Fe2−Fe6 distance is 0.1 Å shorter for the CO-bound E1 FeVco,
which may increase the overlap between both metal centers and therefore the CO
activation. The reason for the shorter Fe2−Fe6 distance in FeVco may be related to
the less strong V−Fe interaction compared to Mo−Fe.299

Figure 5.10. – Relationship between scaled CO frequencies and CO binding energies for
the FeMoco and FeVco cluster models in the E0 and the E1 redox states. See
Table 5.2 for values and model details.

The decrease in the CO frequency correlates with a more negative binding energy
for both the FeMoco or the FeVco cluster model, as shown in Figure 5.10. FeVco yields
lower frequencies at comparable binding energies, which is consistent with the more
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5. CO binding to nitrogenase

reduced Fe centers. However, it is also possible that the carbonate ligand allows for
a stronger binding of CO in FeVco. Since the binding sites Fe6 and Fe2 are equally
affected, the difference between Mo and V appears to play a minor role in the binding
energy.

5.4. QM/MM model: interactions with the protein

environment

The following discussion will focus on the role of the protein environment during the
CO binding event. The protein environment creates a highly specific electrostatic
environment that is key to enzymatic catalysis. Instead of the implicit solvation
model used in the clusters models, the amino acid residues are modeled explicitly in
the QM/MM models, where they are either part of the QM or the MM region. See
Section 4.3.1 for a detailed comparison between the cluster and QM/MM model in the
substrate-free cofactor. The QM2 model (Figure 4.1) is used, which was specifically
designed to study CO binding and those residues that are expected to affect binding to
Fe6 or Fe2 are modeled with high accuracy as part of the QM region. The discussion
builds on the analysis in the CO-bound cluster models (Section 5.3) and therefore
mainly focuses on the differences in geometric and electronic structure introduced by
the explicit protein environment in the QM/MM models.

Section 5.4.1 discusses CO binding to Fe6 and Fe2 of the cofactor in the E0 resting
state. Section 5.4.2 focuses on the one-electron reduced and S2B-protonated E1 redox
state. The question will be addressed whether the QM/MM model favors a different
binding mode and stabilizes a different electronic structure compared to the cluster
model. Section 5.4.3 presents tentative results on potential sulfide dissociation in the
even further reduced and protonated E2 redox state. In this context, the compliance
of the E1 and E2 models with the available experimentally observed species will be
discussed. Finally, Section 5.4.4 compares how the results for V nitrogenase differ from
those of Mo nitrogenase.

5.4.1. Binding to the E0 redox state

Geometry

The structures for CO-bound E0 FeMoco in the QM/MM model are shown in Fig-
ure 5.11a and b. As for the cluster model, CO binding to either Fe6 or Fe2 increases the
coordination number of the respective Fe center from four to five, but does not affect
the topology of the system otherwise. Also, the perturbation of the cofactor geometry
is of comparable magnitude to the cluster model, which comprises an elongation of the
bonds involving either Fe6 or Fe2, respectively, leaving the remaining bonds largely
unaffected (see Section 5.3.1 for discussion of the cluster model geometry).

The most prominent geometric change happens at the His195 residue, which forms
a hydrogen bond with the S2B belt sulfide bridging Fe6 and Fe2. The hydrogen bond
remains intact in the CO-bound structures, but changes from 2.25 Å (substrate-free) to
2.20 Å and 2.41 Å when CO is bound to Fe6 and Fe2, respectively. For Fe6, the His195
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5.4. QM/MM model: interactions with the protein environment

Figure 5.11. – Structures of FeMoco and surrounding residues with CO bound to (a) Fe6
and (b) Fe2 in the E0 QM2 model. The substrate-free structure is overlaid in
black and white. (c) Binding site preference for Fe6 over Fe2. For more details
on the cluster and QM2 models, see Table 5.2 and 5.3; the ∆His195 QM2 model
is explained in the text. Figure adapted from Ref [25].

residue appears to simply follow the S2B sulfide, which is affected by the Fe6−S2B
bond elongation. For Fe2, the displacement of the His195 residue is significantly
more pronounced. The slight elongation of the His195−S2B hydrogen bond suggests a
competition between the hydrogen bond and the steric requirement of the CO ligand,
which clashes with His195. On the other hand, the positions of the residues Gln441
and HCA remain fairly unperturbed for either binding site. Note that in contrast to
the cluster model, where for example the HCA residue was fixed, none of the atoms
in proximity of the cofactor are constrained during the geometry optimization of the
QM/MM models shown in Figure 5.11a and b.

To assess how the His195 residue affects the binding event, the modified ∆His195
QM2 model was created from the QM2 model by removing the His195 residue (see
Section 5.1 for details). Now, the influence of the His195 residue on the binding site
preference can be quantified, which is shown in Figure 5.11c. In the cluster model,
binding to Fe2 was favored over Fe6 by 3 kcal/mol. The QM2 model exhibits the
opposite preference and the Fe6-bound structure is 8 kcal/mol more stable. Finally,
in the ∆His195 QM2 model Fe2 is again favored by 3 kcal/mol and the binding site
preference is therefore virtually identical to the cluster model. This agreement between
the cluster and the ∆His19 QM2 model is a strong indication that Fe2 preference is an
intrinsic property of E0 FeMoco, but the His195 in the MoFe protein environment shields
Fe2 by forming a hydrogen bond with the S2B sulfide. Therefore, substrate binding to
Fe2 is unlikely, unless larger rearrangements happen in the protein environment.
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5. CO binding to nitrogenase

Figure 5.12. – Relative energies for the determinant classes BS7, BS8, and BS10 with CO
bound to Fe6. Values correspond to the E0 FeMoco QM1* model.

Electronic structure

To test if the protein environment has an influence on the relative energies of the BS
determinants, multiple BS/MS combinations were calculated using the QM1* model,
in which CO was bound to Fe6, which is shown in Figure 5.12. The QM1* model uses
the small QM1 region (Figure 4.1) as well as a small basis set in order to screen many
BS/MS combinations. This is the equivalent approach employed for the cluster* model
(Figure 5.6). As in the cluster* model, the BS10-135 and BS10-147 determinants are
the most stable. However, in the QM1* model multiple BS8 determinants, such as
BS8-345, are within 5 kcal/mol of the most stable determinant, whereas BS8-345 was
about 10 kcal/mol higher in the cluster* model. At the same time, the energies of the
BS7 determinants are about 5 kcal/mol lower in the QM1* model. The observation that
the protein environment stabilizes certain BS couplings may be related to hydrogen
bonds between residues and sulfide ligands or to charged residues in the proximity
of the cofactor. These have been shown to affect the relative energies of the BS
determinants in the substrate-free cofactor (Section 4.3.1). In any case, the explicit
protein environment in the QM/MM model increases the number of candidates for
low-energy BS determinants when CO is bound to the cofactor.

Turning to the CO-bound QM2 model, which has a larger and more accurate QM
region (Figure 4.1), the most stable CO-bound structures are characterized in Table 5.3.
The energies for all other tested BS/MS combinations are listed in Table A15. The
BS10-147 determinant is the most stable when CO is bound to Fe6, consistent with
the QM1* model, showcasing the usefulness of the rudimentary model to screen the
BS/MS landscape. For Fe2, the BS7-346 determinant is the most stable, but the
energy of the BS10-147 determinant is virtually identical. In contrast, the BS10-147
determinant in the cluster model is here about 4 kcal/mol more stable than BS7-346
(Table A13) confirming a strong influence of the protein environment for the QM2
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5.4. QM/MM model: interactions with the protein environment

Table 5.3. – Summary of the CO-bound MoFe and VFe QM2 models. The substrate-free
QM2 models used as a reference to calculate the binding energies are given in
Table A12. The same parameters for the cluster models are shown in Table 5.2.

binding Spop νCO dC-O dFe-CO BS MS ∆Ebnd

site Fe6 Fe2 [cm−1] [Å] [Å] [kcal/mol]

E0 MoFe
Fe6 1.51 3.06 1966 1.152 1.763 BS10-147 0.5 -7.8
Fe2 -2.96 1.81 1957 1.153 1.775 BS7-346 0.5 0.4

E1 MoFe
Fe6 -1.88 3.16 1922 1.157 1.783 BS7-346 2 -8.3
Fe2/Fe6 2.26 2.11 1716 1.193 1.795/ BS10-147 0 -5.1

2.022

E0 VFe
Fe6 1.71 -3.15 1924 1.160 1.730 BS7-235 0.5 -8.1
Fe2 3.22 -1.73 1957 1.154 1.762 BS7-235 2.5 6.9

E1 VFe
Fe6 1.73 -3.19 1921 1.160 1.747 BS7-235 0 -8.5
Fe2/Fe6 2.50 2.29 1721 1.194 1.828/ BS10-147 0 -7.4

1.969

model.
As hinted by the magnitude of the Fe spin population (Table 5.3) and confirmed

with the localized orbital analysis (not shown), the CO-bound Fe center exhibits an
intermediate local spin state. This particular feature of the electronic structure is
equivalent to the E0 cluster model and has already been discussed in Section 5.3.1.
To summarize the discussion of the electronic structure in the CO-bound E0 models,
the relative energies of the BS determinants are not easily predicable, since they are
defined by a combined contribution of electronic structure changes and environmental
influences. However, the changes in the local electronic structure at the binding site
follow the same set of rules, which comprises spin-pairing and electron localization.
Since the remaining metal centers maintain their local spin state, the MS value for a
given CO-bound BS determinant changes by ±1 relative to the substrate-free resting
state, depending on whether the binding Fe center is flipped.

CO activation

As shown in Table 5.3, the calculated CO frequencies differ slightly for Fe6 (1966 cm−1)
and Fe2 (1957 cm−1). The lower CO frequency correlates with a longer C−O bond
length, but not with a shorter Fe−CO bond length. The longer Fe2−CO bond length
is probably a result of the His195 residue fixing the position of the S2B sulfide in the
coordination sphere of Fe2 with the hydrogen bond (Figure 5.11b). The experimentally
observed transient SF-FT-IR band loCOIR,1 at 1904 cm−1 is more than 50 cm−1 lower
compared to the calculated frequencies for the E0 QM2 model. This is in line with the
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5. CO binding to nitrogenase

observation that CO does not bind to the resting state protein and further suggests
that a more reduced cofactor may be required.

A slightly higher CO frequency for Fe6 compared to Fe2 has also been observed in
the cluster model (Table 5.2) consistent with the analogous local electronic structure at
the binding site. However, the CO frequencies for both Fe6 and Fe2 are about 50 cm−1

higher in the QM2 model. The difference between the QM/MM and the cluster model
is likely related to the implicit solvation model in the cluster model and the choice
of the dielectric constant. While ε = 4 may describe the average for many proteins
well,317 it may not be suitable for immediate environment of CO bound to the active
site of nitrogenase. The immediate protein environment should be therefore described
explicitly to capture its highly specific electrostatic.

Binding energies

Figure 5.13. – CO binding energies for the FeMoco cluster model (left) and the QM2 model
(right) in (a,b) the E0 and (c,d) the E1 redox state. Insets show corresponding
binding motifs. Further details of the models are given in Table 5.2 and 5.3.
Figure adapted from Ref [25].
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The CO binding energies for the QM2 model are shown as part of Figure 5.13,
which summarizes the binding energies and structures of all E0 and E1 models. When
focusing on the E0 QM2 model (Figure 5.13b), the binding site preference for Fe6
is immediately evident, which has been already been shown to be a consequence
of the His195 residue. When binding COto Fe6, where the protein environment
does not result in any steric hindrance, the binding energy in the QM2 model is
with −7.8 kcal/mol about 2 kcal/mol more negative compared to the cluster model
(Figure 5.13). Nevertheless, the energy release for the binding event is well below
10 kcal/mol, which is likely insufficient to surmount the reduction in entropy during
the associative process.318 Therefore, the calculated binding energies are consistent
with the observation that CO does not interact with the resting state MoFe protein.

5.4.2. Binding to the E1 redox state

Geometry

Figure 5.14. – Structures of FeMoco and surrounding residues with CO bound to (a) Fe6
and (b) Fe2 in the E1 QM2 model. The substrate-free structure is overlaid in
black and white. For more details on the models, see Table 5.3.

In the substrate-free E1 model, the protonated S2B belt sulfide bridges Fe6 and
Fe2 and further interacts with the His195 residue via a hydrogen bond. As shown in
Figure 5.14, the S2B bridge opens when CO binds to either Fe6 or Fe2 in the QM2
model. For Fe6, the optimized structure features a terminal CO at Fe6 and a terminal
SH– at Fe2. This is the same binding mode observed for the cluster model (Figure 5.5).
However, the protein environment in the QM2 model interferes with this structural
rearrangement, in particular, the His195 residue clashes with the terminal SH– on Fe2.
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5. CO binding to nitrogenase

The interference of His195 with a terminal ligand on Fe2 has been shown to greatly
increase the energy in the E0 QM2 model (Figure 5.11).

When binding CO initially to Fe2, the S2B sulfide bridge opens as well, but in
the other direction to form a terminal SH– on Fe6. Simultaneously, CO assumes the
bridging position between Fe6 and Fe2. In the slightly asymmetric bridge, the Fe6−CO
bond (2.022 Å) is longer than the Fe2−CO bond (1.795 Å). Since no terminal ligand
is bound to Fe2, no interference with the His195 residue is observed. On the contrary,
His195 now forms a 1.75 Å hydrogen bond with the oxygen of CO, which is shorter
than the hydrogen bond with S2B in the substrate-free model (2.30 Å). The bridging
CO motif is not stable in the E1 cluster model and therefore most likely stabilized
explicitly by the hydrogen bond with His195. The cluster model suggests that the
bridging CO motif is less favorable in the E1 models compared to an opened bridge
with two terminal ligands.

Electronic structure for terminal CO

Figure 5.15. – Orbital occupations based on Foster-Boys localized orbitals, structure, and
spin-coupling pattern in the BS determinant for (a) CO bound to Fe6 and for
(b) CO bridging Fe6 and Fe2 in the E1 FeMoco QM2 model. Dashed circles
indicate orbitals with a large CO overlap. For more details on the models, see
Table 5.3. Figure adapted from Ref [25].

Figure 5.15a shows thee spin-coupling between the metal centers as well as the
orbital occupation scheme for the E1 QM2 model with a terminally bound CO. Here,
the BS7-346 determinant is lowest in energy, whereas BS10-147 was the most stable in
the cluster model. Since the binding mode is equivalent in the QM2 and the cluster
model, the change in the BS determinant is likely a consequence of the electrostatic
influence of the protein environment. In the E1 cluster model, the BS7-346 and
BS10-147 determinants lie merely 1 kcal/mol apart (Table A14), therefore different
descriptions of the environment may be sufficient to swap their relative energies. A
stabilization of BS7-346 over BS10-147 has also been observed for the CO-bound E0

models (Table 5.2 and 5.3). Antiferromagnetic coupling between Fe centers is central
to the stability of a given BS determinant, and it has been shown that the explicit
protein environment lifts the degeneracy in the calculated J coupling constants of
pseudo-symmetry related Fe pairs (Figure 4.6).
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5.4. QM/MM model: interactions with the protein environment

As in the E1 cluster model, some localized orbitals exhibit partial delocalization
across multiple metal centers. Therefore, the orbital occupation schemes in Figure 5.15
represent a simplified picture, while the more complete localized orbitals compositions
are shown in Figure A21. For the terminally bound CO, the additional electron in
the E1 redox state localizes on Fe6 and therefore participates directly in the π back
bond. A key difference between the cluster and the QM2 model is the local spin at
the binding site. In the cluster model, Fe6 exhibits a local intermediate spin, where
the orbital along the Fe−CO bond is unoccupied. In the QM2 model, however, Fe6
maintains a local high spin, which is the first example of a CO-bound high spin Fe
center in the models discussed so far. Consequently, only three Fe-based orbitals
participate in the π back bonding. The BS7-346 determinant is the most stable for
both the substrate-free E1 QM2 model and for that with CO bound terminally to Fe6.
The MS = 2 is found most stable in both cases and CO binding does not induce any
large changes in the electronic structure, even though the geometric changes at Fe6
and Fe2 are quite large.

Electronic structure for bridging CO

As shown in Figure 5.15b, the bridging CO motif in the E1 QM2 model features the
BS10-147 determinant with anMS = 0. Here, Fe6 and Fe2 are ferromagnetically aligned,
which is not surprising, since the calculated coupling constant in the diamagnetically
substituted μ−CO−[Fe2Ga5InHS9C] is J = +47 cm−1 (Table A11). This is the same
BS/MS combination as for the cluster model, even though here the bridge between
Fe6 and Fe2 is open.

In the orbital occupation scheme for the bridging CO motif, Fe2 has a local high
spin and Fe6 a local intermediate spin. Three spin orbitals localized on each Fe center
participate in the π back bond; the respective doubly occupied orbitals contribute to
the in-plane interaction (yz in Figure 5.4). Additionally, an orbital delocalized over
Fe6 and Fe2 has a large overlap with CO. This orbital is a linear combination of the
xy orbitals on Fe6 and Fe2, respectively, and is therefore responsible for out-of-plane
interaction.

Even though the CO-bridged Fe6 and Fe2 centers are ferromagnetically aligned
in both the QM2 model (Figure 5.14b) and in the diamagnetically substituted
[Fe2Ga5InHS9C] model (Figure 5.14b and 5.4, respectively), the orbital occupation
schemes exhibit some significant differences. The Fe2 center has a local high spin
in the QM2 model, but an intermediate spin in the [Fe2Ga5InHS9C] model. This is
most likely an effect of the unsubstituted Fe centers in the QM2 model, which favor
antiferromagnetic coupling and therefore counteract spin-pairing on Fe2. Further-
more, the out-of-plane xy orbital is evenly delocalized over Fe6, Fe2, and CO in the
QM2 model, while the orbitals in [Fe2Ga5InHS9C] are all fairly localized on either
Fe center. This may be a consequence of the local high spin on Fe2 in the QM2
model, which would facilitate electron delocalization through double exchange (see
Section 1.1.4). In contrast to the E0 models, where the changes in the electronic struc-
ture due to CO binding are well described by the [FeGa6InS9C] and the [Fe2Ga5InS9C]
model, the bridging CO affects more metal centers than just Fe6 and Fe2. In other
words, the μ−CO−[Fe2Ga5InHS9C] model does not capture the essential aspects of
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the μ−CO−FeMoco electronic structure. Therefore, a suitable diamagnetically substi-
tuted model would probably have to additionally include at least Fe3, since electron
delocalization between Fe2 and Fe3 is apparent in the orbital occupation scheme
(Figure 5.15b).

Binding energies

Figure 5.13 compares the CO binding energies for all Mo nitrogenase models discussed
so far. The binding energies for the terminal and the bridging motif in the E1 QM2
model are −8.3 kcal/mol and −5.1 kcal/mol, respectively, which implies a preference for
the terminal binding mode. The binding strength for the terminal CO in E1 is virtually
identical to the Fe6-bound E0 QM2 model. In the cluster model, however, the binding
strength significantly increased in going from the E0 to the E1 redox state, which
has been argued to stem from a more reduced cofactor and the additional flexibility
of the protonated S2B sulfide. In the QM2 model, this conformational freedom has
disappeared owing to the steric interference of a terminal ligand on Fe2 with the His195
residue. Since CO binding in the E1 cluster model is clearly favored, the question
arises if simple QM/MM potential energy surface explorations possibly fail to capture
important conformational rearrangements in the protein environment upon substrate
binding. For example, it has been reported for V nitrogenase that the His180(V)
residue can switch its hydrogen bonding partner from S2B to Gln176(V) (change from
"out" to "in" conformation).236 However, when this particular conformation was tested
for the CO-bound QM2 models, it did not lower the energy of the system.

CO activation

The scaled calculated frequencies for terminal and bridging CO in the E1 QM2 models
are 1922 cm−1 and 1716 cm−1, respectively (Table 5.3). The exceptionally low frequency
for the bridging CO is consistent with the orbital occupation scheme (Figure 5.15),
where seven spin orbitals have a large Fe−CO overlap. The frequency for the terminal
CO is about 50 cm−1 lower compared to the E0 QM2 model. This is somewhat
surprising, since only three instead of four spin orbitals contribute to the π back bond
and the Fe−CO bond is longer. The stronger activation of terminal CO is therefore
most likely related to the open S2B bridge, which exposes a more reactive Fe6 center.

The two calculated CO frequencies in the E1 QM2 model agree very well with the
experimentally observed SF-FT-IR bands loCOIR,1 and loCOIR,2 (1904 cm−1 and 1715 ,
respectively). Therefore, the QM/MM calculations suggest that the initial CO binding
may already happen in the E1 redox state. Also, the calculated CO frequencies in
the E0 QM2 model are about 50 cm−1 higher than the experimentally observed ones,
further supporting the hypothesis that CO does not interact with resting state Mo
nitrogenase. In the E0 cluster model, on the other hand, the calculated frequencies
would agree well with the experimental loCOIR,1 band. This agreement could lead
one to propose that an E0 redox state is responsible for the loCOIR,1 species. While
the calculated CO frequency alone should be taken as a reliable quantity to assign
an experimental species, the discrepancies between the cluster and the QM2 model
strongly objects the use of a cluster model to study mechanistic details in nitrogenase.
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CO activation in the Val70→Ile variant

Substitutions of the Val70 residue (Figure 4.1) have been shown to modulate the
frequency of the loCOIR,1 band.228 Replacement with the more bulky Ile residue shifted
the observed frequency from 1906 cm−1 (wild type) to 1895 cm−1, whereas the less bulky
Gly residue resulted in a higher frequency of 1911 cm−1. Using the work flow described
in Section A1.2, the Val70Ile substitution was carried out in the E1 QM2 model in
which CO was bound terminally to Fe6. Then, the structure was optimized using the
same BS/MS combination as for the wild type model. The calculated CO frequency
in the Val2Ile E1 QM2 model is 1905 cm−1 and therefore 17 cm−1 lower compared to
the wild type model. This is in good agreement with the 11 cm−1 decrease in the
experimental loCOIR,1 band. This agreement lends strong support to the hypothesis
that loCOIR,1 features a terminally bound CO at Fe6.

Proton transfer to the S2B sulfide

The CO-bound X-ray structure of the MoFe protein clearly shows that sulfide disso-
ciation is eventually part of the CO inhibition mechanism (loCOXRD in Figure 1.9e),
though the mechanism for this is unknown. When starting with an elongated Fe−S2B
bond (> 3.3 Å) in the bridging CO E1 QM2 model, SH– does not dissociate, but
the structure converges back to the bound structure. While SH– dissociation may
require an even more reduced and protonated cofactor, it may also be possible that
an essential conformational change in the protein environment is not captured by a
simple potential energy surface explorations performed in this work.

To explore the conformational space of the protein environment, one can employ
QM/MD simulations. However, using DFT for the QM theory is not feasible, since
each QM step takes up to 1 h computational time and conformational changes happen
on the timescale of about 50 ps. With 1 fs time steps, this would require about 104 to
105 individual calculations. As an alternative, the semi-empirical method extended
tight-binding (xTB) can be used to screen the conformational space of systems with
up to 1000 atoms. Here, the GFN2-xTB method319 was used for the QM part. The
QM region is identical to the QM2 region, however, the atoms of the cofactor including
the bridging CO and the SH– ligand were constrained. The active region was the same
as in the QM2 model. The geometric constraints were chosen because the structure of
the μ−CO-bound FeMoco is not expected to be stable using the restricted open-shell
description of the xTB method. The goal of the xTB/MD simulation is to explore
possible responses of the protein environment to the structure of ligand-bound FeMoco.
Note that the S2B sulfide is also part of the constraints and sulfide dissociation cannot
be captured here.

The results of the 50 ps xTB/MD simulation for the bridging CO structure are shown
in Figure 5.16. The time evolution of the xTB/MM energy is stable over the length of
the simulation. However, the xTB energy decreases over the first 20 ps, which implies
that the MM energy increases similarly. It is well possible that structural change in
the QM part would lower the energy of the entire system, given the fairly small active
region of about 1000 atoms, which may not sufficiently respond to the changes in xTB
part. However, the goal of the xTB/MD simulation is not to accurately describe the
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time evolution of the MoFe protein, but to uncover larger structural changes that are
connected to CO binding.

Figure 5.16. – xTB/MD simulation for the bridging CO motif in the E1 FeMoco QM2
model. The structure of FeMoco, including CO and the terminal SH– ligand
(μ−CO−[MoFe7S9H]– ), was constrained during the simulation. Top: Time
course of the xTB/MM energy (blue) and 1 ps average (orange). Bottom: Time
course of the xTB energy (blue) and 1 ps average (orange). The distance dSH

between the S2B sulfide and the HCA proton is plotted on the secondary axis
(green). Inset structures are for time points 0 ps, 25 ps, and 50 ps, respectively.

As can be seen in the inset structures, a proton is transferred from the HCA residue
to S2B after about 25 ps. The proton was formerly bound to the alkoxide of HCA
in the vicinity of Mo. The carboxylate pointing in the direction of S2B changes its
conformation to transfer the proton. The HCA residue acting as a protonation agent
aligns well with a proposed proton channel terminating at HCA.320 Here, a chain of
water molecules can transfer protons from the surface of the MoFe protein to FeMoco
via the Grotthuss mechanism.321 Testing for the proton transfer from HCA to S2B
in the E1 QM2 model increases the energy by 2.3 kcal/mol. Elongating the Fe−S2B
bond does not lead to the dissociation of H2S. Nevertheless, the xTB/MD simulation
suggested a mechanistically plausible proton transfer from HCA to S2B and subsequent
verification with the QM2 model has shown that this step requires little energy given
a terminal SH– on Fe6. Assuming the uncomplicated supply of protons to HCA via a
proton channel, the proton transfer from HCA to S2B may well be a viable mechanistic
step during CO binding and sulfide dissociation. However, another electron may also
be required.
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5.4.3. Binding to the E2 Redox state

Figure 5.17. – Structures of a semi-bridging CO motif in FeMoco leaning either towards (a)
Fe6 or towards (b) Fe2 in the E2 QM2 model (BS10-147 MS = 1

2). Structure
(b) is 2.7 kcal/mol higher in energy.

While the redox states of the experimental CO-bound FeMoco species are not known,
the X-ray structure clearly shows that CO eventually replaces the S2B belt sulfide
(loCOXRD in Figure 1.9e). To describe sulfide dissociation from the cofactor with a
computational model would require an extensive exploration of the conformational
space of the protein environment, which cannot be achieved within the QM/MM
models used here (see discussion of Figure 5.16). Therefore, the assumption for the
following model is that the S2B sulfide has dissociated from the cofactor and is stored
in some distal protein pocket – it is simply removed from the QM2 model. It is further
assumed that dissociation happened in the form of H2S and that adding another proton
to the system is coupled to an additional reduction event. The quantum refinement
study of the loCOXRD structure does not support any protonation of the cofactor.255

The resulting QM2 model therefore corresponds to an E2 redox state and differs from
the E1 model by an additional electron and a missing H2S. However, for the E2

model, only two different BS/MS combinations were explored and the results should
be therefore viewed as preliminary.

The converged CO-bound structures for the E2 QM2 model are shown in Figure 5.17.
CO forms an asymmetric semi-bridge between Fe6 and Fe2, which is either leaning
towards Fe6 (a) or Fe2 (b), depending on the starting structure. The loCOXRD structure,
on the other hand, features a symmetric CO bridge,233 but a semi-bridging CO has
also been reported for the computational model used for the quantum refinement of
loCOXRD.255 The two structures are merely 2.7 kcal/mol apart and may well be virtually
degenerate, given the accuracy of the computational model. This raises the question
if the XRD structure, which has been recorded at 100 K,233 is actually an average
of two asymmetric structures. The localized orbitals exhibit strong delocalization
over Fe6, Fe2, and CO (Figure A23), making a concise description of the electronic
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structure difficult. The sum of the contributions to the atoms of CO, however, is nearly
identical to the bridging CO in the E1 QM2 model (Figure A21b), indicating a similar
amount of CO activation. The diamagnetically substituted model corresponding to
the CO-bound E2 structure, where Fe6 and Fe2 are left unsubstituted, predicts a
coupling constant of +18 cm−1 (Table A11). This is lower than for the E1 structure
(+47 cm−1), which suggests that ferromagnetic coupling is strengthened by a more
symmetric CO bridge. Consistent with this hypothesis, the energies of the two tested
determinants BS10-147 and BS7-235, where Fe6 and Fe2 are ferromagnetically and
antiferromagnetically aligned, respectively, lie merely 1.2 kcal/mol apart.

For the lowest-energy E2 model (BS7-235 MS = 1
2
), the CO bond is 1.199 Å and

the hydrogen bond between His195 and CO is 1.88 Å long. The calculated CO
frequency is 1718 cm−1, which is virtually identical to the bridging CO E1 model
(Table 5.3). The similar CO activation in the E1 and the E2 model is consistent
with the geometric parameters and the contributions of the localized orbitals. It
is important to note that the calculated CO frequencies for both redox states are
consistent with the experimentally observed SF-FT-IR species loCOIR,2, lending strong
support to the proposed bridging motif, but also illustrating that the frequency may
not be unambiguously related to the redox state of the cofactor.

5.4.4. Differences between Mo and V nitrogenase

Binding to the E0 redox state

The CO binding modes in the E0 redox state are qualitatively identical for the Mo and
V nitrogenase according to the QM2 models (Figure 5.11a and b). For the V model,
the BS7-235 is the most stable determinant for both Fe6 and Fe2 (see Table A15 for
all tested determinants). Since in case of Fe6 the most stable determinant changes
from BS8-345 to BS7-235, the VFe protein environment appears to stabilize the BS7
determinants, similar to the MoFe protein. The changes in the local electronic structure
upon CO binding, i.e. the electron localization and the intermediate local spin at
the binding site, are the same as discussed for the Mo QM2 model and are therefore
characteristic to all CO-bound E0 models.

The CO binding energies for Fe6 are virtually identical in the Mo and the V QM2
model (Table 5.3). However, the binding to Fe2 is much more destabilized in the V
model: the Fe2 binding energy is 7 kcal/mol more positive compared to the Mo model.
Here, the hydrogen bond between His180(V) and S2B is 2.32 Å and therefore identical
to the substrate-free structure. Because CO binding to Fe2 resulted in an elongation
of the hydrogen bond between His195(Mo) and S2B, the hydrogen bond in the V
model appears to be stronger, which would explain the high energy of the Fe2-bound
structure.

The calculated CO frequencies for Fe2 are virtually identical for the Mo and the
V models (1957 cm−1), which was also the case in the cluster models. Therefore, the
significantly higher binding energy for Fe2 in the V model does not affect CO activation.
The CO frequency for Fe6, however, is about 40 cm−1 lower in the V model, consistent
with the more reduced Fe centers in the V cubane (Figure 5.9). If the initial CO
binding were to happen in the E0 redox state, Fe6 is the most likely binding site.
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Here, the CO frequency is expected to differ between Mo and V nitrogenase, assuming
that the E0 redox state of the V model is correct.19,202 In any case, binding to the E0

redox state is equally unlikely for either Mo or V nitrogenase according to the binding
energies in the QM2 models.

Binding to the E1 redox state

Also, for the E1 redox state, the binding modes are equivalent for the Mo and the
V QM2 model, which comprises a terminal CO bound to Fe2 and a bridging CO
between Fe6 and Fe2 (Figure 5.14). Furthermore, the calculated CO frequencies and
the C−O bond lengths are virtually identical (Table 5.3). The CO bridge is slightly
more symmetric in the V model; the two Fe−CO bond lengths differ by less than
0.1 Å (about 0.2 Å for Mo). The binding energy of the bridging CO is 2 kcal/mol more
negative in the V model, making the terminal and the bridging motif nearly degenerate
(see Table A16 for all tested BS/MS combinations).

Even though the binding motifs appear very similar in the Mo and the V model, the
electronic structures exhibit some significant differences. For structure with a terminal
CO at Fe6, the localized orbitals show that the additional electron in the E1 redox
state localizes in the Fe-only cubane of FeVco (Figure A22), but in the Mo cubane for
FeMoco. In the V E1 cluster model, the additional electron followed the CO into the
respective cubane, therefore, it reduced the V cubane, when CO was bound to Fe6.
The reduction of the Fe-only cubane in the V QM2 model, even though CO binds to
the V cubane, is a direct result of the protein environment. In the E0 redox state, the
Fe centers in the V cubane are already reduced by one electron compared to the Mo
cubane (Figure 5.9).

Bulk electrostatic effects in the VFe model

In the original report of the QM/MM model for E0 VFe protein, Benediktsson and
Bjornsson reported on the long-range effect of bulk water.19 They found that a large
number of explicit water molecules around the VFe protein is necessary to stabilize the
electronic energies (unbound electron problem). However, the effect on the cofactor
geometry was negligible.

When using the same bulk water extension for the QM2 model, the binding energy
for CO bound to Fe6 changes from −8.1 kcal/mol to −8.4 kcal/mol. This, admittedly
small, difference can be related to the electrostatic influence of the MM part. The
electrostatic potential created by the MM charges at the position of the metal nuclei is
shown in Figure 5.18a. Note that these values do not represent the actual electrostatic
potential, since those residues that are part of the QM region do not hold any MM
charges, such as the charged Arg339(V) or Lys83(V) residues (Figure 4.1b). When
including the bulk water, the electrostatic potential undergoes a fairly uniform shift
of about +0.15 au (Figure 5.18b). The positive shift in electrostatic potential nicely
illustrates the stabilization of the electronic energies discussed by Benediktsson and
Bjornsson.19 However, due to a small anisotropy introduced by the bulk water extension,
the electrostatic potential at the Fe2 and Fe6 nuclei increases above average (red)
while that at the Fe3 and Fe7 nuclei increases below average (blue). Considering
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that CO binding causes electron localization with a change in the oxidation from
Fe2.5+Fe2.5+ to CO−Fe2+Fe3+, the more positive electrostatic potential on Fe6 yields
a ready explanation for the slight increase in binding strength of 0.3 kcal/mol. Since
including the bulk water adds about 5 × 105 point charges to the system and therefore
significantly increases the computational cost, future models could make use of the
approximate treatment of the long-range electrostatic interactions discussed in Ref [16].

Figure 5.18. – (a) Electrostatic potential created by the MM charges at the positions of the
metal centers in FeVco (E0 QM2 model, BS7-235 MS = 3

2). (b) Changes in the
electrostatic potential in (a) due to the addition of MM bulk water as reported
by Benediktsson and Bjornsson.19 The electrostatic potential is reported in
atomic units, i.e. e

a0
.
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5.5. Conclusion

The aim of this chapter was to analyze in detail how CO binding affects the electronic
and geometric structure of the active site of nitrogenase, how the protein environment
modulates the binding event, and what protonation and redox state of the protein is
required to bind CO. To this end, the local electronic structure at the binding site was
studied in a diamagnetically substituted cofactor (Section 5.2). Then, the interplay
between the local electronic structure and the metal-metal interactions were analyzed
in a cluster model (Section 5.3). Finally, the influence of the protein environment was
explored within a QM/MM model (Section 5.4). The main focus was put on the E0

and E1 redox states, but the E2 redox state was also briefly explored. An overview of
the experimental species relevant in this context is given in Figure 1.9.

Binding energies

Since CO binding is an associative chemical reaction, the energy release needs to over-
compensate the entropy reduction.† For an associative gas phase reaction, the entropy
contribution is estimated to be on the order of 10 kcal/mol at room temperature.318 It
is not obvious if this approximation applies to enzymatic reactions, where the protein
environment may result in significant pre-organization of the substrate and therefore
mitigate the entropic contribution.

To bind CO to the cofactor of Mo nitrogenase, turnover conditions are generally
required and CO−cofactor interaction is not observed for the resting state.222,226–228,233

Similarly, for solution-extracted FeMoco reduction to an equivalent of the E1 redox state
is required to bind CO.237–239 All computational E0 models presented here converge to
stable, CO-bound structures and the energy released is at most about −9 kcal/mol,
which therefore appears to be insufficient to overcome the entropy penalty (Figure 5.13).
In the E1 cluster model, the binding energy is with −15 kcal/mol significantly more
negative and therefore consistent with the experimental observed binding to a more
reduced solution-extracted FeMoco. In the QM/MM model, the binding energy is of
similar magnitude for the E0 and the E1 redox state, which would indicate equally
unlikely binding in either redox state. However, this is likely due to the protein
environment in the QM/MM model limiting the structural changes that accompany
CO binding. Therefore, the cluster model suggests a significantly increased binding
affinity in the E1 redox state relative to E0, but the binding energies of the QM/MM
model are probably not reliable quantities for the binding affinity.

Binding sites

Fe6 and Fe2 were tested as potential binding sites, since the X-ray structure loCOXRD

shows that CO eventually replaces the S2B belt sulfide bridging Fe6 and Fe2.233 In

†The binding free energy ∆G depends on the binding enthalpy ∆H, the binding entropy ∆S and
the temperature T :

∆G = ∆H − T∆S

Only if ∆G < 0, i.e. an exergonic process, does the reaction happen. Here, the binding enthalpy is
approximated by the binding energy ∆E.
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the E0 cluster model, binding to Fe2 is more stable than binding to Fe6, which implies
that the Fe-only cubane is more reactive than the Mo cubane (Figure 5.13). In the E1

cluster model, on the other hand, binding to Fe6 is preferred. This aligns well with
the additional electron in the substrate-free E1 models reducing the Fe centers in the
Mo cubane, which, in turn, facilitates CO binding to Fe6. Therefore, the reactivity of
the two cubanes depends on the respective redox state.

In the QM/MM model, the protein environment dominates the binding site selectivity.
In the E0 QM/MM model, the His195 residue shields binding to Fe2 and therefore
reverses the binding site selectivity relative to the E0 cluster model (Figure 5.11). The
influence of the His195 residue is also evident in the E1 QM/MM model, where it
either raises the energy of the structure with a terminal SH– at Fe2 or guides CO into
a bridging position between Fe6 and Fe2. Unless the protein environment undergoes
drastic conformational changes prior to CO binding, the His195 residue therefore
prevents binding to Fe2, making Fe6 the most likely center for the initial ligand attack.

CO frequencies

The binding of a single CO molecule to the MoFe protein under turnover conditions has
been followed with SF-FT-IR spectroscopy and the conversion of the loCOIR,1 band
at 1904 cm−1 to the loCOIR,2 band at 1715 cm−1 is interpreted as an initially terminal
CO that eventually assumes a bridging binding mode.226 The calculated frequencies in
the E0 QM/MM model are about 60 cm−1 higher than the band observed for loCOIR,1

(Table 5.3). The E1 QM/MM model features both a terminal and a bridging binding
CO motif and the calculated frequencies, 1922 cm−1 and 1716 cm−1, respectively, are
in good agreement with loCOIR,1 and loCOIR,2 bands. Furthermore, the calculated
frequency of the semi-bridging CO motif in the E2 QM/MM model is with 1718 cm−1

virtually indistinguishable from the bridging CO in the E1 model. Therefore, both the
E1 and the E2 models are viable candidates for the loCOIR,2 species. This also implies
that the CO frequency may not be sensitive to the redox state of the cofactor.

Substitutions of the Val70 residue have been shown to modulate the frequency of the
loCOIR,1 band, where the Val70→Ile replacement shifts the band by −11 cm−1.228 The
same substitution in the E1 QM/MM model produced a comparable shift of −17 cm−1

when a CO was bound to Fe6 (Table A18). This further supports Fe6 being the center
of initial, terminal CO binding.

Solution-extracted FeMoco binds CO in a redox state that most likely corresponds to
the E1 state of the MoFe protein.238 The experimental frequency, 1835 cm−1, agrees well
with the calculated CO frequencies for the E1 cluster model, 1822 cm−1 and 1856 cm−1

for Fe6 and Fe2, respectively. However, the solvent NMF used in the experiment has a
dielectric constant of ε = 170,322 while the cluster model uses ε = 4 to approximate
the polarizability of the protein environment.317 Furthermore, it is not known if the
solvated FeMoco is protonated or interacts with another Lewis acid, which is most likely
necessary in order for the S2B bridge to open. Therefore, the agreement between the
calculated and experimentally measured CO frequency for solution-extracted FeMoco
may well be accidental.

Comparing the cluster with the QM/MM model illustrates the significance of an
accurate description of the protein environment when calculating the CO frequency.
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For the E0 redox state, the calculated frequencies are around 1900 cm−1 in the cluster
model and around 1960 cm−1 in the QM/MM model. In light of the experimentally
observed 1904 cm−1 band for loCOIR,1, one may come to the conclusion that this species
corresponds to an E0 redox state based on the cluster calculations only. However,
when using QM/MM modeling, the agreement with loCOIR,1 is better for the E1 redox
state. Therefore, the error introduced by the environmental model can be quite large
for the CO frequency, even though the explicit residues in the QM/MM models do not
directly interact with CO.

Sulfide dissociation

That the S2B sulfide eventually dissociates from the cofactor, is obvious from the
X-ray structures of the CO-bound MoFe and VFe protein.233,234,236 However, it is not
obvious if it happens spontaneously during the binding event or if it is a prerequisite to
CO binding. The displacement of the S2B sulfide and potential binding pockets in the
protein have been discussed in the context of enzymatic catalysis in Mo nitrogenase170

and V nitrogenase.309

While CO induces the spontaneous opening of the protonated S2B bridge in the E1

QM/MM model (Figure 5.14), the resulting terminal SH– does not dissociate from
the cofactor, even if the Fe−S bond is forcefully elongated. Some X-ray structures,
in which the S2B sulfide has dissociated, show conformational changes involving the
His and Gln residue in proximity of Fe6 and Fe2.236,309 This suggests a flexibility in
the protein environment that is insufficiently captured by the simple potential energy
surface explorations in this work. Attempts to recreate these conformational changes
in the QM/MM model also did not lead to sulfide dissociation.

An xTB/MD simulation of the CO-bound E1 model structure indicates a highly
flexible homocitrate and that a proton transfer from the homocitrate to SH– can
occur (Figure 5.16). The homocitrate acting as a protonation agent is consistent
with a proposed proton channel that connects the homocitrate with the surface of
the protein.320 The same proton transfer in the QM/MM model raises the energy by
merely 2 kcal/mol. Therefore, the xTB/MD simulation uncovered a step in a potential
binding mechanism that would not have been considered using only QM/MM geometry
optimizations.

Differences between Mo and V Nitrogenase

V nitrogenase has been reported to bind CO without the need to put the system
under enzymatic turnover, merely in the presence of a reductant.219,220 However, some
controversy exists around this observation.221 Furthermore, the redox state of FeVco in
the resting state is not unambiguously defined, which makes V nitrogenase a difficult
system to model computationally.202 In the present work, the V nitrogenase model is
adopted from Benediktsson and Bjornsson, which accurately captures the geometry of
the VFe X-ray structure assumed to be in the E0 redox state. Therefore, E0 FeVco refers
to that redox state, which holds the same number of metal-based valence electrons as
E0 FeMoco, i.e. 41.19 According to this redox state assignment, the major difference
between FeMoco and FeVco in the resting state is the more reduced Fe part in the V
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cubane compared to the Mo cubane (Figure 5.9).17,19,299

The E0 Mo and V QM/MM models do not show significant differences in the
CO binding energies (Table 5.3). The experimentally observed binding of CO in V
nitrogenase without turnover conditions has been proposed based on the occurrence of
an S = 1

2
EPR signal similar to loCOEPR,1 in Mo nitrogenase. If binding to E0 can

be excluded based on the similar binding energies in the Mo and V QM/MM models,
the CO-bound FeVco would have to be in an odd-electron redox state with 43 valence
electrons in order to give rise to the S = 1

2
EPR signal. In light of the recent study that

suggests even a more oxidized FeVco resting state, i.e. with 40 metal-based valence
electrons,202 a highly reduced CO-bound FeVco may not be relevant for enzymatic
catalysis and only accessible via electrochemical reduction.

Arguably the most interesting property of V nitrogenase lies in its ability to reduce
CO to hydrocarbon chains, demonstrating the ability to perform Fischer-Tropsch-like
chemistry,190,192 whereas CO acts only as an inhibitor to N2 reduction in wild type Mo
nitrogenase.15 However, this feature cannot be solely attributed to the cofactors, since a
similar catalytic potential has been observed in the Val70Ala and Val70Gly substituted
Mo nitrogenase.191 The CO-bound Mo and V QM/MM models in the E1 redox state
do not show any differences that would explain their distinct reactivity. Also, the
Val70 residue does not show any strong interaction with CO or with the cofactor.
Therefore, CO reduction is likely related to the ability of the system to stabilize crucial
intermediates after the formation of a bridging CO structure. The similarities for
Mo and V nitrogenase in the experimentally observed CO-bound species, such as
the EPR species loCOEPR and hiCOEPR

219,220 and the X-ray structures loCOXRD and
hiCOXRD,221,236 further support a similar mechanism for the CO binding event.

Proposed binding mechanism

To summarize the results from the QM/MM models, Figure 5.19 proposes a mechanism
for the initial binding of CO to the active site in Mo nitrogenase. During experiments,
CO was not found to affect the cofactor in the resting state of the MoFe protein,
but turnover conditions are required to bind CO.222,226–228,233 Consistent with this
observation, the calculated binding energy in the E0 model (−7.8 kcal/mol, Table 5.3) is
not negative enough to overcome the entropy penalty associated with the binding event,
which is estimated around 10 kcal/mol. Furthermore, the calculated CO frequency is
with 1966 cm−1 more than 60 cm−1 higher than the initially observed SF-FT-IR band
loCOIR,1 at 1904 cm−1.

The further reduced and protonated E1 model exhibits two distinct binding motifs: (i)
a terminal CO at Fe6 in combination with a terminal SH– at Fe2 and (ii) a bridging CO
between Fe6 and Fe2 in combination with a terminal SH– at Fe6. The calculated CO
frequencies, 1922 cm−1 and 1716 cm−1, respectively, agree well with the experimentally
observed bands for loCOIR,1 and loCOIR,2 at 1904 cm−1 and 1715 cm−1, respectively
However, the binding energies are with −8.3 kcal/mol and −5.1 kcal/mol comparable
or even less negative than in the E0 model (Figure 5.13). Because the cluster model
suggests a significantly stronger binding for E1, the reduced binding strength in the
E1 QM/MM model likely stems from an interference with the protein environment.
Here, the simple potential energy surface explorations may not consider necessary
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Figure 5.19. – Mechanism for the initial binding of CO to FeMoco based on QM/MM
modeling. CO binding to the E0 redox state is found unlikely in the QM/MM
model, consistent with experimental observations. In the E1 redox state, the CO-
bound FeMoco features a terminal CO and a bridging CO binding motif, where
the protonated S2B sulfide bridge has spontaneously opened. The calculated
CO frequencies agree well with the experimentally observed bands at 1904 cm−1

and 1715 cm−1 (loCOIR,1 and loCOIR,2, Figure 1.9). Alternatively, further
protonation and reduction could lead to the dissociation of H2S in the E2 redox
state, which is observed in the X-ray structure (loCOXRD). The E2 QM/MM
model shows a semi-bridging CO motif. The calculated frequency is virtually
identical to that of the E1 model, therefore consistent with the loCOIR,2 band,
and the MS = 1

2 agrees with the experimentally observed S = 1
2 EPR signal

(loCOEPR). Figure adapted from Ref [25].

conformational changes in the protein environment that accommodate structural
rearrangements at Fe6 and Fe2.

The X-ray structure of CO-inhibited Mo nitrogenase loCOXRD suggests that the
removal of the S2B sulfide is related to the mechanism of CO binding. Since sulfide
dissociation is accompanied by conformational changes in the protein environment
and therefore cannot be easily described in a QM/MM model, the S2B sulfide was
simply removed in order to explore a CO-bound E2 redox state. The E2 model has
an odd number of electrons, and would be therefore consistent with the S = 1

2
EPR

species loCOEPR. CO forms a semi-bridge between Fe6 and Fe2 in the E2 QM/MM
model, while the loCOXRD structure exhibits a symmetric bridge. The calculated
CO frequency, 1718 cm−1, is virtually identical to the bridging CO in the E1 model,
therefore, the IR species loCOIR,2 may correspond to an E1 as well as an E2 redox state.
However, the E2 model was only explored briefly and a more thorough treatment is
necessary to corroborate the preliminary findings.
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Outlook

The binding of CO to nitrogenase is accompanied initially by the opening and eventually
the dissociation of the S2B sulfide bridge. It is unclear whether these structural changes
can be reliably captured with the potential energy surface explorations performed in
this work. Also, the structure of the QM/MM model is biased towards the substrate-
free E0 X-ray structure.17 Especially sulfide dissociation is expected to be accompanied
by larger rearrangements in the protein environment. These would require molecular
dynamics simulations, which are not computationally feasible with the present QM/MM
level of theory. Promising developments are related to semi-empirical QM methods,
such as the xTB/MD simulation shown in Figure 5.16, or metadynamics.73 Once the
location of the dissociated sulfide has been elucidated, the nudge elastic band (NEB)
method could prove useful to compute the dissociation mechanism.323,324

The Lowe-Thorneley cycle implies that the next En redox state in the catalytic cycle
is reached by electron transfer from the Fe protein and a simultaneous proton transfer.
(Figure 1.8b). On the atomic scale, however, the supply of protons to the cofactor may
be more or less decoupled from the electron transfer, which is rarely rigorously explored
in computational models. Understanding the details of proton transport within the
MoFe protein is essential for mechanistic studies, because protonation may stabilize
reaction intermediates. For example, the proton transfer from the homocitrate to the
S2B sulfide suggested by the xTB/MD simulations is a plausible step in the sulfide
dissociation mechanism (Figure 5.16). The deprotonation of the homocitrate is limited
by a fixed number of protons in the present computational model. However, a proton
channel within the MoFe protein has been proposed, that connects the protein surface
with the homocitrate,320 which may enable a constant, low-barrier proton supply to
the cofactor. Currently, this can only be accounted for by testing multiple protonation
states in the computational models.

IR spectroscopy reports on all CO-bound species, regardless of the En state of the
cofactor. The EPR spectroscopy selectively reports on odd-electron, and therefore
even-numbered, En state, but only accounts for a fraction of the species present.
Therefore, a combined SF-FT-IR and EPR experimental study would shed more light
on the CO binding mechanism. This would reveal, for example, if the loCOIR,1 or
loCOIR,2 bands, which capture the initial CO binding, correlate with the appearance
of the loCOEPR,1 signal, which arises at the earliest after two reduction events, thus
clarifying the En state necessary to bind CO. Furthermore, including V nitrogenase in
this experimental study would disclose potential differences to Mo nitrogenase prior to
CO reduction. For example, the loCOIR,1 and loCOIR,2 bands, if they are observed,
could show a different frequency or time evolution, which could aid the understanding
of why V nitrogenase can reduce CO.
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A1. Additional data

A1.1. Reproducibility repository

The original data reported here is published alongside this work in an online repro-
ducibility repository (repro repo), which is linked in Ref [325]. This repository makes
the more complete output of the computational models accessible and also all files
necessary to set up and rerun the calculations. Therefore, the exact details of the
computational models are unambiguously defined. In addition, the code used to
generate most plots in this work is also included in the repository. This is done to (i)
make the data processing more transparent and (ii) allow the reader to easily access
and further explore the raw data.

The repro repo is organized around a Jupyter notebook containing python code
(formerly known as IPython notebook).326 This notebook contains all plots and tables
in order of appearance. The respective notebook cell includes (i) the path to the
computational model files and (ii) the python code to plot figures and LATEX tables. The
data is intermediately stored in pandas data frames in the pickle format. Therefore,
by navigating to the respective notebook cell for a plot or table, the reader gets access
to the underlying raw computational model files, the easy-to-handle pandas data
frames, and the python code used to generate the plots. The python environment was
managed with Anaconda,327 and the package list is stored in conda_env.yml. This
file can be used to recreate the exact package versions used to process the data in this
work (conda env create -f conda_env.yml).

A1.2. Standalone programs

Some of the code that has been written along this work has been cast into standalone
programs in order to share it with other researches. The programs are located in
./progs/. Some have further become part of the orca_helpers repository.328 This
repository was initiated by Benedikt Floeser and myself in order to openly share and
improve programs written for and by the ORCA community.

Determine number of roots

The number of eigenstates N that can be formed with n electrons in as many singly
occupied orbitals is

N =
(2S + 1)N !

(N
2

+ S + 1)!(N
2

− S)!
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for a given spin S. However, in state-averaged CASSCF calculations one wants to
include all possible states that can be generated by distributing n electrons over o
orbitals, allowing singly, doubly, and unoccupied orbitals. The CASSCF block in ORCA

expects the number of states (or roots: nroots) for each spin (or multiplicity: mult).
The program roots.py outputs the maximum number of roots for each possible spin
multiplicity for any given combination of number of electrons (nel) and orbitals (norb).
For a CAS(6,5) calculation, i.e. 6 electrons in 5 orbitals, the program prints

Ms>=0 nα nβ microstates | S mult states/roots

2 5 1 5 | 2 5 5

1 4 2 50 | 1 3 45

0 3 3 100 | 0 1 50

total 155 | total 100

Here, the left block shows all possible microstates with MS ≥ 0; the number of
microstates with MS < 0 is equal to those with MS > 0. The right block lists the
number of roots for each multiplicity. The procedure to obtain the right from the
left block is also outlined in text books explaining term symbols for transition metal
complexes.139,329

Sort xyz files

The program xyzSorter.py matches the order of atom coordinates in an xyz file to a
given template xyz file. Both files need to contain molecules with the same chemical
formula. The intended use is to unify the ordering for the same molecular fragment
from different XRD structures.

Heat map for Loewdin populations

The program plotLoewdin.py reads in the data from the LOEWDIN REDUCED ORBITAL

POPULATIONS block in an ORCA output file and prints it as a heat map as shown in
Figure A1. The user has a fine control over the selection of atoms, subshells, and
orbital ranges. In case of output files from CASSCF calculations, the program suggests
orbital rotations, if the active orbitals do not have the maximum weight for a given
selection. The code is optimized to handle large output files generated by molecules
with several hundred atoms.

Automated cube file creation

The program create_cube.py is a simple wrapper for the orca_plot utility. It creates
cube files for an arbitrary number of α and β orbitals via a single command.

Extracting AOM parameters from AILFT calculations

The python program aom.py contains the code used to obtain the AOM parameters for
the [Fe(XH)4] complexes in Section 2.2. It is limited to complexes similar to [Fe(XH)4],
because all ligand is fitted with the same set of AOM parameters. Therefore, it also
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Figure A1. – Plot created with plotLoewdin.py for the orbitals in a CAS(5,5) wave function
of FeBr 1–

4 . Here, Loewdin atomic populations were contracted over all ml (e.g.

px, py, pz),

cannot read in AOM parameters for a subset of ligands, which is necessary for the
diamagnetically substituted dimers in Section 2.3.2.

The topology of the molecule is hard coded in the connectivity list at the beginning
of the aom.py file. This is necessary to extract the ligand angles, i.e. Θ, Φ, and Ψ,
from the Cartesian coordinates. The topology definition includes the central atom
and the coordinating atom (necessary for Θ and Φ) as well as the atom bound to the
coordinating atom (necessary for Ψ). The latter atom still needs to be defined for the
current implementation, even when it is not required for the AOM parameters, such
as for a monoatomic ligand with only eσ and eπ parameter. The AOM parameters
implement are eσ, eπ, eπs, eπc, eσπs, and eσπc. The AOM parameters are defined
together with the initial guess value and the limits for the fitting procedure in the
aom_params list at the beginning of the script. Here, one can also place additional
constraints on the AOM parameters (constraints list) and select if the CASSCF or
NEVPT2 AILFT values are to be used (correlation list).

The aom.py program takes the output file of an AILFT calculation as an input
(ORCA version 4.2). The topology and details of the AOM fit are defined in the USER

INPUT part at the beginning of the script as explained above. The optimized AOM
parameters together with the parameter-specific AOM matrices are printed as output.

vim syntax highlighting for ORCA input files

The folder .vim contains files to enable basic syntax highlighting for ORCA input files
when using the vim editor, as shown in Figure A2. Single keywords, blocks, and the
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Figure A2. – Syntax highlighting in an ORCA input file using the vim editor.

coordinate section are visually distinguished, and the colors may make the input files
more fun to work with.

Fit parameters for calculated Mössbauer parameters

In order to calculate the 57Fe Mössbauer isomer shift, one typically correlates the
calculated electron density at the Fe nuclei to the experimentally determined isomer
shifts in a benchmark set of molecules.330 This linear fit is specific to a particular
level of theory, such as basis set or DFT functional. The folder autoFitMoessbauer

contains a bash/python workflow that facilitates the generation of ORCA input files
required for the benchmark calculations, if one desires to obtain fit parameters for a
different level of theory. An example for the linear fit is shown in Figure A4. The code
is also made available online in the autoFitMoessbauer repository.

Residue substitutions in QM/MM models

The folder regenerate_psf contains a workflow written in python, bash, and tcl

that allows one to easily introduce residue substitutions to an existing chemshell

QM/MM model. Starting with an existing QM/MM model, the workflow generates all
necessary files to run the chemshell calculation once the desired residues have been
substituted. The code is also made available online here.

Deleting MM charges

The python program deleteMMcharges.py sets the charges in the save-new.chm file
to 0 for an arbitrary number of atoms. The code is also made available online in the
chemshell-QMMM-protein-setup repository.303
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Localized orbital analysis with Multiwfn

The folder MultiWFN_analysis contains an automated workflow to perform the lo-
calized orbital analysis for large systems. It includes an orbital localization step via
the orca_loc utility and a subsequent analysis with Multiwfn.304 The workflow was
written for nitrogenase QM/MM models, where it facilitates the metal-based electronic
structure analysis of BS-DFT determinants, but the code works for any ORCA calcu-
lation (modify orca2name dictionary in parse_multiwfn.py). The localized orbitals
are summarized in a heat map similar to Figure A14. The atomic charges as well
as localization and delocalization indices are printed as well for the selected atoms.
The code is also made available online in the multiWFN_analysis directory of the
chemshell-QMMM-protein-setup repository.303

A2. S→Se substitution in synthetic [Fe2S2] clusters

A2.1. Monomeric FeS complexes: [Fe(XH)4] (X=S,Se)

Table A1. – AILFT parameters for the free ions Fe3+ and Fe2+ extracted from CAS(5,5)
and CAS(6,5) calculations, respectively. All values in [cm−1].

CASSCF

B C ζ
Fe3+ 1302 4860 472
Fe2+ 1184 4373 416

NEVPT2

Fe3+ 1136 4432 –
Fe2+ 1020 3965 –
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A2.2. Dimeric FeS clusters: [Fe2X2] (X=S,Se)

Table A2. – Loewdin atomic contributions to the active orbitals for the CAS(5,5) and
CAS(6,5) wave functions of [FeZnX2]1+ and [FeGaX2]1+, respectively (averaged
over all states, see Figure 2.12 for structures). The active orbitals diagonalize the
Fock matrix (orca_blockf utility).

Fe contribution [%]

z2 x2 − y2 xy xz yz

[FeZnS2]
1+ 97.0 94.6 90.9 89.3 85.2

[FeZnSSe]1+ 96.8 94.8 90.8 89.1 85.6
[FeZnSe2]

1+ 97.2 95.1 91.1 89.1 85.2
[FeGaS2]

1+ 97.6 97.4 95.6 93.7 93.2
[FeGaSSe]1+ 97.7 97.4 95.8 94.2 92.8
[FeGaSe2]

1+ 97.5 97.5 96.1 93.7 93.4
X2– contribution [%]

z2 x2 − y2 xy xz yz

[FeZnS2]
1+ 1.3 4.1 6.5 3.1 11.5

[FeZnSSe]1+ 1.4 4.0 6.7 3.4 11.3
[FeZnSe2]

1+ 1.3 3.7 6.3 2.9 11.4
[FeGaS2]

1+ 0.6 1.0 2.8 3.5 2.1
[FeGaSSe]1+ 0.7 0.9 2.7 3.0 2.3
[FeGaSe2]

1+ 1.2 0.5 2.2 4.0 1.5
NacNac– contribution [%]

z2 x2 − y2 xy xz yz
[FeZnS2]

1+ 0.7 0.4 1.4 6.3 2.2
[FeZnSSe]1+ 0.9 0.6 1.5 5.4 2.1
[FeZnSe2]

1+ 0.7 0.4 1.4 6.6 2.2
[FeGaS2]

1+ 0.5 0.4 0.4 1.5 2.6
[FeGaSSe]1+ 0.4 0.5 0.6 1.2 2.5
[FeGaSe2]

1+ 0.8 0.6 0.4 1.1 3.2
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Table A3. – Geometry of the BS-DFT-optimized [Fe2X2]2+,1+ clusters (see Figure 2.10). All distances are reported in Å and all angles in °.
For [Fe2SSe], X1 corresponds to S, X2 to Se. See Section 2.1 for computational details.

[Fe2X2]
2+ MS = 0

Fe−Fe FeA−X1 FeA−X2 FeB−X1 FeB−X2 FeA−N FeB−N ∠XFeAX ∠XFeBX ∠NFeAN ∠NFeBN

[Fe2S2]
2+ 2.821 2.213 2.219 2.219 2.213 2.901 2.901 100.9 100.9 92.4 92.4

[Fe2SSe]2+ 2.880 2.215 2.337 2.212 2.348 2.939 2.939 101.6 101.3 92.8 92.2
[Fe2Se2]

2+ 2.932 2.333 2.345 2.341 2.333 2.971 2.971 102.3 102.4 93.1 93.1
[Fe2Te2]

2+ 3.121 2.540 2.548 2.549 2.539 3.362 3.361 104.4 104.3 94.2 94.2
[Fe2X2]

1+ MS = 1
2

Fe−Fe FeA−X1 FeA−X2 FeB−X1 FeB−X2 FeA−N FeB−N ∠XFeAX ∠XFeBX ∠NFeAN ∠NFeBN

[Fe2S2]
1+ 2.875 2.299 2.302 2.202 2.207 2.978 2.950 97.8 103.7 89.0 90.9

[Fe2SSe]1+ 2.933 2.298 2.438 2.188 2.340 3.013 2.983 98.2 104.5 89.4 92.0
[Fe2Se2]

1+ 3.042 2.451 2.443 2.325 2.336 3.066 3.028 97.5 104.3 90.8 91.6
[Fe2Te2]

1+ 3.245 2.649 2.650 2.531 2.544 3.456 3.457 99.5 105.7 92.0 92.7
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AOM parameters for the NacNac– ligand

The extraction of the AOM parameters for the diamagnetically substituted complexes
[FeZnX2]

1+ and [FeGaX2]
1+ in Section 2.3.2 requires two steps. First, parameters for

the capping NacNac– ligands are determined. These parameters enter the parameter
extraction of the bridging X2– ligands as fixed values. The two-step procedure is
necessary, since fitting the AILFT matrix with the six AOM parameters (eσ, eπs, and
eπc for both X2– and NacNac– ) is an underdetermined optimization problem in the
approximate C2v symmetry of the Fe center.

To extract the NacNac– AOM parameters, the complexes [Fe(NacNac)2]
1+,0 are

constructed from the Fe(NacNac) fragment of the [Fe2X2]
1+ complexes. The NacNac–

ligand is duplicated to yield [Fe(NacNac)2], as shown in Figure A3. The AOM
parameters are extracted for each Fe center in [Fe2X2]

1+ individually in order to
account for the slightly different geometric parameters. The resulting parameters are
listed in Table A4. The NacNac– ligands are stronger donors than the X2– ligands,
which is consistent with the yz orbital (lobes pointing at NacNac– ligand) being higher
in energy than the xz orbital (lobes pointing at X2– ligands).

Figure A3. – Structure of the [Fe(NacNac)2]1+ complex constructed from the Fe−NacNac
fragment in [FeZnS2]1+. The structures are similar for all six [FeZnX2]1+ and
[FeGaX2]1+ combinations.

Table A4. – AOM parameters for the NacNac– ligand in [Fe(NacNac)2]1+,0 extracted via
AILFT (CAS(5,5) or CAS(6,5) including NEVPT2). Structures were created
from the Fe−NacNac fragment in [FeZnX2]and [FeGaX2](Figure A3). All values
in [cm−1].

parent structure eσ eπs eπc

[FeZnS2]
1+ 10681 4514 2289

[FeZnSSe]1+ 9603 3833 1606
[FeZnSe2]

1+ 10810 4589 2320
[FeGaS2]

1+ 6835 2712 1404
[FeGaSSe]1+ 6533 2541 1189
[FeGaSe2]

1+ 7502 3126 1713
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Figure A4. – Calibration curve for calculated Mössbauer isomer shifts against calculated
values using the TPSSh functional. Details on the level of theory are given in
Section 2.1 for the geometry optimizations of [Fe2X2] with BS-DFT. The set
of geometries and experimental values were taken from Ref [330]. The code to
automate the generation of fit curves for other levels of theory is published along
with this work (see Section A1.2).
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Figure A5. – Plots of the active orbitals in the S = 0 CAS(22,16) wave function for the
NacNac-capped [Fe2S2]2+ clusters (see Figure 2.15). Orbital shapes are similar
for [Fe2SSe]2+ and [Fe2Se2]2+. Isosurfaces are shown at ±0.05 and ±0.025.

Figure A6. – Contributions of CFGs to the S = 0 and S = 5 CAS(22,16) wave function for
the NacNac-capped [Fe2X2]2+ clusters (see also Figure 2.15). All values in [%].
The CASSCF wave function optimized for each spin state separately.

S = 0

neutral LMCT MMCT non-Hund

[Fe2S2]
2+ 96.14 1.22 2.33 0.16

[Fe2SSe]2+ 96.19 1.24 2.24 0.14
[Fe2Se2]

2+ 96.32 1.26 2.13 0.13
S = 5

neutral LMCT MMCT non-Hund

[Fe2S2]
2+ 99.23 0.72 0.00 0.00

[Fe2SSe]2+ 99.22 0.74 0.00 0.00
[Fe2Se2]

2+ 99.20 0.75 0.00 0.00
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Table A5. – Loewdin atomic contributions to the active orbitals in the S = 0 CAS(22,16) wave function for the NacNac-capped [Fe2S2]2+

clusters (see Figure A5 for plots). The first six rows correspond to orbitals based manly on the bridging ligands X, the next five on
FeA, and the last five on FeB. The CASSCF wave function optimized just for the S = 0 spin state.

px pz∗ py∗ py pz px∗ z2 x2 − y2 xy xz yz z2 x2 − y2 xy xz yz

FeA [%]
[Fe2S2]

2+ 13.2 10.8 11.2 12.8 16.0 14.4 97.0 95.8 92.4 87.8 89.7 0.2 0.3 0.9 0.2 0.3
[Fe2SSe]2+ 14.1 10.5 11.0 12.9 15.9 15.1 96.3 96.5 92.5 88.1 89.5 0.1 0.3 0.9 0.3 0.1
[Fe2Se2]

2+ 13.9 10.2 11.2 12.6 16.5 15.2 96.8 96.1 92.5 87.8 90.0 0.2 0.3 1.0 0.4 0.2

FeB [%]
[Fe2S2]

2+ 13.2 10.8 11.2 12.8 16.0 14.4 0.2 0.3 0.9 0.4 0.2 97.0 95.6 92.5 89.3 88.4
[Fe2SSe]2+ 13.7 10.9 11.3 12.5 16.3 14.5 0.2 0.1 0.9 0.4 0.2 97.3 95.3 92.4 88.0 89.6
[Fe2Se2]

2+ 13.8 10.5 11.0 12.3 16.6 14.9 0.1 0.2 1.0 0.4 0.2 97.0 95.8 92.5 87.8 89.9

X2 [%]
[Fe2S2]

2+ 58.0 56.0 74.8 44.2 57.2 64.2 1.2 2.8 4.4 7.7 3.9 1.1 2.9 4.4 5.1 6.8
[Fe2SSe]2+ 65.3 55.2 73.9 44.8 56.9 63.1 2.1 1.7 4.2 7.6 4.0 1.2 2.7 4.4 7.3 4.0
[Fe2Se2]

2+ 64.2 53.8 74.3 43.3 56.2 62.0 1.6 2.2 4.2 7.9 3.2 1.2 2.6 4.2 8.2 3.3

NacNac [%]
[Fe2S2]

2+ 14.0 21.4 1.2 25.2 9.0 4.6 0.6 0.2 1.1 2.1 4.2 0.5 0.2 1.1 4.1 3.3
[Fe2SSe]2+ 5.2 22.0 2.4 26.4 8.7 5.0 0.3 0.5 1.2 2.1 4.2 0.6 1.0 1.1 2.8 4.4
[Fe2Se2]

2+ 6.6 24.0 1.7 27.3 9.1 5.4 0.4 0.4 1.1 2.0 4.7 0.5 0.3 1.2 2.4 5.1
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Table A6. – Loewdin atomic contributions to the active orbitals in the S = 5 CAS(22,16) wave function for the NacNac-capped [Fe2S2]2+

clusters (see Figure A5 for plots). The first six rows correspond to orbitals based manly on the bridging ligands X, the next five on
FeA, and the last five on FeB. The CASSCF wave function optimized just for the S = 5 spin state.

px pz∗ py∗ py pz px∗ z2 x2 − y2 xy xz yz z2 x2 − y2 xy xz yz

FeA [%]
[Fe2S2]

2+ 13.5 11.2 11.0 12.8 15.0 13.8 97.0 95.9 93.6 89.2 89.2 0.2 0.3 0.7 0.1 0.1
[Fe2SSe]2+ 14.4 10.5 10.9 13.0 15.1 14.6 96.7 96.4 93.6 89.1 89.3 0.1 0.2 0.7 0.2 0.1
[Fe2Se2]

2+ 14.5 9.3 10.9 13.4 15.8 16.2 97.0 96.2 93.5 88.5 89.8 0.2 0.2 0.7 0.2 0.2

FeB [%]
[Fe2S2]

2+ 13.5 11.2 11.0 12.8 14.9 13.8 0.2 0.3 0.7 0.1 0.1 96.9 95.9 93.6 89.2 89.1
[Fe2SSe]2+ 13.8 11.6 11.0 12.4 15.0 13.6 0.1 0.2 0.7 0.2 0.1 97.3 96.0 93.6 88.4 90.1
[Fe2Se2]

2+ 13.8 12.8 10.7 11.9 14.7 12.7 0.2 0.2 0.7 0.2 0.0 96.8 96.1 93.6 88.6 90.1

X2 [%]
[Fe2S2]

2+ 57.1 53.6 74.4 42.9 60.2 63.6 1.2 2.6 3.7 5.8 5.3 1.2 2.6 3.7 5.9 5.5
[Fe2SSe]2+ 64.8 52.9 74.3 42.9 59.9 62.4 1.6 2.0 3.5 6.6 4.1 1.3 2.6 3.7 7.7 3.1
[Fe2Se2]

2+ 63.6 51.7 73.8 41.8 59.4 60.8 1.4 2.3 3.7 7.3 3.3 1.2 2.3 3.7 7.8 3.1

NacNac [%]
[Fe2S2]

2+ 13.8 22.6 1.6 26.9 8.0 6.4 0.6 0.2 1.0 3.3 3.5 0.5 0.2 1.0 3.7 3.8
[Fe2SSe]2+ 5.5 23.3 2.5 28.8 8.0 6.9 0.4 0.3 1.1 2.4 4.2 0.6 0.5 1.0 2.3 4.8
[Fe2Se2]

2+ 6.5 24.8 2.4 28.1 8.0 7.9 0.8 0.5 1.0 2.0 4.7 0.4 0.4 1.1 2.3 5.2
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Table A7. – CASSCF and NEVPT2 energies for the S = 0, . . . 5 states in the NacNac-capped
[Fe2X2]2+ clusters relative to the respective S = 0 all-states averaged energy (see
also Figure 2.19) and parameters extracted via spin Hamiltonians in Eq 1.8 and
Eq 1.10 including the standard deviation (SD). The CASSCF wave function was
either averaged over all S = 0, . . . 5 states (state average) or optimized for each
state separately (state specific). All values in [cm−1].

S = 0 1 2 3 4 5 J SDE Jbiq λ SDE

CAS(10,10)
state average

[Fe2S2]2+ 0 77 232 463 770 1152 -38.3 1.4 -38.3 0.01 0.1
[Fe2SSe]2+ 0 71 214 428 711 1063 -35.4 1.2 -35.4 0.01 0.1
[Fe2Se2]2+ 0 67 202 403 670 1002 -33.4 0.9 -33.4 0.01 0.0

state specific
[Fe2S2]2+ -48 45 221 463 748 1051 -34.8 33.6 -35.6 0.32 1.7
[Fe2SSe]2+ -44 42 204 428 691 971 -32.1 30.8 -32.9 0.29 1.6
[Fe2Se2]2+ -41 40 192 403 651 916 -30.3 28.6 -31.0 0.27 1.4

CAS(10,10)+NEVPT2
state average

[Fe2S2]2+ 0 121 363 727 1213 1818 -60.6 0.3 -60.6 0.00 0.3
[Fe2SSe]2+ 0 114 341 682 1137 1706 -56.9 0.2 -56.9 -0.00 0.2
[Fe2Se2]2+ 0 109 326 653 1089 1636 -54.6 0.7 -54.5 -0.01 0.2

state specific
[Fe2S2]2+ -70 74 348 727 1181 1669 -55.3 48.0 -56.5 0.46 2.0
[Fe2SSe]2+ -67 68 326 681 1106 1563 -51.8 45.5 -52.9 0.44 2.0
[Fe2Se2]2+ -66 64 311 652 1059 1496 -49.7 43.9 -50.8 0.42 1.7

S = 0 1 2 3 4 5 J SDE Jbiq λ SDE

CAS(22,16)
state average

[Fe2S2]2+ 0 134 400 795 1315 1944 -64.3 9.9 -64.5 0.09 1.7
[Fe2SSe]2+ 0 122 366 728 1205 1781 -58.9 9.3 -59.1 0.09 1.9
[Fe2Se2]2+ 0 115 344 683 1129 1668 -55.2 8.5 -55.4 0.08 1.5

state specific
[Fe2S2]2+ -466 -226 219 808 1480 2150 -81.3 106.1 -83.9 1.02 7.7
[Fe2SSe]2+ -459 -233 183 738 1369 2003 -76.5 98.3 -79.0 0.94 7.5
[Fe2Se2]2+ -459 -244 158 692 1300 1912 -73.8 93.8 -76.1 0.90 7.2

CAS(22,16)+NEVPT2
state average

[Fe2S2]2+ 0 249 750 1504 2515 3787 -126.5 5.2 -126.4 -0.05 0.4
[Fe2SSe]2+ 0 238 715 1434 2399 3615 -120.8 5.6 -120.7 -0.05 0.2
[Fe2Se2]2+ 0 230 693 1391 2328 3507 -117.2 5.3 -117.1 -0.05 0.5

state specific
[Fe2S2]2+ -863 -441 374 1527 3024 4314 -163.2 225.3 -168.3 1.97 81.3
[Fe2SSe]2+ -828 -423 355 1451 2842 4234 -161.6 150.4 -165.2 1.38 35.2
[Fe2Se2]2+ -842 -439 332 1402 2701 4405 -171.6 63.2 -172.5 0.35 54.1
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A. Appendix

Figure A7. – Plots of the active orbitals in the CAS(23,16) wave function for the NacNac-
capped [Fe2S2]1+ clusters (see Figure 2.25). Orbital shapes are similar for
[Fe2SSe]1+ and [Fe2Se2]1+. Isosurfaces are shown at ±0.05 and ±0.025.

Figure A8. – Contributions of CFGs to the S = 1
2 CAS(23,16) wave function for the NacNac-

capped [Fe2X2]1+ clusters (see also Figure 2.25). All values in [%].

neutral d-d non-Hund IVCT LMCT

[Fe2S2]
1+ 96.92 0.71 0.42 1.02 0.84

[Fe2SSe]1+ 97.48 0.26 0.38 0.92 0.87
[Fe2Se2]

1+ 98.02 0.03 0.27 0.74 0.90
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Table A8. – Loewdin atomic contributions to the active orbitals in the S = 1
2 CAS(23,16) wave function for the NacNac-capped [Fe2S2]1+

clusters (see Figure A7 for plots). The first six rows correspond to orbitals based manly on the bridging ligands X, the next five on
FeA, and the last five on FeB. The CASSCF wave function was averaged over the 5 d-dn states with S = 1

2 .

px pz∗ py∗ py pz px∗ z2 x2 − y2 xy xz yz z2 x2 − y2 xy xz yz

FeA [%]
[Fe2S2]

2+ 3.7 13.9 14.3 18.6 20.9 23.7 97.4 95.0 91.4 88.8 88.4 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.2 0.1
[Fe2SSe]2+ 5.3 12.9 13.8 18.9 21.3 24.0 97.0 95.3 91.3 90.4 87.0 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.1 0.1
[Fe2Se2]

2+ 4.0 13.5 14.0 18.8 21.3 24.5 97.3 95.4 91.8 90.4 86.7 0.0 0.1 0.5 0.2 0.0

FeB [%]
[Fe2S2]

2+ 14.7 8.9 5.9 2.8 8.6 2.2 0.1 0.3 0.8 0.2 0.2 97.8 97.7 96.1 94.7 94.3
[Fe2SSe]2+ 13.3 7.0 5.4 2.9 8.4 2.3 0.1 0.3 0.8 0.0 0.4 97.9 97.8 96.2 95.2 93.9
[Fe2Se2]

2+ 13.7 8.1 5.3 2.3 8.2 1.8 0.0 0.2 0.8 0.0 0.3 97.8 97.9 96.5 94.8 94.4

X2 [%]
[Fe2S2]

2+ 4.8 18.3 4.6 43.6 11.7 8.3 0.6 0.4 1.1 3.1 2.9 0.1 0.1 0.1 1.1 2.1
[Fe2SSe]2+ 8.4 30.9 7.3 41.1 12.9 6.7 0.8 0.2 1.3 4.8 1.4 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.9 2.0
[Fe2Se2]

2+ 6.9 22.6 6.1 46.1 13.0 9.5 0.5 0.2 1.2 5.6 1.9 0.6 0.2 0.6 0.7 2.4

NacNac [%]
[Fe2S2]

2+ 75.3 57.3 74.2 32.1 57.1 64.8 1.1 3.5 5.5 5.8 6.6 0.6 0.7 2.1 2.8 1.9
[Fe2SSe]2+ 71.7 47.0 71.9 34.3 56.4 65.3 1.2 3.3 5.6 2.9 9.7 0.6 0.7 2.0 2.3 2.2
[Fe2Se2]

2+ 74.3 53.8 73.5 29.8 55.8 63.2 1.0 3.6 5.3 2.7 10.1 0.4 0.9 1.7 2.9 1.3
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Table A9. – Energies for select low-lying excited states in the CAS(23,16) wave function
including NEVPT2 for NacNac-capped [Fe2X2]1+ clusters (see also Figure 2.28).
d-dn states correspond to the Fe 2+

A Fe 3+
B valence isomer, IVCTn to Fe 3+

A Fe 2+
B .

The CASSCF wave function was averaged either over the 5 d-dn states or the 5
IVCTn states for each spin state separately. All values are given in [cm−1].

d-d0 d-d1 d-d2 d-d3 d-d4 IVCT0 IVCT1

S = 1
2

[Fe2S2]
1+ 0 470 2920 5912 8028 6635 7448

[Fe2SSe]1+ 0 748 2712 5101 8494 6454 6835
[Fe2Se2]

1+ 0 170 2170 5096 7884 7179 7566

S = 3
2

[Fe2S2]
1+ 372 893 3016 7186 9718

[Fe2SSe]1+ 261 1032 2717 7127 9805
[Fe2Se2]

1+ 199 411 2147 7762 10183



A2. S→Se substitution in synthetic [Fe2S2] clusters

Table A10. – Energies of all low-lying excited states in the CAS(11,10) wave function for the
NacNac-capped [Fe2X2]1+ clusters, including NEVPT2. d-dn and IVCTn states
correspond to the Fe 2+

A Fe 3+
B and Fe 3+

A Fe 2+
B valence isomer, respectively (see

also Figure 2.29). The CASSCF wave function was averaged either over all 25
d-dn states or over all 25 IVCTn states. All values in [cm−1].

S = 1
2 S = 3

2 S = 5
2 S = 7

2 S = 9
2

d-d0

[Fe2S2]1+ 0 185 491 909 1423
[Fe2SSe]1+ 0 161 427 793 1243
[Fe2Se2]1+ 0 119 317 589 929

d-d1

[Fe2S2]1+ 454 623 904 1291 1766
[Fe2SSe]1+ 648 799 1046 1381 1782
[Fe2Se2]1+ 67 193 399 676 1004

d-d2

[Fe2S2]1+ 2441 2460 2496 2558 2658
[Fe2SSe]1+ 2274 2298 2344 2420 2546
[Fe2Se2]1+ 1779 1796 1829 1883 1970

d-d3

[Fe2S2]1+ 5675 5780 5955 6200 6516
[Fe2SSe]1+ 4906 5011 5185 5428 5736
[Fe2Se2]1+ 4848 4910 5014 5161 5355

d-d4

[Fe2S2]1+ 7886 8063 8359 8771 9286
[Fe2SSe]1+ 8327 8469 8708 9043 9466
[Fe2Se2]1+ 7775 7910 8132 8436 8810

IVCT0

[Fe2S2]1+ 2871 3078 3416 3875 4429
[Fe2SSe]1+ 3540 3710 3986 4355 4788
[Fe2Se2]1+ 2727 2867 3095 3403 3773

IVCT1

[Fe2S2]1+ 3701 3892 4211 4656 5212
[Fe2SSe]1+ 3994 4167 4454 4854 5354
[Fe2Se2]1+ 3134 3270 3496 3808 4197

IVCT2

[Fe2S2]1+ 6102 6125 6170 6248 6380
[Fe2SSe]1+ 6377 6409 6469 6572 6740
[Fe2Se2]1+ 5311 5333 5373 5438 5537

IVCT3

[Fe2S2]1+ 9202 9300 9468 9711 10036
[Fe2SSe]1+ 8702 8792 8946 9167 9461
[Fe2Se2]1+ 7967 8035 8150 8316 8533

IVCT4

[Fe2S2]1+ 10817 11038 11402 11906 12523
[Fe2SSe]1+ 11083 11278 11602 12047 12593
[Fe2Se2]1+ 10481 10634 10885 11230 11654 201



A. Appendix

A3. The resting state of nitrogenase

A3.1. Electronic structure

Figure A9. – Comparison of atomic charges for the metal centers (top) and the sulfide
ligands (bottom) in FeMoco (E0 QM2 model, BS7-235 MS = 3

2). See Figure 4.2
for atom labels.
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A3. The resting state of nitrogenase

Figure A10. – Comparison of spin populations for the metal centers (top) and the sulfide
ligands (bottom) in FeMoco (E0 QM2 model, BS7-235 MS = 3

2). See Figure 4.2
for atom labels.

Figure A11. – Comparison of metal-metal bond orders in FeMoco (E0 QM2 model, BS7-235
MS = 3

2). Values below 0.1 are not shown for the Mayer bond order. See
Figure 4.2 for atom labels.
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Choice of the diamagnetic ions

With diamagnetic substitution, one attempts to emulate the electrostatic influence
of the magnetic centers with diamagnetic ions as well as possible. With an average
oxidation state of Fe2.5+ the choice for the diamagnetic ion is not obvious for FeMoco.
A plausible indicator is the charge on the ligand, which should not change much upon
diamagnetic substitution. Figure A12 shows the sulfide atomic charges in FeMoco
for the substitution Fe→Ga3+ and Fe→Zn2+ as well as custom diamagnetic ions that
emulate intermediate oxidation states. The custom ions are generated by adjusting
the charge of the nuclei, therefore expanding or contracting the Ga3+ and Zn2+ ions,
respectively. The smallest deviation of the sulfide ligands relative to the unsubstituted
FeMoco was achieved for Ga2.5+.

Figure A12. – Differences in the Hirshfeld atomic charges of the sulfide ligands in fully
diamagnetically substituted FeMoco relative to the unsubstituted FeMoco (E0

QM2 model, BS7-235 MS = 3
2). The Fe centers are substituted with (a) Ga3+

Z = 31, (b) Ga2.5+ Z = 30.5, (c) Zn2.5+ Z = 30.5, and (d) Zn3+ Z = 30. Mo
was substituted with In3+ in all cases. See Figure 4.2 for atom labels.



A3. The resting state of nitrogenase

Figure A13. – Mulliken spin populations for the metal centers in FeMoco for all 35 possible
BS determinants (E0 cluster* model, MS = 3

2). See Figure 4.2 for atom labels.
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A. Appendix

Figure A14. – Hirshfeld atomic contributions to the Foster-Boys localized orbitals of (a) the
BS7-235 determinant and (b) the BS7-346 determinant in FeVco (E0 QM2 model,
MS = 3

2). Red/positive values corresponds to α electrons and blue/negative
values to β electrons. Only the metal-based valence orbitals are shown. The
insets show the simplified electronic structure that can be derived from the
localized orbital analysis (recreated after Benediktsson and Bjornsson,19 see
Figure 4.2 for atom labels). The analogous plot for FeMoco is shown in Figure 4.3.
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A3. The resting state of nitrogenase

A3.2. Influence of the protein environment

Figure A15. – Average energies of the 10 BS determinant classes in FeMoco for (a) the
cluster* model, (b) the QM1* model, (c) single point QM/MM calculations on
the E0 MoFe XRD structure (QM’ model),69 (d) same as (c), but for relaxed
geometries. Energies for c) and d) were kindly supplied by Thorhallsson and
the QM’ region is of comparable size to QM2. MS = 3

2 is used for all BS
determinants and BS7-235 is lowest in energy in all models.
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A. Appendix

Figure A16. – Comparison of FeMoco models used in this work with the QM367 model
provided by Benediktsson (E0 BS7-235 MS = 3

2). (a) Hirshfeld atomic charges for
the metal centers and sulfide ligands in FeMoco (top) as well and the metal-metal
bond lengths [Å] and bond orders (bottom). (b-e) Differences in the cluster,
QM1, QM2, and QM3 model relative to the QM367 model. See Figure 4.1 for
model and Figure 4.2 for atom labels.
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A4. CO binding to nitrogenase

A4. CO binding to nitrogenase

A4.1. Diamagnetically substituted cofactors

Figure A17. – Energies of different MS values for the CO-bound Fe2+ center in (a) FeMoco-
based [FeGa6InS9C] with Fe6 unsubstituted, (b) FeMoco-based [FeGa6InS9C]
with Fe2 unsubstituted, and (c) FeVco-based [FeGa7S8CO3C] Fe6 unsubstituted
(E0 cluster model). MS = 0 is lowest in energy in all cases.

Table A11. – Calculated coupling constants for the Fe6/Fe2 dimer in diamagnetically FeMoco
with and without CO bound. The redox state is Fe2+Fe3+. Values for J were
obtained with the Yamaguchi projection from the MS = 9

2 high spin determinant
and the MS = 1

2 BS determinant.

CO model J [cm−1]

no CO cluster -117.10
CO−Fe6 cluster (ferro opt) 33.62

cluster (anti opt) 25.81
μ−CO E1 QM/MM (single point) 46.70

E2 QM/MM (single point) 18.13
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A4.2. Localized orbitals

Figure A18. – Hirshfeld atomic contributions to the Foster-Boys localized orbitals in the E0

FeMoco cluster model with CO bound to (a) Fe6 or (b) Fe2 (BS10-135 MS = 1
2

and BS10-147 MS = 1
2 , respectively). Red/positive values corresponds to α

electrons and blue/negative values to β electrons. Only the metal-based valence
orbitals are shown. See Figure 4.2 for atom labels.
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A4. CO binding to nitrogenase

Figure A19. – Hirshfeld atomic contributions to the Foster-Boys localized orbitals in the E1

FeMoco cluster model with CO bound to (a) Fe6 or (b) Fe2 (BS10-147 MS = 2,
respectively). Red/positive values corresponds to α electrons and blue/negative
values to β electrons. Only the metal-based valence orbitals are shown. See
Figure 4.2 for atom labels.
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A. Appendix

Figure A20. – Hirshfeld atomic contributions to the Foster-Boys localized orbitals in the E0

FeVco cluster model with CO bound to (a) Fe6 or (b) Fe2 (BS8-345 MS = 1
2 and

BS7-235 MS = 5
2 , respectively). Red/positive values corresponds to α electrons

and blue/negative values to β electrons. Only the metal-based valence orbitals
are shown. See Figure 4.2 for atom labels.
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A4. CO binding to nitrogenase

Figure A21. – Hirshfeld atomic contributions to the Foster-Boys localized orbitals in the E1

FeMoco QM2 model with CO bound to (a) Fe6 or (b) bridging Fe6/Fe2 (BS7-346
MS = 2 and BS10-147 MS = 0, respectively). Red/positive values corresponds
to α electrons and blue/negative values to β electrons. Only the metal-based
and CO-based valence orbitals are shown. See Figure 4.2 for atom labels.
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Figure A22. – Hirshfeld atomic contributions to the Foster-Boys localized orbitals in the E1

FeVco QM2 model with CO bound to (a) Fe6 or (b) bridging Fe6/Fe2 (BS7-235
MS = 0 and BS10-147 MS = 0, respectively). Red/positive values corresponds
to α electrons and blue/negative values to β electrons. Only the metal-based
and CO-based valence orbitals are shown. See Figure 4.2 for atom labels.
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A4. CO binding to nitrogenase

Figure A23. – Hirshfeld atomic contributions to the Foster-Boys localized orbitals in the
E2 FeMoco QM2 model with CO bound bridging Fe6/Fe2 for the (a) BS7-235
MS = 1

2 determinant and the (b) BS10-147 MS = 1
2 determinant. Red/positive

values corresponds to α electrons and blue/negative values to β electrons. Only
the metal-based and CO-based valence orbitals are shown. See Figure 4.2 for
atom labels.
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A4.3. Binding energies

Table A12. – Lowest-energy BS/MS combination of for each substrate-free model, which
serve as reference for the CO binding energy estimate (see Section 5.1).

En model nitrogenase BS MS

E0 cluster Mo BS7-346 1.5
E0 cluster V BS7-235 1.5
E0 QM2 Mo BS7-346 1.5
E0 QM2 V BS7-235 1.5
E1 cluster Mo BS7-346 2
E1 cluster V BS7-235 1
E1 QM2 Mo BS7-235 2
E1 QM2 V BS7-235 1

Figure A24. – Energies for the substrate-free (a) FeMoco and (b) FeVco cluster model in the
E1 redox state relative to BS7-346 MS = 2 and BS7-235 MS = 1, respectively.
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A4. CO binding to nitrogenase

Table A13. – CO binding energies [kcal/mol] for the E0 FeMoco (left) and FeVco (right)
cluster model.

BS MS binding site ∆Ebnd

135 0.5 Fe6 -5.96
147 0.5 Fe6 -5.26
235 0.5 Fe6 -4.12
345 0.5 Fe6 -3.18
346 2.5 Fe6 -2.61
347 0.5 Fe6 -2.37
125 0.5 Fe6 -1.42
247 0.5 Fe6 -1.28
127 0.5 Fe6 -0.38
236 2.5 Fe6 0.86
246 2.5 Fe6 2.23
245 0.5 Fe6 4.19
237 0.5 Fe6 4.82
146 2.5 Fe6 5.33
136 2.5 Fe6 5.35

147 0.5 Fe2 -9.09
135 0.5 Fe2 -7.47
235 2.5 Fe2 -7.42
247 2.5 Fe2 -6.56
346 0.5 Fe2 -5.27
236 2.5 Fe2 -4.51
246 2.5 Fe2 -3.01
347 0.5 Fe2 -2.70
146 0.5 Fe2 -2.57
345 0.5 Fe2 -2.37
136 0.5 Fe2 -1.60
237 2.5 Fe2 1.53
127 2.5 Fe2 1.86
125 2.5 Fe2 2.20
245 2.5 Fe2 3.35

BS MS binding site ∆Ebnd

345 0.5 Fe6 -5.33
235 0.5 Fe6 -4.29
147 0.5 Fe6 -2.91
135 0.5 Fe6 -1.82
125 0.5 Fe6 1.20
236 2.5 Fe6 2.16
127 0.5 Fe6 2.16
346 2.5 Fe6 3.05
347 0.5 Fe6 4.38
247 0.5 Fe6 4.60
245 0.5 Fe6 5.56
237 0.5 Fe6 5.76
136 2.5 Fe6 7.65
146 2.5 Fe6 7.69
246 2.5 Fe6 8.20

235 2.5 Fe2 -5.15
147 0.5 Fe2 -4.12
135 0.5 Fe2 -2.53
345 2.5 Fe2 -2.37
236 2.5 Fe2 -0.17
247 2.5 Fe2 0.90
146 0.5 Fe2 0.94
346 0.5 Fe2 1.24
245 2.5 Fe2 2.31
136 0.5 Fe2 2.87
347 0.5 Fe2 3.85
237 2.5 Fe2 4.31
246 2.5 Fe2 5.91
127 2.5 Fe2 6.08
125 2.5 Fe2 7.31
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Table A14. – CO binding energies [kcal/mol] for the E1 FeMoco (left) and FeVco (right)
cluster model.

BS MS binding site ∆Ebnd

147 0 Fe6 -15.00
346 2 Fe6 -13.46
346 3 Fe6 -11.50
135 0 Fe6 -11.07
235 1 Fe6 -10.90

147 0 Fe2 -10.99
135 0 Fe2 -9.46
346 3 Fe2 -3.73
346 2 Fe2 -2.65
235 1 Fe2 -2.17

BS MS binding site ∆Ebnd

135 0 Fe6 -11.75
235 1 Fe6 -11.42
235 0 Fe6 -9.54
147 1 Fe6 -7.68
147 0 Fe6 -6.54
136 2 Fe6 -5.85

135 0 Fe2 -8.93
235 0 Fe2 -8.90
147 1 Fe2 -3.73
147 0 Fe2 -2.68
235 1 Fe2 -2.07
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A4. CO binding to nitrogenase

Table A15. – CO binding energies [kcal/mol] for the E0 FeMoco (left) and FeVco (right)
QM2 model.

BS MS binding site ∆Ebnd

147 0.5 Fe6 -7.77
135 0.5 Fe6 -7.10
235 0.5 Fe6 -5.69
347 0.5 Fe6 -5.55
345 0.5 Fe6 -5.11
247 0.5 Fe6 -3.98
125 0.5 Fe6 -3.84
236 0.5 Fe6 -3.30
127 0.5 Fe6 -3.07
346 2.5 Fe6 -3.02
235 1.5 Fe6 -1.24
346 0.5 Fe6 -0.41
346 1.5 Fe6 0.49
247 1.5 Fe6 1.19
146 2.5 Fe6 2.15
147 1.5 Fe6 4.05

346 0.5 Fe2 0.41
147 0.5 Fe2 0.48
235 2.5 Fe2 2.25
346 1.5 Fe2 6.49
235 1.5 Fe2 8.80
147 1.5 Fe2 9.85
247 1.5 Fe2 10.83
247 0.5 Fe2 17.08
235 0.5 Fe2 18.87

BS MS binding site ∆Ebnd

235 0.5 Fe6 -8.14
147 0.5 Fe6 -6.63
345 0.5 Fe6 -5.73
145 0.5 Fe6 -5.16
135 0.5 Fe6 -4.74
236 2.5 Fe6 -2.05
235 1.5 Fe6 0.85
147 1.5 Fe6 4.15
247 0.5 Fe6 9.00
346 0.5 Fe6 11.15
346 1.5 Fe6 11.97

235 2.5 Fe2 6.88
247 2.5 Fe2 7.56
247 0.5 Fe2 8.62
346 0.5 Fe2 10.50
147 0.5 Fe2 11.12
235 1.5 Fe2 13.73
346 1.5 Fe2 17.93
247 1.5 Fe2 18.59
235 0.5 Fe2 19.53
147 1.5 Fe2 21.26
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Table A16. – CO binding energies [kcal/mol] for the E1 FeMoco (left) and FeVco (right)
QM2 model.

BS MS binding site ∆Ebnd

346 2 Fe6 -8.32
147 0 Fe6 -7.31
346 3 Fe6 -6.01
235 1 Fe6 -6.00
135 0 Fe6 -5.83
247 1 Fe6 -5.47
127 0 Fe6 -5.43
125 0 Fe6 -5.41
235 2 Fe6 -0.84
247 2 Fe6 -0.50
147 1 Fe6 7.54
346 1 Fe6 7.96
147 2 Fe6 12.90

147 0 Fe2 -5.05
235 2 Fe2 -4.91
235 3 Fe2 -2.54
147 1 Fe2 -1.43
235 1 Fe2 0.56
346 1 Fe2 0.90
247 2 Fe2 1.41
346 2 Fe2 1.69
247 1 Fe2 3.18
147 2 Fe2 11.27

BS MS binding site ∆Ebnd

235 0 Fe6 -8.47
235 1 Fe6 -7.55
147 0 Fe6 21.62
135 0 Fe6 22.09
346 2 Fe6 22.11
147 1 Fe6 23.02
127 0 Fe6 23.25
346 3 Fe6 24.02
125 0 Fe6 24.60
135 1 Fe6 27.52

147 0 Fe2 -7.36
135 0 Fe2 -5.49
235 2 Fe2 21.02
235 3 Fe2 23.74
147 1 Fe2 27.36
235 1 Fe2 28.39
247 2 Fe2 28.90
346 1 Fe2 29.85
247 3 Fe2 31.02
346 2 Fe2 33.84
346 0 Fe2 33.92
147 2 Fe2 38.49
247 1 Fe2 40.32
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A4. CO binding to nitrogenase

A4.4. CO frequencies

Table A17. – Calculated CO frequency for different partial Hessians for the E1 QM/MM
FeMoco model (CO bound to Fe6, BS7-247, MS = 1).

unfrozen atoms νcalculated νscaled

CO+Fe 1978.1 1943.6
CO+Fe+3S+carbide 1978.1 1943.6
CO+6Fe+Mo+3S+carbide 1977.1 1943.4
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Table A18. – As-calculated, unscaled CO frequencies and scaled frequencies [cm−1] for all
CO-bound models. The scaling factor (0.9825) is equal to the ratio of the as-
calculated frequency of free CO (2143 cm−1) and the experimentally determined
frequency CO gas (2181 cm−1).225

binding site BS MS νcalculated νscaled

diamagnetically substituted FeMoco
CO−Fe3+ 1.5 2013 1978
CO−Fe2+ 1.0 1918 1884
CO−Fe1+ 0.5 1803 1772
CO−Fe2+()Fe3+() 3.5 1942 1908
CO−Fe2+(v)Fe3+() 1.5 1951 1917

E0 FeMoco cluster
Fe6 BS10-135 0.5 1943 1910
Fe2 BS10-147 0.5 1929 1895

E1 FeMoco cluster
Fe6 BS10-147 0 1854 1822
Fe2 BS10-147 0 1889 1856

E0 FeVco cluster
Fe6 BS8-345 0.5 1921 1887
Fe2 BS7-235 2.5 1927 1894

E1 FeVco cluster
Fe6 BS10-135 0 1831 1799
Fe2 BS10-135 0 1842 1810

E0 FeMoco QM/MM
Fe6 BS10-147 0.5 2001 1966
Fe2 BS7-346 0.5 1992 1957

E1 FeMoco QM/MM
Fe6 BS7-346 2 1956 1922
Fe2/Fe6 BS10-147 0 1746 1716

E1 FeMoco QM/MM Val2Ile
Fe6 BS7-346 2 1939 1905

E0 FeVco QM/MM
Fe6 BS7-235 0.5 1958 1924
Fe2 BS7-235 2.5 1992 1957

E1 FeVco QM/MM
Fe6 BS7-235 0 1955 1921
Fe2/Fe6 BS10-147 0 1752 1721

E2 FeMoco QM/MM
Fe2/Fe6 BS7-235 0.5 1748 1718
Fe2/Fe6 BS7-147 0.5 1767 1738
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